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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 

RECORD OF DECISION 

·SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
FOR THE AIRBORNE LASER PROGRAM 

Pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 
1969, Public Law (P.L.) 91-90 (as amended) and the regulations promulgated by the 
Council on Environmental Quality at 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1505.2, 
the Department of Defense (DOD), Missile Defense Agency (MDA), has prepared the 
following Record of Decision (ROD) on the Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (SEIS) for the Airborne Laser (ABL) Program. The ROD contains the 
statement of decision, identifies the alternatives considered, and discusses the factors on 
which the decision was based, and any mitigating measures deemed necessary to avoid or 
minimize environmental impacts. 

OVERVIEW 

The United States (U.S.) requires a more accurate and effective defense against ballistic 
missiles by destroying them during the boost phase, just after launch. Currently, the U.S. 
and its alJies are limited to defense of troops or high-value assets within a small area of a 
theater of operations as the missile nears its target. Improvements in missile range and 
accuracy and the rapid increase in the number of missile-capable nations increase the 
threat. 

The ABL aircraft is a modified Boeing 747 aircraft that accommodates a laser-weapon 
system and laser fuel storage tanks. The ABL aircraft incorporates an Active Ranging 
System (ARS) laser, a Track Illuminator Laser (TILL), and a Beacon Illuminator Laser 
(BILL); a laser-beam control system designed to focus the beam on target; and a High
Energy Laser (HEL) (i.e., chemical, oxygen, iodine laser [COIL]) designed to destroy the 
target. The ARS is a lower-power gas laser, and the BILL and TILL are lower-power 
solid-state lasers. An onboard Battle Management Command Center provides 
computerized control of aspects of the laser-weapon system, communications, and 
intelligence. The ABL aircraft would fly at high altitudes and would detect and track 
launches of ballistic missiles using onboard sensors. During flight-test activities, active 
tracking of the missile with the BILL and TILL would begin at approximately 35,000 feet 
above mean sea level. 

The ABL program is one of the elements of the MDA Ballistic Missile Defense System 
(BMOS) that is intended to provide an effective defense for the U.S., its deployed forces, 
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and its friends and allies from limited missile attack during all segments of an attacking 
missile's flight. The ABL element of the BMDS is being developed to provide an 
effective defense to limited ballistic missile threats during the boost segment of an 
attacking missile's flight. 

The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Program Definition and Risk 
Reduction Phase of the Airborne Laser Program (FEIS) was published in April 1997. 
The 1997 FEIS analyzed several alternatives for establishing the Home Base, the 
Diagnostic Test Range, and the Extended-Area Test Range that are required to effectively 
demonstrate the ability of the ABL system. The 1997 FEIS considered Edwards Air 
Force Base (AFB), California, and Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, as possible Home Base 
locations; White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico, and China Lake Naval Air 
Warfare Center, California, as the Diagnostic Test Range; and the Western Range, 
including Vandenberg AFB and/or Point Mugu Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons 
Division, both in California, as the Extended-Area Test Range. 

The ROD for the 1997 FEIS identified Edwards AFB as the Home Base (to support the 
ABL aircraft and conduct ground-test activities of the ABL system), WSMR as the 
Diagnostic Test Range, and the Western Range as the Expanded-Area Test Range (both 
for supporting proposed flight-test activities of the ABL systems). Based upon 
operational and environmental concerns in that FEIS, Edwards AFB was chosen as the 
primary location for conducting ground-test activities. Kirtland AFB and WSMR were 
identified as alternative ground-test locations in the event that ground testing was not 
possible at Edwards AFB. 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

The SEIS sets forth the supplemental environmental analysis required based on changes 
in the proposed test program that have occurred since the 1997 FEIS was completed and 
examines proposed test activities at Edwards AFB, Kirtland AFB, WSMR/Holloman 
AFB, and Vandenberg AFB. Holloman AFB is a U.S. Air Force installation that shares 
most of its boundary with WSMR. The 1997 FEIS previously examined test activities 
and test locations and is considered the No-Action Alternative for this SEIS. The 
following is a list of new or refined actions that require the preparation of an SEIS: 

• Testing of two ABL aircraft (referred to as the Block 2004 aircraft and an 
improved follow-on aircraft, the Block 2008) rather than the individual aircraft 
addressed in the 1997 FEIS 

• Proposed ground testing that was not considered in detail in the 1997 FEIS 

• Potential effects due to off-range lasing during test activities 
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• Potential effects of lowering the test altitude of the ABL aircraft from 40,000 feet 
to 35,000 feet or higher 

• Testing of the ARS laser, the BILL, the TILL, and the Surrogate High-Energy 
Laser (SHEL) systems that were not considered in detail in the I 997 FEIS 

• Refinement of proposed ABL test activities (i.e., location of tests, types of tests, 
and number of tests). 

These new or refined actions will maximize testing efficiencies and realism, and provide 
further clarification of the ABL weapon system test program 

DECISION 

The MDA will proceed with the Proposed Action as described in the SEIS and 
summarized below. Appropriate management plans and regulations would be adhered to 
and suitable mitigation measures would be initiated to minimize potential adverse effects. 

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

The Proposed Action is to conduct test activities of the ABL system at test ranges 
associated with Edwards AFB and Vandenberg AFB, California, and Kirtland AFB and 
WSMR/Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Test activities would involve testing the laser 
components on the ground and in flight to verify that laser components operate together 
safely and effectively. Two ABL aircraft (Block 2004 and Block 2008) would be utilized 
during test activities. Software upgrades to the Block 2004 aircraft would be tested and 
added to that test aircraft under a Block 2006 effort. Once upgraded with the newer 
operating system, the Block 2004 aircraft would be designated as the Block 2006 aircraft. 
Ground testing of the ABL system is proposed at Edwards AFB. Kirtland AFB and 
WSMR/Holloman AFB have been identified as alternative ground-test locations if 
ground tests cannot be conducted at Edwards AFB. Flight testing is proposed at the 
R-2508 Airspace Complex (Edwards AFB), Western Range (Vandenberg AFB), and 
WSMR (including Federal Aviation Administration [FAA]-contro11ed airspace and 
airspace utilized by Fort Bliss). 

The ABL aircraft would be housed at an existing hanger at Edwards AFB. Edwards AFB 
is also the location where the laser systems would be integrated into the aircraft, where 
ground tests would occur, and is the location for initial aircraft flight tests. Although 
flight testing of the ABL system would occur within the R-2508 Airspace Complex, 
Western Range and WSMR, ABL test flights would begin and end at Edwards AFB. The 
ABL aircraft could be used to support other BMDS incidental exercises and deployments 
from other locations. These operations would be supported by other environmental 
analysis as appropriate. 
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Ground-Testing Activities. Ground testing of the lower-power laser systems (i.e., ARS, 
BILL, TILL, and SHEL) would be performed at Edwards AFB. Ground-testing activities 
would be conducted from an aircraft parking pad or the end of a runway with the laser 
beam directed over open land toward ground targets with natural features (e.g., 
mountains, hills, buttes) or earthen berms as a backstop. Lower-power lasers could also 
be fired from the System Integration Laboratory (SIL) at the Birk Flight Test Facility to 
range targets for atmospheric testing. Appropriate automatic hard-stop limits and beam 
path restrictors would be incorporated into the test design to ensure that laser energy does 
not extend beyond natural features and backstops. Additionally, the proposed ground test 
area would be cleared of personnel prior to initiating test activities. The ground-testing 
activities could also be conducted using a ground-based simulator within Building 151 at 
Edwards AFB. No open range testing of the HEL (COIL) would be conducted. Ground 
testing of the HEL would be conducted at Edwards AFB within Building 151 and the SIL 
using a ground-based simulator or an enclosed test cell. In the event that ground testing 
is not possible at Edwards AFB, ground testing of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL 
systems only could be conducted at Kirtland AFB or Holloman AFB/WSMR. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight tests at ranges associated with WSMR (including FAA
controlled airspace and airspace utilized by Fort Bliss), Edwards AFB (R-2508 Airspace 
Complex), and Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) would be used to test the ARS, BILL, 
TILL, SHEL, and HEL systems. 

The ABL tests would include acquisition and tracking oftargets at short-range as well as 
high-energy tests. These tests would be conducted against instrumented diagnostic target 
boards carried by balloons, missiles, or aircraft. Missiles would incorporate a flight
termination system, when required, to ensure that debris would be contained on the range 
in the event the target must be destroyed during flight. Proteus aircraft (a manned aircraft 
with a target board attached) and Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument (MARTI) 
drops (balloon with a target board attached) would be utilized for testing of the lower
power laser systems (i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL). MARTI drops would also be 
used for testing the HEL. 

The MARTI is a diagnostic target for ABL that is similar in size and geometry to a 
ballistic missile. The basic construction consists of a shell of aluminum with aluminum 
fins attached, coated with paint selected to represent the properties of the paint on 
ballistic missiles (no fuel would be onboard). The balloon would rise to an approximate 
height of 100,000 feet and may pass over private and BLM-managed lands, depending on 
wind conditions aloft. When the balloon is over the target drop box and at the desired 
altitude the MARTI payload would be released. The MARTI would free-fall to 50,000 
feet allowing approximately 55 seconds of engagement time, allowing multiple 
engagements on each drop. A nominal three engagements per MARTI drop are planned. 
Approximately 60 pounds of flare attached to the MARTI would burn during the entire 
ABL engagement to provide an infrared source for the ARS. The flare would be 
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exhausted prior to the MARTI reaching the ground. After the ABL engagement is 
complete, a parachute system would be deployed to slow down and recover the complete 
MARTI unit for reuse. 

During flight tests with the ABL aircraft, up to two "chase aircraft" may be utilized to 
monitor test activities. The ABL aircraft would fly at an altitude of 35,000 feet or higher. 
The laser systems would be directed above horizontal in an upward direction to minimize 
potential ground impact or potential contact with other aircraft. The energy from the 
HEL would heat the missile's booster components and cause a stress fracture, which 
would destroy the missile. 

Missile debris would be contained within the range boundaries. The geometry of the 
tests would preclude operation of the laser except at an angle that is above the horizon. 
The onboard sensors and laser clearinghouse data would be used to confirm that no other 
aircraft or satellites are within the potential path of the beam, although controlled airspace 
would be utilized during ABL test activities and would be verified cleared. Airborne 
diagnostic testing would revalidate and expand on-the-ground test activities, confirm 
computer model predictions, and enable complete system tests. 

No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative is to proceed with ABL testing 
activities as addressed in the 1997 FEIS and associated ROD. 

NEPA PROCESS 

The Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an SEIS for ABL Program test actions was 
published in the Federal Register on March 22, 2002, initiating the public scoping 
process. Public scoping meetings were held in April 2002 in communities perceived to 
be affected by the ABL tests. The Notice of Availability (NOA) of the ABL Draft SEIS 
was published in the Federal Register in September 2002. This initiated a public review 
and comment period for the Draft SEIS. Four public hearings were held in October 2002 
in the same locations as the public scoping meetings. Comments on the Draft SEIS were 
considered in the preparation of the Final SEIS. A Department of Defense NOA for the 
Final SEIS was published in the Federal Register on June 16,2003. An Environmental 
Protection Agency NOA for the Final SEIS was published on July 3, 2003, initiating an 
additional 30-day comment period. Comments were considered in the decision process, 
culminating in this ROD. 

ENVIRONNUENTALISSUES 

The proposed activities addressed in the SEIS do not change the scope, quantity, or 
quality of the actions analyzed in the 1997 FEIS; therefore, only the following resources 
were analyzed in the SEIS for potential impacts: airspace, hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste management, health and safety, air quality, noise, biological resources, 
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cultural resources, and socioeconomics. Environmental issues identified during the 
analysis are summarized below. The complete SEIS is available at the following website: 
"http://www.afcee.brooks.af.mil/ec/eiap/eis/abll ABL _F-SEIS~~ Apr_ 03.pdf'. 

Environmental Effects of the Proposed Action. The current regional airspace 
restrictions would continue due to ABL testing activities. Flight-testing activities 
occurring within FAA-controlled airspace would be coordinated with the FAA prior to 
conducting test activities. Hazardous materials used and hazardous waste generated 
during ABL testing activities would be managed in accordance with applicable federal, 
state, DOD, and Air Force regulations regarding the use, storage, and handling of 
hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and hazardous chemicals identified under the 
Hazardous Materials Management Plan. ABL testing activities would involve ground
level and in-flight lasing. Performance of ABL testing activities in accordance with 
appropriate safety measures would reduce the potential for health and safety impacts. 
There would be short-term, negligible increases in pollutant emissions due to ground- and 
flight-testing activities. The minimal increases would not delay regional progress toward 
attainment of any air quality standard. The negligible increases in pollutants would not 
exceed the de minim us threshold of any regional air basin. Due to the location of the 
ground-test activities and the altitude of the flight-test activities, no residential areas 
would be exposed to continuous noise levels exceeding 65 decibels (dB A). Because 
ABL testing activities would be conducted in accordance. with applicable regulations and 
existing standard operating procedures for debris recovery, adverse biological resource 
and cultural resource impacts are not anticipated. The proposed ABL testing activities 
would require a long-term increase of approximately 750 personnel at Edwards AFB to 
support the ABL program and a short-term increase of up to 50 program related 
temporary personnel during test activities. These personnel would provide a small, 
positive, yet largely unnoticeable effect on population, income, and employment in the 
vicinity of the installations. 

Environmental Effects of the No-Action Alternative. ABL test activities would 
continue in accordance with those actions addressed in the 1997 FEIS and associated 
ROD. The regional airspace restrictions at the installations would continue due to 
ongoing mission activities. Management of hazardous materials and waste at the 
installations would continue in accordance with current practices. Current range safety 
measures at the installations would continue to ensure public safety and the environment 
are protected. Based on the 1997 FEIS, no adverse air quality, noise, biological, cultural, 
or socioeconomic impacts are anticipated. 

Preferred Alternative. The Proposed Action is the preferred alternative. This would 
involve conducting test activities of the ABL system at test ranges associated with 
Edwards AFB and Vandenberg AFB, California, and Kirtland AFB and 
WSMR/Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Test activities would involve testing the laser 
components on the ground and in flight to verify that laser components operate together 
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safely and effectively. Edwards AFB has been selected as the Home Base and will be the 
primary location for ground-testing activities. White Sands Missile Range has been 
selected as the Diagnostic Test Range and the Western Range has been selected as the 
Expanded-Area Test Range. 

Environmentally Preferred Alternative. The environmentally preferred alternative is 
the no-action alternative. 

Cumulative Impacts. The SEIS found no cumulative impacts on the human 
environment from proposed ABL testing activities. However, due to the nature of test 
activities at the Western Range and WSMR, other missile test and rocket launch activities 
within the ranges to support other military and commercial functions would be occurring. 
These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in Environmental 
Assessments (EAs) and Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) that limit the number of 
launches and are carefully scheduled/coordinated to prevent conflicts with overlapping 
miSSIOnS. 

In the event that ground tests are conducted at Holloman AFB, potential mission conflicts 
could occur at Holloman AFB due to parking the ABL aircraft and associated support 
equipment at the western end of the base runway. This arrangement would prevent 
aircraft from taking-off or landing (i.e., require closure of the runway). In order to avoid 
mission conflicts at Holloman AFB, other less frequently or unused runways, taxiways, 
or aircraft apron locations could be identified/dedicated to support the ABL aircraft 
during the short period of ground-test activities. If a suitable ground-test location that 
avoids Holloman AFB mission activities cannot be identified, the ABL ground-test 
program would be postponed until conditions at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB are 
suitable. In addition, during ABL flight-test activities, conflicts with the Holloman AFB 
flying mission could occur due to the ABL test activities using restricted airspace that is 
also used by Holloman AFB aircraft. This potential concern would be avoided through 
scheduling of test activities so that mission conflicts would not occur. 

Measures to Minimize Impacts. All practicable means to avoid, minimize, or mitigate 
harm to the environment would be taken under the selected alternative. Because of the 
negligible impacts that ABL test activities would have on most environmental factors and 
measures already take by the MDA, Air Force, and Army, no separate mitigation plan 
beyond adherence to applicable laws, regulations, and DOD guidelines is deemed 
necessary. ABL test activities would comply with applicable federal, state, DOD, Air 
Force, and Army regulations regarding the management of hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste. Evacuation plans and emergency response plans wi11 be developed and 
implemented as required. Emergency planning documents will be updated and 
emergency response personnel trained and equipped prior to introduction of new ABL 
hazardous materials. 
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To minimize potential laser hazards, multiple controls would be used to reduce the 
potential for off-range lasing and accidental lasing of unsuspecting receptors. These 
controls include the use of backdrops and enclosures, horizontal and vertical buffer 
zones, administrative controls, and removal of.mirror-like reflecting surfaces from the 
test area. Safety interlocks associated with the laser systems are in place to stop lasing 
activities in the event that the beam control steers the beam from the anticipated beam 
path. Evacuations, clearances, and road closures would be implemented to ensure worker 
and public health and safety. Any debris from target missile impact areas would be 
recovered in accordance with established Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and 
regulations. 

Consultation with appropriate federal and state agencies (e.g., U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, SHPO) will be completed. Notice of launch activities will be provided to any 
concerned agencies, local communities, and recreational users. Efforts will be made to 
schedule ABL test activities to avoid impacts on other activities at the installations. 

With regard to airspace, avoidance of the R-5119 Restricted Area associated with WSMR 
would mitigate the potential impact to the J 13 and J57 high-altitude jet routes that transit 
through the Restricted Area. In order to avoid operational impacts at Holloman AFB, 
other less frequently used or unused runways, taxiways, or aircraft apron locations could 
be identified/dedicated to support the ABL aircraft during the short period of ground-test 
activities. If a suitable ground-test location that avoids Holloman AFB mission activities 
cannot be identified, the ABL ground-test program would be postponed until conditions 
at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB are suitable. 

In the event that target debris affects White Sands pupfish habitat, specific 
operational steps for emergency responses would be determined on a case-by-case 
basis in accordance with the WSMR Missile Mishap Plan, Annex P to the Disaster 
Control Plan. 
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CONCLUSION 

The refinements in the original testing program analyzed in the SEIS serve to increase 
testing efficiencies and realism, and provide further advancement of the ABL testing 
program. 

The factors and considerations offered above justify the selection by MDA of the 
Proposed Action as presented in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 
for the Airborne Laser Program. 

R NALD T. KADISH 
Lieutenant General, USAF 
Director 

AUG 1 2 2003 
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FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

FOR AIRBORNE LASER PROGRAM 
AT KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE (AFB) AND WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE/HOLLOMAN AFB, 

NEW MEXICO, AND EDWARDS AFB AND VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA 

a. Responsible Agency: Missile Defense Agency 

b. Cooperating Agencies: U.S. Air Force, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

c. Proposed Action: Conduct Airborne Laser (ABL) test activities at Edwards AFB, Kirtland AFB, 
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)/Holloman AFB, and Vandenberg AFB. 

d. Written comments and inquiries regarding this document should be directed to: Mr. George H. 
Gauger, HQ AFCEE/ECE, 3207 Sidney Brooks, Brooks AFB, Texas 78235-5344; facsimile, 
(210) 536-3890. 

e. Designation: Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 

f. Abstract: This Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement has been prepared in accordance 
with the National Environmental Policy Act to analyze the potential environmental consequences 
of the Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative. The environmental consequences of testing 
the ABL were analyzed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Program Definition 
and Risk Reduction Phase of the Airborne Laser Program, dated April 1997. Since that date, the 
proposed test activities have been refined sufficiently to warrant analysis in a supplemental EIS. 
Changes to the test activities that support a supplemental analysis include the addition of a 
second ABL aircraft, refinement of both ground- and flight-test activities, and analysis of the 
potential for laser energy to continue off the test ranges. The document includes analysis of local 
community, airspace, health and safety, hazardous materials and hazardous waste management, 
air quality, noise, biological resources, cultural resources, and socioeconomics. The Proposed 
Action involves both ground-level and flight testing of the ABL systems. Two ABL aircraft {Block 
04 and Block 08 aircraft) would be utilized during test activities. Software upgrades to the Block 
2004 aircraft would be tested and added to that test article under a Block 2006 effort. Once 
upgraded with the newer operating system the Block 2004 aircraft would be designated as the 
Block 2006 aircraft. Ground-testing activities would be conducted at Edwards AFB within the 
installations' boundaries and on existing test ranges. Kirtland AFB and WSMR/Holloman AFB 
have been identified as alternative ground-test locations in the event ground tests cannot be 
conducted at Edwards AFB. Flight test activities would be conducted at WSMR (including 
FAA-coordinated airspace and airspace utilized by Fort Bliss), at R-2508 Airspace Complex 
utilized by Edwards AFB, and at the Western Range over the Pacific Ocean off the coast of 
Vandenberg AFB. There is a possibility that the aircraft would fly within FAA-controlled airspace 
while lasing (firing the lasers) missile targets launched at WSMR. Under the No-Action 
Alternative, ABL test activities would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. 

Potential impacts from implementation of the Proposed Action include temporary employment 
increases, increases in airspace conflicts, management of additional hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste, negligible increased air pollutant emissions, negligible increased noise, and 
disturbance of biological resources. Short-term employment increases would not adversely affect 
the communities near the proposed test locations. Flight test activities would be conducted in 
controlled airspace (restricted as well as FAA-controlled). The Air Force would conduct laser test 
activities in accordance with applicable safety standards and would implement appropriate 
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engineering, administrative, and personal protection equipment controls to prevent exposure to 
unsafe levels of laser energy. Hazardous materials and hazardous waste would be managed in 
accordance with applicable regulations and established plans. Air emissions associated with 
additional personnel and test activities would not affect the regional attainment status at any of the 
installations. Noise from ground-test activities would not cause an adverse effect as compared to 
the active runways adjacent to test locations; noise from flight test activities would not cause an 
adverse effect due to the altitude (approximately 35,000 feet or higher) in which tests would be 
conducted. No adverse impacts to biological resources is anticipated from proposed ABL test 
activities. 

Potential effects of implementing the No-Action Alternative would be the same as those discussed 
under the Proposed Action in the 1997 Final EIS. 

A copy of the 1997 final EIS and this SEIS are available for viewing on the Air Force Center for 
Environmental Excellence website at www.afcee.brooks.af.mil/ec/ecproducts.asp. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION 

The United States requires a more accurate and effective defense against 
bal!istic missiles by destroying them during the boost phase, just after launch. 
The United States and its allies have a limrted capability to effectrvely defend 
against hostile missile attacks. Current capabilrties are limited to de'ense of 
troops or high-value assets within a small area of a theater of operat1oos as the 
missile nears its target. Improvements in mrssile range and accuracy, the rapid 
increase in the number of missile-capable nations, and the absence of arms 
limitatron treaties increase the threat. 

Toe Airborne Laser (ABL) aircraft is a modrfied Boeing 747 aircraft tha: 
accommodates a laser weapo~ systen1 and laser-fuel storage tanks. The ABL 
aircraft incorporates an Actrve Ranging System (ARS) laser, a Track Illuminator 
Laser (TILL), and a Beacon Illuminator Laser (BILL); a laser-beam control sysrem 
designed to focus the beam on target and a High-Energy Laser (HEL) 
(i.e., chemical, oxygen, iodine laser [COIL]) designed to des:roy the target. The 
ARS is a lower-power gas laser, and :he BILL and TILL are lower-power solid
state lasers. An on board Battle Management Command Center p•ovides 
computerized control of aspects of the laser-weapon system, communications, 
and intelligence. The ABL aircraft would fly at high alti:udes and would oeteci 
and track launches of ballistic missiles using onboard sensors. Actlve tracking of 
t11e mtssile with the BILL and TILL would begin at approximately 35,000 feet 
above mean sea !eve: (MSL). 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to test the ABL system to determine its 
effectiveness in meeting the need for a more accurate and eftective defense 
agarnst missile attacks. Thrs supplemental envrronmenta irnpact statement 
(SEIS) provides information to be considered in making a decision concerning 
the proposed test activJties of the ABL Program at Kirtland Air Force Base (AFB) 
and White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico, and Edwards AFB and 

Vandenberg AFB, California. The SEtS provides the Missile Defense Agency 
(formerly the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization) decision maker and the 
publrc with the information required to understand the potential environmental 
consequences of the proposed test activities and the No-Achon Alternative, 

This SEIS sets forth the supplemental environmental analysis required based 
upon changes in the proposed rest program that have occurred since :he Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Program Definition and Risk Reduction 
Phase of the Airborne Laser Program was pcblis,1ed in April ''997. Toe 1997 
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) has previously examined ali test 
activities and test locations and is consrdered the No-Action Alternative for this 
SEIS. The following is a list of new or refined actions that require the preparation 
of an SEIS: 
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• Testing of two ABL aircraft (the Block 2004 aircraft and an improved 
follow-on aircraft, the Block 2008) rather than the individual aircraft 
addressed in the 1997 FE IS 

• Proposed ground testing that was not considered in detail within the 
1997 FEIS 

• Potential effects due to off-range lasing during test activities 

• Potential effects of lowering the test altitude of the ABL aircraft from 
40,000 feet to 35,000 feet or higher 

• Testing the ARS laser, the BILL, and the TILL systems that were not 
considered in detail within the 1997 FE IS 

• Refinement of proposed ABL test activities (i.e., location of tests, 
types of tests, and number of tests). 

The ABL program is one of the elements of the Missile Defense Agency's 
(MDA's) ballistic missile defense system, which is intended to provide an 
effective defense for the United States, its deployed forces, and its friends and 
allies from limited missile attack during all segments of an attacking missile's 
flight. The ballistic missile defense system involves separate elements to provide 
a defense during all three segments of missile flight. Missile flight segments 
include the boost segment when the missile is under power and thrusting 
skyward, the midcourse segment when the missile is in a ballistic arc heading 
toward its target, and the terminal segment, which is the few remaining moments 
of the missile's flight before striking a target. Each ballistic missile defense 
system element is designed to work independently to provide a significant 
military defense. 

The ABL element of this ballistic missile defense system is being developed to 
provide an effective defense to limited ballistic missile threats during the boost 
segment of an attacking missile's flight. The Air Force began development of the 
ABL program in 1993. In October 2001, the ABL program was transferred from 
the Air Force to the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, which was renamed in 
January 2002 as the MDA. 

The ABL program and the Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) elements of 
missile defense have each proposed test activities at Vandenberg AFB. The 
ABL and GMD elements are independent of each other. 

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

ES-2 

The 1997 FE IS analyzed several alternatives for establishing the Home Base, 
the Diagnostic Test Range, and the Extended-Area Test Range that are required 
to effectively demonstrate the ability of the ABL system. The 1997 FE IS 
considered Edwards AFB and Kirtland AFB as possible Home Base locations; 
WSMR and China Lake Naval Air Warfare Center as the Diagnostic Test Range; 
and the Western Range, including Vandenberg AFB and/or the Point Mugu Naval 
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Air Warfare Center Weapons Division and their operaUonal areas as the 
Extended-Area Test Range. 

The Record of Decision (ROD) for the 1997 FE IS identified Edwards AFB as the 
Home Base (to support the ABL aircraft and conduct ground-test activities of the 
ABL systems), WSMR as the Diagnostic Test Range, and the Wester~ Range as 
the Expanded-Area Test Range (tlot~ for supporting Proposed 4ig1t-test activities 
of the ABL systems). Basec upon operational and envi-onr,.,ental conce-ns, 
Edwards AFB is considered he primary local1on for conducting ground-test 
acllvities. Kirtland AFB and WSMR!Holloman AFB have been identified as 
alternative ground-test locations in the event that ground testing is not possible at 
Edwards AFB. 

Proposed Action. The Proposed Action is io conduct test activities of tl>e ABL 
system at test ranges associated with Kirtland AFB and WSrvtR!Holloman, New 
Mexico, and Edwards AFB and Vandenberg AFB, Californra. Test activities 
would Involve lestrng the laser components on the ground and in flight to verify 
that laser components operate together safely and effectively. Two ABL aircraft 
(Block 2004 and Block 2008 aircraft) would be utilized during test activities. 
Software upgrades and other improvements to the Block 2004 aircraft would be 
tested and added to that test artic'e under a Block 2006 effort. Once upgradec 
with the newer o.oerati1g system the B;ock 2004 a:rcraft would be designated as 
the Block 2006 aircraft. Ground testing of the ABL system is proposed at 
Edwards AFB. Kirtland AFB and WSMR!Holloman AFB have been identified as 
alternative ground-test locations in the event ground tests cannot be conducted 
at Edwards AFB. Flight testing is proposed at R-2508 Airspace Complex 
(Edwards AFB), Western Range (Vandenberg AFB). and WSMR (including 
Federal Aviation Administration [FAA] airspace and airsoace utilized by Fort 
Bliss). MDA proposes to maxi.11ize testing efficiencies and realism by conductiog 
ground and flight tests at the proposed locations. MDA may elect to col'duct 
tests at a more limited number of the test location alternalives; however, if a 
mrssion conflict or some other reason arises, reasonable test location 
alternatrves are available to continue test activities. 

The ABL aircraft would be housed at Edwards AFB. An exrsting hangar 
(Building 151) at Edwards AFB would be utilized to house the ABL aircraft. 
Edwards AFB is also the location where the laser device would be integrated into 
the aircraft, where ground tests would occur, and is the location for initial aircraft 
fiight tests. Although flight testing of the ABL system wouid occur within the 
R-2508 Airspace Complex, Western Range, and WSMR, ABL test flights would 
begin and end at Edwards AFB. The ABL aircraft could be used to support other 
Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) incidental exercises and de;:>loyrnents 
from o:her locations. If these operations are outside the scope of this SE:S, they 
would be sup;:>orled by other environmental analysis as appropriate. The ABL 
aircraft would also be flown to Kirtland AFB to conduct ground testing. The ABL 
aircraft would use existing runways at Edwards AFB and Kirtland AFB. If it is 
determined that the WSMR range is to be used for ground-test activities, the ABL 
aircraft would be flown to Holloman AFB adjacent to WSMR. 
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In the event the ABL aircraft is unable to land at Edwards AFB after conducting 
flight-test activities (e.g., due to Edwards AFB runway closure), pre-planned 
"divert bases" have been established to which the aircraft would be diverted. The 
three bases identified include Vandenberg AFB, Holloman AFB, and Kirtland 
AFB. Although nothing would prevent the ABL aircraft from landing at any 
suitable base in time of emergency, personnel at these three installations would 
be specifically trained to support the ABL aircraft and appropriate equipment to 
handle ABL hazardous materials (e.g., chemical transfer and recovery 
receptacles) would be in place. Exercise and deployment locations would have 
sufficient equipment and training to meet the mission needs. The ABL aircraft 
would remain at these installations until the Edwards AFB runway is cleared for 
incoming traffic. 

A description of the proposed ground- and flight-test activities at the installations 
is presented below. 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground tests of the lower-power laser systems 
(i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, and Surrogate High-Energy Laser [SHELl) would be 
performed at Eodwards AFB. Ground-testing activities would be conducted from 
an aircraft parking pad or the end of a runway with the laser beam directed over 
open land toward ground targets with natural features (e.g., mountains, hills, 
buttes) or earthen berms as a backstop. The lower-power lasers could also be 
fired from the System Integration Laboratory at the Birk Flight Test Facility to 
range targets for atmospheric testing. Appropriate automatic hard-stop limits 
and/or laser blanking devices would be incorporated into the test design to 
ensure that laser energy does not extend beyond natural features and backstops. 
Additionally, the proposed ground-test area would be cleared of personnel prior 
to initiating test activities. The ARS ground-testing activities could be conducted 
using a ground-based simulator within Building 151 at Edwards AFB. No open 
range testing of the high-power HEL (COIL) would be conducted. Ground testing 
of the HEL would be conducted at Edwards AFB within Building 151 and the 
System Integration Laboratory (SIL) using a ground-based simulator or an 
enclosed test cell. In the event that ground testing is not possible at Edwards 
AFB, ground testing of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems only could be 
conducted at Kirtland AFB or Holloman AFB from the western end of the' base 
runway, 04-22. The laser systems would be directed westward at targets placed 
within WSMR. Ground-test activities would involve testing the laser components 
after they have been integrated into the aircraft. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Test flights at ranges associated with WSMR 
(including airspace utilized by Fort Bliss), Edwards AFB (R-2508 Airspace 
Complex), and Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) would be used to test the 
ARS, BILL, TILL, SHEL, and HEL systems. 

The ABL tests would include acquisition and tracking of missiles at short-range 
as well as high-energy tests. These tests would be conducted against 
instrumented diagnostic target boards carried by balloons, missiles, or aircraft. 
Missiles would incorporate a flight-termination system, when required, to ensure 
that debris would be contained on the range in the event the target must be 
destroyed during flight. Proteus aircraft (a manned aircraft with a target board 
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attached) and Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument (MARTI) drops 
(balloon with tacget board attached) would be utilized for testing of the lower
power laser systems (i.e., ARS. BILL, TILL, and SHEL). MARTI drops would 
also :>e used foe testing he H EL. 

Durng flight tests with t~e ABL aircraft, up to two "c~ase aircraft' may oe utilized 
to '110nitoc test activities. The ABL aircraft would fly at or above 35.000 feet. The 
laser systems would be directed above horizontal and track targets in an upward 
direction during test activities to minimize potential ground impact or potential 
contact with other a!fcraft. The energy from the HEL would heat the missile's 
booster components and cause a stress fracture, which would destroy the 
missile. Missile debris would be contained wilhtn the range boundaries. The 
geometry of the tests would preclude operation of the laser except at an upward 
angle. The onboard sensors and laser clearinghouse ephemeris data would be 
used to conf,rm that no other aircraft or sate'llles are within the potentral path of 
the beam, although cor,trolled airspace would be utilized during ABL test 
activities and would ::>e verified c•eared. Airborne diagnostic testng wo~ld 
revalidate and expa:1d on-the-ground test activities, confirm CO'llputer model 
predictions, and enable complete system tests. 

No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would be a decision to 
proceed with ABL testing activitiE•S as addressed in the 1997 FEIS and 
associated ROD. 

Alternatives Eliminated from Further Consideration. The 1997 FE IS 
presented a discussion of alternatives considered but eliminated from further 
consideration with regard to test demonstration methods, laser system types, and 
test installation/range locations. No other alternatives were considered for this 
SEIS. This SEIS addresses the Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative only. 

Based upon the activities to be addressed and actions that have a>-eady been 
addressed within the 1 g9l FE IS, resources tr.at have a potential for ir1pact were 
co:tsidered in More detail. The resources analyzed in more detait are: alrspace, 
hazardous materials and nazarcous waste management, health and safety, aic 

quality, noise, biological resources, cultural resources, and socioeconomics. 

lnillal analysis indicated that the 1997 FE IS either addressed the potenbal 
environmental concern sufficiently or the proposed test activities would not result 
In either short- or long-term impacts to utilities, land use and aesthetics, 
transportation, storage tanks, Installation Restoration Program (IRP) sites, 
pesticide usage, asbestos, lead-based paint, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), 
radon, medicallbiohazardous waste, soils and geology, water resources, or 
environmental justice. 

The proposed activities addressed in this SEIS do not change the scope. 
quantity, or quality of the actions analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. Specific issues that 
were addressed m the 1997 FEIS that do not require additional analysis in this 
SEIS include: 
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• Selection of "Home Base" and test ranges to be utilized during ABL 
test activities 

• ABL aircraft accident/emergency scenarios 

• Upper atmosphere air quality analysis. 

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

ES-6 

Following is a brief description of potential environmental impacts of the 
Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative. 

Proposed Action. The current regional airspace restrictions would continue 
during ABL testing activities. Flight-testing activities occurring within FAA
controlled airspace would be coordinated with the FAA prior to conducting test 
activities. Hazardous materials used and hazardous waste generated during 
ABL testing activities would be managed in accordance with applicable federal, 
state, Department of Defense, and Air Force regulations regarding the use, 
storage, and handling of hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and hazardous 
chemicals identified under the Hazardous Materials Management Plan. ABL 
testing activities would involve ground-level and in-flight lasing. Performance of 
ABL testing activities in accordance with appropriate safety measures would 
minimize potential health and safety impacts. There would be short-term, 
negligible increases in pollutant emissions due to ground- and flight-testing 
activities at Edwards AFB, Kirtland AFB, Vandenberg AFB, and WSMR/Holloman 
AFB. The minimal increases would not delay regional progress toward 
attainment of any air quality standard. The negligible increases in pollutants 
would not exceed the de minimus threshold of any regional air basin. Due to the 
location of the ground-test activities and the altitude of the flight-test activities, no 
residential areas would be exposed to continuous noise levels exceeding 
65 decibels (d8A). Because ABL testing activities would be conducted in 
accordance with applicable regulations and existing standard operating 
procedures for debris recovery, adverse biological resource and cultural resource 
impacts are not anticipated. The proposed ABL testing activities would create a 
long-term increase of approximately 750 personnel at Edwards AFB to support 
the ABL program and a short-term increase of up to 50 program related 
temporary personnel during test activities. These personnel would provide a 
small, positive, yet largely unnoticeable effect on population, income, and 
employment in the vicinity of the installations. 

No-Action Alternative. ABL test activities would proceed in accordance with 
those actions addressed in the 1997 FEIS and associated ROD. The regional 
airspace restrictions at the installations would continue due to ongoing mission 
activities. Management of hazardous materials and waste at the installations 
would continue in accordance with current practices. Current range safety 
measures at the installations would continue to ensure public safety and the 
environment are protected. Based on the 1997 FEIS, no adverse air quality, 
noise, or biological resources impacts are anticipated. 
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CHAPTER! 
PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 



1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Thrs supplemental enwonmer.tal impact statement (SEIS) evaluates the 
potential environmental im~acts associated with the proposed changes to t;;e 
test program of the Airborne Laser (ABL} Program at test ranges associated with 
Kirtland Air Force Base (AFB) and White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)/ 
Holloman AFB, New Mexico; and Edwards AFB and Vandenberg AFB, California 
(Figure 1.1-1 ). Appendix A presents a glossary of terms, acronyms. and 
abbreviations used in this document. 

This document has been prepared in accordance with the National 
Enwonmenlal Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, the Council on 
EnVIronmental Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing the procedural provisions 
of NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations ICFR] Parts 1500~1508). and the Air 
Force Environmental Impact Analysis Process (Air Force Instruction IAFI] 
32-7061, as promulgated at 32 CFR Part 989, Air Force policy and procedures). 
Tnis SEIS sets forth the supplemental envrronmental analys1s requrred based 
u;:.on changes in the proposed test program t~at have occurred si1ce the Finai 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Pr0gr.am Defin lion and R1sk Reduction 
Phase of the Airborne Laser Program, was published in April1997. The SEIS 
does not repeat the lengthy descriptions and analyses presented in the final 
environmental impact statement (FEIS). The FE IS is incorporated by reference 
throughout this document. Readers are referred to the FEIS Executive 
Summary, presented in Append1x B of this document, to cnders!and he context 
in which this SEIS applies. 

A copy of the 1997 FE IS and this draft SEIS are available for view;ng on the Arr 
Force Center for Environmental Excellence website at 
www.afcee.brooks.af.mil/ec/ecproducts.asp. 

1.2 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 

The Secretary of Defense has di·ected the Miss i.e Defense Agency (MDA) to 
deve:op a capability to defend the UnHed States, deployed forces, U.S. aliies, 
friends, and areas of vital rnterest from baliist1c missile attack. In response, MDA 
is developing the Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) to provide layered 
defense in-depth. The ABL is an element of the BMDS and will contrit>ute to the 
Boost Phase Defense (BPD) Segment. An ABL program definition and risk 
reduction phase was begun, to design, fabricate, integrate, and test an ABL 
aircraft with a laser device (designated as t~e Block 2004 aircraft) as part of the 
BPD segment in the BMDS. The Block 2004 phase culminates ir. a lethality 
demonstration (missile shooldown) against boosting ballistic missile threat
representative targets and delivers one aircraft for 1ntegrat1on and testing in the 
BMDS. This effort has been expanded since the 1997 FE IS to 1nclude 
maturation to a second ABL aircraft, ABL Block 2008, that includes new 
technologies, w1th enhanced lethality, and addit1ona' operational suitability. 
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The B!ock 2008 aircraft will je similar to the Block 2004 aircraft (747-400 outfitted 
with chemical, oxygen, iodine laser [COIL) technology and tracking and ranging 
lasers) but would utilize approximately 30 percent more chemicals to obtain 
increased performance. New laser module designs and advances in optics and 
control systems would be testec in the System Integration laboratory (SIL) and 
integrated onto the Block 2008 a;rcraft. Additionally, software upgrades and 
other improvements ;o the Block 2004 aircraft would be :estea and added to that 
test ar:icle under a Block 2006 effort. Once upgraded wi:h t.~e newe• operating 
system, the BlocK 2004 airc·aft would be des1gnated as the Block 2006 aircraft. 
The Block 2006 effort woulc also develop field transportable hardware to suppor: 
deployment of the ABL aircraft 

Tne Uniteo States a'ld its allies have a limited capability to effectively defend 
against hostile ballistic missile attacks. Current capab:lities are limited to oefense 
of troops or high-value asse:s within a small area of a theater of operations as 
the m1ssile nears its target. Improvements in m:ssile range and accuracy, the 
rapid increase in the number of mrss'le-capable nations, and the absence of 
arms limitation treaties increase the threat. M'ssile launchers are difficult to 
detect because the launchers and support equipment are highly mobile. 

The purpose of this SEIS is to provide information to be considered in making a 
decision concerning the proposed test activities of the ABL Program at Kirt and 
AFB, WSMRIHolioman AFB, Edwards AFB, and Vandenberg AFB. The SEtS 
provides the MDA deccsion rr.aker and tt1e pub'ic with the informalien required to 
understand L1e ootential environmental consequel'ces of U1e proposed test 
activities and the No-Action Alternat1ve. 

The ABL aircraft is a modified Boeing 747 a!fcraft that accommodates a laser
weapon system. The aircraft would fly at high altitudes and would detect and 
track launches of baiiistic missiles using on board sensors. Active tracking of t11e 
missile Beacon Illuminator Laser (BILL) and Track Illuminator Laser (TILL) would 
begin at approximately 35,000 feet a8ove mean sea level (MSL). The laser 
would then be directed toward the missile. The energy from the laser would heat 
the missile body canister causing an overpressure and/or stress fracture, which 
would destroy t11e missile. 

1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS 

NEPA es!ab;tshed a nat:onal policy to protect the eovirooment, ard ensure rl1at 
federal agencies consider the environmental effects of actioos in their dec1sior. 
making. This policy recognizes humankind's impact on the biosphere and the 
importance of restoring and mainta1mng the overall quali;y of our natural 
environment. The CEQ is authorized to oversee and recommend national 
policies to Improve the quality ol the environment. The CEQ published 
regulations that describe how NEPA should be implemented The CEQ 
regulations encourage federal agencies to develop and implement procedures 
that address the NEPA process in order to avoid or minimize adverse effects to 
the environment. For this SEIS, :he MDA is using as a model the Air Force 
environmental impact analysis process as describec in Title 32 CFR Part 989. 
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The draft SEIS is filed with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and 
is circulated to the interested public and government agencies for a period of at 
least 45 days for review and comment. During this period, one or more public 
hearings are held so that the public can make comments on the draft SEIS. At 
the end of the review period, all substantive comments received must be 
addressed. A final SEIS will be :>roduced that contains responses to comments 
on the draft SEIS, as well as changes to the document. if necessary. 

The final SEIS will then be filed with the U.S. EPA and distributed in the same 
manner as the draft SEIS. Once the final SEIS has been available for at least 
30 days, the Record of Decision (ROD) for the action may be signed. 

1.3.1 Scoping Process 

Regulations implementing NEPA require early participation by the public and 
interested parties in determining the scope and content of the environmental 
impact statement (EIS). providing comments regarding the Proposed Action and 
alternatives, and identifying significant issues related to the Proposed Action. 
This is called the seeping process. The Air Force initiated the scoping process 
for the 1997 EISon 20 March 1995, by publication in the Federal Register (FR) 
(60 FR 14737) of a Notice of Intent (NO I) to ~repare an EIS. Copies of the NOI 
were sent to federal, state, and local agencies and other parties known or 
expected to be interested in the Proposed Action. Concerned parties were 
encouraged to participate in public seeping meetings conducted during April and 
May 1995, in Albuquerque and Las Cruces, New Mexico, and in Lancaster and 
Lompoc, California. Public hearings on the draft EIS were held in those 
communities in December 1996_ 

Comments ane questions received as a result of scop1ng were used in identifying 
potential environmental impacts to the quality of the human and natural 
environment. 

The scoping process identifies the significant environmental issues relevant to 
the proposed JI.BL test activities, and provides an opportunity for public 
involvement in the development of the SEIS. The NOI (.l\~pendix C) to prepare 
an SEIS for ABL Progcam test actions was published in the Federal Register on 
27 March, 200:~. The scoping process is not required in the preparation of an 

nowever, the MDA decided it was appropriate to conduct meetings to 
inform the public of ABL test activities. Notification of public seeping was made 
through local newspapers as well as press releases to local officials, media, and 
newspapers. 

Public meetings were held on the following dates to solicit comments and 
concerns from the general public: 

• 1 April 2002 at the Antelope Valley Inn in Lancaster, California 

• 3 t,pril 2002 at the lompoc City Council Chambers in Lompoc, 
California 
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• 15 April 2002 at the Albuquerque Marriott rn Albuquerque, New 
lv'rexico 

• 17 April 2002 at the Holiday Inn de Las Cruces in Las Cruces, New 
Mexico. 

At each of these meetings, repcesentatives of the MDA presented an overview o' 
the meeting's objectives, agenda, ano procedures, and described the process 
and purpose for the dev,rlopment of the SEIS. In additron to oral comments, 
written comments were received during the seeping process. These comments. 
as well as information from the local community, experience with similar 
decisions to oe made, and NEPA requirements, were used to determine the 
scope and direction of studies/analyses needed to accomplish this SEtS. 

1.3.2 Public Comment Process 

The Draft SEIS was made available for public review and comr:1ent in Sep:ember 
2002. Copies of the Dra;t SEtS were made available for rev1ew in local libraries 
and provided to those requesting copies (Appendix D). At public hearings held in 
California and New Mexico in October 2002, the findings of the Draft SEtS were 
presented a:1d the public was invited to make comments. Ail comments were 

reviewed and addressed, when applicable, and have been included in their 
entirety in this document Responses to comments offering new or changes to 
data and questrons about the presentation of data are also included. Comments 
srmply stat'1ng facts or opinions, although appreciated, did not require specific 
response. Chapter 8, Public Comments and Responses, more thoroughly 
describes the comment and response process. 

1.4 CHANGES FROM THE DRAFT SEIS TO THE FINAL SEIS 

T~e text of this SEIS has been revised, when appropr:ate, to reflect concerr.s 
expressed in pcblic comments. The responses to the comments indicate the 
relevant sections of the SEtS that have been revised. The major comments 
received on the Draft SEIS were: 

• Concern was raised over how much hazardous waste would be 
produced and how it would be disposed. 

• The SEIS should clarity evacuation and debris recovery proce•jures 
for test activitres affecting White Sands National Monument. 

• Concern was ra:sed regarding the potent:al for harm to the public 1f 
there IS an accident of the ABL aircraft 

• Concern was expressed over the possitlility of !'1e laser being 
directed downward. 

• Concern was expressed regarding the ;JOss•bilily for safety measures 
to fail during test activities posing a potential high risk to the safety 
and health of people in the area. 
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• Concern was raised regarding the influx of 50 people to the 
Albuquerque area during test activities having an adverse effect on 
the regions natural resources and economy, 

• The existing Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans should be 
amended to incorporate any additional activities and pollutant 
controls dictated by the proposed test activities, 

• California commercial and recreationa' fishing could be impacted, 
especially below the Western Range, and flight tests may require the 
closure of one or more of the state or national parks, 

Based on more recent studies or comments from the public, the following 
sections of the SEIS have been updated or revised: 

• Te;:t has been revised throughout the SEtS to further clarify the 
Block 2004 and Block 2008 ABL aircraft activities, 

• Text has been added as appropriate to define Block 2006 activities, 

• Text has been added as appropriate to describe activities that would 
occur during incidental exercises and deployments for "targets of 
opportunity" during the development of the ABL aircraft 

• Text has been added as appropriate to define a test cell at Edwards 
AFI3 to utilize the High-Energy Laser (HEL) output rather than 
dumping to a heat sink. 

• Text has been added to Section 2.2, 1 to indicate that ground testing 
from Holloman AFB across the White Sands National Monument 
cou'd require closure and evacuation of the public, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Table 3. 1-3, Estimated Quantities of Wastes to be Disposed of at 
Edwards AFB, has been revised to indicate estimated "annual'" 
quantities of wastes to be generated rather than "life of the test 
program. 

Table 3,1-9, Estimated Emissions from ABL Testing Activities at 
Edwards AFB, has been revised based oq increased numbers of 
grol!nd support equipment and increased hours of operation, 

Text has been added to Section 3,3A,2 to indicate that any debris 
recovery and restoration activities within the White Sands National 
Monurnent wou>d be conducted under terms of a special use permit 
issued by the National Park Servtce at W~ite Sands National 
MonumenL 

The text a'1d tables in Sections 32 7 and 3,3, 7 regarding threatened 
anc: endangered species have been updated as appropriate based 
on tnput from the U,S, Fish and Wildlife ServicR 
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• Text has been added to Section 3.3.9 regarding annual visitation to 
White Sands National Monument and the short-term increase of 
closures from public use of the National Monument, resulting in 
inconvenience to the public. 

1.5 SCOPE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

The 1997 FEIS considered options for siting a Home Base, a Diagnostic Test 
Range, and an Expanded-Area Test Range in support of the ABL Program. The 
decision possibilities included selecting the Proposed Action, selecting one of the 
alternatives, or selecting the No-Action Alternative. The Assistant Secretary of 
the Air Force for Acquisitions was the decision maker. A screening process was 
developed to narrow the number of alternative locations for detailed analysis. 
This process was designed to identify a number of candidate locations that could 
meet a threshold of operational considerations necessary to conduct the ABL 
Program. In addition, the 1997 f:EIS also addressed the operational 
characteristics and potential environmental effects of the HEL. 

The ROD for the 1997 FI:OIS identified Edwards AFB as the Home Base (to 
support the ABL aircraft and conduct ground-test activities of the ABL systems), 
WSMR as the Diagnostic Test Range, and the Western Range as the Expanded
Area Test Range (for supporting proposed flight test activities of the ABL 
systems). Based upon operational and environmental concerns, Edwards AFB is 
considered the primary location for conducting ground-test activities. Kirtland 
AFB and WSMR/Holloman AFB have been identified as alternative ground-test 
locations in the event that ground testing is not possible at Edwards AFB 
(e.g., mission conflict, wEOather conditions). 

This SEIS is being prepared due to refinement of proposed test activities, and to 
address various aspects of the proposed ABL tests. The following is a list of new 
or refined actions that require preparation of an SEIS: 

• Assessment of two ABL aircraft (the Block 2004 aircraft and an 
improved follow-on aircraft, the Block 2008), rather than the 
individual aircraft addressed in the 1997 FEIS 

• Assessment of proposed ground testing that was not considered in 
detail within the 1997 FE IS 

• Assessment of potential effects due to off-range lasing during test 
activities 

• Assessment of effects of lowering the testing altitude of the ABL 
aircraft from 40,000 feet to 35,000 feet or higher 

• Assessment of testing the Active Ranging System (ARS) laser, the 
BILL, the TILL, and the Surrogate High-Energy Laser (SHEL) 
systems that were not considered in detail within the 1997 FEIS 

• Refinement of proposed ABL test activities (i.e., location of tests. 
types of tests, and number of tests). 
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The ABL program is one of the elements of the MDA's BMDS, which is intended 
to provide an effective defense for the United States, its deployed forces, anc irs 
allies from limited missile attack during all segments of an attacking missile's 
flight. The BMDS involves separate elements to provide a defense during all 
three segments of missile flight Missile flight segments include the boost 
segment when the missile is under power and thrusting skyward, the midcourse 
segment when the missile is in a ballistic arc heading toward its target and the 
terminal segment which is the few remaining moments of the missile's flight 
before striking a target Each BMDS element is designed to work independently 
to provide a significant military defense. 

The ABL element of this BMDS is being developed to provide an effective 
defense to limited ballistic missile threats during the boost segment of an 
attacking missile's flight The Air Force began development of the ABL program 
in 1993. In 2001. the ABL program was transferred from the Air Force to the 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, which was renamed i1 January 2002 as 
the MDA. 

The ABL and the Ground-based Mid course Defense (GMD) elements of missile 
defense have each proposed test activities at Vandenberg AFB. The ABL and 
GMD elements are independent of each other. 

Based upon the activities to be addressed and actions that have already been 
addressed within the 1997 FEIS, resources that have a potential for impact were 
considered in more detail. The resources analyzed in more detail include 
airspace, hazardous materials and hazardous waste marmgernent, health and 
safety, air quality, noise, biological resources, cultural resources, and 
socioeconomics. The affected environment and the potential environmental 
consequences relative to these resources are described in Chapter 3.0. 

The proposed activities addressed in this SEIS do not change the scope, 
quantity, or quality of the actions analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. Initial analysis 
indicated that the 1997 FE IS either addressed the potential enwonmental 
concern sufficiently, or the proposed test activities would not result in either 
short- or long-term impacts to utilities, land use and aesthetics, transportai<on, 
storage tanks, Installation Restoration Program (IRP) sites, pesticide usage, 
asbestos, lead-based paint, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), radon, 
medicallbiohazardous waste, soils and geology, water resources, or 
environmental justice. A determination was made that further analysis was not 
warranted for these resources on Holloman AFB because they were considered 
to be similar to those previously analyzed at WSMR, which 1s immediately 
adjacent to Holloman AFB. The reasons for not addressmg these resources are 
briefly d1scussed in the following paragraphs. 

Utilities. Because no substartial permanent employment cnanges would occur 
and utii<ty requ:cements for test activities woulc not change, impacts to utmties 
(water, wastewater, eiectnc:ty, and :1atural gas) are not expected, and are not 
further analyzed in this SEIS. 
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Land Use and Aesthetics. Because proposed test activities would oc~ur o~ 
existing test ranges and no new construction would occur, no land use changes 
would occur. Impacts to land use and aesthe:ics are not expected, ami are not 
further analyzed in th:s SEIS. 

Transportation. Because no permanent employment changes would occur and 
procedures are in place to control traffic dunng proposed test activities, impacts 
to roadways, air transportation, and rail t:anspo•tation are not expected, and are 
not further analyzed in this SEIS. However, potential effects to a>rsoace are 
addressed in this SEIS. 

Storage Tanks. Storage tanks associated with the ABL Program were 
adequately addressed 1n the ; 997 FEIS. The proposed activities addressed in 
this SEIS do not change the scope, quantity, or quality of the actions analyzed in 
the 1997 FEIS. Refmercent of the test program has not c~angeo the use o• 
management of storage ;anks. The Block 08 ABL aircraft may utilize up to 
30 percent more laser fuel. The desigflated chemical storage facility at Edwards 
AFB has adequate storage capacity for this fuel. There7ore, storage tanks are 
~ot further analyzed in th:s SEIS. 

tRP. There are no IRP sites situated in the vicinity of proposed ground target 
locations. Therefore. impacts to ;he IRP are not expected, and are noi further 
analyzed 1n th1s SEIS. 

Pesticide Usage. The F'ederal insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 
(FIFRA), 7 United States Code (U.S. C.) Sections 136-136y, regulates the 
registration and use of pes:icides Pesticide cnanagemenl act!vities are subject 
to federal regulations contaif'ed in 40 CFR Parts 162, 165, 166, '70. and 171 

The proposed act'vities would not require an increase in the use of pesticides; 
therefore, impacts from pesticide usage are not expected, and are not further 
analyzed in th:s SF IS. 

Asbestos, Asbestos~conlaining rr:ateria! (ACM} is regulated by t1-1e i..LS. EPA 
and the Occupational Safety and Health Adminrstration (OSHA). Asbestos fiber 
emissions mto the ambient air are regulated in accordance with Section 112 of 
the Clean Air Act (CAA), which established the Nalional Emissions Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). The Asbestos Hazard Emergency 
Response Act (AHERA) (Public Law [P.L.]99-519 and PL. 101-637) and OSHA 
regula:ions cover worker protection for employees who work around or remediate 
ACM. Friable ACM is defined as any material containing more than 1 percent 
asbestos that, when dry, can be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by 
hand pressure. Nonfriaole ACM is material that contaios more than 1 percent 
asbestos, out does not meet the rest of the criteria for fria~le ACM. 

Because no facility construction or demolition activities are proposed to support 
test activities, no impacts from asbestos are expected. Therefore, asbestos is 
not further analyzed in this SEIS. 
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Lead-Based Paint. Human exposure to lead has been determined to !>e an 
adverse health risk by agencies such as OSHA and the U.S. EPA. Sources of 
exposure to lead are through contact with dust soil, and pain\. In 1973, the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC} established a maximum lead 
content in paint of 0.5 percent by weight in a dry film of newly applied paint. In 
1978, under the Consumer Product Safety Act (PL 101-608, as implemented by 
16 CFR Part 1303 ), the CPSC lowered the allowable lead level in paint to 
0.06 percent. The Act also restricted the use of lead-based paint in nonindustrial 
facili:ies. 

Because no facility construction or demolition activities are proposed to support 
test activities, no impacts from lead-based paint are expected. Therefore, lead
based paint Is not further analyzed in this SEIS. 

PCBs. Commercial PCBs are industrial compounds produced by chlorination of 
btphenyls. PCBs are used in electrical equipment, primarily in capacitors and 
transformers, because they are electrically nonconductive and are stable at high 
temperatures. PCBs persist in the environment, accumulate in organisms, and 
concentrate in the food chain. 

No PCB-containing equipment would be utilized during proposed lest activities. 
Therefore, impacts from PCBs are not expected, and are not further analyzed tn 

this SEIS. 

Radon. Radon is a naturally occucring, colorless, and odorless radioactive gas 
that is produced by radioactive decay of naturally occurring uranium. Radon is 
found In high concentration in rocks containing uranium such as granite and 
shale. Radon that is present in the soil can enter a building through smali soaces 
and openings, accumulating in enclosed areas such as basements. The cancer 
risk caused by exposure through the inhalation of radon is a topic of concern. 
There are no federal or state standards regulating radon exposure at the present 
time. However, the U.S. EPA has made testing recommendations ior both 
residential structures and schools. 

Beca•Jse the proposed test activities would not be conducted In facilities that 
would be permanently occupied, potential impacts from radon are not expected, 
and are not iurther analyzed tn this SEIS. 

Medicai/Biohazardous Waste, Medicallbiohazardous waste would not be 
generated during proposed test activities; therefore, impacts from medical/ 
biohazardous waste are not expected, and are not further analyzed in this SEIS. 

Soils and Geology, Because no facility construction or demolition activities are 
proposed to sup[>orl test activities, no ground distucbance would occur. Some 
soil dtsturbance would be expected during misstle debris recovery actions at 
WSMR Any deoris from target missiles would be recovered in accordance with 
WSMR Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to mimmize potential impacts to 
soil and to reduce the potential for soil erosion. Impacts to soils and geology are 
not expected, and are not further anaiyzed in this SEIS. 
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Water Resources. Because no facility construction or demolition ac:ivities are 
proposed to supporltest activities, no ground disturbance would occur that could 
potentially affect surface water. Some soil disturbance would be expected during 
m;ssile debris recovery actions at WSMR. Any debns from target misstles would 
be recovered in accordance with WSMR SOPs to minimtze potential impacts to 
soil and to reduce the potential for erosion. Washdown activities of the ABL 
aircraft at Edwards AFB would be conduc:ed in accordance with Air Force Flight 
Test Center (AFFTC) Instruction 32-6, Edwards AFB Wastewater Instruction 
(Ecwards Air Force Base, 1995), and the Edwacds AFB Pollution Preventior1 Plan 
(Edwacds Air Force Base, 1996). These plans include the use of such controls 
as con:aminant dikes, curbs, dratnage ditches, evaporatio~ ponds, oil/water 
separators. and tra:ning of personne' in materials handling. lnpacts to water 
reso:.~rces are not expected, and are not further analyzed in this SEIS 

Environmental Justice. ?otent:al environmental justice trrpacts were 
addressed within the 1991' FEIS. No impacts to low-income aPd minority 
populations we•e identified. 

Under the Proposed Action, proposed ground-testing activities of the ABL 
systems would be conducted at Edwards AFB with Kirt.and AFB and 
WSMR/Holloman AFB as alternative ground-test locations. Potentral impacts 
would be contarned within the installations· boundaries in areas thai ace not 
populated and are restricted to the general public. During proposed ftigl1t testing 
activities of the ABL systems, the ABL aircraft and targets would be at 
approximately 35,000 feet or higher and would be conducted within controlled 
airspace over WSMR (including tile Northem and Western call-up areas, Federal 
Aviatron Administra~ion [FAA]-coordinated airspace, and Fort Bliss-controlled 
airspace), the Western Range, and within the R2508 Airspace Co~1plex. There 
are no foreseeable impacts outside of the ranges tr.at are not populated and ace 
restricted to the general public, Because ground- and flight-testing activ:ties of 
the ABL systems would be conducted and contained within the installatio·1/range 
boundar;es (witn FAA coordination), no disproportionately high and adverse 
impacts to :ow-income anc minority populat ons woulc occur. Thereio'e, 
poter:tia! environrne•1tal justice impacts a:e not further analyzed in this SE:IS, 

The proposed activities addressed in this SEtS do not char~ge the scope, 
quartity, or quaiity of the actions <malyzed in the 1997 FE IS. Specific issues :hal 
were addressed in the 1997 FEIS that do not requtre aoditional analysis n this 
SEIS include: 

• Selection of "Home Base" and test ranges to be utilized during ABL 
test activities 

• ABL aircraft accident/emergency scenarios 

• Upper atmosphere air qual'ty analysis. 
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1.6 ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS AND LICENSES 

1-12 

The ABL Program Office and the regulatory compliance organization at each 
host installation would work together to apply for or seek to modify various 
permits or licenses in accordance with federal, state, or local regulatory 
requirements. Table 1.6-1 provides a summary of the required permits and 
licenses. 
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Table 1 6-1 Environmental Permits and Licenses 
-~ 

Activity, Facility, or Category of Persons 
Permit, License, or Required to Obtain the Permit, License, or 

Attribute Entitlement Entitlement Regulations 

Air Quality Title V Operating GPRA and AGE must be included in Base CAA (42 U.S. C. Section 7401) 
Permit Title V Operating Permit 

Hazardous Hazardous material Coordination with base Environmental RCRA, as amended (42 U.S.C. 
Materials/ storage authorization Departments for authorization and the public Section 6901 ); California Hazardous Waste 
Hazardous and notification for notification of hazardous material storage Control Law (California Health and Safety 
Waste Code Seclion 25100); EPCRI\; Pollution 

Prevention Act; Executive Order 13148 

Biological Coordination with Required for missile launch activities at White ESA (16 U.S~C. Seclion 1531); Migratory Bird 

Resources wildlife agencies Sands Missile Range and Vandenberg AFB Treaty Act (16 U.S. C. Sect1on 703~71 2): 

Biological May be required if selected launch site has Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

Assessment not been previously assessed (all ranges) (16 U.S. C. Section 668); Marine Mammal 
Proteclion Act (16 U.S. C. Sect1on 1361); Fish 

and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 

Section 661 ); Marine Protection Research 
and Sanctuaries _Act (33 U.S. C. Section 
1401) 

Cultural Archaeological Excavation and/or removal of archaeological Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 
Resources Resources Protection resources from public lands or Indian lands 1979, 16 U.S. C. SP-ctinn 470cc 

Act permit and carrying out activities associated with 
such excavation and/or removal 

Airspace Coordination with Required for airspace use at ranges; FAA (Public law 85-726) 

FAA operation of GPRA near runway areas 
- - -" 

1\FB 
AGE 
APCD 
AOCR 
CM 
DTSC 
EPA 
EPRCA 
ESA 
FAA 
GPRA 
NMFS 
RCRI\ 
U.S.C. 
USFWS 

- A1r Force Base 
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aerospace ground equipment 
Air Pollution Control District 
Air Quality Control Region 
Clean Air Act 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act 
Endangered Species Act 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Ground Pressure Recovery Assembly 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
U.S. Code 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
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Regulatory Agencies 

Albuquerque Environmental Health 
Department; Kern County APCD: Santa 
Barbara County APCD: New Mexico /\OCR 6 

EPA; New Mexico Environment Department: 
California EPA- OTSC 

USFWS; NMFS: New Mexico Department of 
Game and Fish: California Department of 
Fish and Game; New Mexico Energy. 
Minerals, and Natural Resources 

Department, Forestry Division; California 
Coastal Commission 

U.S. Department of the Interior- National 
Park Service; State Historic Preservation 
Office 

FAA 
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CHAPTER2 
ALTERNATIVES 

INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 



2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The 1997 FE IS analyzed several alternatives for establishing the Home Base, 
the Diagnostic Test Range, and the Extended-Area Test Range that are required 
to effectively demonstrate the a~ility of :he ABL system. The 1997 FE IS 
cons1dered Edwards AFB and Kirtland AFB as possible Home Base locatior.s· 
WSMR and China Lake Naval Air Warfare Ce~eter as the Diagnosr,c Test Range; 
and the Western Range, including Vandenberg AFB and/or the Point Mugu Naval 
Air Warfare Center Weapons Division and their operational areas. as the 
Extended-Area Test Range. 

The ROD for the 1997 FE IS identified Edwards AFB as the Home Base (to 
support the ABL aircraft and conduct ground-test activities of the ABL systems), 
WSMR as the Diagnos!lc Test Range, and the Western Range as the Expanded
/\rea Test Range (both for sup:oo-:ing proposed fight-test activities of the ABL 
systems). Based upon operational and environmental concerns, Edwards AFB IS 

cons1dered the primary locat1on for conducting ground-test activities. Kirtland 
AFB and VVSMR!Hollornan AFB have been identified as alternative ground-test 
locations in the event that ground testmg is not possible at Edwards AFB 
(e.g, mission conflict. weather conditions). 

This chapter describes the Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative. The 
potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Action and No-Action 
Alternative are summarized in table focn-' at t~e end of this chaJter. The 
Proposed Action is to conduct test activities of the ABL system at test ranges 
associated with K·rtla~d AFB and WSMR/Hol!oman AFB, New Mex1co, and 
Edwards AFB and Vandenberg AFB, California (see Figure 1.1·1) Test activities 
would involve testing the laser components on the ground and 1n night to verify 
that laser componems operate 'ogether safely and effectively. Two ABL aircraft 
(B'ock 2004 and Block 2008 aircraft) would C1e utilized during test actvities. 
Ground testing of the ABL system is proposed at Edwards AFB. In the even! that 
ground testing is not possible at Edwards AFB, Kirtland AFB and 
WSMR!Holloman AFB have the appropriate facilities and ranges to conduct 

ground testing of the laser systems. Flight testing is proposed at R-2508 
Airspace Complex (Edwards AFB), Western Range (VandenDerg AFB), and 
WSMR (including FAA-controlled airspace and airspace utilized by Fort Bliss). 
Software upgrades and other improvements to the Block 2004 aircraft and 
development of transportable support equipment for the ABL would be 
accompiished under he Bloc'< 2006 effort. 

2.1.1 Airborne Laser System Description 

The ABL aircraft is a modified Boeing 747 aircraft that accommooa'es a laser
weapon system and laser-fuel storage tanks. The aircraft incorporates an ARS 
laser, a laser-beam controi system designed to focus the beam on target (a TILL 
and a BILL), and an HEL (ie , chemical, oxygen, 1odine laser [COIL]) designed to 

destroy the target, (Figure 2.1-1 ). A Battle Management Comrna'1d Ce'1ter 
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provides computerized control of aspects of the laser-weapon system. 
communications, and intelligence systems on board the aircraft. 

Tne ABL aircraft wwld fy at high altituoes, and would detec: and track launches 
of bac.istic Missiles using ont>oaro sensors. Active tracking of the missiie with the 
BILL and TILL woulc t>e;,.n at approxin·a:ely 35,000 feet above MSL. The 1-'EL 
would then be d~rected in ar upward di'ectron. toward the m!ss:te Tr·e energy 
fcom the laser would heat tne missile body canister causing a'i overpressure and 
or stress fracture, whicn would destroy the mrssile The geometry of the tests 
would preciude operation of the laser. except at an upward angle Onboard 
sensors and laser clearinghouse ephemeris data would also be used to confrrm 
that no other arrcraft or satellites were within the potential path of the beam, 
although controlled airspace would be utilized during ABL test activities. and 
wouid be verified as cleared. Figure 2.1-2 shows the engagement scenario. 

The Block 2004 and Block 2008 ABL alfcraft designate capaor:rty levels. The 
Block 2004 aircraft would be tested and integrated into the BMDS testbed. The 
Block 2004 aiccraft would have a contingency capab:l ty for providing rudimentary 
protection of the United States, if directed. The Block 2008 a'rcraft includes 
maturation of a second .A.BL aircraft for development of the Air-Based ca;Jability 
that includes new technologies with enhanced lethality and additional operational 
suitability. 

The Block 2004 ABL aircraft would undergo testing first. Once test activities of 
the Block 2004 aircraft are com preted, software upgrades and other 
improvements through the Block 2006 effort would be accomplished Shortly 
aftmwards, the follow-on Block 2008 ABL aircraft would then be tested. 
Proposed ground- and flight-testing activities would be similar for both aircraft. 

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

Two ABL aircraft would be ~ased at Edwards AFB. Edwards AFB is also the 
location where the 'aser device would be integrated into the aircraft, where 
ground tests would occu:-, and is the lo:;at:on for initial aircraft fligh1 tes1s, 

Although fi,ght testing of the ABL system would occur within tre R-2508 Airspace 
Complex, Western Range, and WSMR. ABL test flights would begin and end at 
Edwards AFB. The ABL aircraft could be used to support other BMDS incidental 
exercises and deployments from othec locations. These operations would be 
supported by other environmental analysis as appropriate The ABL aircraft 
could also be flown to Kirtland AFB and WSMR/Holloman AFB to conduct ground 
testing. The ABL aircraft would use existing runways at the installations. Table 
2.2-1 shows the possible number of ground and night tests that would occur at 
the specified test locations. 

In the event the ABL aircraft is unable to land at Edwards AFB after co:>ducti"g 
test activrlies (e.g .. due to Edwards AFB ru:>way closure). ~re-plan:1ed ''divert 
bases" have been established to wh1ch the aircraft would be diverted. Two laser 
chernicalltar·dli"g options are beirg co:1sidered 1f the ABL aircraft uses a d'vert 
base. T~e first option is to jettison the laser chemicals at a minim~m1 altitude of 
·,5,000 feel. Chemical dispersion modeling, using the sarne analysis engine as 
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dales shown for s:oc:O: 
rarget Board IS a stat'C large: Jsed dunng ground tostJng Rotoplane 1s a Ferr,s whee!-!d•,e ground targe! used to test the tracking ab1hty of the laser 

system MARTI Drop IS a balfoor< w1!h a taroet boaed aHacnec used dur.ng fhght tests Proteus A1rcrafl1s a manned a1rcra!t Wllh a large! board a!!ached thai IS 
usee dunng fhghl tests The esllmated number of targe!s refers lo the number of m1ssile launches MARTf drop tests and Proteus a1rcra't fi:ghts that w1jl take 
place The ABL a1rcraft would be 1n flight dunng miSSile MARTI drop and Proteus a1rcraft lest aci!Vlhes 

1
c1 Tests w1ih the Infrared Search and Track {IRST pass1ve*only sensors\ and/or low power e'1gagemen· conducted as part of test fhgh!s already rre 1Uoned 
d MlSS!Ie achv1hes under BMDS mtegrattor efforts 
e Flash of m1ss!les only when 1t would not !Olertu;:;! the actlvl\leS of others S11r,!lar ~o h1gh-powe; fl~shes durmg MARTI drops 

A 8 A1r Force Base 
ARS Active Ranging System 
B!:..L 8ec.con ll!ur1;nator :...aser 
CY calendar year 
F Flight Test 
G Ground Test 
HEL Hgh-Energy Laser 
IR lntrared 
NA not applicable 
0 quarter 
SHEL Surmgale High~Energy Laser 
TILL Track Hlumina!or Laser 

Source: Airbo~ne Laser Sys!err; Program Off:ce, 2001a 
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an approved awicultural model (Bird, et al., 2002) has shown that releases of 
liquids used by the ABL at this altitude will not reach the ground. The second 
option would be to land the ABL aircraft with the laser chemicals on board. The 
three bases identified include Vandenberg AFB, Holloman AFB, and Kirtland 
AFB. Although nothing would prevent the ABL aircraft from landing at any 
suitable base in time of emergency, personnel at these three installations would 
be specifically I rained to support the ABL aircraft, and appropriate equipment to 
handle ABL hazardous materials (e.g., chemical transfer and recovery 
receptacles) would be in place. Exercises and deployment locations would have 
sufficienl equipment and trained personnel to meet the mission needs. The ABL 
support equipment that would be pre-deployed at each divert base includes 
chemical transfer and recovery receptacles to capture laser fluids from the 
aircraft. The disposal of any chemicals from the ABL aircraft would be conducted 
through existinn contract mechanisms run by the divert base's Environmental 
Management office. Existing aerospace ground equipment (AGE) at each divert 
base would be utilized to support the ABL aircrafl, as needed (e.g., generator to 
run the aircraft's electrical system). The ABL aircraft would remain at these 
installations until the Edwards AFB runway is cleared for incoming traffic. 

An existing hangar (Building 151) at Edwards AFB would be utilized to house the 
ABL aircraft. Estimated quantities of laser-weapon system chemicals that would 
be stored al Edwards AFB for lhe Block 2004 ABL aircraft are listed in Table 
2.2-2. These chemicals would be delivered by commercial vendors and stored in 
a conforming and compatible chemical storage facility. The Block 2008 aircraft is 
anticipated to utilize approximately 30 percent more laser fuel than the Block 
2004 aircraft. 

Routine maintenance of the aircraft would occur at Edwards AFB, and would be 
performed by contractor and Air Force personnel using established, on-site 
equipment. Routine maintenance may include repair of aircraft engines and 
other equipment, tire changes, engine-oil changes, and washing the aircraft at an 
existing aircraft wash rack. 

ABL testing aclivities would be C011ducted in accordance with a Hazardous 
Matenal Management Program and pollution prevention program to ensure 
environ menial compliance, and lo minimize the use of hazardous materials 
(U.S. Air Force, 2001 b). 

Test activities would include testing of both lower- (ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) 
and high-power (HEL) lasers. These lasers are described briefly below. 

Active Ranginn System laser (ARS). This is a lower-power carbon dioxide 
(C02 ) laser. Its purpose is to acquire the target and to assess range to the 
target. 

Track Illuminator Laser (TILL). This laser is a lower-power, diode-pumped, 
solid-state device. Its purpose is to track the intended target. Reflected light 
returned to sensors on board the ABL aircraft is interpreted as information about 
the targets speed, elevation, and vector. 
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==~======-~,;,T,;;a,;;b;,;le;,2;;;-;;2,:-2;;;,-=E;;;;;;,st;;;,im~ated Storage Requirements for Bulk Chemicals at Edwards AFB 

I
I S'toronn Ouant·,·t,·es locations--,---

-- Chemical Compound Delivert Method . ""' · . ;;;~r~~t I GI'RA I IMF 
Ar11monia (Anhydrous) Liquid DOT <2,000 pound Cylinders 2,000 to 4.000 lb., X -1 r·-x~ 
?';;;;:;;:;;:;;:;--------------···----... --t,..Li-cqccu,ccd'D'"O"T~2'.o"o"'o"'0:-:o:--u=•n"d'c"y711-:cnc-:ode""r=s-.... - .. _____ 1.000 to 2,000 lb. i X ~-·····-x--

I+KirooecPcro:Jiie'iso·~,;,i,;","Cc:Oonncceeinnit"-raait;:;e))--------t;cuq-~Jic! ISO Tar.ker, Class 1 Tank a,ooo gal ---~~ =1i= 
Liqurd ISOTanker, Class 1 Tank 1,000 to 4.000 gal. X -

1
- ·· y-

"lo-d"'i-ne _____ .......... ___ ......... ______ ----llsoiicf(C:.Ystatilnel 5 kgf\ickages ____ 65:;-;;·"'1"'00-=-=lb.,...;-' _"x,..._--- . x 

'B'"H"P~··_·--~~-..,·~~--c~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~--------I-;Lc--"cc1U .. 
7
ir-;1 _(S_I_LI-:-IM-c-cF-,tr,-a_~_sc-fe-;;rc-w_it'h'B"H'"P,-;:-ca_<~,),.,..~~,--cc;-=cc-1.;c2"'0"'0"'g"'a_l.! X i __ ........., -~-

Lithium Hydroxide (Monohydrate) Solid (powderedlctystalline 2,200 lb. Totes) ............ 4.4
90

oo
0 

-
1

6,
2 

.. 6
00

oo

9

t

3

b
1 

.. !-- 1--···· XX 
Sodium Hydro·;ude (50% concentrate) I LIQUid (IBC/Toies, 300 gal:) -

Potassium Hydroxide (50% concentrate) Liquid (IBCfTotes, 300 gaL')---- 900·1.200 gaL[ 1 X 

Sulfuric Acid (93%conc.-IMF Aspirator Fluid) ~TbropShipped 55 gal drums) 660 gal. 
1 

X 

PhosphoricACi(j(2Mol. [20 %] TMS/NH3 Scrubber) IL'gyid (Delivered ISO-DOT tanke's) T 8 500 gal· -~X I 
······--··· ; 

Sulfur~~ Aci~:~~.5::2.1!~§:ntrate, TRlCS-f!:: Scn~Q..t?er) __ ........ .Jh!siuid {Deliver-ed ISO-DOT t ankers) i ?,~()()_gal. X i l .. 
Sodium Hydroxide (20 %concentrate, !Liquid (Delivered ISO-DOT t 
TRiCS-C Scrubber) i 
Sod rum Hydroxide ( i'Ci ... % concentrate, -+;"'L"'iq-u"id-:-7.\D"'· e"'l"'lv-ered ISO-DOT t 
GPRA Cl2 & 12 Scrub) j 

anker) I 1,700 gal. X I 
-------,. J 

anker) 

I 
3.360 g<:JI. 

I 
X ' 

QT tankers) I 3,500-6.000 gal.[ I X 
····-

~ 34 tons X 

Liquid Nitrogen lJqUrii'(Drop-Shipped tso-b 
Liquid Carbon Dioxide ... ___ ········ Liqu-:d (Drop~St'·ipped ISO-DOT tanker:;,) 

Gas (Drop-Shi.ooed ISO-DO' tankers) 

BHP = 
DOT = 
gaL 
GPRA = 
IBC 
!MF = 
ISO 
'b. = 
Sll. = 
TMS = 
TRICS-A 
T.~ICSC 
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Beacon Illuminator Laser (BILL). This laser is a lower-power, diode-pumped, 
solid-state device. It is part of a laser-beam control system designed to focus the 
HEL beam on large!. 

Surrogate High-Energy Laser (SHEL). The SHEL is a lower-power laser 
designed to simulate the operating characteristics (wave length) of the HEL. 

High-Energy Laser (HEL). The HEL is a hig~-energy (rr.egawatt-ciass) laser 
(i.e .. COIL) designed to destroy the target. 

The BILL, TILL. and SHEL are solid-state lasers whose active medium lS a 
crystal. Solid-state lasers are rugged, simple to maintain, a~d capable of 
generating kW levels of power. Operation at these levels causes thermal 
expansion of the crystal, which alters the effective cavity dimensions, thus 
changing the mode structure of the laser. Therefore, the lasers are cooled by 
liquids (pariicularly those lasers that produce high repetition rates). The most 
striking aspect of solid-state lasers is that the output ts usually not continuous. 
but consists of a large number of often separated power bursts (pulsed). 

The ARS laser is a C02 gas laser. The most common gas composition in C02 

lasers is a mixture of helium (He). nitrogen (N2), and C02 . Additional gases. 
other than CO;, are used to increase the efficiency of the laser. The principal 
difference be~Neen C02 and other gas lasers (i.e., Heii"m-Neon [HeNe]lasers) is 
that the optics :nus! be coated, or made of special materials, to be reflective or 
transmissive at the far infrared wavelength. C02 lasers are highly effective 
outdoors due to a low atmospheric transmission loss. 

The HEL is a COIL The COIL is 2 near-infrared laser witn a wavelengt~ of 
1.315 micrometers (flm). The COIL is a low-pressure flowing gas laser with a 
high-optical-quality beam that can be focused to small spots for faster metal 
cutting. The chemtcais used in the COIL are all commonly found lli industry, with 
well-known anci safe-ha~dling techniques, while toe by-products of t:1e COIL 
lasing operatiol' are salt, water, and oxygen; no greenhouse gases are released 
Table 2.2-3 provides laser characteristics for the ARS, BILL, TILL, SHEL, and 
HEL systems that will be tested under the ABL Program. 

A description o·' the proposed ~round--test and 'light-test ac'ivities at the selected 
installations is presented in the following sections. 

2,2.1 Ground-Testing Activities 

Ground iests of the lower-power laser systems (i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) 
would be performed at Edwards AFB. Ground-testmg activities would be 
conducted from an aircraft parking pad or the end of a runway, with the laser 
beam directed over open land toward ground targets with natural features 
(e.g., mountains, hills, buttes) o' eartr·-en berms as a backstop. The ARS would 
also be tesied using a gcound-based simulator within Building 151 at Edwards 
AFB. No oper,-range testing of the high-power laser (COIL) would be conducted 
at this location. Ground testing of !he HEL would be conducted at Edwards AFB, 
within the same siructure (Building 151) or i~ the SIL, usmg a ground-based 
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Table 2 2-3 Laser Characteristics 
Laser I Wavelength I 'if'/ ave 

I 
Las1ng 

I 
Output Laser 

I 
MPE 

I Syste:11 I (pm) I form Med1um Powe,-lcl Class!fication10l Limits NOHD .. 

I I I ss "'~~AG1' 1 3."34x 10-' J/cm2 Hi; 
·--

BILL 1.064 Pulsed kW 4 >5{)krr:1
: 

i 1. 79 x ~ 0-4 Jlcm2 11 ' 
------·-···· ------I 

I 
\ \ 

I SS; Yb:YAG1' 1 :.53x 10· J/cm 
TILL I 1.0296 I Pulsed kW 4 1.96 x 1 0~ J/cm' 1'1 >50km(.J 

. 

! 

--·-
! 

0.1 wlcm.Tte ' 
···--

' I ARS 11.149 Chopped 0.1 VV/cm2 (f) 
4km 4 C,)2 kW I 

sHEL I _1

1

··•·-3

3

1

1

_:_
4 

__ c_v_•_+-s_s~N-_d_:v._A_o_''_~ :~:~~w~--~-rj..., _·_· __ 4 

~ b CW Chemical MW 4 
' Noles: {a) Ne:Jc'ymium:Yttrium Aluminum Gamet (Y:v'\1:;.0 12_) 

{b) Ytte~biuiT':YUrit.:m i4.!umiqum Garnet {Y:AI~0- 2 ) 
{c) Exact inpc;t power/aperture power is classiLed. 
{d) C'ass;fied in accorcance with the ANSI S!anda~d Z136.1-2000. Safe Use of l.asers. 
{e) Ocular MPE ln accordance with ANSI Z136. 1·2000. S~1fe Use of Lasers 

(f) Skin MPE in accordance with ANSI 2136.1-2000, Safe Use of Lasers. 
\9) Ocular MPE in accordance with ANSI Z136.1·2CGG, Safe Use of l.3sers: basoc1 on a giint rcflecl:::w exposure of 

0.1 second. 
(h) Sk:n MPE in accordance with ANSI 2".36.1-2000, Safe Use of Lasers: based on a glint refleclion expost,re of 

0. i second_ 
(i) Deoender.t on airc:-aft range to target. 
ARS active ranging system 
BILL Beacon !!luminator Laser 
co, 
cw 
HEL 
Jicr··{ 
km 
kW 
MPE 
MW 
prr 
NA 
NOHD 
SHEL 
ss 
TILL 
w 
Wlcrn 2 

carbon dioxide 
conti:vJocs -wave 
Hig:~-~nergy Laser 
joules per square C01~:irneter 
kilometer 
kilowatt 
n;e:ximum permissi~!e cxpcs~re 
rr:egawal! 
rnicromele' 
No ri1rect viewing would be possib!e during HELlesl aclivit;es, 
Nomina! Ocular Hazard Dis!ance 
Surrogate High-Energy Laser 
solid· state 
TracK 11\uminatm Laser 
watt 
watts per sqt.:are centi'ne:er 

simulator or an enclosed test ce!i. These aclivities would involve testing the laser 
components (Block 2004 configuration, upgrades of new :eclmorogies. and BlocK 
2008 coCJiigurahon) on the ground in the SIL and after they are integrated into the 
aircraft. The ground tests would be conducted to venfy that the laser 
components operate together safely in a simulated flight environment. Photons 
from the tests may be utilized in an enc:osed test cell to evaluate the effect of the 
HEL on various target-representalive materials. In the event of a failure of the 
ground-based simulator, the laser device would be immediately shut down by 
safety systems. 

The HEL weapon system would be connected to a Ground Pressure Recovery 
Assembly (GPRA) to test t.'le laser on the grour,d. Or. :he ground, rloe GPRA 
would simulate the atmospheric pressure lhal occurs nalurally when the laser 
device is operating in lhe aircraft at an altilude of 35,000 feet or higher. The 
GPRA wouid operate for approximately 20 seconds per test, and 'NOUid draw the 
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exhaust from the laser. The GPRA and scrubbers capture the exhaust from the 
device and then scrubs it. The GPRA scrubbers operate at an efficiency of better 
than 95 percent; therefore, the exhaust would be mostly water. In addition, turbo 
pump exhaust in the form of steam would be ejected from the aircraft. A second 
vacuum sphere may be required to support the higher throughput of the Block 
2008 configuration. 

Noise generated by the GPRA (a tow-pressure, low-velocity device) during 
ground tests of the HEL is expected to be approximately 10 decibels (dBA). The 
associated ejector tubes and turbopumps are expected to generate noise levels 
of approximately 110 and 134 dB A, respectively, during the short duration 
(approximately 20 seconds) of the ground test. These noise levels do not take 
into account attenuation due to their surrounding environments (the SIL building 
and Building 151 ); therefore, exterior noise levels are expected to be lower. 

Prior to testing the HEL, the chemicals are loaded into the aircraft or SIL. After 
the basic hydrogen peroxide (BHP) is loaded, residual amounts left in the fill lines 
would be drained to chemical transfer and recovery receptacles and transported 
to the Integrated Maintenance Facility (IMF). Once there, the hydrogen ion 
concentration (pH) would be adjusted (if necessary) and the resultant product 
water is used to support other processes at the IMF. After the chlorine and 
ammonia are loaded into the aircraft, residual amounts left in the fill lines are 
processed through Transportable Integrated Chemical Scrubber (TRICS) units. 
The chlorine scrubber by-product solution is handled in the same manner as the 
BHP. The ammonia scrubber by-product solution is contracted for disposal 
through a commercial waste product disposal company. 

Two scenarios exist for handling the laser fuels during ground tests. In the first 
scenario, if the laser is scheduled to be fired within a short time frame (e.g., less 
than 5 to 7 days between shots) all the chemicals would remain on board. In the 
second scenario, if the laser is not scheduled to be fired in less than 5 to 7 days, 
the BHP would be removed, transported to the IMF, the pH adjusted (if 
necessary), and the resultant product water used to support other processes at 
the IMF. Final disposition of this water is to the Edwards AFB wastewater 
treatment plant. All other chemicals would remain on board the aircraft with 
excess operational pressures bled off and exhausted through the appropriate 
scrubbers. 

The estimated amount of fluids to be disposed of during ground and flight testing 
of the HEL is listed in Table 2.2-4. They include fluids off-loaded and disposed of 
during flight tests. 

The ARS laser utilizes a glycol cooling system; the BILL utilizes a water cooling 
system; and the TILL utilizes Deuterium for its cooling system. These coolants 
are contained in closed-loop systems, and would be recycled/replaced as 
needed. 

During ground testing of the laser systems, the ABL aircraft would be connected 
to AGE to provide power and hydraulic control to the aircraft and laser systems. 
In addition, up to 12 air conditioning units would be utilized to cool the laser 
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Table 2 2-4 Estimated Quantities of Wastes to be Disposed a! Edwards AFB 

Waste T~pe Estir~ated Volume1'1 
-···· 

Spent GPRA Ammonia Scrubber Solution 68,000-170,000 gallons 
Spent TRICS Ammo,:;ia ScrCJober Solution 8,700-17.400 gallons 
lod1ne Solids 20 gallons ---------
Caustic Solids 55 _gallons ··------- ----
Pagswith Oils, Solvents, and Cleaners 55 gallons -----------
Used Oil 55 qallons 
Nitric Acid Solut1on 55jpllons --------

' ' ' Soeot Hydrogen Perox1ce Solut1on <8 r>ercent1 
· , .00-5,000 gallons 

Spent Hydrogen Peroxide_:;)oiution >= 8 percent:a;---· .... ,..-T+-';-;'o3o,_-~s.So3o~oc-g"'a":i:-'lo"-n"'s:._ __ 
Sodium, Potassium, and Lithium Hydroxide Solutions (pH<12 sP' 100-5.000_,g"'a:;.llo"'n""s'-------_-:._-:._-:._~ 

~S-;::oc;die'uccm";. -'-P;"o:::la"isirs"'lu"-lll"-····.'-'-a:::n.:.:d:...L::.:i0t,h.:::iu:::m=H-"y'-'d::.r::.ox:.::i.::d::.e_:S:.::o::.:lu:.:l:.::io.:.:n.::s-'(p"'H-'>_-_1,.2=·::-5L \)'• -'-t-;.1 00-5,000 gallons ______ _ 
BHP Solulion

1
'
1 ----------+~100-5,000 gallons 

Svstem Ri~ses1' 1 100-5.000 oallons 
Spent TRICSChiorine Scrubber Solut1on1

•
1 5,100:10,200 qallons 

Spent GPRA Laser!"fnueniScrubber 0S:.::o::clu:;cti:.::D:.:.n'_'.1 __ ...,-,--c--:-c----ll 3,360-6,720 gallons 
Small quantity BHP, mixed hydroxide, hydrogen peroxide solutions ! 100 gallons 
andrinsewater from IMF chemica' laboratory and other operat'ons''i 
IMF Baker Tank Aspirator [)cive Fi:Jid161 : 5,()00-20,000 qalioCl_S_j,Per weekl_ 
Soil Contaminated with Sod.c-iu"'m.--.. ~P~o.:::·;,:,a'=s-=s"'iu-=m-=.,-a-::n-::d:;-;-Lc;ith-::i __ u_m-::;Hcc-y-:;d-ro-x--id""e:-.......;1. 1_-20 c ___ ubic yards 

Solution (trace of hx£!;ogen peroxide is possible) (if spills occur) . 
Noles: (a) lMF Baker Tank Aspirator Drive Fluid 

(b) May or may POt be considered a hazatOous was\e. Substance w:l! be lesied to e::nst:re prooer d;s;:::osa· Plt::H'oU. 
(c} Volumes of wastes to be disposed are annual amovnls unless otherw;se staled 
BHP = basic hydrogen peroxide 
GPRA Ground P1essure Recovery Assembly 
IMF ;; Integrated lv'1aintenance Facility 
pH = measure of ac1di!y 
TRICS = 1 ransporlable !rJ\egraled CbeP1ica: Scrubber 

Source: Airbome Laser Sysie;n Prograrr Office, 2001c 

equipment, and up to 3 portable lighting un1ts would be utilized during nighttime 
iesting activities. Ground-test\:1g activities would occt.:r over an approxil.late 
8-hour period dunng the early rnorniilQ or nig.~tlime. 

Approximately 750 personnel would relocate to the Edwards AFB area to support 
the ABL program. In addition, approximately 50 temporary test personnel woulc 

be present during grou<'d-tesling activities. As an added saiety precau~ion, laser 

ground tests may require temporary evacuation of areas in the vicinity of the test 
range. Range safely officials would coord;nate w1th appropriate base authoribes 

to temporarily close roads, as required, during laser-testing activities. 

A descriptio1 of the proposed ground tests ;s presented below. Edwards AF3 is 
the prefwred site for conducting ground-test activities. No ground-testing 
activities are proposed at Vandenberg AFB and WSMR In the event t11at ground 
testing is not possible at Edwards AFB, ground tests would be conducted at 
Kirtland AFB or from Holloman AFB using WSMR for target placement 

Edwards AFB. Ground testing of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems 
would be conducted at Edwards AFB from the end of the runway associated with 
Building 151 (Figure 2.2·1). Up to 500 rotoplane (Ferris wheel-like rotating 
target) and 500 ground target board tests would be conducted for the Block 2004 
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ABL aircraft. A similar number of tests would be conducted for the Block 2008 
ABL aircraft. A target board is a piece of material (e.g., Plexiglass, stainless 
steel) containing sensors that would be irradiated by the laser ground-testing 
activities. No high-power engagements would occur. Ground-testing activities 
would utilize existing ranges, and be conducted in accordance with existing 
range safety requirements. Laser targets would be positioned within a shroud to 
prevent the possibility of reflection when the laser beam comes into contact with 
the surface of the target. 

The ARS could also be tested using a ground-based simulator within 
Building 151. 

HEL ground-testing activities would be conducted using a ground-based 
simulator or enclosed test cell; no open-range testing of the HEL would be 
conducted. In the event of a failure of the ground-based simulator, the laser 
device would be immediately shut down by safety systems. 

Kirtland AFB. Kirtland AFB has the appropriate facilities and ranges to conduct 
ground testing of the laser systems should an alternate test locations be 
necessary. Ground testing of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems would be 
conducted at Kirtland AFB from f)ad 4, adjacent to Building 760 (Figure 2.2-2). 
Up to 500 rotoplane and 500 ground-target board tests would be conducted for 
\he Block 2004 ABL aircraft. A similar number of tests would be conducted for 
the Block 2008 ABL aircraft. Ground-test1ng activities would utilize an existing 
range and be conducted in accordance with existing range safety requirements. 
No high-power engagements would occur. The laser test range at Kirtland AFB 
contains target barriers at distances of 4, 5, and 7 kilometers (km) (2.5, 3.1, and 
4.4 miles). Laser targets would be positioned within a shroud to prevent the 
possibility of reflection when the laser beam comes into contact with the surface 
of the target. 

White Sands Missile Range/Holloman AFB. WSMR and Holloman AFB have 
the appropriate facilities and ranges to conduct ground testing of the laser 
systems should an alternate test location be necessary (Figure 2.2-3). Ground 
testing of the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems only would be 
conducted at Holloman P,FB from the western end of the base runway (runway 
04-22). The laser systems would be directed westward at targets placed Within 
WSMR. Testing could occur across the White Sands National Monument and 
could require closure and evacuation of the public. Up to 500 rotoplane and 
500 ground-target board tests would be conducted. Laser targets would be 
positioned within a shroud to prevent the possibility of reflection when the laser 
beam comes into contact with the surface of the target. WSMR maintains the 
appropriate range safety requirements and authorizations to conduct laser 
testing. 

Coordination of local area or road closures for non-essential personnel in line-of
fire and nearby locations would be coordinated with WSMR, While Sands 
National Monument, Holloman AFB, and San Andres National Wildlife Refuge 
safety officials. Essential personnel remaining during lasing would be briefed by 
MDA safety personnel and provided with appropriate personal protective 
equipment and other direction during the lasing period. 
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Vandenberg AFB. No ground testing of the laser systems is proposed at 
Vandenberg .1\FB~ 

2.2.2 Flight-Testing Activities 

Test flights at ranges associated with WSMR, Edwards AFB, and Vandenberg 
AFB would be used to test the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL, and the 
high-power HEL systems. 

The ABL tests would include acquisition and tracking of missiles, as well as high
energy tests. These tests would be conducted against instrumented, diagnostic 
target boards carried by balloons (Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument 
[MARTI] Drop), missiles, or aircraft. 

The MARTI is a diagnostic target for ABL that is similar in size and geometry to a 
ballistic missil•e~ The overall benefit of the MARTI target is the demonstration of 
tracking and beam compensation capabilities against dynamic targets. The basic 
construction consists of a shell of aluminum with aluminum fins attached, coated 
with paint selected to represent the properties of the paint on ballistic missiles (no 
fuel would be onboard). The proposed launch site for the balloon with MARTI 
payload is Space Harbor on WSMR, or Holloman AFB as a back-up location. 
The balloon would rise to an approximate height of 100,000 feet, and rnay pass 
over private and BLM-managed lands, depending on wind conditions aloft~ 
When the balloon is over the target drop box on WSMR and at the desired 
altitude the MARTI payload would be released. The MARTI would free-fall to 
50,000 feet allowing approximately 55 seconds of engagement time, hence 
multiple engagements per drop are planned. A nominal three engagements per 
MARTI drop are planned, one high (less compensation required), one mid, and 
one low (more compensation required) engagement, which will allow coverage of 
the engagement compensation space. A slow spin would be necessary to 
stabilize the trajectory. Approximately 60 pounds of flare attached to the rear 
end of the MAF<TI would burn during the entire ABL engagement to provide an 
infrared source for the ARS. The fiare would be exhausted prior to the MARTI 
reaching the ground. After the ABL engagement is complete, a parachute 
system would be deployed to slow down and recover the complete MARTI unit 
for reuse. A beacon would be included on the MARTI for tracking by range 
safety radar. During lower-power engagements, the MARTI would be 
instrumented with optical sensors for irradiance profile measurements. Sensors 
on the MARTI would provide BILL, TILL, and SHEL spot profiles and aim point 
locations as well as jitter measurements wrthin the spatial resolution of the 
sensor array. During high-power engagements, the MARTI would be 
instrumented with thermocouple hit sensors to provide HEL spot size and 
position on the target, integrated energy on target, and jitter measurements 
within the spatial resolution of the array. In both the high- and lower-power 
configurations, the target boards would be cyl'rndrrcal. 

Missiles would not carry a payload, and would incorporate a fiight-termination 
system, when required, to ensure that debris would be contained on the range in 
the event the tar~get must be destroyed during flight. Figure 2.2-4 illustrates the 
potential target missiles to be utilized during ABL flight-test activities. Range 
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SECTION 3.1 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE 



3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 

3.1 EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE 

3.1.1 Local Community 

Background 

The military first began operating at the Muroc, California, site in 1933, when the 
Army Air Corps sent an advance party to design and maintain a bombing range. 
At the outbreak of World War II, the south end of a dry lake, situated in the area, 
was used for training fighter pilots and bomber crews. The site was designated 
Muroc AFB in February 1948, and became Edwards AFB in December 1949 in 
honor of Captain Glen Edwards, who was killed during a performance test of an 
experimental jet bomber. The AFFTC was activated at Edwards AFB in June 
1951. The AFFTC supports the mission of the Air Force Materiel Command by 
conducting and supporting tests of aerospace vehicles; flight evaluation and 
recovery of research vehicles; operation of the U.S. Air Force Test Pilot School; 
and developing, operating, staffing, supporting and participating in test and 
evaluation programs for DOD and other government agencies, contractors, and 
foreign governments. 

Host organizations at Edwards AFB include the AFFTC, the 95th Air Base Wing, 
the 412th Test Wing, and Detachment 5 of the Air Force Operational Test and 
Evaluation Center. Major associated organizations include the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Dryden Flight Research Center 
and the Air Force Research Laboratory. Approximately 14,000 military and 
civilian personnel are employed on the base, and between 90,000 and 100,000 
takeoffs and landings occur each year. 

Location 

Edwards AFB is situated in Southern California, in the Antelope Valley region of 
the western Mojave Desert, approximately 100 miles north of Los Angeles, 
80 miles southeast of Bakersfield, and approximately 25 miles northeast of 
Lancaster (Figure 3.1-1 ). The base encompasses an area of approximately 
470 square miles, and includes portions of Kern, Los Angeles, and San 
Bernardino counties. 

The ABL Complex is situated at the Birk Flight Test Facility on South Base, which 
is operated by the AFFTC (see Figure 2.2-1 ). Existing state-of-the-art facilities 
are in place to support flight testing, data collection, and analysis of the ABL 
Program. 

Edwards AFB is partially sheltered from maritime weather by mountains on the 
west and south. Two mountain passes, the Tehachapi's to the west and Soledad 
Canyon Pass to the south, allow movement of air from the San Joaquin Valley 
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and the Los Angeles Air Basin into the western Mojave Desert. Two large dry 
lakes on Edwards AFB, Rogers Dry Lake and Rosamond Dry Lake, contain 
65 square miles of usable aircraft landing area, including runways up to 7.5 miles 
long (see Figure 2.2-1 ). 

Weather patterns in the area are characterized by large seasonal temperature 
differences. Summer temperatures are extremely high, and reach an annual 
mean maximum of 98 degrees (0

) Fahrenheit (F) in July. The lowest mean 
maximum temperature, 56°F, occurs in January. The average annual 
precipitation is less than 5 inches, with about 80 percent occurring between 
November and March. The average annual wind speed is approximately 8 miles 
per hour (mph). The highest average wind speeds occur during the spring and 
summer. The prevailing wind direction throughout the year is west-southwest to 
southwest. 

3.1.2 Airspace 

Airspace, or that space that lies above a nation and comes under its jurisdiction, 
is generally viewed as being unlimited. However, it is a finite resource that can be 
defined vertically and horizontally, as well as temporally, when describing its use 
for aviation purposes. The scheduling, or time dimension, is a very important 
factor in airspace management and air traffic control. 

Under P.L. 85-725, the FAA is charged with the safe and efficient use of the 
nation's airspace, and has established certain criteria and limits to its use. The 
method used to provide this service is the National Airspace System. This 
system is" ... a common network of U.S. airspace; air navigation facilities, 
equipment and services, airports or landing areas; aeronautical charts, 
information and services; rules, regulations and procedures, technical information 
and manpower and material" (Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc., 2000). 

Types of Airspace 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. Controlled and uncontrolled airspace is 
divided into six classes, dependent upon location, use, and degree of control. 
Figure 3.1-2 depicts the various classes of controlled airspace, and each is 
described briefly below. 

• Class A airspace, which is not specifically charted, is generally that 
airspace from 18,000 feet above MSL up to and including flight level 
(FL) 600 (60,000 feet). Unless otherwise authorized, all aircraft must 
be operated under instrument flight rules. 

• Class B airspace is generally that airspace from the surface to 
10,000 feet above MSL surrounding the nation's busiest airports in 
terms of instrument flight rules operations or passenger 
enplanements. An air traffic control clearance is required for all 
aircraft to operate in the area, and all aircraft that are so cleared 
receive separation services within the airspace. 
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• Class C airspace is, generally, that airspace from the surface to 
4,000 feet above ground level (AGL) surrounding those airports that 
have an operational control tower, are serviced by a radar approach 
control, and that have a certain number of instrument flight rule 
operations or passenger enplanements. 

• Class D airspace is, generally, that airspace from the surface to 
2,500 feet AGL surrounding those airports that have an operational 
control tower. 

• Class E airspace, is controlled airspace that is not Class A, Class B, 
Class C, or Class D airspace. 

• Class G (uncontrolled) airspace, has no specific definition but 
generally refers to airspace not otherwise designated, and operations 
are typically below 1,200 feet AGL. No air traffic control service to 
aircraft operating under either instrument or visual flight rules is 
provided other than possible traffic advisories when the air traffic 
control workload permits and radio communications can be 
established (lllman, 1993). 

Special Use Airspace. Complementing the classes of controlled and 
uncontrolled airspace described above are several types of special use airspace 
used by the military to meet its particular needs. Special use airspace consists of 
that airspace wherein activities must be confined because of their nature, or 
wherein limitations are imposed upon aircraft operations that are not a part of 
these activities, or both. Except for Controlled Firing Areas, special use airspace 
areas are depicted on aeronautical charts, which also include hours of operation, 
altitudes, and controlling agency. 

• Restricted Areas contain airspace identified by an area on the 
surface of the earth within which the flight of aircraft, while not wholly 
prohibited, is subject to restriction. Activities within these areas must 
be confined because of their nature, or limitations imposed upon 
aircraft operations that are not a part of these activities, or both. 
Restricted Areas denote the existence of unusual, often invisible, 
hazards to aircraft such as artillery firing, aerial gunnery, or guided 
missiles. Restricted Areas are published in the Federal Register and 
constitute Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 73 (Jeppesen 
Sanderson, Inc., 1999). 

• Military Operations Areas (MOAs) consist of airspace of defined 
vertical and lateral limits established for the purpose of separating 
certain non-hazardous military training activities from instrument flight 
rules traffic. Whenever an MOA is being used, non-participating 
instrument flight rules traffic may be cleared through an MOA if 
instrument flight rules separation can be provided by Air Traffic 
Control. Otherwise, Air Traffic Control will reroute or restrict non
participating instrument flight rules traffic (Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc., 
1999). 

Military Training Routes (MTRs), a joint venture by the FAA and the DOD, are 
mutually developed for use by the military for the purpose of conducting low
altitude, high-speed training. The routes above 1 ,500 feet AGL, identified by 
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three number characters (e.g., IR-206, VR-207), are developed to be flown, to the 
maximum extent possible, under instrument flight rules. The routes between the 
surface and 1,500 feet AGL, identified by four number characters (e.g., IR-1206, 
VR-1207), are generally developed to be flown under visual flight rules. 
Generally, MTR~ are established below 10,000 feet MSL for operations at speeds 
in excess of 250 knots. However, route segments may be defined at higher 
altitudes for purposes of route continuity (Aeronautical Information Manual, 2000). 
Route width is normally 5 nautical miles (nm) on either side of centerline. In 
addition to the instrument and visual ftight rules routes, there are slow-speed, 
low-altitude routes used for military air operations at or below 1,500 feet at 
airspeeds of 250 knots or less (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2000). 

3.1.2.1 Affected Environment. 

The airspace re9ion of influence (ROI) for Edwards AFB is defined as that area 
that could be affected by ABL flight-testing activities. For the purposes of this 
document, the ROI is the R-2508 Airspace Complex and an approximately 36-km 
(20-nm) zone around the edge of this airspace area. Normally, the special use 
airspace (SUA) and the Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace (ATCAA) 
associated with the R-2508 Complex would be activated for ABL missions. 
Therefore, the explanation of airspace operations as described in the second 
secllon below (Special Use Airspace) is the most significant lqr ABL operations. 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. Outside of the SUA identified and 
discussed separately in the next section, most of the airspace in the Edwards 
AFB ROI is controlled airspace, within which some or all aircraft may be subject 
to air traffic control (ATC). This airspace comprises Class A airspace from 
18,000 feet above MSL up to and including FL 600 (60,000 feet), and Class E 
airspace below 18,000 feet. Within Class E airspace, separation service is 
provided for instrument flight rules (IFR) aircraft only, and, to the extent practical. 
traffic advisories to aircraft operating under VFR. The Class E airspace has a 
floor of 1,200 feet or greater above the surface, except for the areas around 
(1) Edwards AFB, Mojave, and Palmdale airports in the southwest part of the 
ROI; (2.) Apple Valley and Barstow-Daggett airports in the southeast part of the 
ROI; (3) Inyokern and Ridgecrest airports in the central portion of the ROI; and 
(4) Bakersfield, Delano, and Porterville airports in the west portion of the ROI, 
where the Class E airspace has a fioor of 700 feet above the surface (Figure 
3.1-3). 

Class D airspace, generally that airspace from the surface to 2,500 feet above 
the airport elevation surrounding those airports that have an operational control 
tower surrounds Palmdale, Victorville, General Fox, and Bakersfield airports in 
the southern ancl western edges of the ROI, and the Naval Air Weapons Station 
(NAWS) China Lake airports/airfields (see Figure 3.1-3). 

Class G airspace (uncontrolled) generally refers to airspace not otherwise 
designated and operations are typically below 1,200 feet AGL. 

There is no Class B or Class C airspace within the Edwards AFB ROI. 
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Table 3.1-1. 

Number/Name 
F~-2502E 

H-2502N 
R-2505 
R-2508 
R-2506 
R-2515 
R-2524 
Bakersfield MOA 

. Barstow MOA 
Bishop MOA 
Buckhorn MOA 
Isabella MOA 
Owens MOA 
Panamint MOA 
Porterville MOA 
Saline MOA 
Shoshone MOA 

The distinction between "controlled" and "uncontrolled" airspace is important. 
Within controlled airspace, service is provided to IFR flights and visual flight rules 
(VFR) flights in accordance with the airspace classification. Controlled airspace 
is also that airspace within which aircraft operators are subject to certain pilot 
qualifications, opmating rules, and equipment requirements. For example, for 
IFR operations in any class of controlled airspace, a pilot must file an IFR fiight 
plan, and receive an appropriate ATC clearance. Within uncontrolled airspace, 
no ATC service to aircraft operating under VFR is provided other than possible 
traffic advisories when the ATC workload permits and radio communications can 
be established (lllman, 1993). IFR ATC service is available if requested. 

Special Use Airspace. The R-2508 Airspace Complex lies at the center of the 
ROI. The complex is composed of 7 Restricted Areas, 10 MOAs, and 12 ATCAA 
areas. Restricted Area R-2508, the major restricted area from which the complex 
derives its name, extends from FL 200, upward to an unlimited altitude, and is a 
shared use airspace. Individual restricted areas, R-2505, R-2506, R-2524, 
R-2515, R-2502N, and R-2502E, all of which extend from the surface to 
unlimited, except for R-2506, which extends from the surface to 6,000 feet above 
MSL, require prior approval for entry (Table 3.1-1 ). 

Special Use Airspace in the Edwards AFB/R-2508 Complex Airspace ROI 
Effective Altitude (feet) Time of Use Controlling Agency 
Unlimited Continuous a HI-DESERT TRACON 
Unlimited Continuous1"1 HI-DESERT TRACON 
Unlimited Continuous(a) HI-DESERT TRACON 
FL 200-Unlimited Continuous1"1 HI-DESERT TRACON 
To 6,000 SR-SS Mon-Fri HI-DESERT TRACON 
Unlimited Continuous1"1 HI-DESERT TRACON 
Unlimited Continuous1"1 HI-DESERT TRACON 
200AGL1b1 0600-2200 M-F ZLACNTR 
200 AGL1b1 0600-2200 M-F HI-DESERT TRACON 
200 AGL101 Mon-Fri ZLACNTR 
200 AGL101 0600-2200 M-F ZLACNTR 
200 AGL10·'1 0600-2200 M-F HI-DESERT TRACON 
200 AGL1b,ctl 0600-2200 M-F HI-DESERT TRACON 
200 AGL1b: 0600-2200 M-F HI-DESERT TRACON 
200 AGL10: 0600-2200 M-F ZLACNTR 
200 AGL10

' 0600-2200 M-F HI-DESERT TRACON 
200 AGL1bl 0600-2200 M-F ZLACNTR 

Notes: (a) Continuous - 24 hours a day and/or 7 days a week. 
(b) To but not including FL 180. 
(c) Excluding 3,000 feet and below over Domeland Wilderness Area. 
(d) Excludes airspace below 3,000 feet over Wilderness Areas, National Parks and Monuments. 
AGL above grouM level 
CNTR ::; Center (Air Route Traffic: Control Center) 
R ::; Restricted 
FL Flight Level (Fl 180;::; aJproximately 18,000 feet) 
MOA ::: Military Operations Area 
SR Sunrise 
SS Sunset 
TRACON ::: Terminal RMar Control 
ZLA Los Angeles ARTCC 

Source: National Aeronautics Chartihg Office, 2001 b and 2001 c. 
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safety personnel are analyzing the potential effect the laser systems may have 
on the fiight terminat>on system to develop appropriate shielding (if necessary) to 
ensure the termination system would not be affected by the laser systems. 

Proteus aircraft, a manned aircraft with a target board attached, would be utilized 
for test·~g of the lower-powered laser systems (I.e., ARS. BILL, TILL. and SHEL). 
The Proteus aircraft would fly at an altitude higher than the ABL aircraft during 
flight-testing activities. 

During flight tests with the ABL aircraft, up to two "chase aircraft" may be utilizea 
to monitor test aciivities. Tne ABL aircraft would fly at an altitude above 
35,000 feet. The BILL and TILL systems would be directed above horizontal, 
and track targets in an upward direction during test act.vtlies to minimize potential 
ground impact or potential contact with other aircrafl. Based upon th1s scenario, 
it has been estimated that if a laser system were lo miss lhe target, the beam 
trajectory would be such that the beam would depart the controlled a!fspace 
above the preapproved alt1tude as coordmatec with the FAA. Other portions of 
the BMDS may non-intrusively observeltrack/monitor these tests as an overall 
system integration event, leveraging off of the ABL missile launches. As needed, 
mock warheads with speGialized electronic tracking devices would be 
i'Tlpiemented. This would facilitate faster recovery and response actions at the 
ranges. 

Airborne diagnostic testing would revalidate and expand on-the-ground testing 
activities, confirm computer model predictions, and enable complete system 
tests. Airborne tests would also measure the ABL's ability to quickly acquire the 
next target, ensure proper operation of onboard safety and firing"control 
procedures, and assess overall system operation. 

The Americar> National Standards Institute (ANSI) for Safe Use of Lasers, 
Z136.1, require,. coordination with the FAA when laser programs include the use 
of Class 3a, 3b. and 4 lasers w'thin navigable airspace. For range safety 
purposes, airspace control would be conducted i" combination with airspace 
surveillance re~uirements. Coordination with the U.S. s.~ace Command is 
required for all Class 3 and 4 laser sys;ems, unless waived by the U.S. Space 
Command; laser firing time coordination would be accomplished to verify that on
ort>il objects are not affected by laser operations (!'-irborne Laser System 
Program Office, 2001b) 

Once the ground tests are completed with the Block 2004 modules in the SIL, the 
modules would be transferred to the aircraft for integration and subsequent 
ground and flight tests. The SIL would become a ground test bed for the ABL. 
Operations anticipated include 1) adding two modules of the same type/size as 
the Block 2004 modules in order to help troubleshoot any condi\ions found in the 
aircraft, 2) trying new laser system deslgns and f'uids, possibly deuterated 
hydrogen peroxide ([020 2], an expensive but potentially more effective reactant 
than hydrogen peroxide in the chemical reaction to create the HEL). 0 20 2 is 
expensive and would be recycied and reJsed to tne maximum extent possible if 
used, 3) simu'.ate a fully Integrated ABL (adding beam control and battle 
management and possibly a di•ectional turret similar ~o the aircraft), and 4) an 
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enclosed chamber to capture/use the photons generated during the test 
operations. Inside this chamber, target segments or representative missile 
system parts may be fired upon to evaluate how different materials are 
affected/destroyed by the high-energy laser. Additional analysis of the 
construction, remodel in£), and operat'ions of th.is chamber would be done when 
those details are known. 

In addition, ABL activities associated with the MDA lethality program may include 
development and testin9 of nuclear, biological, or chemical (NBC) material 
simulants within a laboratory or other indoor and outdoor test facilities. These 
activities are analyzed in the Programmatic Environmental Assessment Theater 
Missile Defense Lethality Program (U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense 
Command, 1993). 

Testing under the lethality program involves the use of simulated environmental 
conditions and simulated NBC agents to determine how each material would 
react to stresses expected from a typical engagement. The simulant serves as a 
substitute for live chemical, biological, and bulk payloads, and it mimics the 
significant qualities of the NBC agent for test purposes. No live NBC agents will 
be used during flight-test activities. Proposed simulants could include water, tri
ethyl phosphate, tri-butyl phosphate, diatomaceous earth, and other materials. 
The use of simulants is considered the best available and most practicable 
approach to obtain requ~red data for testing BMD effectiveness. 

Proposed activities associated with the MDA test program, include packaging of 
simulants within sub-munitions, transportation of simulants and sub-munitions, 
laboratory and outdoor testing. and disposal of any wastes produced as a result 
of test activities. Handling procedures for the simulants would follow material 
safety data sheet (MSDS) recommendations or other appropriate task-specific 
guidance. Although potential human health effects may result from exposure to 
any chemical (or simulant), these simulants are safe to use under existing, 
established laboratory, range, and installation operating procedures. Any 
hazardous materials used in testing will be handled and disposed of in 
accordance with existin9 compliant procedures. The use of simulants and sub
munitions at the test bed at Edwards AFB or test ranges are not anticipated at 
this time, and further environmental analysis would be conducted, as appropriate, 
for the ABL to engage in these activities. 

As an added safety precaution, target-missile flight tests may require temporary 
closure of areas in the vicinity of the test range. Laser hazard control regulations 
and range safety regulations are in place at the test ranges that adequately 
address outdoor lasing activities to ensure the safety of surrounding receptors. 
Range safety officials would coordinate with appropriate local authorities to 
temporarily close highways, sea-lanes, national monuments (i.e., Wl1ite Sands 
National Monument), and air traffic routes, as required, during laser-testing 
activities and missile launches. Typically, closing off an area to the public 
involves radio announcements, setting up road blocks on highways, and notices 
to air and sea traffic. 
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A description of the proposed flight tests at Edwards AFB (R-2508 Airspace 
Complex). WSMR, and Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) are presented below. 
No flight-testing activities are proposed at Kirtland AFB. 

Edwards AFB (R-2508 Airspace Complex). Up to 50 MARTI Drop (balloon 
with target board attached) tests would be conducted within the R-2508 Airspace 
Complex utilized by Edwards AFB during the flight test program (Figure 2.2-5). 
Approximately ;~5 of the MARTI Drop tests would involve testing the lower-power 
ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems. Approximately 25 MARTI Drop tests would 
involve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, and TILL, and the high-power HEL 
systems. Flights may also include on-board beam dumps to internally check the 
HEL firing, as well as diagnostic checks of the inertial guidance systems by 
lazing with the HEL to an inertial point above the horizon (e.g. upward at a star). 
These star shots may be part of any of the HEL operations. 

Up to 50 Proteus Aircraft (manned with target board attached) tests would be 
conducted within the R-2508 Airspace Complex utilized by Edwards AFB. These 
tests would only involve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL 
systems. 

White Sands Missile Range. Flight-testing activities would occur over WSMR 
utilizing WSMR restricted airspace, FAA controlled a~rspace, and airspace 
utilized by Fort 131iss. Up to 35 missile flight tests utilizing solid or liquid 
propellant missiles would occur at WSMR (Figure 2.2-6). Missiles would be 
launched from existing approved launch areas at WSMR. Approximately ten of 
these flight tests would involve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and 
SHEL systems. Approximately 25 flight tests would involve testing the lower
power ARS, BILL, and TILL, and high-power HEL systems. Lasing activities 
during flight tests at WSMR may involve the ABL aircraft fiying at a stand-off 
position outside of restricted airspace and firing the lasers at targets within 
WSMR restricted airspace. 

Up to 50 MARTI Drop tests would be conducted at WSMR. Approximately 25 of 
the MARTI Drop tests would rnvolve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, 
and SHEL systems. Approximately 25 MARTI Drop tests would involve testing 
the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and high-power HEL systems. 

Up to 50 Proteus Aircraft tests would be conducted at WSMR. These tests would 
only involve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems. 

Vandenberg AFB (Western Range). Up to 25 missile flight tests would occur at 
the Western Range utilized by Vandenberg AFB during the flight-test program 
(Figure 2.2-7). Missiles would be launched from Vandenberg AFB. The potential 
launch sites include those addressed in the fin0J.Jheater Ballistic Missile Targets 
Programmatic Environmental Assessment (U.S. Air Force, 1997e) (Figure 2.2-8). 
The trajectory oi the target missile would be such that the first stage of the 
missile and any debris from the destruction of the missile during test activities 
would occur beyond 3 miles of the coastline. These fiight tests would involve 
testing the lower·-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and hi!Jh-power HEL systems. While 
infrastructure to support the launching of missile targets exists at these 
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launch facilities (i.e., communication lines, electricity, water), a mobile 
transporter/erector/launcher (TEL) would be brought to the launch site for the 
actual launching of the target missiles. 

Kirtland AFB. No flight testing of the laser systems is proposed at Kirtland AFB. 

Exercises and Targets of Opportunity. Interwoven in with the standard flight 
tests proposed, additional activities to utilize the ABL detection, tracking, and 
communications capability would be done. The ABL could be used to engage 
other targets of opportunity. Targets of opportunity come in two forms. The f~rst 
is a simple infrared (IR) signal given off by a moving military article (aircraft, 
missile, or similar vehicle) that can be passively observed w1\h the infrared 
search and track (IRST), and, in the case of unmanned target vehicles, the 
BILL/TILLIARS lasers. The second type is for a missile or similar vehicle that is 
unmanned and the target can handle the flash of the HEL (similar to the MARTI 
HEL activities where a simple flash is done to the target without destroying it). 
The IRST, and the lower-power lasers may also be used to detect, track, and 
monitor flights from other BMDS operations as opportunities became available. 
During exercises, these same systems would be used to track the targets. In 
addition, the HEL could flash the targets in a manner similar to the HEL MARTI 
tests. The activities creating these targets would be covered under other 
environmental analysis conducted by the element conducting the lest. 

For exercises, launch and recovery activities would be at facilities capable of 
handling the 747's weight and take-off distance requirements. As these are 
operational facilities set up for heavy aircraft, the addition of the few takeoffs and 
landings anticipated would add negligible impacts to the environment. If 
chemicals are involved appropriate personnel and equipment would be available 
to support the mission needs. Areas considered include the continental United 
States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the Pacific and Atlantic test ranges. These proposed 
airborne testing activities were not specifically analyzed in the 1997 FE IS; 
however, they are considered to be captured within the analysis because any 
impacts associated with the ABL's detection and tracking systems are well within 
the limits of flight-testin[J activities analyzed in the document. 

2.3 NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL test activities would not be conducted as 
described in Section 2.2. ABL test activities would be conducted as analyzed in 
the 1997 FEIS. 

2.4 ALTERNATIVES ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION 

CEQ regulations require that an EIS evaluate all reasonable alternatives, briefly 
discuss those alternatives eliminated from detailed analysis in the environmental 
impact analysis, and provide the reasons for elimination of any alternatives 
(40 CFR Part 1502.14[a]). "Reasonable" is defined as practical or feasible from a 
common sense, technical, and economic standpoint (51 FR 15618, April25, 
1986). The 1997 FE IS presented a discussion of the alternatives considered. but 
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eliminated from further consideration with regard to test demonstration methods, 
laser system types, and test installation/range locations. 

The 1997 FE IS developed a screening process to narrow the number of 
alternative locations for detailed analysis. This process was designed to identify 
a number of candidate locations that could meet a threshold of operational 
considerations necessary to conduct the program. The locational alternatives for 
the Home Base, the Diagnostic Test Range, and the Expanded-Area Test Range 
were based on the need for existing facilities and infrastructure to meet the 
selection criteria and cost considerations. Installations that did not meet any one 
of the selection criteria were eliminated from consideration. The selection criteria 
established in the 1997 FEIS still applies to the current ABL test program. 

The facility and infrastructure requirements for the Home Base, Diagnostic Test 
Range, and Expanded-Area Test Range facilities are as follows: 

Home Base 

• Runway with sufficient capacity to safely take-off and land a Boeing 
7 4 7 aircraft 

• Hangar large enough to accommodate a Boeing 747 without a 
modification requiring use of Military Construction (lviiLCON) funds 

• Facility that could be modified for use as a System Integration 
Facility (SIF) 

• Facility on a government installation. 

Diagnostic Test Range 

• Minimum of 150 km (94 miles) separation between the ABL aircraft 
and target launch point within range boundaries 

• Capability to launch and recover lest article/debris (missiles, aircraft, 
or balloons) within the confines of t11e range 

• Positive control of airspace in the vicinity of the range 

• Ability to give high priority to the ABL test planning and scheduling. 

Expanded-Area Test Range 

• Min1mum of 300 km (187 miles) separation between the ABL aircraft 
and target launch point within range boundaries 

• Capability to launch multiple missile targets from different locations 
within the confines of the range 

• Positive control of the surface and airspace in the vicinity of the 
ranne 
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• Ability to give high priority to the ABL test planning and scneduling 

• Reasonable proximity to the Horne Base 

Tne ·western Range was the only loca:ion that met :he operat:onal cr:tecia for the 
Expanded·Area Test Range. 

2.4.1 Alternatives Considered in the 1997 FEIS but Eliminated from 
Further Analysis 

Demonstration Methods 

Simulation and Modeling. Program requirements include the need to 
demonstrate the ability to track and destroy ballistic missiles witr a high·energy 
laser. Because simulation and modeling as a standalone demonstration method 
does not validate that capability, it had been considered, but elim1nated. from 
detailed analysis. 

Integrated Subscate aQd Concoonent Tests. Performing only laooratory 
st.:bscale- and component-level tests that incorporate ABL technology would not 
a!low fulkcale integration of flight testing and would, therefore, not adequately 
prove the viability of the technology. A high·power demonstration from an 
airborne platform agamst a missile with its rocket motor still burning is the only 
way to definitively replicate the vibration, pressure, and atmosp'leric and dynamic 
effects associated witr. operation of both the low-power acquisition, tracking, and 
pointing laser and the HEL beam required to destroy ballistic missiles. 

Laser Systems 

Other types of lasers sueh as carbon dioxide, deuterium ftuoride, hydrogen 
fluoride, free electron, and solid-state lasers were examined for use in the ABL 
Program. High·power carnon dioxide and deutenum fluoride laser technologies 
are very mature; however, the beam of these lasers dtverge and becomes too 
large at o;oerational ranges. Since the laser beam cannot ma1ntain a t1ght focus, 
sutf1cient energy cannot be delivered onto the target. Solid-state and free
electron lasers are not sufficiently mature to meet the h1gh-power reqUirements of 
the ABL Program. The hydrogen fluoride laser's wavelength causes the beam·s 
energy to be absort>ed by the atmosphere, which makes it ineffective at 
opecational ranges. Although the wavelength of both the hydrogen ftuonde and 
the deuterium fluoride lasers can be altered, the technology required to do so is 
not mature enough for use in the ABL Program. Carbon d1oxide, deuterium 
fluoride, t•ydrogen fluoride, fre!il·electron, and solid~sta!e lasers have been 
considered but eliminated from detailed analysis. 

Location Alternatives 

Home Base. The acceptable characteristics for both the runway anc nangar are 
driven by the ability to accommodate a Boeing 747. The following criteria was 
chosen for a runway: a minimum length of 10,000 feet, a minimum width of 
150 feet, and an adequate weight-bearing capacity for the Boeing 747 aircraft 
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The minimum requirements for the hangar were a doo.r width of 205 feet, height 
of 45 feet, and an overall length of 180 feet. 

Performance of ground-test activities at the Home Base dictates the use of an 
SIF. The Home Base SIF is a facility capable of providing sufficient space 
(approximately 20,000 square feet situated near the hangar) for component-level 
tests, integrated subsystem tests, and data reduction and analysis. 

All Department of Defense (DOD) installations in the continental United States 
were examined in the site-selection process for the Home Base. Installations 
without runways were eliminated. Those installations having the required runway 
length, width, and load-bearing capacity were evaluated to determine the hangar 
dimensions and SIF capabilities. Installations without sufficiently large hangars 
were eliminated from further consideration. 

Table 2.4-1 lists the installations that met both the runway and hangar criteria for 
Home Base and justification for further evaluation or for elimination from further 
evaluation. Only two installations (Edwards AFB and Kirtland AFB) have facilities 
that meet all of the criteria and are available for use by the ABL Program. 
Therefore, the other DOD installations were eliminated from further consideration 
as the Horne Base. 

Table 2.4-1. Installations with Adequate Runway and Hangar for the Home Base 
Runway Runway 
Length width No. of Adequate Adequate 

Installation State (feet) (feet) Available Hangars SIF 

Dyess AFB TX 13,500 300 2 None 
Edwards AFB CA 14,994 300 4 Yes 
Eglin AFB1' 1 FL 10,000 300 0 NA 
Fairchild AFB1'i WA 13,901 300 1 None 
Griffiss AFB1"1 NY 11 ,820 300 2 BRAC 
Kirtland AFB NM 13,775 300 Yes 
Little Rock AFB AR 12,000 200 None 
March AFB CA 13,300 300 1 None 
McChord AFB WA 10,100 150 4 None 
McClellan AFB1"1 CA 10,600 200 0 NA 
McGuire AFB NJ 10,001 200 2 None 
Miramar NAS1' 1 CA 12.000 200 0 NA 
Offutt AFB NE 11,700 300 1 None 
Robins AFB1' 1 GA 12,000 300 0 NA 
Tinker AFB1' 1 OK 11.100 200 0 NA 
Travis AFB1' 1 CA 11 ,002 300 0 NA 

'Vandenberg AFB1'i CA 15,000 200 0 NA 
Notes: (a) Eliminated from consideration because of existing mission commitment 

(b) Eliminated from consideration because of targeting for closure by BRAC 

AFB Air Force Base 

BRAC Base Realignme·nt ;3nd Closure Commission 
NA not applicable 

NAS Naval Air Station 

SIF " System Integration Facility 
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Test Ra.nge$. Test ranges were evaluated 01 the basis of he ABL Phase 
requirements. Test ranges that met the operational requirements were further 
evaluated considering weather, existing instrumentation, and geographic 
iocation. Of the test ranges that met the operations requirements, Poker F'at 
Research Range, Alaska, was eiiminated because of extreme weather cond1t•ons 
and remote-operating costs. The Pacific Missile Range Facility. Kauai, Hawaii, 
and Wallops Right Facility, Virginia, were eliminated because they lacked land
based instrumentation sites, which is a requirement for monitoring flight-test 
act1v1ties. The Eastern Test Range and Eglin AFB Test Range were considered 
but not carried forward because a Home Base location in the so~theastern 
United States was not identified using the site-selection process. 

No other alternatives were considered for th1s SEIS. This SEIS addresses the 
Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative only. 

2.5 CUMULATIVE ACTIONS AND IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts result from "the incremental impact of actions when added to 
other past, present, and reasona!:>le foreseeable future actions regardless of 
what agency undertakes such other actions Cumulative impacts can result trom 
individually minor but collectively sigmficant actions taking place over a penod of 
time" (Council on Environmental Quality, 1978). 

Other actions w1thin tC1e region were evaluated to determine whe:her cumulative 
environmental impacts could result from implementation of the Proposed Acnon 
or No-Action Alternative, in conjunction with other past, present, or reasonably 
foreseeable future actions. Due to the nature of test activities at WSMR and the 
Western Range, other rn:ssile tes: and rocket launch activities wcthin trese 
ranges to support other militacy and commercial (e.g., satellite la~nches) 
functions would t>e occurring. These missile tests and rocket launches have 
t>een evaluated 1n EAs and EISs that limit the number of launches and are 
carefully scheduled/coordinated to prevent cumulat1ve 1mpacts of test launch 
actions. 

The ABL program is one of the elements of the MDA's BMDS, which is intended 
to provide an effective defense for the United States, its deployed forces, and its 
a!!ies from limited missile attack during all segments of an attack;ng miss;le's 
flight The BMDS involves separate elements to provide a defense during all 
three segments of missile flight Missile flight segments include the boost 
segment, the midcourse segment, and the terminal segment Each BMDS 
element is designed to work independently to provide a significant military 
defense. 

The ABL element of this ballistic missiie defense system is being developed to 
provide an effective defense to ballistic missile threats during the boost segment 
of an attacking missile's flight The GMD element is being developed to provide 
an effective defense to ballistic missile threats during the mid course segment of 
an attacking missile's flight The ABL and GMD elements of .misshe defense 
have each proposed test activities at Vandenberg AFB and could result 111 a 
cumulative effect if test activities conflict However, the ABL and GMD elements 
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are indepencent of each other and would each meaningfully advance the BMDS 
even if either of the elements did not go forward. 

A future action ;:hat cou!d occur in association with the proposed ABL test 
progra-n is the use of strategic targets ('.e., intercontinen:a, baliis!lc missiles 
[ICBMs]) to test the ABL laser systems; however, this action has not yet been 
fully defined. Tne specific activities associated with using ICBMs as targets has 
not been determined such as: 

• Assessment of whether the use oiiCBMs as targets is a viable 
option 

• Whether or not ICBMs are available for ABL test activities 

• The number of ICBMs launches that wouid be conducted 

• The specific launch locations for ballistic missile targets. Four 
possible launch sites have been identified including: Vandenberg 
AFI3, California; Kodiak Launch Complex, Alaska; Pacific Missile 
TeE.t.Facility, Hawaii; and Cape Canaveral Air Station, Florida. 

• Whether the ICBM launches would be from land, sea (from a 
submarine), or air (from an aircraft), or a combination of these launch 
oplions, 

• The selection criteria for determining potential launch sites a<1d 
launch options. 

• The specific ABL systems to be tested on the ICBM targets. 

Because the specific activities to occur during ICBM launches and assoc1ated 
ABL test activities have not yet been established, a detailed environmental 
evaluation of the potential impacts IS not possible. Once more information is 
available regarding ICBM launches anc the associatec ABL test activities, 
additional evaluation of this action would be made in separate environmental 
documentation. 

2.6 COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

2-30 

A summary cornparison of the potent<al environmenta: impacts, along with 
possible mitigation measures, on each biophysical resource (e.g., hazardous 
materials/hazardous waste management, a<r quality, biological resources), 
affected by the Proposed Action and No-Action Alternative is presented in 
Table 2.6- I. The information presented is based upon the environmental 
consequence analysis presented in Chapter 3.0 of this SEIS. The assessment of 
potential impact:; is based on the guidelines from the CEQ (40 CFR Part 
1508.27). 
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Table 2.6-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts and Suggested Mitigations from the Proposed 
Action and No-Action Alternative 

Page 1 of 2 
Resource Category Existing Conditions Proposed Action No-Action Alternative 

Airspace Conditions: . Impacts: . Impacts: 

Regional airspace restrictions Regional airspace restrictions Regional airspace restrictions 
due to mission activities continue due \o ABL testing continue due to ongoing 

activities mission activities . Mitigation: . Mitigation: 

FAA flight level restrictions to None required 
ensure non-participating aircraft 
are clear of the test area_ 
Relocation of ground test 
activities at Holloman AFB if 
runway closure causes mission 
impacts 

Hazardous Materials Conditions: . Impacts: . Impacts: 
and Hazardous Waste Materials used for mission Ha.:ardous materials used in No additional hazardous 
Management activities managed in support of ABL testing activities. materials used and no 

compliance with applicable Small quantities of hazardous hazardous waste generated 
regulations waste generated hom ABL over t'nal addressed ·1n the 

Wastes generated by mission testing activities. 1997 FE IS 

activities managed in 
accordance with applicable . Mitigation: . Mitigation: 
regulations 

Cornpliance with applicable None required 
regwlations and management 
plans would preclude the need 
for mi\igabon measures 

Health and Safety Conditions: . Impacts: . Impacts: 

Use of ranges in accordance ABL testing activities involving Range safety measures 
with applicable regulations. ground~level and altitude lasing. continue due to ongoing 
Implementation of appropriate mission activities 

measures to ensure a safe 
test environment for humans . Mitigation·. . Mitigation: 
and natural resources 

None required Performance of ABL testing 
activities in accordance with 
applicable regulations and 
implementation of appropnate 
safety measures would 
preclude the need for mitigation 
measures 

Air Quality Conditions: . Impacts: . Impacts: 
Air pollutant emissions Short~term, minor increase in No increase in pollutant 
generated from mission pollutant emissions due to ABL emissions over that 
activities testing activities at Edwards addressed in the 1997 FE IS 

AFB, Kirtland AFB, 
Vandenberg AFB, and 
WSMR/Holloman AFB. 

Increased emissions during 
ABL testing activities would not 
delay regional progress toward 
attainment of any standard. . Mitigation: . Mitigation: 

None required None required 
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Table 2.6-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts and Suggested Mitigations from the Proposed 
Action and No-Action Alternative 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Resource Category 

Noise 

s·lolog·lcal Resources 

Cultural Resources 

Socioeconomics 

Airborne Laser 
decibel 

Existing Conditions 

Conditions: 

No residential areas exposed 
to DNL 65 dB or greater due 
to mission activities 

Conditions: 

No additional ground 
disturbance 

Conditions: 

No additional ground 
disturbance 

Conditions: 

-
ABL 
db 
DNL 
FAA 
SOP 

day-night average sound level 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Standard Operating Procedure 

Page 2 of 2 
Proposed Action . Impacts: 

No residential areas exposed 
to DNL 65 dB or greater due to 
ABL test activities . Mitigation: 

None required . Impacts: 

Potential impact to biological 
resources given the nature of 
flight-test activities and target 
debris impacts. . Mitigation: 

ABL test activities would 
adhere to formal guidance and 
regulations that exist to protect 
and preserve biological 
resources. Debris recovery 
would be conducted in 
accordance with existing SOPs 
to minimize and prevent 
impacts. . Impacts: 

Potential impacts to cultural 
resources sites given the 
nature of flight-tesf1ng activities 
and target debris impacts. . Mitigation: 
ABL test activities would 
adhere to formal guidance and 
regulations that exist to protect 
and preserve cultural 
resources. Debris recovery 
would be conducted in 
accordance with existing SOPs 
to minimize and prevent 
impacts. . Impacts: 

Increase of approximately 750 
personnel at Edwards AFB to 
support ABL mission Short-
term increase of up to 50 
program-related temporary 
personnel during ABL testing 
activities 

Minimal impacts on coastal 
recreational activities and 
commercial and recreational 
fishing . Mitigation: 

None required. 
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No-Action Alternative . Impacts: 

No impact 

. Mitigation: 

None required . Impacts: 

No impact 

. Mitigation: 

None required 

. Impacts: 

No impact 

. Mitigation: 

None required 

. Impacts: 

No increase in personnel 

. Mitigation: 

None required -



2.7 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

The Proposed Action is the pcefecred alternative: Edwards AFB has l:leen 
selected as the Home Base and will be the primary local1on for ground-testing 
activities; White Sands Missile Range has been selected as the Diagnostic Test 
Range, and the Western Range has been selected as the Expanded-Area Test 
Range. 
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CHAPTER3 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 



The affected airspace use environment in the Edwards AFB airspace ROI is 
described below in terms of its principal attributes, namely: controlled and 
uncontrolled airspace; SUA; MTRs; en route airways and jet routes, airports, and 
airfields; and ATC. 

Five of the MOAs (Bishop, Isabella, Owens, Panamint, and Saline) lie below the 
R-2508 Restricted Area, and extend from 200 feet AGL up to but not including 
FL ~ 80. The other five MOAs surrounding the Restricted Areas include the 
Porterville and Bakersfield MOAs on the western side, Buckhorn MOA on the 
south end and Barstow MOA on the southeast side, and Shoshone MOA on the 
east side of the complex. These MOAs extend from 200 feet AGL up to but not 
including FL 180 (see Table 3.1-1 ). Portions of the four main MOAs (Isabella, 
Owens, Saline, and Panamint) are situated over Sequoia/Kings Canyon National 
Parks, John Muir and Domeland Wilderness Areas, and Death Valley National 
Park, where the lower limit of the MOA is 3,000 feet AGL MOAs do not include 
the airspace below 1,500 feet AGL within 3 miles of any charted airport, except 
Mojave Airport Class D airspace (Joint Policy and Planning Board, 1997). 

Associated with and lying above the Isabella, Owens, Panamint, and Saline 
MOAs are A TCAAs, which are used to fill the airspace gap between the lop of the 
MOAs (FL 180) and the base of the R-2508 Restricted Area (FL 200). When the 
R-2508 Restricted Area is not activated, the ATCAAs may extend upward to FL 
600. ATCAAs are also situated above the peripheral Bakersfield, Barstow, 
Buckhorn. Porterville, and Shoshone MOAs, which are outside the lateral 
boundaries of R-2508, to afford additional areas up to FL 600 for segregation of 
military operations from IFR traffic. Deep Springs ATCAA, extending from FL 240 
to FL 600 at the northern tip of the complex, does not have an underlying MOA; 
and the Bishop MOA (also at the north end of the complex) does not have an 
overlying ATCAA (see Figure 3.1·3). 

There are no Prohibited or Alert SUA areas in the ROI (National Ocean Servtce, 
2001 ). 

Military Training Routes. The R-2508 Airspace Complex contains, and is 
surrounded by, an extensive network of IFR, VFR, and one Slow Route MTR 
(Figure 3.1-4). All routes are designated as (military authority assumes 
responsibility for separation of aircraft [MAR SA]) operations established by 
coordinated scheduling. The route's width is 5.5 km (3 nm) either side of 
centerline. The routes, originating at Edwards AFB and Naval Air Station (NAS) 
Lemoore, are authorized for terrain-following operations along their entire route. 
Hours of operation are normally daylight hours; other hours are by Notice to 
Airmen (NOT AM). except for VR 1206 and VR 1293, which have continuous 
hours of operation (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2001 ). 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. There are several en route low-altitude (up 
to but not including 18,000 feet above MSL) airways that enter or transect the 
airspace ROL They include the V12, V12-210, V394, V587, V21·283, and V8-210 
airways just to the southeast; the V-12 airway to the south; the V197, V137. and 
V165-459 airways to the southwest; the V459 and V165 airways running down the 
west side of the complex; and the V105-135 airway down the east side of the 
R-2508 Airspace Complex (see Figure 3.1-4 ). 
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Several high-altitude jet routes cross the ROI above 18,000 feet above MSL: the 
J9-100-146 and J6 jet routes to the south; the J6-65, J50, and J5-50-65 jet routes 
to the west; and the J92 and J86 jet routes to the east of the R-2508 Complex. 
One jet route, J 110, actually crosses the north part of the R-2508 Airspace 
Complex. 

In addition to the IFR high-altitude jet routes and low-altitude airways used by 
commercial aircraft, general aviation aircraft fly unrestricted in accordance with 
VFR within the R-2508 Airspace Complex MOAs below FL 180 (see Figure 
3.1-4). 

As an alternative to aircraft flying above 29,000 feet following the published, 
preferred IFR routes (shown in Figure 3.1-4), the FAA is gradually permitting 
aircraft to select their own routes as alternatives. This "Free Flight" program is an 
innovative concept designed to enhance the safety and efficiency of the National 
Airspace System. The concept moves the National Airspace System from a 
centralized command-and-control system between pilots and air traffic 
controllers, to a distributed system that allows pilots, whenever practical, to 
choose their own route and file a flight plan that follows the most efficient and 
economical route (Federal Aviation Administration, 1998). 

Free Flight is already underway, and the plan for full implementation will occur as 
procedures are modified, and technologies become available and are acquired by 
users and service providers. This incremental approach balances the needs of 
the aviation community and the expected resources of both the FAA and the 
users. Advanced satellite voice and data communications are being used to 
provide faster and more reliable transmission to enable reductions in vertical, 
lateral, and longitudinal separation, more direct flights and tracks, and faster 
altitude clearances (Federal Aviation Administration, 1998). 

Airports/Airfields. In addition to Edwards AFB and NAWS China Lake, there 
are a number of airports in the airspace ROI. Some airports within the airspace 
ROI include Independence, Lone Pine, Kern Valley, Trona, Tehachapi Municipal, 
California City Municipal, Mojave, and Rosamond airports underneath the R-2508 
Airspace Complex, as well as a number of private airfields/airstrips. Some 
airports just outside the R-2508 Airspace Complex include Palmdale, Apple 
Valley, and Barstow-Daggett to the south and southeast; and Bakersfield, Delano, 
and Porterville to the west (see Figure 3.1-3). 

Air Traffic Control. The majority of the airspace ROIIies within the Los Angeles 
ARTCC boundaries; the far northwest portion of the ROI is within the Oakland 
ARTCC (National Aeronautics Charting Office, 2001 c). The controlling agency 
for the Restricted Area and MOAs within the R-2508 Airspace Complex is the 
High Desert Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON), an FAA ATC Facility. 
During the published hours of use (see Table 3.1-1 ), the using agency is 
responsible for controlling all military activity within the SUA, and determining that 
its perimeters are not violated. When scheduled to be inactive, the using agency 
releases the airspace back to the controlling agency (High Desert TRACON), 
and, in effect, the airspace is no longer restricted. If no activity is scheduled 
during some of the published hours of use, the using agency releases the 
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airspace to the controlling agency for nonmilitary operations during that period of 
inactivity (Ill man, 1993). 

In the Class A (positive control areas) airspace from 18,000 to 60,000 feet 
surrounding the R-2508 Airspace Complex, all operations are conducted under 
IFR procedures, and are subject to ATC clearances and instructions. Aircraft 
separation and safety advisories are provided by ATC, the Los Angeles or 
Oakland ARTCC. In the Class E (general controlled airspace) airspace below 
18,000 feel, operations may either be under IFR or VFR: separation service is 
provided to aircraft operating under IFR only and, to the extent practicable, traffic 
advisories to aircraft operating under VFR by the Los Angeles or Oakland 
ARTCC. 

3. 1.2.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. None of the activities associated with proposed 
ground-testing activities of the ABL system at Edwards AFB (involving the testing 
oi laser components on the ground before or after they are integrated into the 
aircraft) would have airspace use impacts. Kilowatt-class ground tests involving 
free space lasiniJ against a rotoplane or billboard target at the C-6 site would 
require establishing a controlled firing area {CFA) within the Buckhorn MOA. This 
CFA would be activated by a NOT AM and pertinent information would be placed 
on the Edward's Automated Terminal information System. Because lasing 
ac!ivilies would be suspended immediately when ground observers with 
binoculars scanning the sky near the target location indicate an aircraft might be 
approaching the area, there would be no impacts to controlled or uncontrolled 
airspace, SUA, lviTRs, en route airways and jet routes, other airfields and 
airports, or ATC in the airspace use ROL There would be no need to chart the 
CFA since they do not cause a nonparticipating aircraft to change its flightpath. 
Similarly, since none of these activities would restrict a clear view of runways, 
helipads, taxiways, or traffic patterns from any airport traffic control tower, 
decrease airport capacity or efficiency, or affect future VFR or IFR traffic, they 
also would not constitute an obstruction to air navigation. 

Flight-Testing Activities 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. No new SUA proposal, or any 
modification to the existing SUA, would be necessary or contemplated to 
accommodate the flight-testing activities at Edwards AFB (R-2508 Airspace 
Complex). Consequently, there would be no reduction in the amount of controlled 
and uncontrolled navigable airspace in the ROI and, therefore, no impacts to the 
controlled and uncontrolled airspace in the ROI are expected. 

Special Use Airspace. Use of the R-2508 Airspace Complex for the proposed 
flight-testing activities would not have an adverse impact on activities conducted 
within the complex. The restricted areas, MOAs, and associated ATCAA's using 
agency has a scheduling office that is responsible for establishing a real-time 
activity scheduh! for the parts of the R-2508 Airspace Complex that would be 
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utilized and forwarded, along with any subsequent changes, to the controlling 
High-Desert TRACON (Joshua). In addition, the flight tests represent precisely 
the type of activities for which Restricted Area SUA was created in the early 
1960s: namely, to accommodate national security and necessary military 
activities, and to confine or segregate activities considered to be hazardous to 
nonparticipating aircraft. 

MOAs are joint use airspace, as VFR aircraft are not denied access, and that IFR 
aircraft may be routed through the airspace when approved separation can be 
provided from activities in the MOAs. Procedures for use of the MOA airspace by 
nonparticipating IFR traffic are ser forth in letters of agreement executed between 
the controlling and using agencies. 

Because ABL flight-test activities would occur above 35,000 feet, no effect to 
airspace over national parks and wilderness areas is anticipated. In addition, no 
new demands would be placed on existing SUA that could not be accommodated 
by airspace schedulers, and the Proposed Action would not require the 
assignment of new SUA, or require the modification of existing SUA. Therefore, 
no impacts to SUA are expected. 

Military Training Routes. No change to an existing or planned MTR or slow 
route would be required as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action; 
therefore, no impacts to MTRs are expected. 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Since proposed flight-testing activities 
would be contained within the existing SUA, there would be no impact to the 
ROI's en route airways and jet routes that, with one exception, skirt the 
boundaries of the R-2508 Complex. Consequently, no change to an existing or 
planned IFR minimum fiight altitude, a published or special instrument procedure, 
or an IFR departure procedure would be required, and no change to a VFR 
operation from a regular flight course or altitude would be required as a result of 
implementation of the Proposed Action. However, the J110 jet route (see Figure 
3.3-3), which transects R-2508 in the northern half of the airspace ROI, is 
normally unavailable from sunrise to sunset, Monday through Friday; therefore, 
the ABL flight-testing activities in the R-2508 Airspace Complex would not cause 
a change in its availability. 

Airports and Airfields. Implementation of the Proposed Action would not restrict 
access to, or affect the use of, any airfield or airport available for public use, and 
would not affect airfield/airport arrival and departure traffic fiows. Therefore, no 
impact to the ROI's airports and airfields is expected. 

Mitigation Measures. No impacts have been identified; therefore, no mitigation 
measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects in the airspace ROI have been identified 
that would have the potential for incremental, additive cumulative impacts to 
controlled or uncontrolled airspace, SUA, MTRs, en route airways and jet routes, 
airfields and airports, or ATC. 
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No-Action Alternative 

Controlled/Uncontrolled Airspace. Ongoing activities at Edwards AFB {R-2508 
Airspace Complex) would continue to utilize the existing SUA, No new special 
use airspace proposal, or any modification to the existing SUA, is proposed to 
accommodate continuing mission activities, Therefore, no impacts to the 
controlled/uncontrolled airspace in the ROI ace anticipated, 

Special Use Airspace. The ongo1ng activities at Edwards AFB would continue to 
utilize the existing SUA Al:hough the nature and intensity of utilization varies 
over time and by individual SUA area, the continuing mission activities represent 
precisely the kinds of activities that the special use airspace was created foL 
Restricted Areas contain airspace within which the flight of aircraft, while not 
wholly prohibited, is subject to restrictions, Activities within these areas must be 
confined because of their nature or limitations imposed upon aircraft operations 
that are not part of these activities, or both .. As such, the continuing mission 
activities do not represent an adverse impact to SUA, and do not confiict with any 
airspace use plans, policies, or controls. 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Ongoing activities at Edwards AFB would 
continue to utilize, and be confined to, the existing SUA Use of the existing en 
route airways ancl jet routes by IFR traffic comes under the control of the Los 
Angeles ARTCC, and, therefore, no adverse Impacts to the ROI's airways and jet 
routes are expected. 

In terms of potential airspace use impacts to en route airways and jet routes, the 
continuing mission activities would be in compliance with DOD Directive 4540.1, 
Use of Airspace by U,S. Military Aircraft and Firings Over the H1gh Seas, which 
specifies procedures for conducting aircraft operations and missile/projectile 
firing, namely the missile/projectile "firing areas shall be selected so that 
trajectories are clear of established oceanic air routes or areas of known surface 
or air activity'' (Department of Defense, 1981 ). In addition, before conducting an 
operation that is l1azardous to nonparticipating aircraft. NOTAMs would be sent in 
accordance with che cofldltions of the directive specified in Office of the Chief 
Naval Operations Instruction {OPNAVINST) 3721208, DOD NO TAM System, 

As noted above, mission activities would continue to utilize the existing SUA, and 
would not require a change to an existing or planned IFR minimum flight altitude, 
a published or special instrument procedure, or an IFR departure procedure; or 
require a VFR operation to change from a regular flight course or altitude. 
Therefore, no impacts to the surrounding low-altitude airways and/or high-altitude 
jet routes are expected. 

Airports and Airfields. Ongomg activities at Edwards AFB would continue to 
utilize the exislin\J SUA and would not restrict access to or affect the use of the 
existing airfields and airports, Operations at Edwards AFB, the R-2508 Airspace 
Complex, and thB many private airfields/airstrips In the ROI would continue as 
under current conditions. The existing airfield/airport arrival and departure traffic 
fiows would not be affected by the No-Action Alternative, and access to 
airports/airfields would not be affected, Therefore. no impacts are expected. 
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Mitigation Measures. The well-defined SUA dimensions and scheduled times of 
use on aeronautical charts, as well as the positive ATC, would eliminate the need 
for mitigation measures. 

3.1.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

Hazardous materials management activities at Air Force installations are 
governed by specific environmental regulations. For the purpose of the following 
discussion, the term hazardous materials or hazardous waste refers to those 
substances defined as hazardous by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. Section 9601 et 
seq., as amended. In general, this includes substances that, because of their 
quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may 
present substantial danger to the public health, welfare, or the environment when 
released. Hazardous waste is further defined in 40 CFR 261.3 as any solid waste 
that possesses any of the hazardous characteristics of EP toxicity, ignitability, 
corrosivity, or reactivity, or is listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart D of 40 CFR 
Part 261. Transportation of hazardous materials is regulated by the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations within 49 CFR. 

3.1.3.1 Affected Environment. 

AFFTC Instruction 32-19, Hazardous Material Management, and AFFTC 
32-7042, Edwards AFB Hazardous Waste Management Plan, ensure compliance 
with applicable federal, state, local regulations, and Air Force directives related to 
hazardous materials management. 

Base Supply operates on the Hazardous Material Pharmacy concept, which 
allows base tenants to obtain hazardous materials from assigned distribution 
centers. The hazardous material pharmacy works with users to identify the exact 
quantity required, and any appropriate material substitutes. Unopened containers 
of materials are returned to the Pharmacy for subsequent use. Leftover portions 
are disposed of in accordance with Edwards AFB Hazardous Waste Management 
Plan. The Depot Maintenance Hazardous Material Management System 

· database stores information concerning the issue and use of hazardous 
materials. All users of hazardous materials, including contractors, are required to 
maintain strict inventories of all hazardous materials, reduce large-quantity bench 
stocks, and use less hazardous or nonhazardous materials in place of those 
currently used when possible (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

A wide variety of hazardous waste is generated at Edwards AFB in connection 
with fiightline, base support, research and development laboratories, and various 
industrial operations. Hazardous waste generated at Edwards AFB is collected 
by generators at Initial Accumulation Points. The waste is stored in approved 
containers, labeled in accordance with state requirements, and managed by 
trained personnel following procedures detailed in the Edwards AFB Hazardous 
Waste Management Plan. These materials are either picked up by the 
Environmental Management Office or are delivered to Accumulation Sites. 
Within 90 days, the materials are turned over to the Conforming Storage Facility 
for off-base disposal, wl1ich must be accomplished within 1 year from the 
accumulation start date (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 
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Preparedness and spill prevention actions are accomplished in advance to 
ensure that an accidental fire, explosion, or unplanned release of hazardous 
material is prevented, if possible, or mitigated and properly cleaned up. Spill 
prevention, control, and countermeasure procedures, methods, and equipment 
have been developed and implemented for the ABL System Program Office 
(SPO) in coordination and compliance with Edwards AFB hazardous 
material/waste storage and transfer areas. 

3.1 .3.2 Environmental Consequences 

Ground-Testing Activities. Materials used in the BILL, TILL, SHEL, and ARS 
laser systems include: 

"' Deuterium oxide (D20) (i.e., heavy water) 
.. He 

"' N, • co, 
"' Water. 

Materials used in support of laser system ground activities (i.e., AGE) include: 

"' Jet propulsion fue: (JP-8) 
"' Oils 
.., Lubricants. 

The BILL laser system uses water as a coolant, thus producing no hazardous 
waste during the lasing process. The TILL laser system uses 0 20 as a coolant. 
D20 is water that contains a significantly higher proportion of deuterium atoms to 
ordinary hydrogen atoms (heavy water). In this case, D20 has many of the same 
properties as water, is a stable isotope, and does not have a regulated maximum 
contaminant level (MCL) established by the U.S. EPA. The laser coolants 
operate within a Glosed-loop system, and are only replaced during general 
maintenance requirements. The ARS is a C02 laser that utilizes Refrigerant 404 
in its cooling system. The C02 laser uses several inert gases such as He and N2 

for increas.ed ope:rating efficiency, and C02 as the prominent lasing medium. 
None of these inert gases is hazardous; however, they are asphyxiants, and can 
displace oxygen resulting in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. Use of 
compressed gas«s would comply with 29 CFR Part 1910.101, Compressed 
Gases (General F?equirements); in the event that liquid oxygen/nitrogen facilities 
are required, use of these materials would comply with AFOSH Standard 91-67, 
Liquid Nitrogen and Oxygen Safety. 

The IMF at Edwards AFB would be used to store, handle, and mix chemicals for 
the laser. This conforming and compatible storage area is situated in a remote 
area approximately 1.2 miles from Building 151. Standard Operating Procedures 
would be developed for storage, mixing, transportation, use, and disposal of all 
chemicals to ensure maximum safety to human health and the environment. 
Fluid Transfer Assembly carts would be used to temporarily store and transport 
hazardous chemicals. The ABL program would be required to coordinate 
volumes stored zndlor used at any time with the AFFTCIEMC and be responsible 
for all record keeping and compliance reporting of volumes used. Storage and 
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handling areas would consist of concrete pads with associated tanks, piping, 
valves, relief devices, and related storage and transfer equipment to provide 
chemical compounds to the required facilities and equipment. The chemical 
compounds, delivery method, and quantities stored are provided in Table 3.1-2. 

COIL chemicals include chlorine (CI,), iodine (1 2), and hydrogen peroxide (H20 2 ). 

Effluents from the operation of the HEL are managed by use of chemical 
scrubbers and chemical reactions that produce non-toxic by-products. 
Deuterated hydrogen peroxide (0 20 2) may be used in place of H20 2 in BHP as it 
is expected to be more effective in generating the laser light; however, due to its 
expense, it would be recycled to the greatest extent possible. Any hazardous 
waste generated during the ABL Program would be stored at an approved 90-day 
accumulation point, which is authorized by Environmental Management 
(AFFTC/EMC), and disposed of in accordance with AFFTC 32-7042. Estimated 
quantities of waste generated during ABL ground and flight tests are provided in 
Table 3.1-3. These quantities include the continued operations of the SIL and 
test cell to support laser module upgrade testing, as well as testing of new optics 
and control mechanisms. 

An extensive evaluation of the COIL chemicals and the reporting limits based on 
an accidental release was presented in the Environmental Assessment lEAl for 
Ground Operations and Testing in Support of the Airborne Laser Program at 
Edwards AFB (U.S. Air Force, 2001a). The EA concluded that appropriate 
measures are in place to prevent adverse impacts. 

AGE used to support the ground portion of flight-testing activities would be 
powered using existing stores JP-8; therefore, no additional JP-8 storage capacity 
would be required. 

For exercises at other locations where the ABL aircraft flies with chemicals 
loaded from Edwards AFB or the exercise location, the operating facility 
supporting the exercise would have appropriate personnel and equipment 
available to support the ABL mission needs. Chemical disposal, if needed, would 
be under the operating facility's standard operating procedures for hazardous 
waste. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Because the Proteus aircraft is operated by BAE 
Systems situated at Mojave Airport, fuel for the Proteus aircraft would be obtained 
from Mojave Airport fuel supplies; therefore, no additional fuel storage capacity 
would be required to meet the demand. In the event of an emergency or 
operational need during flight and the aircraft must release liquids used by the 
ABL, it would do this at 15,000 feet or higher. Chemical dispersion modeling has 
shown that such a release would not reach the ground. An extensive evaluation 
of the release of ABL chemicals in the upper atmosphere is presented in Section 
3.7 of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Program Definition and 
Risk Reduction Phase of the Airborne Laser Program (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 
Flight-testing activities would occur over WSMR in New Mexico, the R-2508 
Airspace Complex over southern and central California, and the Western Range 
over the Pacific Ocean off the coast of California (see Sections 3.1.2, 3.3.2, and 
3.4.2, Airspace). 
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" .. - -- --Table 3 1·2 Estimat<>d Storage Requtr .. ments for Bulk Chemicals ~t Edwarnc AFB 
"" 

Chemical Compound 
.. ------ ··-

Ammonia (Anhydrous) 
"" 

Ct1lorine 

Peroxide (50 ~~·~c'" concentrate) 

Hydr()gen Peroxide (70 percent C()ncentrate) 

Iodine 

Basic Hydrogen Peroxide (BHP) 

Lithium Hydroxide (Monohydrate) 

Sodium Hydroxide (50 percent concentrate) 

Potassium Hydroxide (50 percent concentrate) 
···-

Sulfuric Ac1d (93% conc.-IMF Aspirator Fluid) 

£:i>OSQhoric Acid (2 MoL (20 percent] TMS/NH3 Scrubber) 
Sulfuric Acid (25 percer_lt concentrate, TRICS-A Scrubber) 
Sodium Hydroxide (20 percent concentrate, TRICS-G 
~crubber) 

Sodium Hydroxide (1 0 percent concentrate, GPRA Cl2 & 12 
Scrubber) 

Liquid Nitrogen 

Liquid Carbon Dioxide 

Helium 

DOT 
GPRA 
19C 
IMF 
ISO 
SIL 
iMS 
TRICS-A 
TRICS-C 
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= Department of Transportation 
Ground Pressure Recovery Assembly 
Intermediate Bulk Container 
Integrated Maintenance Facility 

= international Standards Organization 
Systems Integration Laboratory 

= Thermal Management System 
Transportable Integrated Chemical Scrubber- Ammonia 
Transportable Integrated Chemlcal Scrubber- Chlorine 

Delivery Method 

;Liquid DOT <2,000 pound Cylinders 

1dquid DOT 2,000 pound Cylinders 

Liquid ISO Tanker, Class 1 Tank 

Liquid ISO Tanker, Class 1 Tank 

!Solid (crystalline) 5 kg Packages 

(SIL/IMF transfer with BHP cart) 

olid (powdered/crystalline 2,200 lb. 
[Totes) 

Liquid (IBC/Totes, 300 gal.) 

Liquid (IBC/Totes, 300 gaL) 

Liquid (Drop-Shipped 55 gal drums) 

Liquid (Delivered ISO-DOT tankers) 
Liquid (Delivered ISO-DOT tankers) 

Liquid (Delivered ISO-DOT tanker) 

Liquid (Delivered ISO-DOT tanker) 

Liquid (Drop-Shipped ISO-DOT tankers) 
- - -------

Liquid (Drop-Shipped ISO-DOT tankers) ... .. ____ 

~as (Drop-Shipped ISO-DOT tankers) 
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Locations 

! SIL or : 
Storage Quantities i Aircraft GPRA 

2,000 to 4,000 lb X 

1 ,000 to 2,000 lb X 
---~--------

B,OOO gal. ' 
!1,000 to 4,000 gal. , X 

----
65-100 lb i X 

1,200 gal. X 

4,400 - 6,600 lb i 

~00-1,200 gal. 

!900-1 .200 gaL 

660 gal. l ""·------8,500 gal. X 
2,900 gal. X 

1,700 gaL X 

3,360 gal. X 
-· .. ·~--

~.500-6,000 gat. : 

~4 tons 
""" 

i i 
1,900-3,000 lb X I i 

IMF 

X 

X 
------

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
···--

X 

"" 

.. ___ 

X 

X 



Table 3.1-3. Estimated Annual Quantities of Wastes to be Disposed at Edwards AFB 
.(Pag_e 1 of 2) 

Waste Type Estimated Volume Notes 
Spent GPRA Ammonia Scrubber Solution 68,000-170,000 Amm-onia vapor is scrubbed in a phosphoric acid solution. When the solution 

gallons is spent, an aqueous 20 percent di-ammonium hydrogen phosphate solution 
with an estimated pH of 6 to 8 would require removal and disposal. 

~ 
Approximately 8,500 gallons would be generated from each change-out. 
There would be 8 to 20 scrubber change-outs per year. This solution could 
potentially be a non-hazardous waste. 

-~ 

Spent TRICS Ammonia Scrubber Solution : 8,700-17.400 Ammonia vapor is scrubbed in a 25 percent sulfuric acid solution. When the 
gallons solution is spent, ammonium sulphate with an estimated pH of 2 would 

require removal and disposal. Approximately 2,900 gallons would be 
generated from each change-out. There would be three to six change-outs 
per year. 

Iodine Solids 120 gallons Composed of iodine solids with possible inert material. One change-out of 

I the iodine system is anticipated for each of the Block 2004, 2006, and 2008 
operations. 

Caustic Solids 55 gallons Composed of gloves, personnel protective equipment, rags, absorbent pads, 
glassware and other inert solids contaminated with potassium, sodium and 
lithium hydroxide. The estimated pH of these materials if an equal weight 
amount of water were added is between 8 and 14. 

Rags with Oils, Solvents, and Cleaners 55 gallons I Non-recyclable wiping rags, "pig pads" and other inert -solids with oils, 
solvents s~ch as ethanol and isopropanol and other cleaners. 

Used Oil 55 qallons 
····· 

i Motor or h~drauli_c oils with possible traces of water. 
Nitric Acid Solution 55 gallons : The estimated constituents are nitric acid 5 to 30 percent and water 70 to 

! 95 percent 
Spent Hydrogen Peroxide Solution 100-5,000 gallons Concentrations expected between 0.1 and 7.9 percent. pH range expected 
<8 !!€r<:_emt(al between 3,:Land 7. H10 2 at <6 perce~t __ ls considered non-hazardous. 
Spent Hydrogen Peroxide Solution >- 100-5,000 gallons Concentrations expected between 8 and 35 percent. pH range expected 
8 percen tr'' between 2.5 and 7. HzO, at >8 eercentis considered an oxidizer. 
Sodium, Potassium, and Lithium Hydroxide 100-5,000 gallons Concentrations expected between 1 and 4.9 percent. pH <12.5. This 
Solutions (eH<12.5)r'> material ma~ be alkaline. 
Sodium, Potassium, and Lithium Hydroxide 100-5,000 gallons Concentrations expected between 5 and 70 percent. pH of 14 expected. 
Solutions (pH>~12.5/"1 This material is alkaline and corrosive. 
BH P Solution'" 100-5.000 gallons Hydroxide concentrations expected between 5 and 50 percent. pH range 

expected between 10 and 14, hydrogen peroxide concentrations expected 

~--· -----~-------·-·· 

between 10 and 35. ~H< 12.5 may be non-hazardous. -
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Table 3.1-3. Estimated Annual Quantities of Wastes to be Disposed at Edwards AFB 

Waste Type 
System Rinses<•l 

Spent TRICS Chlorine Scrubber Solution'" 

Estimated Volume 
100-5,000 gallons 

i 5,100-10,200 
! gallons 

Pa e 2 of 2 

Could include traces of hydrogen peroxide; sodium, potassium and lithium 
: hydroxides. Expected pH range of 4 to 14. pH between 2 and 12.5 may be 

non-hazardous. 
Chlorine is scrubbed in a 15 to 20 percent sodium hydroxide solution. The 
spent solution would contain sodium hydroxide, sodium chlondes, 
hypochlorltes and have an estimated pH of 14. Scrubber system capacity is 

-,;;-,-:-C7== 7":'=== c--:'""-;-;------f"';;"=;;-;;=~-..---J.J.,?.OO gallons .... There would be three I() six change-outs per year. ___ _ 
Spent GPRA Laser Effluent Scrubber 3,360-6,720 gallons , Laser exhaust scrubbed in a 10 percent sodium hydroxide solution. The 
Solution''1 j spent solution would contain sodium hydroxide with some chloride and iodide 

Small quantity BHP, mixed hydroxide, 
hydrogen peroxide solutions and rinse water 
from IMF chemical laboratory and other 

salts and has an estimated pH 1 0 to 12. Scrubber system capacity is 
3,360 gallons. There would be three to six change-outs pe~r Lye,_.a ... r"-. ~.,-.---
Could include traces of hydrogen peroxide; sodium, potassium and lithium 
hydroxides. Expected pH range of 4 to 14. 

~~ations(ai ___ _ 
IMF Baker T ank-::A-s-pi~ra-ctc-o-r -=o""ric-v-e""F=-Iu~·i-,d'"""'---+5"",0:-:0::-:0:---=2ooc.-.:O-.:O:::O---+:T::ch-e estimated constituents are as follows: water 85-100 percent, potassium 

Soil Contaminated with Sodium, Potassium, 
and lithium Hydroxide Solution (trace of 
hydrogen peroxide is possible) 
Notes (a) !MF Baker Tank Aspirator Drlve Fluid 

gallons (per week) sulfate 0-10 percent, sodium sulfate 0-5 percent, lithium sulfate 0-5 percent, 
hydrogen peroxide 0-1.5 percent. The pH range is 5 to 9. Based on a review 
of the estimated constituents, it is believed that this fluid would be classified 

1 
1-20 cubic yards 

as a non-hazardous wastec:..-,...--·--=--~-=----c----,-~ 

I Concentrations expected between 5 and 1 0 percent. pH of 10 to 14 

I 
expected. This materia! may be alkaline and corrosive. No free liquids are in 

. this waste. 

(b) May or may not be considered a hazardous waste. Substance will be tested to ensure proper disposal method. 
BHP basic hydrogen peroxide 
GPRA Ground Pressure Recovery Assembly 
h202 hydrogen peroxide 
IMF - Integrated Maintenance Facility 
pH :t;; measure of acidity 
TR!CS = Transportable Integrated Chemical Scrubber 

Source: Airborne Laser System Program Office, 2001c. 
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Mitigation Measures. Because ABL testing activities would be required to 
comply with applicable federal, state, DOD. and Air Force regulations regarding 
the use, storage, and handling of hazardous materials and hazardous waste, 
these activities would not result in substantial environmental impacts, and no 
mitigation measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the 
No-Action Alternative. 

3.1 .4 Health and Safety 

U.S. Air Force laser operations rnust comply with Air Force Occupational Safety 
and Health (AFOSH) Standard 48-139, Laser Radiation Protection Program, in 
order to ensure proper health ar~d safety procedures related to operation of both 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved and military-exempted laser 
systems. Sectior1 2.2 provides a description of the laser types utilized ur~der the 
ABL test program. 

Laser Hazards 

The ANSI Z136 series provides industry star~dard guidance for laser safety 
evaluations. Hazard distances and eye protection specifications for lasers are 
determined from the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) for each laser 
system. ANSI Z136. 1, Safe Use of Lasers, defines the MPE as "the level of laser 
radiation to wh1ch a person may be exposed without hazardous effect or adverse 
biological change in the eye or skin." The MPE is primarily a function of laser 
wavelength and exposure duration and will also vary based on pulsed laser 
output parameters such as pulsewidth and pulse repetition frequency. In general, 
the sale eye exposure limits are tower than skin exposure limits (except for C02 
lasers where both are the same because this wavelength is absorbed by the 
cornea or outer portion of the eye). 

Once the MPE has tleen determined for a laser, this value and the output 
parameters (such as power and divergence or beam spread) can be used to 
determine eye and skin hazard distances. In the ANSI standard, the eye hazard 
distance is referred to as the Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance (NOHD). The 
NOHD is defined in the standard as "the distance along the axis of the 
unobstructed beam from a laser ... to the human eye beyond which the . 
exposure ... is not expected to exceed the appropriate MPE." Note that the 
hazard is from looking directly into the beam along its propagation axis. Laser 
light is predominantly scattered forwards and backwards, whereas relatively little 
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is scattered sideways. When the appropriate hazard distance for a laser is 
determined the allowable pointing angles and obstructions must be analyzed to 
determine the Nominal Ocular Hazard Zone (NOHZ). As describe in ANSI 
Z136.1, the NOHZ is a three dimensional volume of airspace where the laser 
radiation "during normal operation exceeds the applicable MPE." 

Table 2.2-3 summarizes specific laser system parameters and resulting safety 
parameters calculated using guidance in ANSI Z136.1 (American National 
Standards Institute, 2000a). The ANSI standard states that a maximum exposure 
time "of 10 seconds provides an adequate hazard criterion" (in the 0. 7 to 
1.4 micron laser wavelength range) for all but "unusual viewing conditions." Thus, 
a 1 0-second exposure duration was used in the Air Force Research Laboratory 
Optical Radiation Branch (AFRLIHEDO) analysis for the ARS, TILL, and SHEL 
systems. The BILL and TILL MPEs are per pulse MPEs (corrected for multiple 
pulse exposures). In addition, a worst-case 10-second exposure was assumed 
for the ARS sincn the exposure limits are constant at the ARS laser wavelength. 
The MPE limits are determined using the 10-second exposure time and laser 
wavelength per ANSI Table 5 for eye hazards and ANSI Table 7 for skin hazards. 

The ARS beam diverges (spreads out) as soon as it leaves the ARS pod. As 
such, the hazard distance calculation is relatively straightforward. In contrast, the 
BILL, TILL, SHEL, and HEL systems can be focused outside the ABL aircraft 
turret. The focus distance (i.e., this distance where the beam is smallest in size) 
can be adjusted to accommodate ABL targeting scenarios. The power of the 
SHEL is low enough that the beam poses no hazard to human skin or eyes when 
it exits the aircraft turret. However, the beam can become hazardous when the 
laser spot size, which decreases as range from aircraft increases, becomes small 
enough (note that this distance varies as the focus point of the ABL turret varies). 
As an example, if the target distance is 12 km from the aircraft turret, then the 
SHEL exceeds the ocular MPE (i.e., becomes hazardous to human eyes) 
approximately 2 km before the target and stays hazardous to approximately 2 km 
beyond the target. For this same scenario, the SHEL becomes hazardous to 
human skin at approximately 100 meters before the target and remains 
hazardous until approximately 100 meters beyond the target (U.S. Air Force, 
2000h). As can be shown by hazard analyses based on the ANSI standard, for 
targets at closer ranges, the hazard distance in front of and beyond the target 
would be reduced. 

The average power of the BILL, TILL, and HEL are large enough that these 
beams are haza1·dous to the eye as soon as they exit the ABL turret aperture. 
The eye and skin hazard distances vary depending upon the range from the 
aircraft to the target. For the ground-test scenarios described in this SEIS, the 
BILL and TILL NOHDs can be expected to extend far beyond the target (possibly 
greater than 10 km). The HEL hazard distance would extend even further beyond 
the target than the BILL and TILL systems; however, no open-range ground 
testing of the HE.L would occur. Actual BILL and TILL hazard distances for a 
12 km ground-test scenario have been calculated (this information is classified). 
Reference documents written by AFRLIHEDO at Brooks AFB, Texas, provide 
detailed ABL hazard analyses for specific test scenarios. 
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Laser Backscatter 

In general, a laser beam is atlenuated as it propagates through the atmosphere; 
moreover, the laser beam is often broadened, defocused, and may even be 
deflected from its initial propagation direction (Weichel, 1990). The attenuation 
and alteration (i.e., deflection and/or scatler) depends upon the wavelength of the 
laser, output power of the laser, makeup of the atmosphere, and the day-to-day 
atmospheric conditions (Weichel, 1990). In general, laser light is predominantly 
scattered forward and backwards, whereas relatively litlle is scattered side-ways 
(Keppler, 2002). 

Atmospheric scatlering of light (including laser beams) is primarily determined by 
the physical size of the scatlerer. The three types of atmospheric scattering are: 

• Rayleigh Scattering 
• Mie Scatlering 
• Nonselective Scattering. 

Rayleigh scatlering is best known as the scattering effect that results in the sky 
being a blue color. Blue light's short wavelength causes it to get scatlered around 
10 times more by oxygen and nitrogen molecules than the longer wavelengths 
(e.g., red) or the other colors visible to humans. The blue in the sky we see is 
scattered blue light. 

Mie scatlering in the atmosphere is caused by the presence of aerosol particles 
and by small water droplets (Weichel, 1990). Attenuation in the spectral region 
from 0.3 flm to 4 flm resulting from Mie scatlering far exceeds the attenuation due 
to both Rayleigh and Nonselective scatlering (Weichel, 1990). Thus, atmospheric 
scatlering of the ABL laser systems (i.e., BILL, TILL, SHEL, and HEL) would 
result primarily from Mie scatlering. The ARS laser does not operate within this 
range of wavelengths; therefore, Mie scattering of the ARS is not anticipated. 

Nonselective scatlering results from the impact of light with large particles such 
as fog, clouds, rain, or snow. Since the flight tests of the ABL aircraft would occur 
at altitudes of 35,000 feet and higher and flight tests would only be conducted 
during clear weather conditions, this scattering effect would not occur. Ground 
testing of the ABL laser systems would not take place during inclement weather; 
therefore, Nonselective scatlering would not occur. 

The scatlering effect is managed from a health and safety perspective through 
the designation of the NOHZ. NOHZ is defined in ANSI Z136.1 as "the space 
within which the level of the direct, reflected, or scattered radiation during normal 
operation exceeds the applicable MPE." The NOHZ, of a laser system that can 
point in any direction with no obstructions closer than the applicable NOHD, is 
represented as a three-dimensional sphere (in theory, the NOHZ can have any 
shape) with radius equal to the NOHD. At any point inside this sphere, exposures 
would be above the applicable MPE. For ground-testing scenarios, the NOHZ 
would be represented by a hemisphere or dome extending out into free space 
above the testing area to an altitude equal to the applicable NOHD and the 
ground would serve as the impermeable floor of the dome. 
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AFRUHEDO at E.rooks AFB, Texas, is responsible for assessi:1g hazards 
associated with all U.S. Air Force laser systems, planning to complete technical 
analyses, and collecting field test data in the future to assess hazards associated 
with atmospheric scattering of laser radiation (Ke;:>pler, 2002). In addition, · 
AFRLIHEDO plans to install sensors in the cockpit of the ABL aircraft (during both 
ground and flight tests) to measure laser "backscatter" levels and assess the 
level of hazard. 

3.1 .4. 1 Affected Environment. 

The affected environment at Edwards AFB during ground testing of the lower
power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems would include the area identified in 
Figure 2.2-1. Ground testing would emanate from the east end of the South Base 
runway taxi ramp associated with the Birk Flight Test Facility, and be projected 
toward natural backdrops (i.e., hills and buttes) to the east and southeast (see 
Figure 2.2-1 ). 

The ARS could also he fired into an electronic target acquisition simulator. Laser 
safety controls (e.g., beam enclosures) would he utilized to eliminate any optical 
hazards. Buildin!J151 would be used to support testing of the ARS laser. In 
addition, ground testing of the HEL would be accomplished at the Birk Flight Test 
Facility within !he SIL and Building 151, where the HEL would be connected to a 
ground-based sirnulator or test cell (enclosed systems), thus eliminating any 
optical hazards. Edwards AFB currently conducts open-range laser-testing 
activities that are managed in accordance with range safety regulations governing 
Edwards AFB. 

3.1.4.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed ActiOil 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL 
would be completed in accordance with applicable health and safety measures as 
identified in Section 3.1.4. Lasing activities would be managed under the 
appropriate range safety regulations governing Edwards AFB. Backdrops, buffer 
zones, beam path restrictors, and administrative controls (e.g., laser turret 
restrictions) would be in place during laser ground-testing activities (Figure 3.1-5). 
Open-range ground testing of the unshrouded laser systems would not be 
conducted if watE•r is present in the adjacent dry lake. Laser targets used at 
Edwards AFB would include both ro!oplane and target boards. Up to 500 
roloplane and 500 target board tests would be conducted lor each of the ABL 
aircraft. 

In order to minimize potential laser hazards, multiple controls would be used to 
reduce the potential lor off-range lasing and accidental lasing of unsuspecting 
receptors. These controls include· 

• Use of nackcrops and enclosures 
• Horizontal and vertical buffer zones 
• Administrative controls (i.e., authorized/trained personnel only) 
• Removal of mirror-like reflecting surfaces from the test area. 
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Beam Path 

Wall 
A''Pr<lxirnatelv 20 feet x 20 feet 

Aperture 
Aestricter Opener 

TurretBall I Rotoplane/Static Targets 
Approxtmately 15 feet tall 

Envtronmental 
Enclosure 

I 1 1 I I I I I I I 

.d I 111111 I II II Ill I I I I I I I II IIIII I I I I I I Ill I 

1 I I I I I ____ _] 

Rogers Dry Lake Bed 

1------- Approximately 12 Kilometers (7.5 miles) ------1 

or 
Earthen Berm 

CD Not to Scale 
<•L-----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Note Another method of beam control is to orient the laser turret such 
that it is physically limited to a cleared and restricled target area. 
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Backdrops and Enclosures. One of the operational hazards associated with 
these laser systems is that they operate within the near- (e.g., BILL and TILL) and 
far-infrared (e.g., ARS) wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum, which 
makes these lasers invisible to the unaided eye. Natural backdrops would 
provide a sufficient vertical boundary preventing anyone from directly viewing the 
beam or viewing from occurring off range. Backdrops would minimize reflections 
from leaving the confines of the range. The unlikely, catastrophic failure of the 
beam control system represents a scenario in which the laser(s) may circumvent 
backstops and billboards, resulting in potential off-range lasing. Safety interlocks 
associated with the laser systems are in place to stop lasing activities in the event 
that the beam control steers the beam from the anticipated beam path. 

Horizontal and Vertical Buffers. In accordance with laser range operational 
procedures, horizontal and vertical buffer zones would be established during 
ground lasing activities. Buffer zones are used to provide a margin of safety 
regarding accidental beam shifting or unanticipated beam divergence (Figure 
3.1-6). Buffer zones are determined for a specific laser; therefore, the horizontal 
and vertical buffer zones established for each laser may be different. ANSI 
Z136.6, Safe Use of Lasers Outdoors, indicates that the buffer zone is 
established as an angle that is five times the worst-case pointing inaccuracy 
(American National Standards Institute, 2000b ). Based on conducting a ground 
test at a target 7 km away, the horizontal buffer zone would be approximately 
44 feet. 

Administrative Controls. Access to the laser range is restricted to authorized and 
properly trained personnel only, which reduces the possibility of inadvertent 
exposure to laser (optical) radiation. Prior to any outdoor lasing activities, and in 
accordance with laser range SOPs, the range is swept to clear all unauthorized 
personnel from the area. In addition to personnel, the range is cleared of 
materials with mirror-like surfaces (specular) to minimize reflective hazards prior 
to lasing activities. Each laser system has SOPs established for its use to ensure 
operational safety. Also, safety interlocks associated with the laser systems are 
in place to stop lasing activities in the event that the beam exits the anticipated 
beam path. Warning signs indicating a laser-controlled area would be posted in 
accordance with ANSI Z 136. 1-2000 specifications for the operation of Class 4 
lasers. Additional administrative controls are outlined in ANSI Z136.1, Safe Use 
of Lasers, which has been adopted by DOD as the governing standard for laser 
safety. 

As cited by ANSI Z136.1, an adequate hazard criterion, for retinal exposures to 
nonvisible lasers, should equal10 seconds. This will account for either incidental 
viewing or purposeful staring conditions (American National Standards Institute, 
2000a). In this case, eye movements provide a natural exposure limitation, 
eliminating the need for calculations based on exposure durations greater than 
10 seconds, except for unusual viewing conditions (American National Standards 
Institute, 2000a). 

In addition to potential direct hazards to the eyes and skin associated with 
exposure to the laser beam, it is also important to address other hazards 
associated with the use of lasers (i.e., non-beam hazards). Potential non-beam 
hazards include: 
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• Electrocution 
• Fire 
• Laser-generated air contaminants (LGACs) 
• Collateral radiation. 

No electrocution hazards would exist outside of the aircraft, as all wiring and 
electrical support for the lasing activities would be contained within the aircraft 

The irradiance o~' objects from a Class 4 laser beam presents a fire hazard; 
however, the tar;Jet boards and rotoplane target boards would be constructed of 
flame retardant material, as defined by the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA). Furthermore, the control measures established for the laser range 
would minimize the potential for any resulting fires to spread beyond the 
immediate targel area or range boundary. 

The quantity, composition, and chemical complexity of the LGAC(s) depends 
greatly upon the beam irradiance {American National Standards Institute, 2000a). 
When the target irradiance reaches a given threshold, approximately 107 watts 
per square centimeter (Wicm2

) (HEL only), target materials, including plastics, 
composites, metals, and tissues, may liberate toxic and noxious airborne 
contaminants (American National Standards Institute, 2000a). Air contaminants 
can be generated when certain Class 4 laser beams interact with matter 
(American National Standards Institute, 2000a). Since the target boards would 
be equipped with infrared sensors to detect the laser oeam(s) and sensor data 
would be transmitted electronically to the testing command and control center, 
low-power testinp would not liberate LGACs because sensing levels are well 
below levels that would generate LGACs. If high levels are sensed, the laser 
operations would be terminated, preventing the generation of LGACs. 

95 AMDS/SGPB will ensure that appropriate industrial hygiene characterizations 
of exposure to LGACs are used in accordance with 29 CFR Part 1910.1000, Air 
Contaminants, and AFOSH Standard 48-8, Controlling Exposures to Hazardous 
Materials, so that no occupational overexposures occur. Only the HEL system 
could exceed LGAC threshold levels; therefore, no LGAC hazard is anticipated 
during ground-test activities. During flight tests, any LGAC contaminants would 
be dispersed in the atmosphere above the mixing layer at nonhazardous levels. 
During HEL operations in the test cell, the atmosphere would pass through a 
scrubber or verif.ed clean prior to opening or releasing any potential LGAC to the 
atmosphere. 

Potential collateral radiation or broad-band black-body radration (i.e., Ultraviolet 
[UV] or blue light) produced as a result of air breakdown at the laser/target 
interface does not present an immediate hazard to personnel. Since no 
personnel would be within the immediate lasing area and protective goggles 
would be worn by personnel, no collateral radiation hazards should exist from the 
laser ground-testing activities. Once lasing activities are completed, collateral 
radiation (if any) would cease, and no residual collateral radiation would remain. 

The use of backdrops and enclosures, buffer zones, and administrative controls 
would minimize the health and safety risks associated with ground-based lasing 
activities at Edwards AFB. These controls would minimize the potential for ocular 
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damage or impairment resulting from exposure to laser (optical) radiation, while 
also minimizing potential skin damage. Also, any non-beam hazards associated 
with the laser systems should be adequately controlled based on the in-place 
controls (discussed above) during lasing operations. 

The emissions from the pressure recovery system, composed primarily of water 
vapor with trace amounts of chlorine and possibly iodine and hydrogen peroxide 
would be captured and scrubbed. Potential environmental consequences of 
hazardous materials storage and usage associated with ABL ground- and flight
test activities are presented in Section 3.1.3. No adverse impacts are expected. 

Flight-Testing Activities. The primary hazard associated with the flight-testing 
activities is the reflected laser energy off of a target. At Edwards AFB, the targets 
include Proteus aircraft and MARTI drops. 

Up to 50 MARTI drop tests would be conducted within the R-2508 Airspace 
Complex utilized by Edwards AFB. Approximately 25 of the MARTI drop tests 
would involve testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems. 
Approximately 25 MARTI drop test would involve testing the lower-power ARS, 
BILL, TILL, and high-power HEL systems. Flights may also include on-board 
beam dumps to internally check the HEL firing, as well as diagnostic checks of 
the inertial guidance systems by lazing with the HEL to an inertial point above the 
horizon (e.g. upward at a star). These star shots may be part of any of the HEL 
operations. The HEL reflection hazard distance has been calculated to be less 
than 500 meters during missile tests (U.S. Air Force, 2002b). The HEL reflection 
hazard distance should not exceed this distance during MARTI drop tests at 
Edwards AFB. All laser engagements of MARTI drop tests would occur at 
altitudes above 35,000 feet; therefore, public exposure to hazardous levels of 
direct laser energy would be eliminated. 

In addition to the MARTI drop tests, tests using the Proteus aircraft mounted with 
target boards would be conducted at Edwards AFB. These tests would involve 
testing the lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL systems. As previously 
discussed, any laser energy that misses the Proteus aircraft target board would 
continue upward and away from the ground. The Proteus aircraft would fly above 
40,000 feet; therefore, public exposure to hazardous levels of direct laser energy 
would be eliminated. 

Other flight activities from Edwards AFB would include incidental exercises and 
targets of opportunity. The infrared search and track {IRST), a passive system, 
and the lower-power lasers would be used to detect, track, and monitor flights 
from other BMDS operations as opportunities become available. During 
exercises, these same systems would be used to track targets. In addition, the 
HEL may be used in a test as MDA desires to support BMDS objectives provided 
that other environmental analysis has been done to support an HEL shot. These 
laser engagements would occur at altitudes above 35,000 feet; therefore, public 
exposure to hazardous levels of direct laser energy would be eliminated. 

The U.S. Air Force considers Bird-Air Strike Hazard (BASH) a safety concern for 
aircraft operations. BASH hazards at Edwards AFB are managed to reduce 
bird/animal activity relative to aircraft operations. Because Edwards AFB 
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manages BASH concerns and fiight-test activities would occur above 35,000 feet, 
the likelihood of a BASH incident is considered low. 

Because ABL testing activities at Edwards AFB would be performed in 
accordance with applicable regulations. and appropriate safety measures would 
be tmplemented. no adverse impacts are expected. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative 

3.1 .5 Air Quality 

Only the emissions in a portion of the total volume of the atmosphere are typically 
considered when performing an air quality analysis. The quality of air below 
3,000 feet AGL is. the region of most concern to the human environment. The 
U.S. EPA generally uses 3,000 feet AGL as the default-mixing height (or depth) 
across the United States. The mixing height is defined as the height above the 
surface through which relatively vigorous vertical mixing occurs. The value of this 
height is set primarily by the atmosphere's local vertical temperature profile. A 
boundary layer e:<ists at the mixing height that inhibits the rapid vertical transfer of 
air. Pollutants emitted above the mixing height become diluted in the very large 
volume of air in the troposphere before they are slowly transported down to 
ground level. These emissions have little or no effect on ambient air quality. 
Therefore. the air quality section of this SEIS focuses on emissions below 
3,000 feet AGL The effect of the emergency release of chemicals used by the 
laser weapons in the troposphere, and the effect of emissions from firings of the 
HEL during flight tests, are covered in Section 3.7 of the 1997 FE IS. 

Air quality in a given location is measured by the concentrations of various 
pollutants. Pollutant concentrations, expressed in units of parts per million (ppm) 
or micrograms per cubic meter (~g/m3 ) are determined by the type and amount of 
pollutants in the atmosphere, the size and topography of the air basin, and the 
meteorological conditions related to the prevailing climate. The significance of a 
pollutant concentration is determined by comparison with federal. state, and local 
ambient air quality standards. These standards establish limits on the maximum 
allowable concentrations of various pollutants to protect public health and welfare. 

In general, air quality is managed by state, regional, and/or local air quality 
regulatory agencies. These local agencies must enforce the federal standards 
under the CAA (42 U.S.C. Section 7401 ), but may also elect to implement more 
stringent regulations. 
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The cornerstone of air quality regulation rests on the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NMOS) (40 CFR Pari 50) for criteria pollutants that pose the grealesl 
threat to air quality. The six criteria pollutants are ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), 
sulfur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides (NOx), lead, and particulate matter equal to 
or less than 10 microns in diameter (PM 10). The NMOS established acceptable 
concentration levels for each criteria pollutant. Table 3.1-4 provides a listing of 
the NMOS 

T bl 3 1-4 N r a e a 1ona lA b' m 1ent A' Q 1r s d d uality tan ar s 
National Primary 

Pollutant Averaging Time Standard 
Ozone Max Daily 1-hour 0.12ppm 
Carbon monoxide 8-hour 9.0 ppm 

1-hour 35.0 ppm 
Sulfur dioxide Annual Average 0.03 ppm 

24-hour 0.14 ppm 
Nitrogen oxides Annual Average 0.053 ppm 
Lead Maximum Quarterly 1.5 ~g/m3 

PM10 Annual Arithmetic Mean 50 ~g/m3 

24-Average 150 ~g/m' 

' ' Note. Standards can be expressed as either ppm or llQ/m . To convert from ppm to f-1-Q/m , multiply 
ppm by the molecular weight of the compound, and divide the result by 0.0245. 
f-lQ/m 3 = micrograms per cubic meter 
PM 10 = particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
ppm = parts per million 

Source: Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 7401 et seq. 

Areas that exceed the NMQS are designated as nonattainment areas for the 
specific pollutant. The fundamental method by which the U.S. EPA tracks 
compliance with the NMQS is by designating areas as either attainment, 
nonattainment, maintenance, or unclassifiable. Areas are given the stalus of 
non attainment when violations of the NMOS occur. The areas must then 
comply with more stringent standards until the NMOS are satisfied. 
Maintenance areas are those that were previously in nonattainment, but have 
improved their air quality to meet the NMOS, and are now in a 1 0-year 
probationary period. Under the CM, the nonattainment classifications for CO 
and PM 10 were further divided into moderate and serious categories. Ozone 
nonattainment was divided into marginal, moderate, serious, severe, and extreme 
categories. The nonattainment classificati.ons and the associated major level of 
emissions are shown in Table 3.1-5. 

States have the primary responsibility to achieve compliance with the NMOS, 
and are required to prepare State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for any regions of 
noncompliance. After approval by the U.S. EPA, these enforceable plans detail 
how the state intends to reduce air pollution and meet the NMOS. 

The impact of the criteria pollutant regulations on ABL testing activities is 
determined by two factors: types and quantities of criteria pollutants estimated to 
be generated by the test activities, and whether the location of the activities is in a 
designated attainment, nonattainment, or maintenance area. 
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a e - entt tcatton o T bl 3 1 5 ld 'f' fM. S a]or ources 
Nonat!ainment Area Level of Emissions Defining 

Emission Category Major Source (tpy) 
Ozone Extreme 10 

(VOCs or NO,) Severe 25 

Serious 50 

Moderate 100 

Marginal 100 

Carbon monoxide Moderate 100 
Serious 

' 
50 

PM,o Moderate 100 
Senous 50 

NO ' 
: nltr og en c•xides 

PM.o : particulatE~ matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diamete: 
tons per year tpy " 

voc volatile organic compound 

Source: 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (Public Law 101-549). 

Hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) are regulated differently than the criteria 
pollutants, because they are considered to be (or have the potential to be) 
carcinogenic, mutagenic, and/or toxic. Under the CAA, the U.S. EPA was tasked 
to develop NESHAP. Typical sources of HAPs, such as a chemical 
manufacturing facility, are divided into major and area source categories. Major 
sources are those that emit 10 tons per year of any one of the listed HAPs, or 
25 tons per year of any combination of HAPs. Area sources are those that do not 
reach these emission levels, but are specifically covered by the regulations 
because of the nature of their emissions. 

The CAA includes special requirements for extremely hazardous substances 
(EHSs). These are pollutants that could cause death or injury, or require 
evacuation of the immediate area if an accidental release were to occur. The 
objective of the otatute is to prevent accidental release, and to minimize the 
consequences of any release. If the total quantity of an EHS present at a facility 
in a single process exceeds the threshold quantity as listed in 40 CFR Part 68, 
then the facility is required to complete a safety analysis. This safety analysis 
includes a risk assessment to determine the public health hazards. A risk 
management plan must also be developed for worst-case release scenarios. 
Chlorine and ammonia are listed in 40 CFR Part 68 as EHSs; however, the 
projected maximum quantity of both substances present at the test locations 
would be well below the threshold quantity. 

The CAA requires Title V operating permits for nearly all stationary sources of 
significant air emissions, (e.g., entire military installations). The permits generally 
are issued by a state regulatory agency, and encompass all detailed requirements 
governing air emissions from the stationary source and related activities such as 
monitor•ng, record keeping, and reporting. Before commencing activities at any 
military installation, permit compliance and paperwork issues would be identified 
and managed to ensure compliance with the installation Title V permit. 
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The CAA, as implemented by 40 CFR Part 93, requires that federal agencies not 
engage in, approve, or support in any way an action that does not conform to 
applicable State Implementation Plan (SIP) efforts in attaining the NAAQS. The 
purpose of this requirement is to ensure that emissions from federal actions are 
consistent with air quality planning goals. MDA actions must not cause nor 
contribute to any new violation of any standard, increase the frequency or severity 
of any existing violation of any standard, nor delay the timely attainment of any 
standard or any required emission reductions or other milestones in any area. 

The CAA prohibits federal agencies from engaging in, supporting, licensing, or 
approving any action that does not conform to an approved state or federal 
implementation plan to improve the air quality in a region. This requirement was 
levied to ensure federal activities do not hamper local efforts to meet the NAAQS 
emission reduction requirements in a nonattainment or maintenance area. 

3.1.5.1 Affected Environment. 

Information concerning the affected environment and the environmental 
consequences at the Earth's surface, the planetary boundary layer, and the upper 
atmosphere were addressed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3. 7 of the 1997 FEIS, and are 
incorporated by reference. 

Activities associated with ABL testing activities at Edwards AFB would take place 
at the Birk Flight Test Facility, situated in Kern County. The Kern County Air 
Pollution Control District (KCAPCD) administers the air quality program for this 
area. Edwards AFB is situated in the northwest portion of the Mojave Desert Air 
Basin. This air basin comprises eastern Kern County and portions of San 
Bernardino and Los Angeles counties. 

ABL testing activities include both ground-level and flight testing. ABL testing 
activities would be concentrated near the Birk Flight Test Facility (Building 151 ), 
and include aircraft take off and landings for the ABL aircraft, F-16 chase aircraft, 
and Proteus target aircraft. Flight-testing activities would originate from Edwards 
AFB or on a limited basis from exercise locations, and be conducted within 
controlled airspace (above 35,000 feet MSL) at the R-2508 Airspace Complex 
over California; the Western Range over the Pacific Ocean; and WSMR in New 
Mexico or other exercise location airspace. The ROI for air quality includes the 
air basin in which Edwards AFB is situated, and focuses on activities that would 
take place in the immediate area around the Birk Flight Test Facility and runway 
24/06. 

Kern County is in serious non-attainment for ozone at both federal and state 
regulatory levels. Portions of Kern and San Bernardino counties are in non
attainment for PM 10 at both the federal and state regulatory levels. Figure 3.1-7 
illustrates the attainment status for the Edwards AFB area. The serious non
attainment designation affects the threshold source size that determines if 
conformity requirements would apply to the Proposed Action. For volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and NOx. this threshold is 50 tons per year. The present 
action does not introduce new stationary sources of NOx and VOCs and so the 
New Source Review (NSR) discussion in the 1997 FE IS remains in effect. For 
PM 10, a portion of Edwards AFB is unclassified (attainment). 
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Kern County is in serious non-attainment for the NAAQS maximum 1-hour ozone 
observation (Table 3.1-6). Other criteria pollutants such as 24-hr average PM 10 
observations nearest Edwards AFB show ambient concentration well below the 
NAAQS. The maximum 8-hr carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations, while 
increasing slightly in the most recent years, remain well below the NAAQS. 

Table 3.1-6. Summa of Maximum Criteria Pollutant Concentrations in Kern Count 
Criteria Pollutants 

Year CO (8-hr) PM 10 (24-hour) ~g/m3 Ozone (1-hour) ppb Ozone (1-hour) ppb 
--~~-r~p~p~m~ __ ~M~D~A~P~C~D~M~ax~i~m=u~~(~K~C~A~P~C~D~M~ax~i~m~u~m~)--~(M~D~A~P~C~D7M7=ax~im~u~m~) 1996 7.7 41 165 130 

1997 3.4 130 146 119 
1998 3.9 41 165 134 
1999 5.0 45 140 119 
2000 5.4 44 151 113 

co 
KCAPCD 
J.1Qim

3 = 
MDAPCD 
PM1o :::: 
ppb 
ppm 

carbon monoxide 
Kern County Air Pollution Control District 
micrograms per cubic meter 
Mojave Desert Air Pollution Control District 
particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
parts per billion 
parts per million 

Table 3.1-7 shows the 1990 baseline emission inventory estimates for the three 
air pollution control districts around Edwards AFB. This baseline inventory has 
been used for planning purposes such as the 1994 SIP, and is the basis for 
conformity determinations. If the Proposed Action emissions are less than both 
the de minimis thresholds and 10 percent of the emission inventories in the 
region, then the requirements of air conformity do not apply. From Table 3.1-7 it 
can be noted that the de minimis thresholds would be far less than 10 percent of 
the emission inventories. 

Table 31-7 1990 Baseline Emissions and Threshold Values 
1990 Baseline Emissions 1 0-Percent Threshold De Minimis Threshold 

(tons/year) (tons/year) (tons/year) 

District NO, voc PM 10 NO, VOC PM 10 NO, voc PM10 

AVAPCD 10,220 12,775 NA 1,022 1,278 NA 25 25 100 

KCAPCD 14,965 6,205 NA 1,497 621 NA 50 50 NA 

MDAQMD 41,610 16,790 34,310 4,161 1,679 3,431 25 25 100 

Edwards AFB1' 1 791 590 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Note: (a) Edwards AFB 2002 estimated emiSSIOns (both mob1le and stationary). 
AVAPCD Antelope Valley Air Pollution Control District 
KCAPCD = Kem County Air Pollution Control District 
MDAQMD = Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District 
NA ;:: not applicable 
NOx nitrogen oxides 
PM10 particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
VOC volatile organic compound 
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3.1.5.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. The ground-level testing contribution to the total 
emissions would be minimal. Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to support laser 
refueling would be required; and AGE support for test activities would be 
necessary. 

An analysis of potential ammonia and hydrogen peroxide emissions from the 
GPRA during ground-test activities at Edwards AFB was performed. These 
substances woulc be sent through a scrubber with a better than 95 percent 
efficiency prior to being exhausted to the environment over an approximately 
1 minute period from a 60-foot tall release point. Approximately 90,000 pounds of 
these substances would be sent through the scrubbers on an annual basis. 
Based on modeling results using only a 95 percent scrubber efficiency for light 
wind and highly unstable conditions, the maximum concentration of ammonia at 
6 feet (2 meters) AGL would be approximately 8 ppm at about 165 feet 
(50 meters) from the exhaust stack. Based on the temperature and configuration 
of the exhaust system, only trace amounts (if any) of hydrogen peroxide would 
occur. These concentrations of ammonia and hydrogen peroxide are well below 
the Chemical of Concern (COC) level of 200 ppm established by the U.S. EPA; 
therefore, no adverse effects from these emissions are anticipated. For Block 
2008 activities with the higher throughput of exhaust gases, additional support 
equipment for the vacuum may be required (e.g., a second vacuum sphere to 
complement the one built for Block 2004 activities). Any construction would be on 
previously disturt•ed or paved surfaces. The emissions from the Block 2008 laser 
modules would still be routed through the appropriate scrubbers and the only 
impact would be longer run times to handle the larger volumes. 

Flight-Testing Activities. The major source of emission changes would be due 
to the VMT used for fiight suppon, and the additional emissions from the ABL 
aircraft and the two F-16 chase aircraft takeoff and landings. The number of 
takeoff and landings would increase from that considered in the 1997 FEIS due to 
the increase in the number of MARTI drop tests and the substitution of a larger 
number of Proteus aircraft tests in place of the originally planned drone tests. 
The increase is also due to the fact that Edwards AFB now operates as the Home 
Base for ABL testing activities. The spec>fics of the proposed flights are 
presented in Table 3.1-8. Block 2006 upgrade flight tests (if needed) would be 
flown in conjunction with these flight tests for missile, MARTI, and Proteus 
planned flights. 

The emissions resulting from ABL ground- and flight-test activities are 
summarized in Table 3.1-9. Calculations for the air quality analysis are provided 
in Appendix F. 

A comparison of fable 3.1-7 and Table 3.1-9 indicates that the emissions 
resulting from the Proposed Action are less than 1 0 percent of the emissions 
inventories of the Kern County Air Pollution Control District, Mojave Desert A>r 
Pollution Control District, and Antelope Valley Air Pollution Control District. Under 
current regulations the requirements of air conformity do not apply to the action. 
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Table 3.1-8. ABL Testing Activities, Planned Flights 
(for each Block version) 

Flight Description Year 1 Year 2 
Missile ' 20 40 
Proteus 50 0 
MARTI Drop 25 25 
T otal1' 1 95 65 
Note: (a) No missile launches are proposed at Edwards AFB, the number 

of flights is for test activities at WSMR and Vandenberg AFB 
where missile launches would occur. 

(b) For years 3, 4, and 5 of test activities, it is estimated that 
36 flights per year would occur. 

Table 3.1-9. Estimated Emissions from ABL Testing Activities at 
Edwards AFB (tons/year) 

Criteria Pollutant 
VOC NOx 

Year Mobile Stationary Mobile· Stationary 
Year1 14.11 0.16 43.81 4.21 
Year2 11.33 0.59 29.37 8.87 

Years 3, 4, and 51
"' 11.12 0.38 18.34 6.03 

De minimis' 50 50 
Notes. Mobtle emtsstons refers to atrcraft and vehtcle operattons, stattonary emtsstons refer 

to aircraft support equipment (i.e., AGE). 
(a) Kern County Air Pollution Control District de minimis levels provided as test 

activities would occur solely within this district. 
(b) For years 3, 4, and 5 of test activities, it is estimated that 36 flights per year 

would occur. 
NOx nitrogen oxides 
VOC = volatile organic compound 

The accidental release scenarios described in the 1997 FE IS are still valid. The 
small level of emissions would have no impact on the upper atmosphere, and are 
not significantly different than those described in Section 3.7 of the 1997 FEIS. 

Software upgrades and other improvements to the Block 2004 aircraft would be 
tested and added to that test aircraft under a Block 2006 effort. Once upgraded 
with the newer operating system. the Block 2004 aircraft would be designated as 
the Block 2006 aircraft. The Block 2006 effort would also develop field 
transportable hardware to support deployment of the ABL aircraft. The increased 
capability of the Block 2006 aircraft will come primarily as a result of software 
improvements, but hardware changes may also occur. No significant changes 
are anticipated from the Block 2004 design and implementation of the ABL, thus 
the environmental impacts would not be different than already covered by the 
Block 2004 discussions. 

Targets of opportunity create emissions from flight activities. Targets of 
opportunity come in two forms. The first is a simple infrared (IR) signal given off 
by a moving military article (e.g., aircraft, missile, or similar vehicle) that can be 
passively observed with the IRST, and, in the case of unmanned target vehicles 
tracked by the BILLITILL/ARS lasers. The second type is for a missile or similar 
vehicle that is unmanned and the target can handle the flash of the HEL (similar 
to the MARTI HEL activities where a simple flash is done to the target without 
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destroying it). These opportunity targets would be conducted in conjunction with 
other flight tests already planned and covered in this SEIS or in lieu of the ones 
outlined in Table 3.1-8, so no additional impacts are expected from these targets 
of opportunity activities. Other BMDS elements may also passively observe the 
ABL tests outlined in this document as targets of opportunity to determine/verify 
their systems and also test the interoperability of the entire BMDS to defeat 
ballistic missiles. Environmental impacts from their participation would be 
covered under other environmental analysis. 

For exercises, take-off and landing activities would occur at facilities capable of 
handling the 7 47's weight and take-off distance requirements. These are 
operational facililies already set up for heavy aircraft and the addition of the few 
takeoffs and landings anticipated would have only temporary and negligible 
impacts to the environment. 

Mitigation Measures. Because emissions from proposed ABL test activities 
would not exceed the de minimis threshold of 50 tons per year for VOCs and 
NO, no mitigation measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Total emissions from all ABL testing activities at Edwards 
AFB are expected to have no adverse cumulative impacts on air quality in 
general. or impaGts on the California SIP for KCAPCD. The KCAPCD SIP 
emission budgets for Edwards AFB are 3,285 tons per year of NOx and 
1 ,314 tons per year of VOCs. A comparison of emissions given in Table 3.1-9 
against these emission budgets indicates that ABL test activities represent 
approximately 5 percent or less of the emissions budgets, and are less than 
10 percent of the 2002 Edwards AFB estimated emissions. Estimated future 
Edwards AFB emissions given in Table 3.1-7 are well within the KCAPCD SIP 
emission budgets. Therefore no adverse cumulative impacts on air quality are 
expected. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the 
No-Action Alternative. 

3.1.6 Noise 

Noise is generally defined as sound that is undesirable because it (1) is intense 
enough to damane hearing, (2) interferes with speech communication and sleep, 
or (3) is annoyin~J. Sound can vary simultaneously in level (or loudness) and 
frequency content (pitch), while also varying in time of occurrence and duration. 
The fundamental measure of sound level is expressed in units of dB using a 
logarithmic scale. Common sounds vary in amplitude over a range of many 
millions. For instance, an aircraft fly-over may produce pressure amplitude a 
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hundred times greater than a car driving by on a nearby street. On the 
logarithmic scale, these noise sources would differ by 40 dBA. Table 3.1-10 
provides examples of typical indoor and outdoor sound levels. 

It is the policy of federal agencies such as the FAA, DOD, Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD), and the U.S. EPA to assess long-term, 
cumulative exposure to environmental noises, including aircraft traffic, and rail 
noise in terms of day-night average sound level (DNL). The Federal Interagency 
Committee on Urban Noise has published land use compatibility guidelines for 
noise (1980). Residential land uses are normally compatible with DNL values of 
65 dBA and less. The sound exposure level (SEL) is used to compare noise 
emissions of the various sound sources where ABL testing activities are 
proposed. 

3.1.6.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for noise exposure at Edwards AFB includes the area around Building 
151 and the east end of the taxi apron from which open-range ABL ground
testing activities would emanate. These areas are immediately adjacent to an 
active runway, and are not near any housing areas. These locations fall within 
the 70-dBA noise contour of current Edwards AFB operations. 

Noise sources at Edwards AFB include subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
operations, surface traffic, rail service operations, ground tests, and stationary 
mechanical and electrical equipment. Flight activities over the R-2508 Airspace 
Complex are described in Section 3.1.2, Airspace. Between January 1995 to 
September 1995, there were 110 complaints complied by the Central 
Coordinating Facility. Nine of the complaints were related to noise; the others 
were related to either low-level flights within the National Parks situated within the 
R-2508 Airspace Complex, or to sonic booms. 

3. 1.6.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Noise generated by the GPRA (a low-pressure, low
velocity device) during ground tests of the HEL is expected to be approximately 
10 dBA. The associated ejector tubes and turbopumps are expected to generate 
noise levels of approximately 110 and 134 dBA during the short duration 
(approximately 20 seconds) of the ground test. These noise levels do not take 
into account attenuation due to their surrounding environments (the SIL building 
and Building 151 ); therefore, exterior noise levels are expected to be lower. 
Increased noise levels from use of AGE and other ground support equipment 
adjacent to the runway during ground-testing activities would not exceed typical 
flightline noise levels and would not cause adverse effects to residential areas or 
the local population. No mitigation measures would be required. 

Flight-Testing Activities. All ABL flight tests would originate at Edwards AFB. Up 
to 255 flight tests (to occur at WSMR, R-2508 Airspace Complex, and Western 
Range) are proposed. Each test would involve one ABL aircraft, and up to two 
F-16 chase aircraft. The ABL aircraft and F-16 chase aircraft would 
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Table 3.1-10 Comparative Sound Levels 

it;il W&M& 

Common Outdoor 
Sound Levels 

Jet Flyover at 1 ,000 feet 

Gas Lawnmower at 3 feet 

Diesel Truck at 50 feet 

Noisy Urban Daytime 

Gas Lawn mower at 100 feet 

Commercial Ar-ea 

Heavy Traffic at 300 feet 

Quiet Urban Nighttime 

Quiet Suburban Nighttime 

Quiet Rural Nighttime 

;1 Source; Baranek, 19'f'L 

340 

Sound Level 
{dB) 

Common Indoor 
Sound Levels 

-r-110 Rock Band 

-1--90 

-1--80 

-1--70 

--60 

--so 

--40 

--30 

--20 

- -10 

--0 
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Inside Subway Train (New York) 

Food Blender at 3 feet 

Garbage Disposal at 3 feet 

Shouting at 3 teet 

Vacuum Cleaner at 10 feet 

Normal Speech at 3 feet 

Large Business Office 

Dishwasher Next Room 

Small Theater, Large Conference 
Room (9ackground) 

Library 

Bedroom at Night 

Concert Hall (Background) 

Broadcast and fiecording Studio 

Threshold of Hearing 



normally maneuver at high altitudes above 35,000 feet within the R-2508 
Airspace Complex. There would also be up to 50 flight tests involving the Proteus 
aircraft. The ABL program average daily aircraft operations are provided in Table 
3.1-11. 

Table 3.1-11. ABL Program Average Daily Aircraft Operations 

Aircraft Operation Daily Average 

ABL Aircraft Arrivals 0.56 
Departures 0.56 
Closed Loop 

F-16 Arrivals 1.14 
Departures 1.14 

Closed Loop 

Proteus Arrivals 0.19 
Departures 0.19 
Closed Loop 

ABL Airborne Laser 

The increase in DNL nois" exposure at Edwards AFB is estimated to be 0.8 dBA. 
This is estimated by comparing the sum of the energy product of SEL and 
operations for each aircraft type, with a similar sum that included the Proposed 
Action. A 10-dB penalty is applied to nighttime operations. 

The Proteus aircraft would fly at or above 35,000 feet in a pattern at various 
distances from the ABL aircraft. Although the tests would occur over an 8-hour 
period, actual time over R-2508 would be less than 6 hours. The remaining time 
would involve preflight activities, flight time to and from Edwards AFB, and post
flight activities. The DNL from the aircraft activities over the ranges would be less 
than 55 dBA. The increase in noise from ABL flight-test activities would not 
increase Edwards AFB noise contours; therefore, no noise impact are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the 
No-Action Alternative. 
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3.1.7 Biologi<:al Resources 

3.1. 7.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI is the environment within the confines of the Edwards AFB fence line. 
However. the primary focus of activities is in the immediate area surrounding the 
Birk Flight Test Facility and areas that target boards would be positioned. 

The Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. Sectoons 1531-1544) is intended to 
protect and restore threatened and endangered species of animals and plants 
and their habitats. Other federal statutes protecting biological resources include 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 703-712), the Bald Eagle and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U S.C. Section 668-668d), and the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 661-667d) and the Sikes Act as 

amended (16 U.S.C. 670a-670o). 

The official California listing of threatened and endangered plants is contained In 
the California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 14 Section 670.2. The official 
California listing of threatened and endangered animals is contained in CCR Title 
14 Section 670.!i. 

Vegetation. The most common plan\ communities within the ROI are Joshua 
tree (Yucca brevifolia) woodlands, creosote bush scrub, and halophytic-phase 
saltbush scrub. Joshua tree woodlands are most prevalent east of Rogers Dry 
Lake. Typically, Joshua tree woodland understories include saltbush or creosote 
bush that suppo1is a high diversity of annual plant species, including the native 
desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), pincushion (Chaenactis sp.), and 

fiddleneck (Amsinckia tesselata) {U.S. Air Force, 1997d). 

Creosote bush scrub is dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata). It occurs 
under the same or similar edaphic (soil) conditions as Joshua tree woodlands. 
and is the most common understory for that community. Creosote bush scrub 1s 

distributed throughout the northwest and east ponions of the base, and supports 
the highest plant diversity on base. Common associated species include 
burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa), winterfat (Krascheninnikovia lanata). cheesebush 
(Hymenoclea sa/sola). and Nevada tea (Ephedra nevadensis) (U.S. Air Force, 

1997d). 

Halophytic-phase saltbush scrub occurs in narrow bands around dry lakebeds. 
Common plants of halophytic-phase saltbush scrub include shadscale (Atriplex 
confertifolia) ancl four-wing saltbush (A canescens), alkali goldenbush (lsocoma 
acradenia spp. acradenia), and rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus). 
The understory comprises primarily kochia (Kochia ca/ifornica), wild rye (Eiymus 
cinereus), saltgrass (Oislichlis spicata), goldfields (Lasthenia californica), and 
alkali pineappleweed (Chamomilla occidentali.s) (U.S. Air Force, 1997d). 

Wildlife. Common rnammals on Edwards AFB include the black-tailed jackrabbit 
(Lepus californicus), desert cottontail, coyote. desert kit fox, deer mouse 
(Peromyscus maniculatus), grasshopper mouse (Onychomys torridus), little 
pocket mouse (Perognathus longimembris), and Merriam's kangaroo rat Other 
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common mammals include western pipistrelle (Pipistre/fus hesperus), little brown 
bat (Myotis lucifugus), and desert woodrat (Neotoma /epida) (U.S. Air Force, 
1997d). 

Common and widespread birds include the turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), 
common raven (Corvus corax), sage sparrow (Amphispiza befit), and western 
meadowlark. Common bird species found in creosote scrub include horned lark 
(Eremophila alpestris), blac:k-throated sparrow, and sage sparrow (Amphispiza 
be/It). The seasonal inundation of lakebeds and clay pans attracts wading bird 
species, including black-necked stilt (Himantopus mexicanus), American avocet 
(Recurvirostra americana), and greater yellowlegs (Tringa melanoleuca). 
Seasonal waterfowl in both permanent and temporary bodies of water include 
ducks and geese such as ruddy duck ( Oxyura jamaicensis), northern mallard 
(Anas platyrhynchos), northern pintail (Anas acuta), Canada goose (Branta 
canadensis), and snow goose (Chen caerulscens) (U.S. Air Force, 1997d). 

Amphibians identified on Edwards AFB are the western toad (Bufo boreas) and 
red-spotted toad (Bufo punctatus). Exotic species found include the Pacific tree 
frog (Pseudacris = [Hy/fa] regilla) and the African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis). 
Reptiles common to most habitats on base include the desert spiny lizard 
(Scefoporus magister), side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana), western whiptail 
(Cnemidophorus tigris), and zebra-tailed lizard (Ca/fisaurus dracoinides). The 
glossy snake (Arizona elegans), coachwhip (Masticophis flagellum), gopher 
snake (Pituophis metana leucus), and the Mojave green rattlesnake (Crotalus 
scutulatus) are snakes common both regionally and on base (U.S. Air Force, 
1997d). 

Threatened and Endangered Species. No state or federally listed plant species 
are found on Edwards AFB. Federally and state-listed species of threatened or 
endangered wildlife that may be present in the vicinity of the Proposed Action on 
Edwards AFB are listed in Table 3.1-12. Of these, the desert tortoise (Gopherus 
agassizii) (federally and state listed as threatened) is most likely to be found in the 
vicinity of the Birk Flight Test Facility or near the proposed target locations. 

Table 3.1-12. Threatened and Endangered Species Known or Expected to 
Occur at Edwards AFB California 

' 
Common Name Scientific Name 

State 
I 

Federal 
Status Status 

American [>eregrine falcon Falco [Jereqrinus anatum E -
Bald eagle Hafiaeetus /eucocephalus E T 
Desert tortoise Go[Jherus agassizii T T 
Mohave ~round sguirrel Spermophilus mohavensis T -

::: no status indicated 
E endangered 
T threatened 

Sensitive Habitats. Approximately 60,800 acres (100 square miles or 
21 percent) of Edwards AFB falls within the Fremont-Kramer Desert Tortoise 
Critical Habitat Unit. The ABL testing area includes desert tortoise critical habitat. 
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Many playas, ephemeral pools, and drainages exist throughout Edwards AFB, 
including Rogers, Rosamond, and Buckhorn dry lakes. 

Several areas of significant topographic relief occur on base including Leuhman 
Ridge, Rosamond Hills, Bissell Hills, and the cliffs just to the north of Rosamond 
Dry Lake. These areas contain nesting habitats for raptors and shelter areas for 
many mammal species (U.S. Air Force, 1997d). 

3.1. 7. 2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. The majority of testing efforts to be conducted at 
Edwards AFB would be ground based, using either a rotoplane or ground target 
board. Ground-testing activities would be conducted just prior to sunrise. or just 
after sunset to minimize atmospheric effects of ground heating and blowing dust. 
Flight testing is also anticipated to occur during nighttime hours. These actions 
would minimize any potential harassment or take of desert tortoises, as the 
desert tortoise would typically be within its burrow at these hours. 

According to the Biological Opinion for Routine Opjtrations and Facility 
Construction Within ,the Cantonment Areas. of Main and South Base.s. .•. Edwards 
Air Force Base, California (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1991), surveys 
detected few Si£if1S of desert tortoise in the southern portion of Edwards AFB. 
Surveys conducted in 1993 also detected few signs of desert tortoise in the 
southern portion of the base (Mitchell et. al., 1993). Actions conducted atthe 
ABL Complex situated at the Birk Flight Test F ac1lity are covered under this 
biological opinion. 

The targeting boards and targets would be placed within the Precision Impact 
Range Area (PlRA), which is covered under a different biological opinion 
reflecting its greater tortoise density. These operations are covered under the 
Biological Opinion for. the Precision Impact Range Area, Edwards Air Force Base, 
California (1-8-9<!-F-6). Two of the potential target sites, Mt. Mesa and Grinnel, 
fall within desert tortoise cntical habitat, in a Zone 3 Desert Tortoise Management 
Area. 

This area is part>cularly sensitive to ground-disturbing activities. Under the 
Biological Opinion, individual projects are limited to 5 acres with a maximum total 
disturbance of 100 acres. To minimize impact, targeting boards and targets witt 
be transported via existing (dirt or paved) roads. Targets and transport vehicles' 
final positions will be on preexisting roads; therefore, no ground"disturbing activity 
would occur. 

Noise generated by the GPRA during ground tests of the HEL is expected to be 
approximately 10 dBA. The associated ejector tubes and turbopumps are 
expected to generate noise levels of approximately 110 and 134 dBA during the 
short duration (approximately 20 seconds) of the ground test. These noise levels 
do not take into account attenuation due to their location within the tower lobe of 
the fuselage, which is within the SIL; therefore, exterior noise levels are expected 
to be lower. This noise level is similar to that generated by the current operation 
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of the adjacent runway, and would be relatively infrequent. Therefore, the 
proposed operation activities would not adversely impact the local biological 
resources over current conditions. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-testing activities associated with Edwards AFB 
would be conducted at high altitudes (at or above 35,000 feet) over the R-2508 
Airspace Complex (see Figure 2.2-4 ). Other ABL flight-testing activities proposed 
over WSMR and the Western Range would originate from Edwards AFB. 
Because these fiight tests would occur at high altitudes, no adverse impacts to 
biological resources are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.1.8 Cultural Resources 

Cultural resources are sites, structures, districts, artifacts, or other physical 
evidence of human activity considered important to a culture, subculture, or 
community for scientific, traditional, religious, or other reasons. Cultural 
resources are generally further divided into archaeological resources (either 
prehistoric or historic), historic buildings and structures, and traditional resources 
(e.g., American Indian). Paleontological resources will also be considered in this 
section. 

A number of federal and state laws and regulations protect cultural and 
paleontological resources. The Antiquities Act and P.L. 74-292 (the National 
Natural Landmarks Program) regulate impacts to paleontological resources. The 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (particularly Sections 106 and 110) is 
the key federal statute regulating the identification and protection of cultural 
resources. The NHPA established the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP), the responsibilities of the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), 
and the Section 106 review and compliance process. The NRHP maintains an 
inventory of qualifying (listed) cultural resources. The regulations that protect 
properties listed on the NRHP also extend to those properties that are eligible 
(based on National Park Service guidelines for integrity) but not yet listed. The 
responsibilities of the SHPO include participation in the review of proposed 
federal actions that affect cultural resources. Section 106 is a procedural 
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requirement whereby federal agencies must consider the effects of their actions 
on cultural resources that are either listed or eligible for listing on the NRHP. 

3. 1.8. 1 Affected Environment. 

Edwards AFB has a Cultural Resources Management Plan in place that details 
the goals, objectives. and priorities for management of the base's numerous 
historic resources. Specifically, the plan concerns the responsibilities of the Base 
Historic Preservation Officer (BHPO), the base's mventory and evaluation 
program, the base's nomination and protection program, a plan to comply with 
existing legislation concerning Native American consultation, and the curation of 
cultural materials. This management plan is intended to support a Programmatic 
Agreement that will constitute SHPO and Advisory Council for Historic 
Preservation (Council) comment for many management areas. 

The ROI for cultural resources is the area within the confines of the Edwards AFB 
boundary. However, the primary focus of activities is in the immediate area 
surrounding the Birk Flight Test Facility and areas that target boards would be 
positioned. 

Numerous cultural resource surveys have been conducted at Edwards AFB 
resulting in the identification of over 2,000 cultural resources, of whict1 roughly 
half are considered prehistoric, and half are considered historic. Only a relatively 
small number of prehistoric cultural resources at Edwards AFB have been 
formally evaluated for eligibility to the NRHP, and of those. approximately 12 have 
been recommended for inclusion by the BHPO. The northeastern hilly portion of 
Edwards AFB at elevations greater than 2,500 feet above sea level are not 
considered sensitive for prehistoric resources. Sensitivity increases westward 
and is highest in the low-lying areas surrounding dry lake beds. Previously 
identified prehistoric sites range from villages to small artifact scatters. 

A wide variety of historic cultural resources have also been identified at Edwards 
AFB. These sites range from town sites and mining sites to trash scatters. 
Numerous buildings and structures at Edwards AFB are or may be NRHP eligible 
under the World War II or Man-In-Space themes. The northern portion of Rogers 
Lake has been d<~signated as a National Historic Landmark under the Man-In
Space theme (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

No traditional Native American sacred or ceremonial sites are not known to occur 
within the boundaries of Edwards AFB, although it is conceivable that they may 
exist (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

Approximately 550 paleontological finds, some as old as 21 million years, have 
been documented on Edwards AFB. These finds have been recovered from 
limestone outcrops southeast of Kramer junction and alluvial sed•ments 
associated with the Rosamond and Rogers dry lake areas. 
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3.1.8.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing activities would occur on previously 
disturbed, paved, or developed land. No construction activity would be necessary 
for ground-testing activities. Therefore, there are no foreseen impacts to cultural 
or paleontological resources on Edwards AFB resulting from proposed ground
testing activities by the ABL Program. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-testing activities would involve up to 50 MARTI 
Drop tests and 50 Proteus aircraft tests. Only low-power tests would occur during 
tests with the Proteus aircraft. Approximately 25 of the MARTI Drop tests would 
involve low-energy engagements; the remaining tests could involve high-energy 
engagements. No target debris is anticipated from proposed flight-test activities 
at Edwards AFB; therefore, no debris recovery or ground disturbance would 
occur. No adverse impacts to cultural resources are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. Because no ground disturbance would occur during 
proposed ground- and flight-test activities at Edwards AFB, no adverse impacts to 
cultural resources are anticipated. No mitigation measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.1.9 Socioeconomics 

3.1.9.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for socioeconomics includes northern Los Angeles and southeastern 
Kern counties. Within Los Angeles County, the communities most likely to host 
the personnel associated with the ground- and flight-testing activities are 
Lancaster and Palmdale, the two largest communities close lo Edwards AFB. 
Rosamond and California City in Kern County may also host personnel. The 
affected environment is described below in terms of its principal attributes: 
population, income, employment, and housing. 

Population. In 1999, Los Angles County had a population of almost 9.4 million, 
and Kern County had a population of 640,000 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
2001 a). The communities most likely to host temporary personnel associated 
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with the ABL Program are Lancaster, Palmdale, and Mojave, the closest 
communities with the largest concentration of available housing and hotels/ 
motels, Lancaster and Palmdale bolh have populations of less than 200,000 
each, Mojave has a population of 3,800 (Census Bureau, 2001 ), 

Income. In 1999, Los Angeles County had a per capita personal income of 
$28,276. This ranked 17th in the state, and was 95 percent of the state average 
of $29,856, and 99 percent of the national average of $28,546, Kern County had 
a per capita income of $19,886, This ranked 47th in the state, and was 
67 percenl of the state average of. and 70 percent of the national average 
(Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2001 b), 

Employment. Full- and part-time employment in Los Angeles County totaled 
5.4 million in 1999. up from 5,3 million in 1989, Kern County had 310,000 full
and part-time employees in 1999, up from 250,000 in 1989 (Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, 2001 a), 

Edwards AFB employs approximately 14,000 individuals, 40 percent of whom are 
military personnel. Lancaster and Palmdale had labor forces of 49,000 and 
36,000, respectively, in July 2001, and unemployment rates of 5,9 and 
5.8 percent, respectively, Mojave had a labor force of just over 2,100, The 
unemployment rate for Mojave was 5,3 percent in July 2001 (Califorma 
Employment Development Department, 2001 ), 

Housing. Los Angeles County had a total of 32 million housing units in 2000, 
with almost 42,000 in Lancaster, 37,000 in Palmdale, and 1,800 in Mojave, 
Vacancy rates were 4,2 percent for Los Angeles County, BA percent in 
Lancaster, and 7,5 and 22 percent in Palmdale and Mojave, respectively 
(U.S, Census Bureau, 2002). 

3.1.9,2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing activities at Edwards AFB are 
expected to require up to 750 permanent program-related personnel and up to 
50 temporary personnel during the test period, Given the normal daily, weekly, 
and monthly fluctuation of population, employment, and visitors to both Edwards 
AFB and local communities in the ROI, the 750 additional program-related 
personnel and up to 50 temporary personnel during the test period would have a 
small, positive, yet largely unnoticeable effect on population, income, or 
employment in the ROL Because the increase in the number of employees would 
represent only a:; percent increase in the number of people employed at 
Edwards AFB, and just 0.74 percent of the total labor force of the ROI, the 
impact. although positive, would be smalL There wouid most likely not be any 
discernable effect on direct. indirect, or induced jobs, income, housing, and 
related population, 
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Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-Jesting activities at Edwards AFB are expected 
to require up to 750 program-related personnel and up to 50 temporary personnel 
during the test period. However, as with ground-testing activities, this infusion is 
not likely to result in any discernable effect of direct, indirect, or induced jobs, 
income, and related population. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be necessary for either the 
ground-testing or flight-testing activities. 

Cumulative Impacts. With no discernible impacts expected for the ABL 
Program's testing activities, the potential for additive, incremental, cumulative 
impacts of the ABL Program, in addition to other past, current, or reasonably 
foreseeable projects is considered remote. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 
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SECTION 3.2 
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE 



3.2 KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE 

3.2.1 Local Community 

Background 

Military activity began at the Kirtland AFB site in 1939 with the leasing of 
2,000 acres near the municipal airport for servicing transient military aircraft. 
Shortly thereafter, Kirtland Field was established, named for Colonel Roy C. 
Kirtland, a military aviation pioneer. At the same time, the Army Air Force 
established Sandia Base, a training depot for aircraft mechanics, to the east of 
Kirtland Field. In September 1945, several units of Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (LANL) were moved to Sandia Base to provide flight support and test 
facilities for LANL. These units were the predecessors of Sandia Corporation, 
now Sandia National Laboratories, the largest tenant unit on Kirtland AFB, which 
is operated by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Kirtland Field and Sandia 
Base merged in 1971 under the Air Force, and are now known as Kirtland AFB. 
Kirtland AFB is presently under control of the Air Force Materiel Command. 

Approximately 23,000 people are employed at Kirtland AFB (Kirtland Air Force 
Base, 1999). An average of 30,000 takeoffs and landings of military aircraft occur 
each year from Albuquerque International Airport, which shares runway facilities 
with Kirtland AFB. 

Location 

Kirtland AFB is situated in central New Mexico, adjacent to the state's largest city, 
Albuquerque (Figure 3.2-1 ). The westernmost portion of Kirtland AFB is adjacent 
to Albuquerque International Airport. The base comprises an area of 
approximately 51 ,600 acres, of which nearly 16,000 acres are national forest land 
withdrawn for Air Force use; 7,500 acres are national forestland withdrawn for 
DOE use (Kirtland Air Force Base, 1999). The ABL SPO, an approximately 
70-acre site, is situated near the southeast end of the east-west runway, just 
south of South Gate Avenue, in the area of Hangar 760 (see Figure 2.2-2). 
Facilities include laboratories for test and integration of the laser and laser-beam 
control subsystems. 

The Albuquerque metropolitan area and Kirtland AFB are situated in a river valley 
(Rio Grande River) bounded by a high plateau on the west and a mountain range 
(southern Rocky Mountains) on the east. Weather patterns in the area are 
characterized by low precipitation; wide temperature extremes; frequent drying 
winds; heavy rain showers, usually of short duration; and erratic, seasonal 
precipitation. The monthly mean temperature ranges from 33' F in January, to 
79'F in July. The annual average temperature is 57'F. The average annual 
precipitation is 8.3 inches and occurs between June and September. Snowfall 
occurs between December and March, and averages approximately 10.3 inches 
annually. The average wind speed for the area is 9 mph. The prevailing wind 
direction is from the north in the winter, and from the south along the river valley 
in the summer. 
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3.2.2 Airspace 

Only ground-testing activities of the ABL system are proposed at Kirtland AFB. 
None of the activities (involving testing laser components on the ground after they 
are integrated into the aircraft) would have airspace impacts. Therefore, no 
impacts to airspace at Kirtland AFB are anticipated. 

3.2.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

3.2.3.1 Affected Environment. 

The Kirtland AFB Hazardous Material Plan 191-96 provides guidelines, 
instructions, and procedures to prevent and respond to accidental spills of 
hazardous materials including a description of appropriate prevention, control, 
and countermeasures (Kirtland Air Force Base, 1997). The Kirtland AFB 
Hazardous Waste Management Plan provides guidance to personnel regarding 
the storage, transportation, use, and disposal of hazardous waste (Kirtland Air 
Force Base, 2000). These plans incorporate appropriate federal, state, local, and 
Air Force requirements regarding management of hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste. 

A variety of hazardous materials are utilized and stored at Kirtland AFB to support 
the wide range of activities conducted on the base. The largest quantities of 
materials stored on base are petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL). Kirtland AFB 
operates on the pharmacy concept, which allows the installation tenants to obtain 
hazardous materials from assigned distribution centers. Hazardous waste 
generated at Kirtland AFB is associated with the operation of industrial shops, 
research and development laboratories, pesticide and herbicide application, 
radiological testing, fire-control training, and fuel management (U.S. Air Force, 
1997). 

3.2.3.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground~ Testing Activities. Hazardous material usage related to ground-testing 
activities at Kirtland AFB would be similar to that discussed for Edwards AFB with 
the exception that COIL chemicals to support the HEL would not be stored or 
utilized. 

Existing stores of JP-8, and POL at Kirtland AFB would be used to fuel and 
maintain the AGE used to supply power to the aircraft and laser systems during 
ground-testing activities. Only small quantities of JP-8 and POLs would be 
utilized to power AGE equipment and support ground-testing activities. These 
small quantities would result in a negligible increase in materials requirements 
from current base operations. Existing pollution prevention and facility response 
plans (e.g., Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan) would minimize 
any potential environmental consequences due to the use of these materials. In 
accordance with normal operations at Kirtland AFB, existing hazardous waste 
accumulation points would be used to contain and dispose of any hazardous 
waste generated from AGE. No hazardous materials would be off-loaded from 
the ABL aircraft that would be considered a hazardous waste. 
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Flight-Testing Activities. No !tight-testing activities are proposed at Kirtland 
AFB. 

In the event the ABL aircraft is unable to land at Edwards AFB after conducting 
test activities (e.g., due to Edwards AFB runway closure), Kirtland AFB has been 
identified as one of three pre-planned "divert bases" in which the aircraft could be 
diverted. Although nothing would prevent the ABL aircraft from landing at any 
suitable base in time of emergency, personnel at Kirtland AFB would be 
specifically trained to support the ABL aircraft and appropriate equipment to 
handle ABL hazardous materials (e.g., chemical transfer and recovery 
receptacles) would be in place. The ABL aircraft would remain at Kirtland AFB 
until the Edwards AFB runway is cleared for incoming traffic. 

Mitigation Measures. Because ABL test activities would be required to comply 
with applicable federal, state, DOD, and Air Force regulations regarding the use, 
storage, and handling of hazardous materials and hazardous waste, these 
activities would not result in substantial environmental impacts, and no mitigation 
measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL test activities would not be conducted as 
described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be conducted as 
analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. Management of hazardous materials and hazardous 
waste at Kirtland AFB would continue in accordance with current practices. No 
adverse impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.2.4 Health and Safety 

3.2.4.1 Affected Environment. 

The affected environment at Kirtland AFB includes aircraft parking at Pad 4; 
which is adjacent to Building 760 and laser range areas (see Figure 2.2-2). The 
lower-power ground-testing shots of the ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL lasers from 
the ABL aircraft will occur at Pad 4. No HEL ground-testing shots or airborne 
lasing activities would be performed at Kirtland AFB. 

Kirtland AFB Instruction (KAFBI) 48-109, Laser Hazard Control Program, 
implements AFOSH Standard 48-139 and outlines policies, responsibilities, and 
procedures for laser operations on Kirtland AFB tD ensure a safe environment to 
operate lasers. The Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) at Kirtland AFB for 
laser safety/laser hazard control is Bioenvironmental Engineering (377 AMDS/ 
SGPB). Guidance relating to laser safety on military ranges is contained in 
MIL-HDBK-828A, Department of Defense Handbook: Laser Safety on Ranges 
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and in Other Outdoor Areas; while ANSI Z136.6-2000, Safe Use of Lasers 
Outdoors, also contains guidance and recommended practices. 

3.2.4.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing activities would be conducted in 
accordance with similar health and safety measures as identified for Edwards 
AFB. The lower-power ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL would be fired downrange 
(south/southeast) from Pad 4 to multiple target platforms at varying distances, 
specifically 4, 5, and 7 km downrange (see Figure 2.2-2). Targets used during 
the firing of the laser systems include billboard-mounted target boards and 
rotoplane-mounted target boards (Figure 3.2-2). Up to 500 rotoplane and 500 
target board tests would be conducted during the course of lasing activities for 
each of the ABL aircraft. 

The U.S. Air Force considers BASH a safety concern for aircraft operations. 
BASH hazards at Kirtland AFB are managed to reduce bird/animal activity relative 
to aircraft operations. Because only one landing and take-off of the ABL aircraft 
would occur during ground-test activities at Kirtland AFB, the likelihood of a BASH 
incident is considered low. 

Because ABL ground-testing activities at Kirtland AFB would be performed in 
accordance with applicable regulations, and appropriate safety measures would 
be implemented, no adverse impacts are expected. 

Mitigation Measures. ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would be 
performed in accordance with applicable regulations, and appropriate safety 
measures would be implemented. A Process Safety Management Plan would be 
implemented to cover proper use and handling of highly hazardous chemicals, 
toxics, and reactives ·per 29 CFR 1910.119. Therefore, no mitigation measures 
would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL testing activities would not be conducted as 
described ir1 Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be conducted as 
analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse enviror1mental impacts are ar1ticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. l~o mitigation measures would be required ur1der the No
Action Alternative. 
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3.2.5 Air Quality 

3.2.5.1 Affected Environment. 

Information on the affected environment and the environmental consequences at 
the Earth's surface, the planetary boundary layer, and the upper atmosphere 
were addressed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.7 of the 1997 FE IS, and are ·Incorporated 
by reference. 

The ROI consists of the regional air quality control region in which Kirtland AFB is 
situated, and where ABL testing activities would occur. Kirtland AFB is situated in 
Bernalillo County, which is within the Albuquerque-Mid Rio Grande Intrastate Air 
Quality Control Region (AQCR) (40 CFR Part 81 ). The Albuquerque/Bernalillo 
County Air Quality Control Board (AQCB) and the Albuquerque Environmental 
Health Department (AEHD) administer the air quality program in Bernalillo 
County. 

The Albuquerque/Bernalillo County area remains in attainment for all criteria 
pollutants. According to the U.S. EPA Aerometric Information Retrieval System 
(AIRS) database, recent maximum observed concentrations for CO, PM 10 , and 
ozone are in attainment of the NAAQS, and are presented in Table 3.2-1. The 
CO concentrations show a downward trend with time, while the PM 10 maximum 
daily concentrations are increasing with time. A single exceedance of the PM 10 

(150 ~g/m3 ) NAAQS occurred in 1999. 

Table 3.2-1. Summary of Maximum Criteria Pollutant Concentrations in 

co 
pg/mJ 
PM 10 

ppm 

Year 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

= 

B I'll C t erna 1 o ounty 

CO (8-hour) ppm 
8.3 
6.9 
6.3 
4.9 
4.2 

carbon monox1de 
micrograms per cubic meter 

Criteria Pollutants 
PM 10 (24-hour) ~g/m3 

96 
100 
121 
155 
146 

particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
parts per million 

Ozone (1-hour) ppm 
0.111 
0.099 
0.098 
0.099 
0.100 

The 1999 national emissions inventory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
2001) contains an estimate of annual emissions of 180,225 tons per year for CO. 
Available information suggests that Kirtland AFB contributed 19,255 tons of CO in 
1999. This figure is only 10.6 percent of the county total. 

3.2.5.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. The emissions from ground-level-testing activities, 
compared to the total emissions, would be minimal. There would be no take-off 
or landing of the ABL aircraft other than arrival to Kirtland AFB and departure 
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upon completion of the ground-testing activities. Because only the lower
powered lasers (ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) would be tested, additional VMT to 
support laser refueling would not be required. 

The emission estimates for Kirtland AFB are based upon a single take off and 
landing of the two ABL aircraft, and an estimated 270 hours of AGE operation in 
support of ABL ·;~round-testing activities. The emission estimates are summarized 
in Table 3.2-2. For CO, the estimated emissions are a fraction of a percent of the 
Bernalillo County total emissions. The estimates for other criteria pollutants 
generated during ABL ground-test activities would be much lower than that 
estimates for CO (see Table 3.2.2). The potential air quality impacts from the 
proposed ABL testing activities at Kirtland AFB are expected to be 
inconsequential. 

Table 3.2-2. Estimated Emissions from ABL Testing Activities at Kirtland 
AFB (tons/year) · 

Criteria Pollutant 
Estimate 

--c-=-=---
VOC CO NO, 

ABL Ground Tests 
Kirtland AFB (2000) 

ABL Airborne Laser 
CO carbon monoxide 
NOx nitrogen oxides 

0.22 Ei.50 0.18 
28.83 21.84 29.24 

PM 10 = particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
VOC volatile organic compound 

Source: U.S. Air Force. 2000c. 

PM 10 

0.01 
11.44 

Flight-Testing Activities. No fiight-testing activities are proposed at Kirtland 
AFB. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the No-Action Alternative, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-A-:tion Alternative, ABL ground-testing activities would not be 
conducted as d"scribed in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 
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3.2.6 Noise 

3.2.6.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for noise exposure at Kirtland AFB includes the area around Hangar 
760. The proposed location for ABL ground-testing activities (aircraft parking 
Pad-4) is approximately 985 feet south of the east end of the main east-west 
runway at Albuquerque International Airport. This location falls within the 70-dBA 
noise contour of current airport operations. The nearest housing area is Kirtland 
AFB's Zia Base Housing Complex, situated over 3,000 feet northeast of Hangar 
760. 

3.2.6.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Increased noise levels from use of AGE and other ground support equipment 
adjacent to the runway during ground-testing activities and the landing and take 
off of the ABL aircraft would not cause adverse effects to residential areas or the 
local population. 

Mitigation Measures. l'>lo mitigation measures would be required under the 
Proposed Action. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternatives. 

3.2.7 Biological Resources 

3.2. 7.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI is the environment within the confines of the Kirtland AFB fence line. 
However, the primary focus of activities is in the immediate area surrounding 
aircraft parking Pad 4 and the laser range to be utilized. 

The Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 1531-1544) is intended to 
protect and restore endangered and threatened species of animals and plants 
and their habitats. Other federal statutes protecting biological resources include 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 703-712), the Bald Eagle and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S C. Section 668-668d), and the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 661-667d) and the Sikes Act as 
amended (16 U.S.C. 670a-670o). 
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The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish protects threatened and 
endangered wildlife species under the authority of the New Mexico Wildlife 
Conservation Act (19 New Mex1co Administrative Code [NMAC] Sectior. 33.1 ). 
The New Mexico Energy. Minerals, and Natural Resources Department protects 
threatened and endangered plant species under regulations governing 
endangered plant species (19 NMAC Section 21.2). 

Vegetation. The Rocky Mountain and Great Basin Grasslands and Conifer and 
Oak Woodlands are the most prevalent vegetative communities at Kirtland AFB. 
The cantonment is urban landscaped. 

Grasslands exhibiting Great Basin characteristics cover the !ower elevations in 
the southwest and north-central portions of Kirtland AFB, between 5,200 and 
5, 700 feeL Within the withdrawal area, grassland is found as high as 6,900 feet, 
and Rocky Mountain Grasslands are 'ound at higher elevations, interspersed 
among the Conifer a:;d Broadleal Forests. 

The Conifer and Oak Woodland Community ranges in elevation from 5,800 to 
7,500 feet. This plant community occurs primarily ir the south and east portions 
of the base, and is dominated by Colorado p1nyon pine and one-seeded JUniper, 
with an understory of shrubs and grasses 

Conifer and Broad leaf Forest is found above the Conifer and Oak Woodland 
Community at elevations ranging from 6,500 to 7,988 feet. This habitat occurs 
within the withdrawal area. and is restricted to higher elevations of the Manzanita 
Mountains (U.S. Air Force, 2000c). 

Wildlife. The Hocky Mountain Grasslands are home to mammals such as the 
gray wolf (Cani.; lupus), elk (Cetvus elaphus), desert bighorn sheep (Ovis 
canadensis mexicana), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), badger (Taxidea taxus), mule 
deer (Odocoileus hemionus), wh:te-tailed Jackrabbit (Lepus townsendil), grizzly 
bear ( Ursus arctos), shrews, and voles. Birds such as the red-railed ~1awk (Buteo 
jamaicensis), common nighthawk (Chordeles minor), Amecican kestrel (Falco 
spatverius), and mountain bluebird (Salia currucoides) ofte:1 inhabit these 
grasslands. Amphib;ans and reptiles common to Rocky Mountain Grasslands 
include the tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum), the northern leopard frog 
(Rena pipens), and the wandering garter snake (Thamnophis elegans vagrans) 
(U.S. Air Force, 2000c). 

AI lower elevations, in the Great Basin Grasslands, a large variety of wildlife 
species are present. The mammal community is dominated by rodents, rabbits, 
and hares. These include the desert cottontail ( Sylvilagus audubonil), Gunnison's 
prairie dog (Cynomys gunnisiom), white-footed deer mouse (Peromyscus 
maniculatus), silky pocket mouse (Perognathus flavus), Merriam's kangaroo rat 
(Oipodomys msrriami), and the northern grasshopper mouse (Onychomys 
leucogaster). Mammal' an predators 'oJnd i.o these grasslands include the coyote 
(Canis /atrana), Dadger, kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), striped skunk (Mephitis 
mephitis), and bobcat (Lynx rufous). Common birds associated with Great Basin 
Grasslands inciJde the horned !ark (Eremophila alpeslris), scaied quail 
(Cal/ipepla squamata), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), greater roadrunner 
(Geococcyx califomianus), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), northern 
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mockingbird (Mimus po/yglottos), crissal thrasher (Toxostoma crissa/), lark 
sparrow ( Chordestes grammacus), black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza 
bilineata), western meadowlark (Sturnel/a neglecta), brown-headed cowbird 
(Molothrus ater), and house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus). The birds of prey, or 
raptors, most commonly found in these grasslands include the northern harrier 
(Circus cyaneus), red-tailed hawk, American kestrel, prairie falcon (Falco 
mexicanus), barn owl (Tyto alba), burrowing owl (Spectyto cunicularia), long
eared owl (Asio otus), and great horned owl (Bubo virginianus) (U.S. Air Force, 
2000c). 

Reptiles and amphibians found within Great Basin Grasslands include the plains 
spadefoot toad ( Scaphiopus bombifrons), Great Plains toad (Bufo cognatus), 
western box turtle (Terrapene ornata), whiptaillizard (Cnemidophorus spp.), 
lesser earless lizard (Holbrookia maculata), and the western diamondback 
rattlesnake (Crotalus atrox). 

The Conifer and Oak Woodlands of the southwest United States are home to 
such mammals as the rock squirrel ( Spermophi/us variegatus), brush mouse 
(Peromyscus boy/it), porcupine, black bear (Ursus americanus), and mountain 
lion (Felis concolor). Common birds found in the southwestern Conifer and Oak 
Woodlands include the black-chinned hummingbird (Archilochus alexandn), 
Cassin's kingbird (Tyrannus vociferans), scrub jay (Aphe/ocoma coeru/escens), 
mountain chickadee (Parus gambelt], western bluebird (Sia/ia mexicana), yellow 
warbler (Dendroica petechia), western tanager (Piranga /udoviciana), and Scott's 
oriole (Icterus parisorum). Common raptors found in this habitat include the 
sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus) and the western screech owl ( Otus 
kennicottit). Reptiles and amphibians are generally absent from this type of 
community. One reptile that can be found is the plateau striped whiptail 
(Cnemidophorus velox) (U.S. Air Force, 2000c). 

Threatened and Endangered Species. No protected plant species are found at 
Kirtland AFB. Federally and state-listed threatened or endangered animal 
species that may be present in the vicinity of Kirtland AFB are listed in Table 
3.2-3. Of these, the Gray vireo (state listed as threatened) is most likely to be 
found in the area of the Proposed Action. The other species are included owing 
to their high level of mobility, and the relative closeness of potentially suitable 
habitat in the nearby Manzanita Mountains. 

Sensitive Habitats. At Kirtland AFB, wetlands are situated at the various springs 
where sufficient moisture occurs at least part of the year. Locations of wetlands 
on Kirtland AFB include Coyote Springs, Unnamed Spring, Sol se Mete Spring, 
Lurance Spring, Manzano Spring 1, and Manzano Spring 2 (U.S. Air Force, 
2000c). None of these springs is near the proposed ABL testing area. 
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Table 3.2-3. Threatened and Endangered Species in Bernalillo Count , New Mexico 
Common Name I Scientific Name Slate Status I Federal Status 

Animal Species 
Black-footed ferret 
Southwestern willow 
fiycatcher 
Whooping crane 
Rio Grande silvery minnow 
Bald eagle 

--
Mountain plover 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 
New Mexico meadow jumping 
mouse 
Pecos River muskrat 
Townsend's big-eared bat 
American peregrine falcon-
Arctic peregrine falcon 
Baird's sparrow 
Black tern 
Northern goshawk 
American peregrine falcon1'i 

Mustela nigripes 
Empidonax traillii extimus 

1-Grus americana 
Hybognathus amarus 

I _Ha/iaeetus leucocephalus 
. 

Charadrius montanus I 
Coccyzus americanus I 
Zapus hudsonius luteus 

Ondatra zibethicus ripensis 
_ Corynorhinus townsendii 
Falco peregrinus anatus 
Falco peregrinus tundrius 
Ammodramus bairdii 
Chlidonias niger 
Accipiter gentilis 
Falco peregrinus anatum 

Mexican spotted owl(aJ Strix occidentalis lucid8 _____ c----
Gray vi reefal Vireo vicinior ··-=F 
Spotted Bati'i 

--
Euderma maculatum 

Invertebrate Species I 
Millipede Comanche/us chihuanus _ _L -
Note. (a) Known or expected to occur <:1! K1rtland AFB. 

C candidate 
E endangered 
PT proposed threatened 
SC species of concern 
T threatened 

Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2002a 

3.2. 7.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

E 
E 

E 
- E 
T 

I 

T 
- PT 
- c 
-

I 
sc 

- sc 
- sc 
E sc 
- sc 
- sc 
- sc 
- sc 
E -
- T 
T -

T -

- I sc 

Ground-Testing Activities. Only the lower-power lasers (ARS. BILL. TILL, and 
SHEL) would be ground tested at Kirtland AFB; therefore, the use of a GPRA 
would not be required. No construction or ground-disturbing activities would 
occur during ground-testing activities. Laser targets would be placed at 
established locations with existing earthen backstops within the laser test range. 
If burrowing owls are discovered in the vicinity of proposed ABL ground test 
areas, measures would be implemented to avoid harming the owls. Because 
ground-test activities will utilize an existing laser test range and no construction or 
ground disturbance would occur, adverse impacts to biological resources are not 
expected. 

Flight-Testing Activities. No flight-testing activities are proposed at Ktrtland 
AFB. 
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Mitigation Measures. Because there are oo adverse 1mpacts aoticipated uoder 
the Proposed Actioo, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
cooducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. t'o mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.2.8 Cultural Resources 

3.2.8.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for cultural resources at Kirtland AFB is the environment within the 
confines of the Kirtland AFB boundary. However, the primary focus of activities is 
in the immediate area surrounding Hangar 760, aircraft parking Pad 4, and the 
laser range to be utilized. No flight-testing activities would take place at Kirtland 
AFB. 

Numerous cultural resource surveys have been conducted at Kirtland AFB 
resulting, as of 1995, in the identification of approximately 300 cultural resources. 
These resources consist of almost 300 archaeological sites (including prehistoric, 
historic, and sites containing both prehistoric and historic components), 
10 historic resources (consisting of 2 mining districts, 5 buildings, and 3 aircraft 
hangars), a potential archaeological district consisting of nuclear bomb structures 
that may be considered a historic Cold War era district, and a small number of 
miscellaneous resources. 

No traditional Native American sacred or ceremonial sites are known to occur 
within the boundaries of Kirtland AFB. 

Although no paleontological resources have been reported within Kirtland AFB, 
three geologic formations within the base boundary have the potential to yield 
such resources (Pleistocene sediments and gravel, Miocene Santa Fe Group, 
and Pennsylvanian/Mississippian Madera Limestone/Sandia Formation) (U.S. Alf 
Force, 1997a). In addition, several Pleistocene horse and camel bones have 
been found approximately one mile southwest of the base. 
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3.2.8.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing activities would occur on previously 
disturbed, paved, or developed land. No construction activity would be necessary 
for ground-testing activities. Therefore, there are no foreseen impacts to cultural 
or paleontological resources on Kirtland AFB resulting from activity proposed by 
the ABL Program. 

Flight-Testing Activities. No flight-testing activities are proposed at Kirtland 
AFB. 

Mitigation Measures. Because no adverse impacts have been identified under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative 1m pacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action AltHrnative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.2.9 Socioeconomics 

3.2.9.1 AffectE•d Environment. 

The ROI for socioeconomics includes Bernalillo County, which contains Kirtland 
AFB and the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The affected environment is 
described in terms of its principal attributes: population, income, employment, 
and housing or lodging. 

Population. In 1999, Bernalillo County had a population of 525,000 (Bureau of 
Econom1c Anal)•sis, 2001 a). 

Income. In 1999, Bernalillo County had a per capita personal income of $27,287. 
The county ranf:ed third in the state, and was 125 percent of the state average of 
S21 ,836 and 96 percent of the national average of $28,546 (Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, 2001 b). 

Employment. l<irtland AFB employs over 23,000 individuals, approximately 
35 percent of whom are military personnel. Full· and part-time employment in 
Bernalillo County totaled almost 390,000 in 1999, up from the 310,000 employed 
in 1989 (Bureau of Economic Analysis. 2001a). 
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Housing/Lodging. Because personnel associated w1th the ABL Program's 
ground-testing activities are expected to rotate into and out of Kirtland AFB on a 
temporary basis for the short duration of ground-testing activities, i: is anticiDated 
that they wit: seek accommodations in hotels and motels closest to Kirtland AFB. 
There are 73 hotels/motels recognized by the American Automobile Associallon 
(AAA) in the Albuquerque area, with a total of 9,784 units (American Automobile 
Associatron, 2001 ). 

3.2.9.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground-testing activities at Kirtland AFB are 
expected to require up to 50 program-related temporary personnel for the 
duration of lest activities. Given the normal daily, weekly, and monthly fluctuation 
of population, employment, and visitors to both Kirtia~d AFB and local 
communities in the ROI. the need for up to 50 additional program-related 
temporary personnel would have a small, positive, yet largely unnoticeable effect 
on population, income, or employment in the ROI. Socioeconomic impacts would 
essentially be limited to their expenditures in the local economy, particularly at 
local hotels/motels and restaurants. Based on a 2002 maximum per diem rate of 
$103 (US. General Service Administration, 2001 ), the 50 program-related 
personnel could result in an infusion of approximately $5,150 per day (about 
$36,050 per week) into the toea: economy, depending on the duration of t!leir 
temporary assignments at Kirtland AFB. 

However, because it would represent only a 0.3-percent increase in the number 
of people employed at Kirtland AFB, 0.01 percent of the total labor force of the 
ROI, and the demand for up to 50 hotel/motel units would only represent 
0.5 percent of the 9,784-unit supply in the ROI, the impact, although positive, 
would be minimaL For example, assuming an average occupancy rate of 
70 percent, there would normally be 2,935 unoccupied units available to the 
50 program-related personnel at any one time; therefore, there would not be any 
discernable effect on direct, indirect, or iflduced jobs, income. and related 
populalion. 

Flight-Testing Activities. No flight-testing activities are proposed at Kirtland 
AFB; therefore, no socioeconomic impacts would be anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be necessary for proposed 
ground-testing activities. 

Cumulative Impacts. With no discernible impacts expected for the ABL 
Program's ground-testing activities at Kirtland AFB, the potential for additive, 
incremental, and cumulative impacts of the ABL Program in addition to other past, 
current, or reasonably foreseeable projects is considered remote. 
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No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-.'lction Alternative, ABL ground-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse socioeconomic impacts 
within the ROI are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 
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3.3 WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE/HOLLOMAN AFB 

3.3.1 Local Community 

Background 

Before World War II, the area of the present WSMR was used by ranchers for 
graz'1ng cattle and goats. White Sands Proving Grounds was established after 
the end of World War II. What is now WSMR was the Alamogordo Bombing and 
Gunnery Range that was used to train military aircrews that fiew out of then 
Alamogordo Army Air Field (AAF) and other AAF bases in southern New Mexico. 
On May 1, 1958, White Sands Proving Ground was redesignated as WSMR. 

Today, WSMR is a Major Range and Test Facility Base designated as a national 
test range, and is the largest overland test facility in the United States. The range 
supports missile development and test programs for the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, 
U.S. Air Force, NASA, other government agencies, some foreign governments, 
and private industry. White Sands Space Harbor is an alternate landing site for 
the space shuttle, and a training site for shuttle pilots. Approximately 6,000 
civilian, military, and contractor personnel are employed at WSMR. 

Construction at Holloman AFB began with development of the Alamogordo 
Bombing and Gunnery Range in 1941. The post was elevated to Army Air Base 
status and christened Alamogordo AAF in 1942. The base was renamed 
Holloman AFB in 1948, shortly after the Air Force became a separate service 
branch (U.S. Air Force, 1993). Holloman AFB is currently headquarters for the 
49th Fighter Wing and supports a variety of Air Force, DOD, and Army tenant 
organizations. Holloman AFB is also home to the worlds longest (50, 188 feet) 
and fastest (approaching 10,000 feet per second) Test Track. Holloman AFB 
supports about 23,000 active duty, Guard and Reserve personnel, retirees, DOD 
civilians, and their families. 

Location 

WSMR is situated in south-central New Mexico, and includes approximately 
2 million acres in Dona Ana, Otero, Socorro, Sierra, Lincoln, and Torrence 
counties (Figure 3.3-1 ). The area available for ABL testing (including WSMR, its 
Northern and Western Call-up Areas, Holloman AFB, and Fort Bliss) extends 
approximately 160 miles north to south and 80 miles east to west. Call-up areas 
are land areas that are not under range control; however, through agreement with 
the landowners, these areas can be utilized to extend the range boundaries to the 
west and north for safety reasons. WSMR headquarters is situated 
approximately 20 miles east of Las Cruces, New Mexico. Holloman AFB, where 
the ABL aircraft could land to perform ground-test activities in the event ground 
tests cannot be conducted at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB, is situated in Otero 
County, New Mexico, 8 miles west-southwest of Alamogordo and covers 
59,639 acres. Holloman AFB is contiguous lo WSMR's eastern boundary. 
WSMR surrounds White Sands National Monument to the north, west, and south, 
and is adjacent to the southwest portion of Holloman AFB. 'Airspace associated 
with Fort Bliss to the south and southeast of WSMR could be used during ABL 
flight-test activities (see Figure 3.3-1 ). 
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The ABL Program would use existing launch complexes at WSMR to launch 
missile targets supporting the ABL flight-testing activities. The complexes support 
both ground-to-ground and ground-to-air missile launches. Missile assembly 
facilities and temporary storage facilities for missiles are present in the area of the 
launch complexes. Approved impact points are used for recovery of missiles 
launched at WSMR. 

WSMR is generally bounded on the west and northwest by the San Andres 
Mountains, on the north by the Oscura Mountains, on the east by U.S. Highway 
54, and on the southwest by the Organ Mountains. The regional climate is 
characterized by an abundance of sunshine throughout the year, very low 
humidity, scant rainfall, occasional dust storms, and a relatively mild winter. The 
average annual temperature at the south end of the range is 50" F. The monthly 
mean temperature in December and January is 44 "F, with daily temperatures 
ranging from 32°F to 56"F. July is the warmest month with a mean temperature 
of 81 "F. Annual precipitation varies from 7 to 11 inclles; over one-half occurs 
between June and September. The average monthly wind speeds are relatively 
low, and range from 5 to 9 mph. Prevailing winds are from the west, except 
during July and August, when the wind directions are from the southeast and 
south-southwest, respectively. The windy season is from March to May, and is 
characterized by strong westerly winds and periods of blowing dust. 

3.3.2 Airspace 

3.3.2.1 Affected Environment. 

The airspace ROt for WSMR is defined as that area that could be affected by ABL 
fiight-testing activities. For the purposes of this document, the ROI is that 
airspace over WSMR and an approximately 185-km (100-nm) zone around the 
range boundaries to the west, north, and east. 

The affected airspace use environment in the WSMR airspace ROI is described 
below in terms of its principal attributes, namely controlled and uncontrolled 
airspace, SUA, MTRs, en route airways and jet routes, airports and airfields, and 
ATC. 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. Outside of the SUA identified and 
discussed separately in the next section, the airspace in the ROI is a mix of 
controlled and uncontrolled airspace. The controlled airspace comprises Class A 
airspace from 18,000 feet above MSL up to and including FL 600 (60,000 feet), 
Class E airspace below 18,000 feet, and either Class Cor Class D airspace 
surrounding airports within the Class E airspace. There is no Class B airspace 
within the WSMR ROI. The SUA within the ROt is described separately below. 

Within Class E airspace, separation service is provided for IFR aircraft only, and, 
to the extent practical, traffic advisories to aircraft operating under VFR. The 
Class E airspace has a fioor of 1,200 feet or greater above the surface, except for 
the areas surrounding Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport to the east of 
WSMR, Las Cruces and Truth or Consequences Airports to the west of WSMR, 
Socorro Airport at the northwest edge of WSMR, and Sierra Blanca Regional 
Airport to the east of WSMR, where the Class E airspace has a fioor of 700 feet 
above the surface. The ROt overlaps Class C a·~rspace surrounding El Paso 
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International Airport to the south and Albuquerque International Airport to the 
north (Figure :U-2). 

Class G. or uncontrolled airspace, below 14,500 feel lies to the wes: and 
southwest of Socorro and Truth or Consequences below and surrounding the 
Cato. Reserve, and Morenci MOA. 

The d:stinction betv<een "controlled'' and 'uncontrolled" airspace is important. 
Within controlled airspace, ATC service is provided to IFR and VFR ftights in 
accordance with the airspace classification. Con:rolled airspace is also that 
airspace within which aircraft operators are subject to certain pilot qualifications, 
operating rule,;, and equipment requirements. For example, for IFR operations in 
any class of controlled airspace, a pilot must file an IFR ftight plan, and receive an 
appropriate ATC clearance. Within uncontrolled airspace, no ATC service to 
aircraft operating under either IFR or VFR is provided other than possible traffic 
advisories when the ATC workload permits and radio communications can be 
established (lllman. 1993) White Sands Radar Facility (WSRF) provides 
clearances for aircraft operating within the WSMR area. 

Special Use Airspace. There are 22 Restricted Areas in the WSMR ROt 
associated with eitherWSMR, Holloman AFB, or Fort Bliss. Table 3.3-11ists the 
individual Restricted Areas, their effective altitude, time of use, and controlling 
agency Twelve of the Restricted Areas extend to unlimited altitude, three of 
tC1em (R-5107A, R-51078, and R-5107E) from the surface, the balance from 
various allitodes. 

To the east of WSMR's associated Restricted /\reas is the Beak MOA complex. 
The effective altitude, time of use, and controlling agency of the three MOAs that 
constitute the complex are identified in Table 3.3-1. There are no Prohibited or 
Alert SUA areas in the ROI (National Aeronautics Charting Office. 2001e). 

Military Training Routes. There are numerous MTRs in the WSMR airspace 
ROI. Most are concemrated 111 tre northeast portion o: the ROI passing through 
the Bea~ II and B MOlls and the so"tneast portion ol the ROilhrough the 
R-51 03B originating out of Holloman AFB. Several routes have ending points 
within the WSMR Restricted Area complex. The route's width varies throughout 
the route. !Ill routes are designated as MARSA operations; these routes are 
scheduled for use by a military scheduling activity afld NO TAMs issued (National 
imagery and Mapping Agency, 200~ ). 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. There are several en route, low-altitude 
a1rvvays (up to but not including 18,000 feet above MSL) that surround the WSMR 
Restric!Eid Are<l complex, including V94-611 to the south, V280 to the southeast, 
V611 to the west, and V264 to the north. 

Numerous high-altitude jet routes also pass through the WSMR complex ROI 
above >'8.000 feet above MSL: J4 and J184 to the sou\.1: J26 and J15 to the 
east, J13, J57, and J104 to the west; anc J74 to :he north. Two jet routes, 
J65-1G6 and J108, ac:ually cross the Restricted Area complex (see Figure 3.3-3). 
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Table 3.3-1. Special Use Airspace in the WSMR Airspace ROI 
Number/Name Effective Altitude (feet) Time of Use Controlling Agency 
R-5103A To F'L 1801'1 ___ 0700-2000 M-Fi'li''' ZAB CNTR 
R-5103B To 12,5001

''' 0700-2000 M-FI'II'I ZAB CNTR 
R-5103C 12,500 to Unlimited 0700-2000 M-FI'II'I ZAB CNTR 
R-51030 FL 180 to Unlimited 0700-2000 M-FI'I1' 1 ZAB CNTR 
R-5107A Unlimited Continuous(a}(o) ZAB CNTR 
R-5107B Unlimited Continuous1' 1 NoAIG 
R-5107C 9,000 to Unlimited Continuous M-Fi'i ZAB CNTR 
R-51070 To 22,00Q(Ii) Continuous ZAB CNTR 
R-51 07E Unlimited By NOTAMI'"'i ZAB CNTR 
R-5107F FL 240-FL 450 0701-0659Z M-Fibi1'1 ZAB CNTR 
R-5107G FL 240-FL 450 0701-0659Z M-Fi'li" ZAB CNTR 
R-5107H To 9,000 By NOTAM1' 1 ZAB CNTR 
R-5107J To 9,000 Continuous M-Fi'l ZAB CNTR 
R-5109A 24,000 to Unlimited By NOTAM1'iid) ZAB CNTR 
R-5109B 24,000 to Unlimited By NOT AMI'"'' ZAB CNTR 
R-5111A 13,000 to Unlimited By NOTAM1'11'1 ZAB CNTR 
R-5111 B To 13,000 By NOTAM1' 1i'l ZAB CNTR 
R-5111C 13,000 lo Unlimited By NOTAM''II'I ZAB CNTR 
R-51110 To 13,000 By NOTAMI'Ii'i ZAB CNTR 
R-5113 To 45,000 0900-1900I')(O) ZAB CNTR 
R-5119 FL 350 To Unlimited By NOTAM1' 11 ' 1 ZAB CNTR 
R-5123 Unlimited By NOT AM ZAB CNTR 
Beak A MOA 12,500 to FL 180 0600-1800 M-FI'II'I ZAB CNTR 
Beak B MOA 12,500 to FL 180 0600-1800 M-FI'II'1 ZAB CNTR 
Beak C MOA 12,500 to FL 180 0600-1800 M-Fi'll'> ZAB CNTR 
Cato MOA 13,500 to FL 180 0800-2200 M-Sal'l ZAB CNTR 
Morenci MOA 1 ,500 AGL Ia FL 180 0600-21 00 M-Fi'i ZAB CNTR 
Pecos North High MOA 11,000 to F'L 180 0800-2000 M-FI'I ZAB CNTR 
Pecos North Low MOA 500 AGL lo 11,000 0800-2000 M-FI'I ZAB CNTR 
Pecos South High MOA 11,000 to F'L 180 SR-SS M-F ZAB CNTR 
Pecos South Low MOA 11,000 to F'L 180 By NOT AMI"> ZAB CNTR 
Reserve MOA 500 AGL to FL 180 By NOTAMI'I ZAB CNTR 
Taiban MOA 500 AGL to 11,000 0800-2400 M-F''' ZAB CNTR 
Talon MOA 12,500 to FL 180 SR-SS M-Fi'i ZAB CNTR 
Notes: (a) Continuous- 24 hours a day and/or 7 days a week. 

(b) Other times by NOT AM. 
{c) 12 hours in advance. 
(d) During periods of Daylight Saving Time, effective hours will be 1 hour earlier than shown 
(e) 1 June~ 30 September 
AGL = above ground level 
CNTR ::: Center (Air Route Trc;ffic Control Center) 
FL Flight Level (FL 180 ==approximately 18,000 feet) 
MOA 
No !VG 
NOT AM 
R 
SR 
ss 
ZAB 

" 

Military Operations A ·ea 
no air to ground comrnunications 
Notice to Airmen 
Restricted 
sunrise 
sunset 
Albuquerque ARTCC 

Source: NACO. 2001e and 2001f. 
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However, these two jet routes are normally unavailable within the Restricted 
Areas dunng daytime hours, Monday through Friday. 

As an alternative to aircraft flying above 29,000 feet following the published, 
preferred IFR routes (shown in Figure 3.3·3), the FAA is gradually permitting 
aircraft to select their own routes as alternatives. This "Free Flight" program is an 
innovative concept designed to enhance the safety and efficiency of the National 
Airspace System. The concept moves the National Airspace System from a 
centralizeo command-and-control system between pilots and air traffic 
controllers, to a distributed system that allows pilots, whenever practical, to 
choose their own route, and ftle a flight plan that follows the most efftcient and 
economical route (Federal Aviation Administration, 1998). 

"Free Flight" is already under.vay. and the plan for full implementation will occur 
as procedures are modified and technologies become available and are acqwred 
by users and service providers. This incremental approach balances the needs 
of the aviation community and the expected resources of both the FAA and the 
users. Advanced satellite voice and data communications are being used to 
provide faster and more reliable transmiss',on to enable reductions in vertical, 
lateral, and longitudinal separation, more direct flights and tracks, and faster 
altitude clearances (Federal Aviation Administration, 1998). With full 
implementation of this program, the amount of airspace in the ROt that is likely to 
be clear of traffic will decrease as pilots, whenever practical, choose their own 
route, and file a flight plan that follows the most efficient and economical route, 
rather than following the published preferred IFR routes across the ROt shown in 
Figure 3.3-3. 

Airports/Airfields. In addition to Holloman AFB, there are two Army Air Fields 
(Condron and Stallion) and several airports within the WSMR airspace ROt, 
including Alamogordo-White Sands Regional, Carrizozo, Sierra Blanca Regional, 
Fort Sumner. Roswell industrial. Artesia. Cavern City and Dell City. to the east; 
Dona Ana County, El Paso International, West Texas, and Fabens to the south; 
Las Cruces International, Truth or Consequences. Deming. Hatch, Grant County, 
Whisky Creek, Lordsburg, Reserve, and Socorro to the west; and Albuquerque 
International. Grants Milan, Alexander, Mid Valley, Sandia East, Moriarity, Santa 
Fe, Las Vegas, and Santa Rosa to the north (see Figure 3.3-2). In addition, there 
are numerous private airfields/airstrips in the WSMR airspace ROt. 

Air Traffic Control. The WSMR airspace ROt lies within the Albuquerque Air 
Route Traffic Control Center's (ARTCC's) boundaries (Nattonal Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, 2001d). In the Class A (positive control areas) 
airspace from 18,000 to 60,000 feet, all operations are conducted under IFR 
procedures, and are subject to ATC clearances and instructions. Aircraft 
separation and safety advisories are provided by ATC, the Albuquerque ARTCC. 
In the Class E (general controlled airspace), below 18,000 feet, operations rr.ay 

be either under IFR or VFR; separation service is provided to aircraft operating 
under IFR only and, to the extent practicable, traffic advisories to aircraft 
operating ~nder VFR, by the Albuquerque ARTCC. 

The con!rollin<;~ agency for the Restricted Areas and MOAs within the WSMR 
airspace ROt is Albuquerque ARTCC with the exception of R-51078, which is 
solely used by DOD, and the controlling agency is WSMR. During the published 
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hours of use (see Table 3.3-1), the using agency is responsible for controlling all 
military activity within the restricted airspace, and determining that its perimeters 
are not violated. When scheduled to be inactive, the using agency releases the 
airspace back to the controlling agency (Albuquerque ARTCC), and, in effect, the 
airspace is no longer restricted. If no activity is scheduled during some of the 
published hours of use, the using agency releases the airspace to the controlling 
agency lor nonmilitary operations during thai period of inactivity (lllman, 1993). 

3.3.2.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. Ground tests at WSMR!Holloman AFB (if 
necessary) would be conducted within SUA. WSMR flight safety would determine 
any airspace protection. Only ground testing of the lower-power laser systems 
(i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) would be conducted at Holloman AFB from the 
western end of the base runway (runway 04-22) in the event ground testing was 
not possible at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB. The laser systems would be 
directed westward at targets placed within WSMR. Laser targets would be 
positioned within a shroud to limit the possibility of deflection (and potential 
1m pacts to surrounding airspace) when the laser beam comes into contact with 
the surface of the target. WSMI~ also maintains the appropriate range safety 
requirements and authorizations to conduct laser testing. No impacts to 
controlled or uncontrolled airspace, en-route airways and jet routes, or ATC in the 
airspace ROI are anticipated. Ground-test activities would only be conducted at 
Holloman AFB/WSMR if test activities could not be conducted at Edwards AFB or 
Kirtland AFB (the two primary locations to conduct ground testing). In the event 
that ground tests are conducted at Holloman AFB, impacts could occur to the 
Holloman AFB flying mission due to parking the ABL aircraft and associated 
support equipment at the western end of the base runway (runway 04-22). This 
set up would prevent aircraft from taking-off or landing (i.e., closure of the 
runway). In order to avoid operational impacts at Holloman AFB, other less 
frequently or unused runways, taxiways, or aircraft apron locations could be 
identified/dedicated to support the ABL aircraft during the short period of ground
testing activities. If a suitable ground test location that avoids Holloman AFB 
mission activities cannot be identified, the ABL ground-test program would be 
postponed until conditions at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB are suitable. 

Flight-Testing Activities 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. No new SUA proposal, or any 
modification to the existing SUA, would be necessary to accommodate the flight
testing activities at WSMR. WSRF would ensure that the flight-test area (both 
controlled and uncontrolled airspace) is clear prior to implementing test activities. 
The FAA may (when appropriate) implement flight-level restrictions for non
participating aircraft to ensure they are clear of the test area. An analysis of laser 
safety characteristics is provided in Section 3.1.4. Therefore, no impacts to the 
controlled or uncontrolled airspace in the ROI are expected. 

Special Use Airspace. Use of the SUA associated with WSMR for the proposed 
flight-testing activities would not have an adverse impact on activities conducted 
within the airspace complex. The restricted areas, MOAs. and associated 
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ATCAAs using agency has a scheduling office that is responsible for establishing 
a real-time activity schedule for the parts of the airspace complex that would be 
utilized and forwarded, along with any subsequent changes, to the controlling 
ARTCC. In addition, the fiight tests represent precisely the types of activities for 
which the Restricted Area SUA was created in the early 1960s: namely, to 
accommodate national security and necessary military activities, and to confine or 
segregate activities considered to be hazardous to nonparticipating aircraft. 

MOAs are joint use airspace, as VFR aircraft are not denied access, and IFR 
aircraft may be routed through the airspace when approved separation can be 
provided from activities in the MOAs. Procedures for use of the MOA airspace by 
nonparticipating I FR traffic are set forth in letters of agreement executed between 
the controlling and using agencies. 

In addition, no new demands would be placed on existing SUA that could not be 
accommodated by airspace schedulers. The Proposed Action would not require 
the creation of new SUA or require the modification of existing SUA~ Direct laser 
energy I hat misses the target would exit restricted airspace above 45,000 feet 
and continue upward eventually exiting the Earth's atmosphere. Airspace above 
45,000 feet would be cleared through coordination with the FAA and possible 
fiight-level rest,·ictions. Therefore, no impacts to SUA are expected. 

Military Training Routes. No change to an existing or planned MTR or slow 
route would be required as a result of implementing of the Proposed Action; 
therefore, no impacts to MTRs in the ROI are expected. 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Since proposed fiight-testing activities 
would be contained within the existing SUA, no adverse impacts to the ROt's en 
route airways and jet routes within the WSMR SUA complex are anticipated. 
Consequently, no change to an existing or planned IFR minimum fiight altitude, a 
published or special instrument procedure, or an IFR departure procedure would 
be required. No change to a VFR operation from a regular fiight course or 
altitude would be required as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action. 

The J13 and J:i7 high-altitude jet routes, which pass through the R-5119 
Restricted Area in the northwest portion of the WSMR SUA complex, and the 
J65-166 and J·tos high-altitude jet routes, which cross through the R-5107G, 
R-51 070, and R-51 07B Restricted Areas in the middle of the complex, could be 
affected by proposed lest activities. The J65-166 and J 108 high-altitude jet 
routes are normally unavailable within the Restricted Area, Monday through 
Friday; therefore, the ABL fiight-testing activities at WSMR would not change their 
availability. Hc·wever, if ABL fiight-testing activities use the R-5119 Restricted 
Area, air traffic using the J13 and J57 high-altitude jet routes through the 
Restricted Area would have to change their course or planned flight altitude. 

Airports and Airfields. Implementation of flight-test activities would not restrict 
access lo, or affect the use of, any airfield or airport available for public use, and 
would not affect airfield/airport arrival and departure traffic flows. Therefore, no 
impact to the ROt's airports and airfields are expected. 

Mitigation Measures. Avoidance of the R-5119 Restricted Area would mitigate 
the potential adverse impacts to the J13 and J57 high-altitude jet routes that 
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transit through the Restricted Area. In order to avoid operat:onal i:npacts at 
Holloman AFB, other less frequently or unused runways, taxiways, or aircraft 
apron locations could be identified/dedicated to support the ABL aircraft during 
the short perioc of ground-testing activities. If a s:;itable ground-test location that 
avoids Holloman AFB mission activities ca~not be identified, the ABL ground-test 
program would be postponed until cwdit1ons at Edwards AFB or K1rtland AFB are 
suitable. 

Cumulative Impacts. Impacts to the J13 and J57 high-altitude jet routes 
transiting through the R-5119 Restricted Airspace could occur. Unless these two 
Jet routes· use of the segment through the R-5119 Restricted Airspace is also 
impeded by other acl!vities at WSMR, there would not be any incremental, 
additive imnact on airspace. 

I! is unlikely that ground-test activities would be conducted at Holloman 
AFBIWSMR since Edwards AFB and Kirtland AFB have been identified as the 
two primary locations to conduct ground testing; however, in !he event !hat 
ground tests are conducted at Holloman AFB, cumulative impacts could occur to 
the Holloman AFB flying mission due to parking the ABL aircraft a~d associated 
support equipment at the western end of the base runway (runway 04-22). This 
set up would prevent a~rcraft irom taking-off or landing (i.e., closure of the 
runway). In order to avoid cumulative effects to the fiying mission at Holloman 
AFB, other less frequently or unused runways, taxiways, or aircraft apron 
locations could be identifiedldedJca!ed to support the ABL a~rcraft during the short 
period of ground-testing ac!ivit1es. If a suitable ground-test location that avoids 
Holloman AFB mission activities cannot be identified, the ABL ground-test 
program would be postponed until conditions at Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB are 
suitable. 

In addition, during ABL flight-testing activities. cumulative effects to !he Holloman 
AFB flying mission could occur. These effects would be due to the ABL test 
activities utilizing restricted airs>>ace that is also utilized by Holloman AFB aircraft 
This potential cumulative effect would be avoided through scheduling of !est 
activil!es so that mission conflicts would not occur. 

No-Action Alternative 

Controlled/Uncontrolled Airspace. Ongoing activities at WSMR would continue 
to utilize the exisl!ng SUA. No new SUA proposal. or any modiftca!ion to the 
existing SUA, would be required to accommodate continuing mission ac:ivi!ies. 
No impacts to the controlled/uncontrolled airspace in the ROI are expected from 
the No-Action Alternative. 

Special Use Airspace. The ongoing activities at WSMR would continue to utilize 
the existing SUA. Although the nature and intensity of utilization vanes over time 
and by individual SUA area. the continuing mission activities represent precise'y 
!he types of activities for which the SUA was created. Restricted Areas contain 
airspace within which the fiigh! of a1rcraft, while not wholly prohibited, is subject to 
restrictions. Activil!es within these areas must be conf1ned because of !heir 
na:ure or :Jmi!ations imposed upon aircraft o~erations that are no! par! of these 
activities, or both. As such, the continuing mission activities would not represent 
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an adverse impact to SUA, arod would not conflict with any airspace use plans, 
policies, or controls. 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Ongoing activities at WSMR would continue 
to utiiize. and be confined to, the exis:ing SUA. Use of the existing en route 
airNays and jet ro~tes by IFR traffic comes under the contra: of the Albuquerque 
ARTCC; :heref.xe, no adve•se impacts to the ROI's airways and jet routes are 
expected. 

In terms of potential airspace use impacts to en route airways and jet routes, the 
continuing mission activities would be in compliance with DOD Directive 4540.1, 
which specifies procedures conducting aircraft operations and for missile/ 
projectile firing, namely the missile/projectile "firing areas shall be selected so that 
trajectories are clear of established oceamc air routes or areas of known surface 
or air activity" (Department of Defense, 1981 ). 

Mission activities at WSMR vvould contirJue to utilize the existing SUA, and would 
not require a change to an existing or planned IFR minimum fiig~t altitude, a 
published or special instrument procedure, or an IFR departure procedure, or 
require 2 VFR operation to change from a regular flight course or altitude. No 
impacts to the surrou~ding low-altitude airways and/or high-altitJde jet routes are 
expected from the No-Action Al:ernative. 

Airports and Airfields. Ongoing activities at WSMR would not restrict access to 
or affect the use of the existing airfields and airports. Operations at WSMR and 
the many private airfields/airstrips in the ROI would continue to operate at current 
levels. Existing airfield/airport arrival and departure traffic flows would not be 
affected by the No-Action Alternative, and access to airports/airfields would not 
be affected. Therefore, no impacts are expected under the No-Action Alternative. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action A:ternative. 

3.3.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

3.3.3.1 Affected Environment. 

A variety of hazardous matenals are utilized and stored at WSMR to provide 
range-infrastructure support activities and at Holloman AFB to support mission 
activities Thes·e include cleaning solvents, paints. motor fuels, and other 
petroleum products. These materials are issued through the facility supply 
system to individual users. The majority of these materials are consumed in 
operational processes, and the remaining materials are collected as hazardous 
waste. Specific types and quantities of materials can vary dependrng upon 
specific system and test-corJfiguration requirements. Each agency utilizing 
WSMR is responsible for procurement and management of its hazardous 
materials. All use of hazardous materials by WSMR users requires approval and 
coordination with WSMR safety and env;ror:mental organizations (U.S. Air Force, 
1997) 

:Jsers of hazardous materials are resoonsible fnr the proper collection and 
jisposal of hazardous was:e generated as a resul: of their activity. This includes 
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both waste generated ducing pceflight activities at WSMR facilities, and waste 
generated following test operations. 

WSMR Regulation 200,1, Environmental Hazardous Waste Management, 
provides guidelines for handl1ng and managemen: of hazardous waste, and 
ensures compliance with federal, state, and local laws regulating the generation, 
handling, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste Under this 
regulation, hazardous waste generated during activities at WSMR is initially 
collected at the point of generation. Waste is containerized and segregated by 
waste type. From the initial collection point, at: hazardous waste is co'lected and 
brought to a central collection facility for off-site shipment and disposal. Each 
range user is responsinle for the cost of disposal of hazardous waste from its 
activities. 

Holloman AFB maintains a Hazardous Materials Management Plan; a Hazardous 
Waste Management Plan to ensure compl1ance wit~ applicable federal, sta:e, and 
iocal regulations; and Air Force directives related to hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste management. Holloman AFB also maintains a Spill Prevention 
and Response Plan in accordance with AFI 32-4002, Hazardous Materials 
Emergency Planning and Response Program. The Plan complies with U.S. EPA 
spill prevention, con\col, and countermeasures requirements; Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA); and OSHA requirements. 
The Pian provides guidance for the identification of possible hazardous material 
sources, the discovery and reporting of a hazardous materials release, and 
procedures to follow in the event a release occurs. 

3.3.3.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that ground testing is not possible at 
Kirtland AFB or Edwards AFB, WSMR has the appropriate facilities and ranges to 
conduct ground-testing of these laser systems from adjacent Holloman AFB, and 
can provide ground support should an altecnate test location be necessary. 
Ground testing occurring at WSMR from Holloman AFB would be coordinated 
with the WSMR Environment and Safety Directorate to ensure regulations are 
strictly followed and to ensure protection of sensitive resources. Because only 
the lower-power systems (Le., ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) would be ground 
tested at WSMR/Holloman AFB, hazardous materials management related to 
ground-testing activities would be similar to the ground-testing activities 
discussed for Kirtland AFB. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Because the Proteus aircraft is operated by BAE 
Systems situated at Mojave Airport, California, fuel for the Proteus aircraft would 
be obtained from Mojave Airport fuel supplies; therefore, no fuel storage would be 
required at WSMR to support the aircraft. Hazardous materials used for range 
testing operations woulcl include cleaning solvents, paint compounds, explosive 
material, and toxic propellants. Liquid propellants (hypergolic and cryogenic) 
would be used in missile flight systems. The .!;.nvironmental Asse.?~rnent for 
Liquid Propellant Targets at White Sands Missile Range (Missile Defense 
Agency, 2002) evaluated the environmental hazards associated witl1 liquid 
propellant fue!s at WSMR, and concluded that no significant impacts would cesuiL 
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Based on an analysis of remaining propellant, at the time of destruction by the 
HEL. the missile targets could have B5 kilograr"s (kg) (300 pounds) to 700 kg 
(i,500 p~Jnds) of propellant onboard (up to 220 gallons), and would be at an 
altitude of more than 35,000 feet. Depending on the :ype of missile target and trle 
rntensity of the target destruction, the total number of fragments could range from 
60 to 3,000 frapments with most fragments weighing between 20 to 200 grams 
and the largest fragments being 100 to 200 kg (large intact target missile 
sections) (Science Applications International Corporation, 2002). Most of the 
remaining fuel onboard would be vaporized and quickly mixed with the 
surrounding air durrng the destruclion of the missile. Any missile debris and fuel 
released after 2 test event would be handled in accordance with the WSMR 
Installation Spill Contingency Plan, and WSMR Environmental Safety Directorate 
would determine what range clearances and remediation action wouid be 
necessary. 

The 1997 FEIS evaluated the potential environmental impact from the impact of 
missile targets and any remaining unspent missi'e propellant, and concluded that 
appropriate measures are in place to prevent adverse impacts. The existing 
hazardous matmia!s storage and handling capabilities at WSMR and Holloman 
AFB would perrnit proper handling of a!l materials. Limited quantities of 
hazaroous was::e may be generated by the proposed target missile pre-launch 
activities at WSMR (U.S. Air Force, 1997). During ABL flight tests utilizing lower
power laser systems, it is expected that target missiles would impact into 
designated impact areas within the range boundaries. During ABL flight tests 
utilizing the HEL, it is expected that missile components would impact rn 
separately desi!)nated impact zones within the range boundaries. Any debris 
from target missile impact areas would be recovered in accordance with WSMR 
SOPs. Missile debris and oxidizer or fuel released after a test would be handled 
in accordance with the WSMR Installation Spill Contingency Plan. Missile debris 
would be loaded onto a truck. and transported to an approved range residue 
accumulation point for analysis of ABL lest resucts. The debris woJid be 
charactecized to determine if it is hazardous waste. Hazardous waste woJid be 
disposed of via oerrr.ilted procedures through the WSMR Hazardous Waste 
Storage Facility. Test activities at WSMR would be conducted rn accordance with 
Army Regu!ation {AR) 200-1, Environmental Prote:ction and Enhancement. 

In the event the ABL aiccraft is unable lo land at Edwards AFB after conducting 
test actrvities (e.g., due to Edwards AFB runway closure), Holloman AFB 
(adjacent to WSMR) has been identified as one of three pre-planned ··divert 
bases" rn which the aircraft could be diverted. Although nothing would prevent 
the ABL aircraft from landing at any suitable base in time of emergency, 
personnel at Holloman AFB would be specifically trained to support the ABL 
aircraft and app-opriale equipment to handle ABL hazardous materials 
{e.g., chemical transfer and recovery receptacles) would be in place. The ABL 
aircraft would remain at Holloman AFB untrl the Edwards AFB runway is cieaced 
for incoming tralfic. 

Mitigation Measures. Because ABL testing actrvities would be required to 
comply with applica·:>le federal, state, DOD, Air Force, and Army regulations 
regarding 'he use, storage, and ~andl ng of hazardous materials and hazardous 
waste, these activities would not result in subslan;ral environmenlal impacts. and 
rro mitigation measures wouid be required. 
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Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground· and fiigh\-test1ng activities woulcl 
not be conducted as described ir. Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environr:1ental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No miti[tation measures would be reqwred under the No
Action Altemative. 

3.3.4 Health and Safety 

3.3.4.1 Affected Environment. 

While no ground-testing act'vities are scheduled to be performed at 
WSMR!Holloman AFB, WSMR has the appropriate facilities and ranges to 
conduct ground testing of the lower-power laser systems (i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, 
and SHEL) should an alternate test location be necessary. Tl;e affected 
environment for ground .. testing activities at WSMR would include rangeland 
between the Holloman AFB runway and the San Andres Mountain range to the 
west (see Figure 2.2-3). 

Extensive lasing activities have occurred in the past at WSMR due to the 
presence of the High-Energy Laser Systems Test Facility (HELSTF), where 
testing and research is performed on multiple-types of laser systems. WSMR has 
multiple laser ranges in operation, ar>d has experience in the health and safety 
requirements necessary for these types of operations. Holloman AFB activilles 
would meet AFOSH standards and health and safety personnel would be briefed 
as necessary to support ground operations at Holloman AFB. 

Highway closures due to launches at WSMR are a common occurrence and well 
understood and anticipated by local mo:orists between Las Cruces and 
Alamogordo. Highway 70, which crosses the southern part of WSMR, is in the 
evacuation area for flight tests originating in south WSMR. As a safety 
precaution, an agreement with the state o: New Mexico allows WSMR to 
establish roadblocks on U.S. Highway 70 and 380. Under the agreement, a 
roadblock may last no longer than 1 hour and 15 minutes. U S. Highway 70 is 
subject to an average of approximately one roadblock per week. U.S. Highway 
380 is subject to approximately 1 roadblock per month. WSMR maintains a 
roadblock mformation hotline to provide up-to-date roadblock informalion to the 
public. Electronic courtesy billboards are situated outside the c1ties of Las Cruces 
and Alamogordo to inform drivers of upcoming roadblocks. Many local radio 
stations also broadcast daily roadblock information (WSMR, 1998}. 

3.3.4.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 
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Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that ground shots are performed at 
WSMR/Holloman AFB, sufficient backdrops are situated along the San Andres 
Mountains to provide vertical boundaries to contain any direct beams or 
reflections. Only ground testing of the lower-power laser systems (i.e., ARS, 
BILL, TILL, and SHEL) would be conducted at Holloman AFB from the western 
end of the basEl runway (runway 04-22). The laser systems would be directed 
westward, away from populated areas, at targets placed within WSMR. Range 
areas to be utilized during ground testing would be cleared using existing WSMR 
procedures to ensure no access to restricted areas (e.g., road blocks and 
notifications). l_aser targets would be positioned within a shroud to limit the 
possibility of deflection (and potential impacts to the surrounding environment) 
when the laser beam comes into contact with the surface of the target. Existing 
WSMR laser hazard control regulations and WSMR range safety regulations 
adequately address outdoor lasing activities to ensure the safety of surrounding 
receptors. 

Coordination of other local area or road closures for non-essential personnel in 
line-of-fire and nearby locations would be coordinated with White Sands National 
Monument, Holloman AFB, and San Andres National Wildlife Refuge safety 
officials. Essential personnel remaining during lasing activities would be briefed 
by MDA safety personnel and provided with appropriate personal protective 
equiprnE,nt and other direction during the lasing period. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight tests of the ABL systems would utilize existing 
launch facilities at WSMR, and would be conducted within both FAA and WSMR 
controlled airspace. The primary hazard associated with flight-testing activities is 
the reflected laser energy off of a target. At WSMR, the targets include missiles 
and target boards (i.e., Proteus aircraft, MARTI drops). 

Multiple missile systems would be used during flight-testing activities. Of the 
estimated 35 missile flights for each of the Block 2004 and 2008 aircraft, the BILL, 
TILL, SHEL, and ARS systems would be act1ve: however, only 15 missile flights 
for each aircraft would possibly involve the use of the HEL. In addition, the ABL 
could be used to monitor or engage (up to HEL with appropriate additional 
environmental <malysis) targets of opportunity from other BMDS element testing. 
The reflected laser energy hazards for the HEL have been extensively 
investigated, and possible reflection scenarios (i.e., diffuse, specular, and glint 
reflections) predicted. A detailed evaluation is available in Appendix F of the Finaj 
Enviroo.r:nental lmQact Statement for the PrQgrarn D_efinition and Risk Reduction 
Phase of the Airborne Laser Program. Volume 1 _1997. The possibility of public 
exposure to hazardous levels of direct, non-reflected laser energy would be 
eliminated by the decision to restrict laser firing angles above the horizontal plane 
from the ABL aircraft's altitude of 35,000 feet or higher. However, because of the 
missile's flight path angle, when intercepted by the laser beam, reflections from 
the target missile surface. could be directed downwmd (Figure 3.3-4 )_ Flight-test 
activities would be configured so that any hazardous reflected energy would be 
contained within range boundaries. The targets in all HEL engagements would 
be flying at altitudes above 35,000 feet. Because the diffusely reflected energy is 
spread over a large area, the energy density rapidly decreases to below MPE 
levels as specif1ed in ANSI Z136.1. An evaluation of both specular and glint 
reflections from the HEL is provided 111 Appendix F of the 1997 FEIS, showing that 
mflections rece1ved at the base plane (i.e., elevation of 10,000 feet) are well 
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below the MPE values. Because of the speeds of the ABL aircraft and targets, 
potential specular and glint reflected energy patterns would sweep across the 
surface of the earth at high velocities and in a relatively tight pattern. Potential 
exposure durations from both specular and glint reflections have been calculated 
to be very short (less than 0.01 second) (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

Direct laser energy that misses the target would exit restricted airspace above 
45,000 feet and continue upward eventually exiting the Earth's atmosphere. 
Coordination with the U.S. Space Command is required for Class 3 and 4 laser 
systems, unless waived by U.S. Space Command; laser firing time coordination 
would be accomplished to verify that on-orbit objects are not affected by laser 
operations (U.S. Air Force, 2001 b). 

Flight-test activities may involve off-range lasing, where the laser systems are 
fired from FAA-controlled airspace at targets within WSMR-controlled airspace or 
where the laser energy exits the WSMR airspace boundary; however, it would 
exit at an upward angle, and away from routinely flown airspace (Figure 3.3-5). 
White Sands Radar Facility (WSMR) would ensure that the flight-test area (both 
controlled and uncontrolled airspace) is clear prior to implementing test activities. 
The FAA may (when appropriate) implement flight-level restrictions for non
participating aircraft to ensure they are clear of the test area. No hazards 
associated with reflected laser energy should exist for aircraft, as the airspace to 
be utilized would be cleared of aircraft before lasing activities commence. 

The 1997 FE IS analyzed the health and safety hazards associated with the 
transportation and preparation of targets, launch of targets, and the target debris 
impact connected with ABL flight-testing activities. The evaluation determined 
that the existing range safety for both on- and off-range scenarios was sufficient 
to minimize any potential non-lasing hazards associated with missile targets. The 
debris catalog for missile targets at WSMR would be referenced prior to 
conducting test activities. 

WSMR Ground and Flight Safety determines the dimensions of the safety zone 
surrounding the launch and impact area, which areas of WSMR are evacuated for 
each mission, activation of the flight-termination system in the event of missile 
failure, missile intercept safety zones, and oversees the testing of missiles 
(U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command, 2001 ). Missile \est activities 
at WSMR are carefully scheduled/coordinated to prevent potential conflicts 
between other proposed test activities. Missile firings cannot be scheduled or 
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conducted without the final approval of the Missile Flight Safety Officer at WSMR. 
WSMR person,1el would take the necessary precautions to minimize the potential 
for adverse health and safety impacts on the general public within the 
surrounding communities near WSMR, as wei as WSMR personnel. SOPs have 
::>een develope:) on the range for the plannrng, safety evaluation, and conduct of 
flight testing. Any program involving missile flight safety must undergo a thorough 
safety review, a risk analysis, and preparation of SOPs. The documentation is 
reviewed by proJect directors and WSMR Missile Fligh: Safety. Evacuations, 
c:earances, and road closu·es would be implemented to ensJre worker and public 
health and safety. Roadblocks would be established before launch activities 
begin and appropriate ground and air surveillance sweeps would occur to ensure 
the appropriate areas are evacuated. U.S. Highways 70 and 380 are regularly 
closed during missile tests at WSMR. An agreement with the state of New 
Mexico tdentifiE•s appropriate procedures to follow when establishing roadblocks 
or designated r3ads sucroundi~g WSMR. Any oebris from target missile impact 
areas would be recovered in accordance with WSMR SOPs. 

The use of missiles as targets during flight-test activities would result in debris 
impacting the ground due to the successful interce;>t of a missile target by the 
HEL, or by the WSMR Range Officer terminating the missile flight due to a 
malfunction. The debris analysis of ABL test targets performed in 2002 
detennrned that rnrssile debris would be contained within the range boundaries 
(Science Applicat1ons International Corporation, 2002). 

Missile debris would be recovered by WSMR personnel following policies and 
procedures outlined in WSMR Regulation 70-8, Security, Recovery, and 
Disposition of Classified and Unclassified Test Material Impacting On-Range and 
Off-Range. Missile debris recovery operations would be conducted utilizing 
existing roads, helicopter, or by foot. Recovery operations general!y last less 
than 1 day. Debris would be recovered immediately as pari of a continuous effort 
to keep WSMR clear of debris. WSMR would supply a debris-recovery team to 
locate and recover the debris and, if required, dispose of or destroy 
contaminated, classified, or hazardous matenals according to the pertinent 
regulations (U.S. Army Space and Strategrc Defense Command, 1995). The 
team would be ass!sted by WSMR environmental personnel to mrnimize 
disturbances to cultural, biological, and other resources. If deemed necessary, 
e.g., the recovery area is in an area wt!h a high probability of threatened or 
endangered species or cultucal resOU'Ces. a qualified bioiO[i'S< and/or a·1 
archaeologist would accompany :he searcr and recovery team. Previous debris
pattern modelin9 completed for prior missile intercept tests, does not pred1ct any 
debns falling on the San Andres National Wildlife Refuge or the Whrte Sands 
National Monument (U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command, 1995). 
Any areas disturbed b)' the recovery operations would be restored, as necessary, 
after recovery operations have been completed. Any debris recovery aile 
restoration activities within the White Sands National Monument would be 
conducted in accordance with a special use permit issued by the National Park 
Service at White· Sands National Monument 

.A,r, estimated 50 Proteus aircraft tests would be conducted al WSMR for each of 
the Block 2004 and 2008 aircraft. Target boards attached to the Proteus a~rcraft 
would serve as !he in-flight laser target. ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL las1ng 
actrvities would be conducted. No high-energy engagerne1ts of t1e Proteus 
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aircraft would occur As oreviously discussed. any laser energy that misses the 
Proteus aircraft target board would continue u;:.ward and away from the ground. 
The Proteus aircraft would fly at altitudes above the ABL aircraft to eliminate 
public exposure to hazardous levels of laser energy. 

In addition lo missile and Prmeus aircraft engagements, up to 50 MARTI drops 
from hig~-altitude balloons would ~e used as targets for each of the Block 2004 
and 2008 aircraft. MARTI drop tests would tJe conducted at WSMR, involving 
testing of the lower-power ARS, BILL. TILL. SHEL, and high-energy HEL 
systems. Reflective energy patterns from the MARTI drop tests would be similar 
to the missile and Proteus engagements. During MARTI drop engagements, 
approximately 60 pounds of flare would be attached to the MARTI to provide an 
infrared source for the ABL. The fiare would be exhausted within one minute, 
well before the MARTI reaches the ground. After the ABL engagement is 
complete, a parachute system would be deployed to slow down and recover the 
cor1plete MARTI unit for reuse. A beacon would be included on the MARTI for 
tracking by range sa'ety radar. Recovery of the MARTI would be conducted in 
accordance with WSMR Regulation 70-8 as discussed for recovery of missile 
targets. 

Potential health and safety impacts could be expected from the fire danger that 
could occur w1lh the 60 pounds of explosive flare that is attached to the target 
Toxicity is not a concern because the primary material used to generate the 
infrared source, magnesium, is not highly toxic, and it is highly unlikely that 
humans or animals would ingr~st flare material. The flare would be ignited within 
the boundaries of WSMR at an allitude of approximately 100,000 feet and would 
be fully expended (i.e., burn out) in 41 seconds, long before the canis:er or the 
MARTI reaches the ground, one to two minutes later. Real-time tracking of the 
MARTI would show right away if the nare did not ignite. If the flare does not 
ignite, the dropped canister would be handled by WSMR's Explosive Ordinance 
Division personnel, in accordance with standard WSMR operating procedures. 

In addition. the ABL couid be used to moni:or or engage (up to HEL with 
appropriate additio:1al environ menta: analysis and range safely clearance) targets 
of opportunity from other WSMR testing. 

BASH is considered a safety concern for aircraft operat1ons. BASH hazards at 
Holloman AFB af!d WSMR are managed to reduce bfd/anirnal activity relative to 
aircraft operations. Because only one landing and ta<e-off would occur during 
ground-testing activities at Holloman AFB and fiighHest activities would occur 
above 35,000 feet, the liKelibood of a BASH incident is considered low. 

Because ABL flight-testing activities at WSMR would be perforr1ed in accordance 
with app'icable regulations, and appropfrale safe~y measures would be 
implemented, no adverse impacts are expected. 

Mitigation Measures. ABL ground, and flight-testing activities wouid be 
performed in accordance with a~plicable regulations, and appropriate safety 
rr.easures would be implemented. Therefore, no adverse impacts are expected, 
and no mitigation measures would be required. 
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Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been ioen!ified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative. ABL ground- and flight-tesli!>g activities would 
not be conducted as descri!:led in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL tes1 activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the 
No-Action Alternative. 

3.3.5 Air Quality 

3.3.5.1 Affected Environment. 

Information on the affected environment and the environmental consequences at 
the Earth's surlace, the planetary boundary layer, and the upper atmosphere 
were addressed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.7 of the 1997 FEIS, and are incorporated 
by reference. 

The ROi consists of the reg:onal air qcality c~ntrol region in which WSMR and 
Holloman l\FB are situated, and where ABL testing activities would OCCCJt. The 
southern cwo-thirds of WSMR is situated 1n New Mexico AQCR 6, which includes 
Dona Ana, Sierra, Lincoln, Torrance, and Otero counties. These counties, along 
with six in Texas. are pari of the U.S. EPA El Paso-Las Cruces-Alamogordo 
Interstate Air Quality Control Region 153 (40 CFR Part 81.82). 

The slate of New Mexico ambient air monitoring network has no monitoring sites 
on or near WSMR. b.Jt does have o:.e in Las Cruces. TNs monitoring s1te 1S 
situated on the west side of the Organ Mountains. and does not accurately 
represent conditions on the east side of the mounta1ns, where WSMR and 
Holloman AFB are situated. 

Based upon the U.S. EPA AIRS database lor Las Cr~ces. the regio:1 is in 
attainment of the NAAQS for all criteria ~ollutants. 

The launching of m'ss1les wocld occur from existmg launch sites at WSMR. 
Aircraft f:1ghts (1 .e., ABL aircraft, F-16 chase aircraft, and Proteus aircraft) 
supporting ABL testing activities at VVSMR would originate from Edwards AFB. 
Califon11a. 

3.3.5.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that VVSMR/Holloman AFB are used to 
perform ground tests of the ABL systems, potential air quality impacts would be 
similar to those discussed for Kirtland AFB. No adverse impacts would be 
anticipated from conducting ground-testing activities at WSMR!Holloman Ai=B. 
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Flight-Testing Activities. The ground-level emiSSIOns from A3L flighHesting 
act1vities would occur from m·,ssile setup and lau~ch activities and debris 
recovery. Table 3.3-2 provides a comparison of the annual emissions of criteria 
pollutants at WSMR, with the total emissions in the six-county area covered by 
WSMR. WSMR emissions are a smali fraction of the total county emissions. 

Table 3.3·2. Estimated Annual Emissions of Criteria Pollutants in the WSMR 
Area (tons/year) 

Criteria Pollutant 
·-

Emis;;ion 1 nventory VOCs co I NO, ---1 PM o ·------. 
1999- 6 county 21,888 153,084 30,66~ -- 144,475 ----
1994-WSMR 276 1' 118 1,376 289 ... 
ABL Tests (year 1) 0.27 2 61 052 0 53 ·--

.... f\BL Tests (l:ear2) I 0.23 1 90 020 030 
ABL Tests (total) I 0.50 4 51 0.72 083 
ABc 
co 
NO, 
PM1e 
voc 
WSMR 

- ' A.rtlome Lase1 
carbon monoxide 
nitrogen oxides 
particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in d:ameter 
voiatile organic compound 
White Sands M:ssile Range 

Emissions associated with missile targets and drop targets are based on a per 
fiight scaling of emissions estimates found in Appendix E of the 1997 FEIS. This 
includes VMT estJmates for semce vehicles and target recovery veh:cles. During 
flight-lest activities for each of the Block 2004 and 2008 aircraft, up to 35 target 
missiles would be launched, and there would be up to 50 Proteus missions and 
50 MARTI drops. Proteus emissions from flights over WSMR would occur much 
higher than 3,000 feet. and only a small fraction of the total fuel :oad would be 
burned over WSMR 

Estimated emissions are less !han 1 percent of the six-county total emissions. 
The increase in cntena pollutant emissions would not produce signif1can+ changes 
in air quality at WSMR. 

Flight-test actlvities over V·JSMR would occur above the mixing layer. T'lere 
would be some revisions to the upper air emissions estimated in the 1997 FEIS. 
The number and schedule of planned missile flights have changed. Most of the 
emissions would still be released into the planetary boundary layer and 
troposphere, and have been accounted for in the upper atmosphere analysis 
presented in the 1997 FE IS. The changes in the amounts of emissions are 
insignificant. The accidental release scenarios described in the 1997 FE IS are 
still valid, and the amount of pollutants released would be insignificant. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mlt:galion measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 
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No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described 1n Chapter 2 ol !hts SEIS. ABL test acttvities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative 

3.3.6 Noise 

3.3.6.1 Affected Environment 

WSMR serves as a multiservice test range by suvroriing research. development. 
comnat training, anc testing programs for missiles, rnstrumentation, and weapons 
systems. On average, there are approximately 1,000 missiles per year including 
air-to-airlsuriace missions, suriace-to-air misSile mtssions, surface-to-suriace 
missile missio~s. dispenser and bomb drop mrssrons. and target system 
missions. Other noise sources include numerous annua! research rocket 
missions, as well as gunne;y range activities; ap;Jroximately 600 supersonic a1d 
subsonic air combat training missions per month; 70 aircraft test program support 
missiol's per month; f-Je!icopter training activities; and ordnance explosions. 

The following :s a summary of current noise sources summarized from the 
WSM8_Ban_gg,Wide Environmental lmQact E>l£!l<?rnenj (While Sands Missile 
Range, 1998). Many of the air activities occur over a large range of altitudes, 
resulting in a mnge of noise levels at the ground. As the slant d:stance increases, 
the noise decreases due to dissipation of sound energy by 6 dBA per doubling of 
distance. and additional reduction due 10 atmospheric effects. Noise leve:s :rom 
aircraft also vary with thrust and, if flying supersomc, with speed and maneuver. 
Typical noise sources and the range of norse levels occurnng at WSMR are 
presented in Table 3.3-3. 

In addrtron to the above activities, thece are high-explosive tests and other ground 
armament testing and training exercises that occur on a regular basis at WSMR. 

T~e ROI for noise exposure at Hollorr.an AFB Includes the area at the western 
end of the basE· runway (runway 04-22) from which open-range ground-testing 
activities would emanate. Thts area is associated with an active runway and is 
not near any housing areas. Noise sources at Holloman AFB include aircraft 
operations, suriace traffic, ground tests (e.g., high-speed sled track). and 
stattonary mechantcal and electrrcal equipment. 

3.3.6.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that ground testing at WSMRJHolloman 
AFB is required. potentia' ~orse impacts would be similar to those d'scussed for 
Krrlland AFB. 
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Table 3.3-3. Typical Noise Levels in the Vicinity of WSMR/Holloman AFB 
Vehicle/ Activity 
Supersonic Aircraft 
UH-1 H 
HAWK M·1ssile launc:. 
QF-',QO Drone 
Low-Altitude Je: 
NASA Rocket Engine 
C-12 

Distance (feet) Noise !,evel (dB) No1se f1,1_etric 
Not given >115 Lmaj; 

1. 000 80 lm, 
', .000 150 L,., 
1.000 96 SEL 

Not given 65-70 Lm, 
Not given 104-125 

1.000 72 
F-',6 (Afterburner Power) 
Military Helicopters 
Drones 

5,000, 10,000, 20,000 92. 83, 71 
200,500 99,92 

2,000 <85 
Large-scale Exercise Vanes 66 
(150 aircraft, 24-hr sort1es) 
Suriace-to-Air Missiles 
dB z decibel 

21' 100 

NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
A-weighted day-night average sound level 

= A~welghted maximum instantaneous sound 1evel 
= Maximum i:~siantaneous leve! 
= A-wt?ighted s::>tmd exposure level 

Scurce V'<'hlte Sands fl/jsslle Ratlge, 1998. 

122.71 

Flight-Testing Activities. An estimated 35 target missiles, 50 MARTI drops, and 
50 Proteus aircraft flights are proposed to occur over WSMR for each of the Block 
2004 and 2008 aircraft. Each test would involve the ABL aircraft and up to two F-
16 chase aircraft. The ABL aircraft and F-16 aircraft would maneuver at high 
altitudes above 35,000 feet. 

The target missiles would be launched from the existing launch complexes at 
WSMR. The noise level8 from these missile launches would be similar to those 
described in Table 3.3-3. The impacts from missile activity would be similar to 
that which currently occurs, and are described in the WSMR Range-Wide EIS 
(White Sands Missile Range, 1998). Noise levels from an F-16 representative 
chase aircraft would be lower than shown in Table 3.3-3. as \hey would t:>e flown 
at much higher altitudes. 

The Proteus aircraft would fly at altitudes higher and at various distances from the 
ABL aircraft. Although the tests would occur over an 8-hour period, actual time 
over WSMR would be less than 3 hours. The remaining lime would involve 
preflight activities, flight time to and from Edwards AFB and pos:ftight actiVIties. 
The DNL from the program aircraft activities over lhe range is estimated lo be 
less than 55 dBA; no noise impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anlicipa\ed under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that wou!d 
contri!:lute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 
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No-Action Alternative 

Under :he No--Action Alternative. ABL ground- and fiight-testing ac:ivities would 
not be conducted as descrit>ed in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzec in the 1997 FE IS No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticit)ated, 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Actio0. Alternative. 

3.3.7 Biological Resources 

3.3. 7.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for biological resources is the environment withm the confines of the 
WSMR property line including the Northern and Western Call-up Areas. The ROI 
for biological resources at Holloman AFB includes the area at the western end of 
the base runway (runway 04-22) from which open-range ground-testing activities 
would emanate and areas over which the laser cou•d be fired. This area is 
associated with an active runway and is a paved surface. However, the primary 
focus of activit1es is in the missile-launch and recovery areas. Because ABL flight 
tests using Fort Bliss airspace would occur above 35,000 feel, Fort Bliss is not 
considered part of the ROI for biological resources. 

The Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 1531-1544) is intended to 
protect and restore threatened and endangered species of ammals and plants 
and their habitats. Other federal statutes protecting biological resources include 
the Miwatory E.ird Treaty Act (16 US C. Sections "103-712), the Bald Eagle and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U S.C. Section 668-668d), and the Fish and 
Wildiife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C Sections 661-667d) and the Sikes Act as 
amended ('>6 U.S. C. 670a-670o). 

The New Mexico Depar:ment of Game and Fisr1 protects threatened and 
endangered wildirfe species under the authority of the New Mexico Wild ife 
Conservation Act (19 NMAC Section 33.1) The New Mexico Energy, Minerals 
and Natural Resources Department f}rotects threatened and endangered plant 
species under regulations govemmg endangered plant (1 9 NMAC 
Section 21.2). 

Vegetation. WSMR is situated in south-central New lvlexico. within the north end 
of the Chihuahuan Desert region. The reiallvely warm. dry climate associated 
with this region is the primary factor influencing the vegetatron in the area 
Vegetation in thrs area includes Chihuahuan desert scrub. closed-basin scrub, 
and desert grasslands. At elevations above the desert scrub and grasslands 
regions, plains-mesa grasslands may occur. Both desert and plains-mesa 
grasslands form a broad, savanna-like ecotone al higher elevations, with the 
coniferous woodlands :lcat domnate the coolec hifihlands o' the Oscuca and San 
Andres mour.tairs. Junipers (Juniperus spp.) cha·acterize the tree story of this 
transitional area. As slopes become steeper. the savanna develops a more 
woodland character, and mountain scrub vege:ation forms part of the ha~itat 
mosaic. Pinyon pines (Pinus edulis) become more common until near the 
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mosaic. Pinyon pines (Pinus edulis) become more common until near the 
summits of the mountain ranges (White Sands Missile Range, 1998). The area 
in which the ABL aircraft would be parked at Holloman AFB is paved. 

Wildlife. The diversity of landforms and vegetation types found on WSMR and 
adjacent Holloman AFB accounts for the relatively high number of mammals; 
86 mammal species are found or are expected to occur on WSMR Small 
mammals that are common at WSMR Include Merriam's kangaroo rat, Ord's 
kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ordil), and deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus). 
Approximately 20 species of bat occur or are expected to occur on WSMR. The 
most common larger mammals are the coyote, common gray fox (Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus), and kit fox. Mountain lions are found in and adjacent to 
mountainous areas throughout WSMR. Bobcats are generally found in the 
desert, grassland, and mountainous habitats. Native species of ungulates 
include the mule deer, pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), desert bighorn sheep, 
and elk (Cervus elaphus). The oryx (Oryx gazella) is an introduced ungulates 
that is common to WSMR (White Sands Missile Range, 1998). 

There are 307 bird species identified or expected to occur on WSMR. The most 
common birds on WSMR are the black-throated sparrow, northern mockingbird, 
mourning dove, and western kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis). Raptors include the 
Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsom), red-tailed hawk, golden eagle (Aquila 
chrysaetos), American kestrel, prairie falcon, and peregrine falcon (Falco 
peregrinus). The burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), great-horned owl, and barn 
owl are also found on WSMR Several birds are associated with aquatic habitats 
including waterfowl (ducks and geese), wading birds (herons and egrets), and 
shorebirds (plovers and sandpipers) {White Sands Missile Range, 1998). 

The reptiles of WSMR include 2 genera of turtle, 12 genera of lizards, and 
21 genera of snakes. The ornate box turtle (Terrapene ornata) is the only turtle 
known to occur on WSMR. The yellow mud turtle (Kinosternon flavescens) is 
expected to occur on WSMR. The Texas banded gecko (Coleonyx brevis), 
roundtail horned lizard (Phrynosoma modestum), checkered whiptail 
(Cnemidophorus grahamh), bullsnake (Pituophis melanoleucus), blackneck garter 
snake (Thamnophis cyrtopsis), plains blackhead snake (Tantilla nigriceps), and 
western diamondback rattlesnake are common to WSMR {White Sands Missile 
Range, 1998). 

The amphibians of WSMR include one genus of salamander and five genera of 
frogs. The tiger salamander, red-spotted toad (Bufo punctatus), green toad, 
(Bufo debilis), and woodhouse toad (Bufo woodhousr) are common on WSMR. 
The White Sands pupfish ( Cyprinidon tularosa) is the only native fish known to 
occur on WSMR. Introduced fish include the largemouth bass (Micropterus 
salmonoides) and the mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) (White Sands Missile 
Range, 1998). 

Threatened and Endangered Species. Twenty-two listed threatened and 
endangered plant species and 27 listed threatened and endangered animal 
species may be present in the vicinity of WSMR and Holloman AFB (Table 3.3-4). 
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Table 3.3-4. Threatened and Endangered Species in Dona Ana, Lincoln, Otero, Sierra, and Socorro 
Counties, New Mexico 

Scientific Name 
Plant Species -····· 
Coryphantha sne.,dii var~ sn"'.f!~d.ii 
Echinocereus fendleri var~ kuenzlen 
Arg_emone pleiacantha ssp. Pinnetisecta 
Euphydryas anicia cloudcrofti 

Pa e 1 of 3 

' 

Common Name 
'[ Stale : 

------~- Status I 
Sneed pincushion cactus T Kuen_zler hedgehog cactus -
Sacramento oricklv ooppy - I 
Sacramento Mountains checkerspot -

! butterfly . . 

Federal 
Status 

E 
E 
E 

PE 
sc Cereus greggii var~ greggii De2ert nlght-bloomin2_£ereus 

--~--

Perityle cemua Noddinq rock-daisy I . 
Scroehularia /aevis Organ Mountain figwort 
Oeuntia arenaria Sand prickly pear 

~~~-----~ ------
_fhenopodrum eye/aides ···-·--· Sandhill aooseloot -

Draba standleyi -·-- Standley whitlow-grass -----
J1Jiium gooddingii Goodding's on1an -----

Chaetoeappa elegans ··-· : Sierra Blar:o~a cliff daisy -··-· 
Cirsium wrightii Wrioht's marsh thistle 

_fhrysothamnus nBUS".QUS var. texenSiS Gua_dalupe rabbitbrush . 
_L~·;;pidoseartum burg_essii Gvosum scalebroom i 

Escobaria villardii Villard's pincushion cactus 
_fo~Y,Phantha duncanii 

-----
Duncan's f>incushion cactus 

__ __z:~!.~IJUm humile l Pinos Altos flame flower 
Amsonii}jug_atei ~9~'I~e's blue-star ~~ 
Acarospora clauzadeana [~Biatorella nknown lichen'"' 

-------
clauzadeana] 

-~ 

Pseud()cymopterus longiradiatus 
Hymenoxys vaseyi 
Pentyle staurophylla v~.r:~ homoflora 

.J'.ertiyle staurophy/la var. stauroehyl£~ 
Escobaria organensis 
Escobaria sanberg_ii 
Peniocereus greggii var. greggii 

' 

Desert parsley''' 
Vasey's bitterwee<iir•r ~ 
San Andres rockdaisy''1 

I New Mexic;()rockdaisy''r--
Orqan Mountain pincushion cactus''' 

I Sandberg's Qincushion cactus''' 
I Night-biO()ming cereus1

' 1 

- sc 
. sc 
. sc -----
. sc 
. sc 
. sc 

~-

' sc -

- sc 
. sc 
. sc ---------
- sc 
. sc 
- sc 
. I 

--------
sc 

(b) I (b) 

sc I -
---------~ 

sc I -
sc i - --
sc ! -
E I -
sc I -E I sc _ .. , 

Silene plankii I Plljnk s campton ~ -+-~S~C=--+--_:::_ __ 
Apacheria chiricahuensis I Cliff brittlebush'•' SC 
Ephedra col)li ml Cory's jointf:::if'.,•,--' ~~..-----......f ~S~C~+----
Astragalus ca.s'"t"'e-"tt"e,_ri ________ ~---' Castetler's milkvetch1

'
1 --+-~S:;:C:--+---'=--

A gastache cana ~~~~~ , Mosquito plant1' sc 
_ljedeoma pulcherrima ~-~~-~-- i Mescalero_J>ennyroyal1'1 SC 

Hedeoma todsenii _____ Tod~~f!n's pe"'n:.cny"'r~.:o""yaL:Ic;;,,.,., ------- !---'~E"--+---;E:;_ __ 
Oenothera organensis Organ Mountain"e'.lvC"e:'..n~in_g_p_r~im-ro-s-e"l•"1 -1---~S"C~~.t~:::....,!s"'c" 

-,0olygala rimulico/a var. mescaleroriun ·---- ~Mescalero milkwort'',- ---- -, -E SC 
Penstemon alamosensis I Alamo beard tongue" ~~-~--'-~s~c=---+-~s"'c'---
Penstemon neomexicanus i New Mexico beard tongue1' 1 -+....;S~C~--=--=----
Penstemon ramosus I Branching beard tongue'':·~~~~----.!.....::::S:::C:__..L ___ _ 
Animal Species 
Cyprinodon tularosa I White Saf)ds eupfish ' T ~ sc 
Haliaeetus leucoc""'ep'?h""a':'lu7s:__,.,..___ Bald eagle"' 1 T T 
Falco femora/is septentrionalis i ~Northern aJ>:::Io;:;m,ae;d,.,oc_f,.a;lc=o~n~1'":1 ========~~==~E==--+------;E~--
11ybognathus amarus __ ,,~------~------1~-R~ioc:;rande silvery minnow -------11---+-~E,.__~ 
Mustel<'l nigripes ~,___ Black-foot~(j '"fe"-r"re:.:ct ________ !~~~~ -------'f---:=E'---
Grus americana I W~9oping crane E 
Oncorhvnchus gilae ·--~~ Gila trout ----'-'----+--:E 
Strix occidentalis Iucida I Mexican spotted owl T 
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Table 3.3-4. Threatened and Endangered Species in Dona Ana, Lincoln, Otero, Sierra, and Socorro 
Counties, New Mexico 

Scientific Name ---· 
Animal Species (C()flljQU"l.Ql 
Rana chiricahuensis 

-cfiarodrius melodus 
Charadrius montanus 
Coccvzus americafl~US 

-·--------

Cynomys ludovicianus ·---···-· 
Lasiurus b/ossevillee 
Ondatra zibethicus rioensis 

_ _Falco peregrinus tun_dgus 
Corynorilinus townsendii 
Falco peregnnu_~ <malus 
Ammodramus bairdii 
Zaeus hudsonius luteus 
Tamias minimis alristrialus 
Accioiter oentilis 
Aneides hardii 
Thomomys umbrinus fl!l.!l.fialupensis 

_Qn_~()rilvnchus clarki vir!Jinalis 
Catostomus clarki -· Catostomus insigr]j_s 
lfiion~cteris eh~llotis 
Catostomus plebeius 
Falco eeregri!J.YJL8.CJ.I'llum 
Sterna antillarum athalassos 
Columbine passerine -
C'{llanthus latirostris 
Cal'tEte costae 
Emeidonax traillii exiimus 
Vireo be/Iii .. 
Vireo vicinior 
Pelecanus occidentalis 
Charadrius montanus 
Chlidonias niger 

···~·-·-· 

Phlalacrocorax b[~§F.ilianus 
Plegadis chihi 
Geomr.sbu~arius l!~narius 
Neotoma mif!.QRY..~!Jecoohaea 

___ Afyotis ciliolabrurn 
CofXnorhinus ( -Piecotus) townsedii lownsedii 
Ammodramus bairdii 
Passerine versicolor 
Cams lupus bailey! 

Tamias quadrivittatus australis 

Tamias quadrivittatus oscuraensis 

Panthera onca 
Ovis canadensis mexicanus 

(Page 2 of 3) 

I Common Name 
---~ 

I 

1 Chiricahua leoeard frog 
Piping plover 
Mountain plover 
Y allow-billed cuckoo ---·----·--
Black-tailed prairie dog 
Western red bat 
Pecos River muskrat ! 
Arctic peregrine falcon l 
T ownsend"s big-eared bat 
American pereorine falcon 
Baird's searrow 
New Mexico meadow jumping mouse 
Penasco \!-_El<'!sl)c;hipmunk 
Northern Qoshawk 
Sacramento mountain salamander 
Guadalupe southern pocket gopher 
Rio Grande cutthroat trout 

I Desert sucker 
I Sonora sucker 
; Allen·s biq-eared bat 

Rio Grande sucker 
I American Peregrine falcon''· 
I Interior least tern' 
I Common ground-dovel•l 

Broad-billed hummingbird'" 
Costa's hummingbird''' 
Southwestern willow_~}'C."'_t!'_h~~~· 

: Bell's vireo1' 1 

J_§ray vir~o'" 
: Brown pelican" 
i Mountain plover''' 

Black tern·'' 
Neotropic cormorantl'"'• 
Vo/hite faced ibis a 

I Desert eocket goeher'"' 
White Sands woodrat131 

Western small-footed myotis bat'3 

Townsends big-eared bat'•' 
Baird's sparrow''' 
Varied bunting''' 
Mexican gray woW 
Spotted bat,,, 
Organ Mountains Colorado 
chipmunk(a} 

--------
Oscura Mountains Colorado 

, chi[>munk1'l 

I Jaguar"1 

Desert bighorn sheep''' 
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State 
Status 

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

E 
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 

T 
E 
E 
T 
T 
-
T 

E 
-· 
-· 
E 
--
--
--
sc 
s 

T 

T 

T 
----~ 

E 
E 

·-

: 

I 
I 

Federal 
Status 

T 

'T 

" sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
sc 
-
E 
-
-
-
E 
-:. ···········-

--E 
PT 
sc ·······--

--
sc 
sc --
sc 
sc 
sc 
-
-
E 
-
-
-
-·~ 

-
····"-·"····-·-
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Table 3.3-4. Threatened and Endangered Species in Dona Ana, Lincoln, Otero, Sierra, and Socorro 
Counties, New Mexico 

(Page 3 of 3) 
! 

i 
State Federal 

· c;ommgn Name Status Status 
ecies ·---

Scientific Name 
Invertebrate l;[l 
Thermosphae~() rna thermophi/us Socorro isoood . E 

ae _Iryon/a alamos 
..f'x!flulopsis neo 
..f'x!flu/opsis c!JU 

mexicana 
paderae 
hihuanus ····-

-··. 
Alamosa trvonia <sprinasnail\ •· -----
Socorro ovra lsorinasnaill 

. : Chu[>adera [>yrg \S[Ir!n~ail) 

. E 

. : E 

. c 
---- -·-----. sc Con!anchelus c 

Limrmitis archip pus obsolete 
:-:]Millipede 

···----~ Desert viceroy butterfly 
t . sc ... 

nl 
_lY!J!l mirifica 

Sonorella todse 
Deronectes neo 
Speyeria atlant 

mexlcana 
Is capitanensis 

· Anthonvblister beetle 
Dona Ana talussnail 
Bonita divino beetle 
Sacramento Mountains silverspot 

- sc 
- sc 
- sc 

I 
- sc 

butterfly 
s lcaricia icariode 

Oreohelix pilsb IJ!! 
I Sacramento Mountains bluei:Jutterfly - sc 

Mineral Creek mountainsnail - sc 
" Notes: (a} Known or suspected to occur at VYSMR and Holloman AFB. 

{b} Currently this lichen has nc Federa: 01 State status. This lichen has Natural Heritage Program rankings of Giobal 
Ranking, G1 and State Ranking, 81 (G1181=critically imperiled because of extreme rarity making it especially 
vulnerable to extinction}, and is consi,>ered a sensitive species at Holloman AFB because of its restrictive microhabitat 
requirements. 

C = candidate 
endangered 
proposed endangered 

PT = proposed threatened 
SC species of concern 
T threatened 

Source: White Sands Misslle Range, 2001; U.S. Fist". and Wildlife Se1vice, 2002b_ 
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Sensitive HabiL~ts. Two sensitive habitat types have been identified at WSMR. 
The black gramallongleaf Mormon tea habitat occurs on the shoulders of fans 
and bajadas at elevations between 4.000 and 6,000 feet. The pinyon 
pine/Scribner needlegrass woodland occurs in the Oscura Mountains on gentle to 
moderate slopes at elevations between 7,900 and 8,700 feet. Wetlands are 
dispersed throughout WSMR, the majority of which are considered lacustrine, 
which are genemlly associated with ponds and lakes. Palustrine wetlands were 
also identified within WSMR Other sensitive areas identified at WSMR include 
cliffs, the San Andres National Wildlife Refuge, Mal pais areas, Agropyron 
meadows, Strawberry Peak, caves and mines, cactus community vegetation. and 
mound springs complex (White Sands Missile Range. 1998). The White Sands 
pupfish essential habitat occurs at Salt Creek, Mound Springs, Malris Spring, Salt 
Marsh, and Lost River. The area in which the ABL aircraft would be parked at 
Holloman AFB i~. paved; no sensitive habitats have been identified. 

3.3. 7.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testin11 Activities. In the event that ground testing is not possible at 
Edwards AFB or Kirtland AFB, WSMR has the appropriate facilities and ranges to 
conduct ground testing of the laser systems from adjacent Holloman AFB, and 
can provide ground support should an alternate lest location be necessary. 
Potential impact> to biological resources would be similar to the ground-testing 
activities discussed for Kirtland AFB (see Section 3.2.7.2). 
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Lasers are curcently used on WSMR in various programs. An analysis of these 
laser programs indicated that there was a potential of physical injury to wildlife. 
According to a study performed in 1980 by the U$. Army regarding laser activity 
at WSMR, there have been negligible cumulative impacts on wildlife populations. 

Big game species such as bighorn sheep in mountainous areas were not affected 
at all. and open range species such as quail and coyotes were only slightly 
impacted (White Sands M:ssile Range, ": 998). Ground·test activities would be 
conducted. to the extent possible, outside of the migratory time periods to 
minimize potential impacts. Because ground· lest activities at WSMR/Holtoman 
AFB would only involve the tower·power ARS, BILL, TILL. and SHEL systems for 
a short period of time (approximately 20 seconds oer laser test) within a small 
area of the range, and precautrons to prevent laser energy from straying off target 
wolild be implemented. adverse impacts to biological resources are not expected. 

Flight· Testing Activities. ABL flight·testing activities to be conducted at WSMR 
would involve routine range activities including mrssile preparation and launching, 
routine debris impacts, and the use of the low· and high-energy lasers. In 
addrtion, MARTI drops and Proteus aircraft would also be utilized dunng flight 
tests of the ABL systems. 

An analysis of the effects from monolithic and missile·debris as a result of HEL 
destruction of !he target missile is provided in Appendix G of the 1997 FE IS. As 
an example. monolithic rmpact of the missile 130 km (81 miles) from the launch 
point would have an extremely low probability of hitting any sensitive plant or 
animal species, and the effect of the propellant remaining on board would be 
localized to a small area. 

Based on an analysis of rema,ning propellant at the time of destruction by the 
HEL, tfJe missile ~argets cou.d have 135 kg (300 pounds) to 700 kg 
(1,500 pounds) of propellant onboard (up to 220 gallons), and would be at an 
a!tilude of more than 35,000 feet. Depending on the type of missile target and the 
intensity of the target destruction, the total number of fragments could range from 
60 to 3,000 fragments with most fragments weighing between 20 to 200 grams 
and the largest fragments being 100 to 200 kg (large intact target missile 
sections) (Science Applications International Corporation, 2002) Most of tne 
remaining fuel on board would be vaporized and quickly mrxed with the 
surrounding air during the destruction of the missile. Any missile debris and fuel 
released after a test event would be handled in accord,mce with the WSMR 
Installation Spill Contingency Plan, and WSMR Environment and Safety 
Directorate would determine what range clearance and remediation actions would 
be necessary. 

Target missile trajectories would be planned to avoid debris ir·Jpact in the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge, Holloman AFB, and other sensi!1ve areas and to 
adhere to requirements of the agreement between the National Park Service and 
WSMR with regard to debris impact in the White Sands National Monument. 
Target missile debris would be contained within the WSMR boundaries and could 
result in the negligible loss of some vegetatron over a small portion of WSMR. 
The types of vegetation that could be impacted include, desert scrub, forest. and 
grassland. Adverse impacts to vege:ation are no: expected. 
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Flighl lest activities could potentially harm the White Sands pupfish ( Cyprinodon 
tularosa), a species listed as threatened by the New Mexico Department of Game 
and Fish (NMDGF). Althoug~ target m1ssiie impacts 1n pupfis~ habttat is neither 
planned nor anticipated, possihle effects of such an impact include dehris and 
liquid propellant releases from destroyed target missiles and debris recovery 
operations. The possibility, however, of target debris directly impacting an 
individual pupfish is very small stnce wetlands occur on less than two percent of 
WSMR (White· Sands Missile Range, 1998). The species' habitat is limited to Sa:t 
Creek, Maune Springs, Malris Spring, Salt Marsh, and Lost River. These habitats 
represent a small portion of the entire wetlands found on WSMR. Adverse effects 
to this species are not expected. 

After each test flight, hazardous oebris would be recovered as quickly as 
possible. Part of the missile tests may include mock warheads with specialized 
electronic tracking devices. These devices would help determine the actual 
debris pattern as part of the test but would also facilitate faster recovery and 
response actions at the range, resulting in iess ecological damage (!.e., the 
recovery team can go directly to the debris and not have to search for it): 
reducing the impact to lhe environment The recovery team would likely utilize a 
light l:ft utility helicopter in rough terrain. Debris recovery fl1gh!s would involve 
gradual descents to pick up the debds, followed by a flight o! the recovery 
helicopter at an altitude that would avoid startling or disturbing wildl1fe. Adverse 
impacts to wtld'tife species due to low-level helicopter flights are not expected. 
Should recovery effects be necessary on Holloman AFB, best management 
practices as delineated by Holloman AFB would be followed to minimize impacts 
to sensitive environments. 

Four wheel drive vehicle recovery operations would be under taken only if 
absolutely necessary, with a minimum of d:sturbance, and in accordance with 
existtng WSMH SOPs. A qualified biOlogist would accompany the debns 
recovery team if deemed necessary. 

An analysis of t:ne potential im::>acts associated with the operation of the HEL was 
discussed in the 1997 "EIS. This analysis showed that laser activities would not 
have signif1cant impacts upon the wildlife at WSMR (U.S. Air Force, 199'1). 
Largely, this results from the high altitude at which the proposed laser activity 
would occur (35.000 feet or higf>er), and from the test geometry that wot.ld 
p--event the la::-er systems usng tne nose t .. nrei from being engaged in a 
downward direct;on. 

Mitigation Measures. Because flight-lest activities would be conducted at 
35,000 feel or higher and existing SOPs are m place to minimize polenta! grounc 
distv~;ance dur;1g recovery of missile debris, c;o acverse impacts are antictpated 
under the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

In the e·;ent that target debris imoacts White Sands pupfish habitat, specific 
operatiocal steps for emergency responses would :>e determined on a case-by
case basis in accorc!ance with the WSMR Missile Mishap Plan, Annex P to the 
Disaster Control Plan In genera!, a typical response action includes the 
following 
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• Render the missile or debris safe 

• Stop the flow of acid and/or fuel 

• Neutralize the acid or fuel in the stream (or body of water) sufficiently 
far downstream to avoid a continuing hazard to wildlife 

• Install surface skimmers and absorptive materials downstream from 
the lead edged of contamination to collect the fuel 

• Monitor \he pH along the stream to ascertain that a reasonable pH 
has been established 

• Remove petroleum products from stream surfaces and return the 
damaged area to an enVIronmentally sound level (M1ssile Defense 
Agency, 2002). 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL ground- and fiight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental 
impacts are anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.3.8 Cultural Resources 

3.3.8.1 Affected Environment. 

WSMR maintains several agreement documents and plans regarding the 
management of cultural resources on WSMR including a Programmatic 
Memorandum of Agreement among WSMR, the New Mexico SHPO, and the 
Council (1985) addressing the protection and management of historic properties 
on the range; an Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the SHPO 
addressing land use management for the Trinity National Historic Landmark; an 
MOU with the National Park Service regarding overflight and recovery activities 
within the range; a Cooperative Agreement with the New Mexico Bureau of Mines 
& Mineral Resources designed to improve the management of paleontological 
resources; a Cultural Resources Management Plan; and a Historic Preservation 
Plan. 
The ROI for cultural resources is the area within the confines of the WSMR 
boundary. However, the primary focus of activities is in the immediate area of 
designated debris impact areas and areas that ground-based target boards would 
be positioned. 

Numerous cultural resource surveys and identification efforts have been 
conducted at WSMR. These surveys have covered many thousands of acres 
(approximately 150,000 acres) and have resulted in the identification of 
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thousands of cultural resources. However, due to the large extent of the property 
that has never been surveyed (over 93 percent as of 1997) the total numtler of 
resources present rs not known. The total number of sites is predicted to be 
approximately 27,000 (U.S. Army Seace and Strategic Defense Comma~a. 
1995). 

Survey efforts at WSMR have resulted in the identification of the following cultural 
resources oc unknown elrgibility status: 

• Approximately 6,000 prehistoric sites 

• Five protohistoric sites, all located in the WSMR call-up areas 

• 241 Euro American sites charactenzed by the beginning of 
homesteading, ranching, and mining 

• 34 buildings and structures representing the military occupation of 
the area and including Plywood City, a Cold War-period srte, Srerra 
Chapel, a World War II temporary, mobilization-:ype facility, and 
rocket engine test facilities. 

In addition, a review of the NRHP and the New MeX>co State Register of Cultural 
Properties indicated that there are three National Register-listed properties within 
the WSMR boundaries: 

• The Trinity Site, both an NRHP .. Iisted site and a National Historic 
Ltmdmark, consisting of several structures: 

• Launch Complex (LC) 33, an NRHP-Iisted site and a National Histone 
Landmark consisting of an Army blockhouse and a gantry crane that 
were used to launch V-2 and Vikir.g rockets in the late 1940s 

• The Wnite Sands National Monument Historic District, also a New 
Mexico stale-registered site. 

Fi'1ally, in addition to the White Sands Na:ional Monument Historic Drst•ic!. t'1ere 
a•e two other New Mexico state-registered sites: the Mockingbird Gap site and 
the Parabolic ):.me Hearth Mounds. 

Tradrtion<JI resources w:thin WSMR are expected to be associated with the 
Mescalero Apache, whose lands are on the northern periphery of WSMR, the 
Lipan Apache Tribe, and the Chiricahua Apache. Traditional cultural properties 
are known to flXist in the WSMR region, and Apache tnbal leaders indicate that 
the Oscura Mountains (situated in the northern portion of the range) are used for 
traditional reli£1ious purposes. Salinas Peak, in the San Andres Mountains, rs a 
sacred site for the Chiricahua Apache. 

Wrthin the WSMR boundary, numerous paleontologtcal srtes have been recorded 
(prehislor'c rrammal tracks). There are no National Natural Landmarks withrn 
WSMR. 

At Holioman AFB, sevecai prehistoric sites lie within the potential ground-test area 
where the laser bea:n will pass over. 
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3.3.8.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that ground testing at WSMR/Holloman 
AFB is required, such testing would occur on previously disturbed, paved, or 
developed land. No construction activity would be necessary; therefore, there are 
no foreseen impacts to cultural or paleontological resources at WSMR/Holloman 
AFB. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-testing activities associated with the ABL 
Program would involve routine range activities including missile preparation and 
launching, routine debris impacts, and the use of low- and high-energy lasers. In 
addition to target missiles, MARTI Drop tests and Proteus aircraft would be 
utilized to test the laser systems. The use of missiles as targets during flight-test 
activities would result in debris impacting the ground surface due to the 
successful intercept of a m1ssile target by the HEL, or by the WSMR Range 
Officer terminating the missile flight due to a malfunction. Such ground impacts 
could potentially impact cultural or paleontological resources at WSMR. 
However, missile debris would be recovered by WSMR personnel following 
policies and procedures outlined in WSMR Regulation 70-8, Security, Recovery, 
and Disposition of Classified and Unclassified Test Materia/Impacting On-Range 
and Off-Range. Missile debris recovery operations would be conducted utilizing 
existing roads, helicopter, or by foot. Recovery operations generally last less 
than 1 day. Debris would be recovered immediately as part of a continuous effort 
to keep WSMR clear of debris. WSMR would supply a debris-recovery team to 
locate and recover the debris and, if required, dispose of or destroy 
contaminated, classified, or hazardous materials according to the pertinent 
regulations (U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command, 1995). 

The debris-recovery team would be assisted by WSMR environmental personnel 
in order to minimize disturbances to cultural or paleontological resources. If 
deemed necessary, e.g., the recovery area is in an area with a high probability of 
cultural or paleontological resources, a qualified archaeologist would accompany 
the search and recovery team. Previous debris-pattern modeling completed for 
prior missile intercept tests, does not predict any debris falling on the White 
Sands National Monument (U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command, 
1995). Any areas disturbed by the recovery operations would be restored, as 
necessary, after recovery operations have been completed. These recovery 
strategies and related SOPs would mitigate potentially adverse effects to cultural 
or paleontological resources. 
Mitigation Measures. Because no ground disturbance would occur during 
placement of ground targets, and designated debris impact areas have been 
established with existing SOPs in place to recover any missile debris, no adverse 
impacts are anticipated. 

Cumulative Impacts. No other actions have been identified that would 
contribute to cumulative impacts such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 
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Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL g'ound- and flight-testing activities would 
not :oe condccted as descrioed in Chapter 2 of th1s SEIS. ABL test activities would 
be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental Impacts 
are ant1cipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be reqJired under the No
Action Altern3tive. 

3.3.9 Socioeconomics 

3.3.9.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for socioeconomics includes Dona Ana and Otero counties, New 
Mexico. Within the two counties, Las Cruces and Alamogordo are the two 
communities most likely to host the temporary personnel associated with the 
potent·al ground-testing activities and proposed night-testing activities at 
WSMR!Holloman AFB. White Sands National Monument is visited by 
approximately 500,000 people annually and is the most visited National Park 
Service site in New Mexico. The affected environment is described below in 
terms of its principal attributes: population, mcome, empioymen!, and housmg or 
lodging. 

Population. i'l 1999, Doca Ana County had a population of 170,000, and Otero 
County had a population of 54,000 (Bureau of Econor,-,ic Analysis, 2001a). The 
communities most lii<ely to host temporary personnel associated with the ABL 
Program are Las Cruces and Alamogordo, the closest communities with the 
largest concentration of hotels/motels. In 1999, Las Cruces had a population of 
74,000, and Alamogordo had a population of 36,000 (Census BJreau, 2001 ). 

Income. In 1999. Dona Ana County had a per capita personal income of 
$17,003. This ranked 23rd in the stale. and was 78 percent of the state average 
of $21.836, and 60 percen: of the national average of $28,546. Otero County had 
a per capita income of $18,945. This ranked 15th in the state, and was 
87 percent of the state average and 66 percent of the national average (Bureau of 
Econormc Analysts, 2001 b). 

Employment. Fu!!- and part-lir:le employment in Dona Ana County totaled 
73,000 in '99~•. up f·om 57,000 in 1989. Otero County had 28,008 full- and part
time employees in 1999, up from 26.000 in ~,989 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
2001 a). 

WSMR ern ploys approximately 6,000 individuals, 6 percent of whom are military 
personnel. Labor force data are not available ior the cities of Las Cruces and 
Alamogordo; however, using the respective county employment to po;:>uiation 

:t is calculated that Las Cruces and Alamogordo have labor forces of 
a;>proximately 32,000 and 19,000 respectively. Unemployment rates are not 
available. 

Housing/lodging. Because personnel associated with the ABL Program's 
testing activities are expecled to be reqlllrecl on a temporary basis for the short 
duration of each test event, it is anticipated that they will seek acconmodations in 
~otels and mot·els closest lo WS!v1R. There arc 2', hotels/motels recogn,zed by 
:he AAA, with ;o total o: 1,599 units in las Cruces. Alamogordo, si:uated to the 
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east of WSMR, has 8 hotels/moleis, with a to\al of 545 units (American 
Automobile Association, 2001). 

3.3.9.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. In the event that ground-testing activities are 
necessary at WSMR/Hollor.:an AFB, ;>otential socioeconomic impacts would be 
similar to those discussed under flight-testing activities for WSMR. Ground
testing activities from Holloman AFB could result in a short-term increase in he 
number of closures of pubiic use of White Sands National Monument, resulting in 
inconvenience to the public. No socioeconomic impacts are anticipated. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-testing activitres at WSMR are expected to 
require up to 50 program-~elated, temporary oersonnel for short-periods 
surrounding each test event. Given the normal daily, weekly, and monthly 
fluctuation of population, employment, a.nd visitors to both WSMR and local 
com'!1unities in the ROI, the need for up to 50 additional program-related 
temporary personnel would have a small, positive. yet largely unnoticeable effect 
on populalton, income, or employment in the ROI. Socioeconomrc impacts would 
essentially be limited to. expenditures by the tem;:>orary personnel in the local 
economy, particularly at local hotels/motels and restaurants. Based on a 2002 
maximum per die'Tl rate of $85 (U.S. General Service Administration, 2001 ), the 
50 program-related personnel could result in an infusim of appcox1mately 
$4,250 per day (about $29,750 per week) into the local economy, depending on 
the duration of their temporary assignments at WSMR 

However. because the increase in the number of temporary employees would 
represent on!y a 0.6-peccent 1ncrease in the number of people employed at 
WSMR, 0.05 percent of the total labor force of the ROI, and the demand for up te 
50 hotel/motel units would only represent 2.3 percent of the 2,144 unit supply in 
the ROI, the impact, a:though positrve, would be smalL For example, assuming 
an average occupancy rate of 70 percent. there would normally be 643 
unoccupied units available to the 50 program-relaced personnel at a:1y one time. 
and so thece would most like:y not be any effect on dicecl, indirect, or induced 
jobs, income, and related population. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be necessary for eithe; the 
potential ground-testing achities, or the proposed flight-testing activities. 

Cumulative Impacts. With no discernible impacts expected for the ABL 
Pcogram's ground- and flig1t-!esting activities at WSMR/Holloman AFB, the 
potential for additive, incremental, cumulai1ve impacts of the ABL Program in 
addition to other past, current. or reasonably foreseeable projects is considered 
remote. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Acllon Alternative, ABL ground- and flight-testing activities would 
not be conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities 
would be conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse socioeconomic 
impacts within the ROt are anticipated. 
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Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action 1\lternative. 
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SECTION 3.4 
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE 



3.4 VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE \ 
In December 1997, the Air Force released the Final Theater Ballistic Missile 
Targets Programmatic Environmental Assessment that evaluated the proposed 
expansion of the capabilities of the Western Range to provide launches of small, 
mobile theater, and larger rail-launched targets from Vandenberg AFB to be 
intercepted over the open ocean of the Western Range off the California coast 
(U.S. Air Force, 1997e). The associated Finding of No Significant Impact 
(FONSI) was published in January 1998 (U.S. Air Force, 1998d). Flight tests are 
needed to provide targets to fully validate system design and operational 
effectiveness of theater defensive missiles and other defense systems (e.g., ABL) 
utilized by the various DOD services. This EA analyzed the potential 
environmental impacts of launching up to 30 target missiles (solid or liquid-fueled) 
per year, at multiple launch sites, from Vandenberg AFB using mobile launchers 
and one fixed-rail launcher. Target missile launch sites evaluated in the EA 
include LF-06; LF-07; LF-09; LF-21; LF-22; LF-23; LF-24; LF-25; LF-26; Test 
Pad-01; Rail Garrison Peacekeeper; ABRES-A, sites 1, 2, and 3; Space Launch 
Complex (SLC)-3W; SLC-5; and V-33 (Figure 3.4-1). Expanded target launch 
capabilities at Vandenberg AFB are requ~red to support future Navy, Air Force, 
and Army missile testing operations in the Western Range. The resources 
evaluated in the EA included air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, 
hazardous materials and waste, health and safely, land use, and noise. This EA 
is incorporated by reference throughout this SEIS. 

3.4.1 Local Community 

Background 

Vandenberg AFB was originally activated as Camp Cooke in 1941, and provided 
infantry training for soldiers unlillhe camp was inactivated in 1946. The A1r Force 
acquired the base in 1957 for use as a missile launch center and for aeronautical 
operations. The newly activated West Coast Missile Center was transferred to 
the Air Force's Air Research and Development Command (now Air Force Materiel 
Command) and renamed Cooke AFB. In 1958, the installation was transferred to 
the Strategic Air Command, and renamed Vandenberg AFB in honor of General 
Hoyt Vandenberg, the Air Force Chief of Staff from 1948 to 1953. Air Force 
Space Command took control of the installation in January 1991. 

The host unit at Vandenberg AFB is the 30th Space Wing, which is responsible 
for launching satellites into orbit. Vandenberg AFB also provides launch facilities 
for testing of intercontinental ballistic missiles and is the site of military, NASA, 
and commercial space launches accomplished on the West Coast. An average 
of 14 government-launched missiles occurred annually between 1990 and 1995, 
and an average of 15 government-launched missiles per year were projected 
between 1996 and 2005 (U.S. Air Force, 1995). 

Location 

Vandenberg AFB comprises more than 98,000 acres within Santa Barbara 
County, and is approximately 55 miles north of the city of Santa Barbara near 
Lompoc, California (Figure 3.4-1). 
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ABL test activities would utilize existing launch sites at Vandenberg AFB that are 
addressed in the Theater Ballistic Mis.sile Targets Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment to launch target cnissiles (see Figuce 3.4-1 ). 

The airspace of the Western Range begins at the Vandenberg AFB launch areas 
and extends west ovec the Pacific Ocean Figure 2.2-6). The Wesi Coast 
Offsnore Operating Area (WCOOA) is managed by the 30th Space Wing as an 
adJunct to the Western Range. The area is a combination of restricted and 
warning areas, as well as FAA-controlled airspace. 

The climate is characterized as dry and subtropicaL The Pacific Ocean >S a 
moderating influence on temperatures and moisture content of the air. The 
weather is warm and dry from May to November and wet and cool from 
Dececnber to April. The average annua: temperature is 55~F with a high of 74"F 
in September and a low of 38oF in January. Average annual rainfa1 is 
apprOXImately 13 inches. The wettest montn is Fet>ruary, and the ociest is July. 
The widely varying tonography causes a grea: variation in loca· vvind direction and 
speed. In general. winds are stronger on the higher ridgelines and along the 
beaches. The annual surface wind speec :s approximately 7 mph, usually from 
the west-northwest Coastal fog, which occurs primarily during July through 
September, is usually confined to late evenings and early mornings. 

3.4.2 Airspace 

3.4.2. 1 Affected Environment. 

The airspace ROI for Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) is defined as that area 
that could be affected by the ABL night-testing activities. For !he purposes of this 
document, the ROI is the Western Range and an approximately 36-km (20-nm) 
zone around the edge of the range boundaries. 

The affectec airspace use environment in the Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) 
airspace ROI, whrch, except for :he airspace above Vandenberg AFB, lies entirely 
offshore. is described below in terms of its pcincipal attributes. namely: contro!led 
and uncon:rolled ai·space; SUA; MTRs; en route aicways a~d ;et routes, airports 
and airfields; and ATC. 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. Outside of the SUA identified and 
discussed separately in tr1e next section, the domestic airspace m the ROI, 
including the airspace overlying the waters within 12 nm of lhe coast. is controlled 
airspace, within which some or all aircraft may be subject to ATC. Th1s controlled 
airspace comprises Class A airspace from 18,000 feet above MSL, up to and 
including FL 600 (60,000 feel), and Class E airspace below 18,000 feet. The 
Class A and E airspace also includes designated international airspace beyond 
12 nm of the coast within areas of domestic radio navigatior.al signai or ATC 
radar coverage, and include tne offs~ore Warning Areas idenMied in tne SUA 
subsection below. Within Class E airspace, separation service is provioed for 
IFR aircraft only, and, to the extent practical, traffic advisories to aircraft operating 
under VFR. 
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The distinction between "controlled" and "uncontrolled" airspace is important. 
Within controlled airspace, ATC service is provided to IFR fiights and VFR flights 
in accordance with the airspace classification. Controlled airspace is also that 
airspace within which aircraft operators are subject to certain pilot qualifications, 
operatin!~ rules, and equipment requirements. For example, for IFR operations in 
any class of controlled airspace, a pilot must file an IFR flight plan, and receive an 
appropriate ATC clearance. Within uncontrollecl airspace, no ATC service to 
aircraft operating under VFR is provided other than possible traffic advisories 
when the ATC workload permits, and radio communications can be established 
(lllman, 1993). IFR ATC service is available if requested. 

Special Use Airspace. The Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) airspace ROI 
comprises four Restricted Areas (R-2516, R-2517, 2534A, and R-2534B), each 
extending to an unlimited altitude, immediately above and around Vandenberg 
AFB; two Restricted Areas (R-2535A and R-2535B) over San Nicolas Island; and 
27 separate Warning Areas off the coast of southern California (see Figure 3.4-2). 
Their effective altitude, times used, and controlling agency are provided in Table 
3.4-1. 

~~T;;;a~b~le=3;.;.4c..-1.;.;·_;;;S-"p-":e~c:.;ia:.:.I;;;U'-'s;.;;e~Airspace in the Vandenberg AFB/Western Range Airspace ROI 
__ "'N,_u~mO"b~;eocr __ ___,Ec;ffcce;cco::tc;ivcce-jl\l.titude (feet) Time of Use Controlling Agency 

R-2516 Unlimited Continuous1' 1 ZLA CNTR 
R-2517 Unlimited Continuous1' 1 No AJG 
R-2519 FL 200-Unlimited Continuous1'1 ZLA CNTR 
R-2534A 500 AGL to Unlimited Intermittent by NOT AM ZLA CNTR 
R-2534B 500 AGL to Unlimited Intermittent by NO TAM ZLA CNTR 
R-2535A To 100,000 0600-2200 M-F ZLA CNTR 
R-2535B To 100,000 0600-2200 M-F ZLA CNTR 
W-60 Unlimited Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
W-61 To Fl 500 Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
W-289 Unlimited Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
W-289N To FL 240 Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
W-290 To FL 800 Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
W-412 To 3,000 SR-SS ZLA CNTR 
W-532 Unlimited Intermittent ZLA CNTR 

~~""W""-;;c5;;c3'c7~--""U-:'-n"'li;.;..;miled ···-~· Intermittent ZLA CNTR 
Note: (a) Continuous- 24 hours a day and/or 7 days a week. 

AGL Above Ground Level 
CNTR Center (Air Route T raf.-ic Control Center) 
FL Flight Level (FL 180 =approximately 18,000 feet) 
No AIG No Air to Ground Comnunication 
NOT AM Notice to Airmen 
R Restricted 
SR Sunrise 
SS Sunset 
W Warning Area 
ZLA Los Angeles /..,RTCC 

Source: National Aeronautics Charlit"•9 Office. 2001 a. and 2001 d. 
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There are no Prohibited or Alert SUA areas in \he ROI (National Ocean Service, 
2001 ). 
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Military Training Routes. The Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) airspace ROI 
is bordered on the <last by a number of MTRs whose starling points are just 
outside the east edge of the ROI off the coast. All routes are designated for 
MARSA operations established by coordinated scheduling. The route's width is 
5.5 km (3 nm) either side of centerline. The routes' originating activity, from south 
to north, are MarinE· Corps Air Station (MCAS) Miramar for IR-211; NAWS Point 
Mugu for IR 200; NAS Lemoore for VR-1262, IR-207, VR-202, VR-1261, 
VR-1251, and VR-1250, all off the coast of California. All of the MTRs starting 
points are outside (east of) the offshore Warning Areas. 

Hours of operation are normally daylight hours; other hours are as indicated by 
NOT AM, except for IR-211 and IR-346, which have continuous hours of 
operation, and VR-331, which operates between 0700-1600 hours, Monday 
through Friday (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2001 ). 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. While there are numerous domestic en 
route, low-altitude (up to but not including 18,000 feet above MSL) airways that 
run northwest to southeast, up and down the California coast, none of them is in 
the Vandenberg AFB airspace ROI, lying well to the east with the exception of 
one unpublished route (i.e., Pacific Route Airway). All of these airways are 
inland, with thre exception of V27, which passes offshore south of Santa Barbara, 
east of Vandenberg AFB, and leaves the coast again north of Morro Bay. 
Similarly, there are several domestic high-altitude jet routes crossing northwest to 
southeast, to the east of the airspace ROI above 18,000 feet above MSL. 
However, they all pass inland over the central California coast ranges (see Figure 
34-2). 

The overseas high-altitude jet routes cross the western part of the airspace ROI 
via nine control area extension (CAE) corridors off the California coast (see 
Figure 34-2) These corridors can be opened or closed at the request of a user 
in coordination with the FAA. An MOA exists between users and the FAA to 
stipulate the conditions under which the CAEs can be closed to civil traffic. Under 
most circumstances, at least one CAE must remain available for use by general 
aviation and commercial air carriers. 

As an alternative to aircraft flying above 29,000 feet following the published, 
preferred IFR routes (shown in Figure 34-2), the FAll is gradually permitting 
aircraft to select their own routes as alternatives. This "Free Flight" program is an 
innovative concept designed to enhance the safety and efficiency of the National 
Airspace System. The concept moves the National Airspace System from a 
centralized command-and-control system between pilots and air traffic controllers 
to a distributed system that allows pilots, whenever practical, to choose their own 
route, and file a flight plan that follows the most efficient and economical route 
(Federal Aviation Administration, 1998). 

Free Flight is already underway, and the plan for full implementation will occur as 
procedures are modified, and technologies become available and are acquired by 
users and service providers. This incremental approach balances the needs of 
the aviation community and the expected resources of both the FAA and the 
users. Advanced satellite voice and data communications are being used to 
provide faster and more reliable tr·ansmission to enable reductions in vertical, 
lateral, and longitudinal separation, more direct flights and tracks, and faster 
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altitude clearances (Federal Aviation AdminisTration, 1998). With full 
implementation of this program, tne amount of airs~ace in the ROI that is likely to· 
be clear of traffic will decrease as pilots, whenever practical, choose their own 
route and file a ;light plan that to:rows the most effrcient and economical route, 
rather than following the published preferred IFR routes across the ROI show~ in 
Figure 3.4·2. 

In addition to the IFR high-altitude jet routes and low-altitude ainNays used by 
commercial aircraft, general aviation aircraft fly unrestricted in accordance with 
VFR within the MOAs below FL 180. 

Airports/Airfields. In addition to Vandenberg AFB, Naval Offshore Landing Field 
San Nicolas, and Naval Auxiliary Landing Field San Clemente Island, there is just 
one airport, Catalina on Santa Catalina Island, in t'le Vandenberg AFB airspace 
ROI (see Figure 3.4-2). 

Air Traffic Control. The airspace ROI within the 12-nm territorial Waters of the 
Unrted States is managed by the Los Angeles ARTCC (National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, 2001). The controlling agency for the Restricted 
Areas is the Los Angeles ARTCC. The offshore Warning Areas are u-nder los 
Angeles ARTCC control. During the published nours of use (see Table 3.4-1 ), 
the using agency is responsible for controlling all military activity within the SUA, 
and determinrng that its perimeters are not violated. When scheduled to be 
inactive, the using agency releases the airspace back to the comrolling agency 
(Los Angeles ARTCC). If no activity is scheduled dur:ng some of the published 
hours of use, the using agency releases the airspace to the controlling agency for 
nonmilitary operations during that period of inactivity (lllman, 1993). 

In the Class A (positive control areas) airspace from 18,000 to 60,000 feet, all 
operations are conducted under IFR procedures, and are subject to ATC 
clearances and instructions. Aircraft separation and safety advisories are 
provided by ATC, the Los Angeles or Oakland ARTCC. In the Class E (general 
controlled airspace) airspace below 18,000 feet, operations may be unaer either 
IFR or VFR: separation service is pcovided to aircraft operahg under IFR only 
and, to the extent practicable, traffic advisories to aircraft operating under VFR, 
by the appropriate ARTCC. 

The airspace beyond the 12-nm limit is m international airspace. For this reason, 
the procedures of the lnternaltonal Civil Avtation Organization (ICAO), outlined in 
ICAO Document 4444-RAC/501, Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Services, are 
followed in this airspace (ICAO, 1985, 1994). ICAO Document 4444-RAC/501 is 
the equtvalent ATC manual to the FAA Handbook 7110.65, Air Traffic Control. 
However, the ICAO is not an active ATC agency, and has no authority to allow 
aircraft into a particular sovereign nation's Flight Information Region or Air 
Defense Identification Zone, and does not set international boundaries for ATC 
purposes. Rather, the ICAO is a specialized agency of tbe United Nattons, 
whose objective is to develop the principles and techniques of international atr 
navigation, and to foster planning and development of international air tra:1sport. 
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FAA Air Traffic Service outside the United States' airspace is provided in 
accordance with Article 12 and Annex 11 of the ICAO Convention. The FAA acts 
as the United States' agent for aeronautical information to the ICAO, and air 
traffic in the region is managed by the Los An~1eles, Oakland, and Seattle 
ARTCCs. Domestic Warning Areas and Warning Areas are established in 
international airspace to contain activity that may be hazardous, and to alert pilots 
of nonparticipating aircraft to the potential danger. 

3.4.2.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activities are proposed at 
Vandenberg 1\FB. 

Flight-Testing Activities 

Controlled and Uncontrolled Airspace. No new SUA proposal, or any 
modification to the existing SUA, would be necessary to accommodate the flight
testing activities at the Vandenberg AFB (Western Range). Consequently, there 
would be no reduction in the amount of controlled and uncontrolled navigable 
airspace in the ROI and, therefore, no impacts to the controlled or uncontrolled 
airspace in the ROI are expected. 

Special Use Airspace. Use of the Western Range for the proposed flight-testing 
activities would not have an adverse impact on activities conducted within the 
range. The SUA using agency has a scheduling office that is responsible for 
establishing 2 real-time activity schedule for those restricted areas and parts of 
the Western F<ange that would be utilized and forwarded along with any 
subsequent changes to the controlling ARTCC. In addition, the flight tests 
represent precisely the types of activities for which the SUA was created in the 
early 1960s: namely, to accommodate national security and necessary military 
activities, and to confine or segregate activities considered to be hazardous to 
nonpa1·ticipating aircraft. 

Restricted Areas were designated to contain hazards to nonparticipating aircraft. 
Offshore Warning Areas consist of airspace over domestic or International waters 
in which hazc,rdous activity may be conducted. The purpose of such Warning 
Areas is to warn nonparticipating pilots of the potential danger. This designation 
corresponds :o the "Danger Area·· designation of ICAO. As such, the flight-testing 
activities would not represent an adverse impact to SUA, and would not conflict 
with any airspace use plans, policies and controls. 

In addition, no new additional demands would be placed on existing SUA, and the 
Proposed Action would not require the ass1gnrnent of new SUA, or require the 
modification of existing SUA. Consequently, there would be no adverse impacts 
to SU11. 

Military Training Routes. No change to an existing or planned MTR or slow 
route would be required as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action; 
therefore, no impacts to MTRs are expected. 
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En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Since pro;:>osed t;ight-testirg activities 
would be contained within the eXIsting SUA, there wouid be no impact to the 
ROI's en route airways anc jet routes. Tt1ere are no airways or jet routes that 
pass through or near the Restricted Areas in the airspace ROt Although there 
are a number of CAE corridors through, or close to, the Warning Areas that are 
part of the Western Range, there is a scheduling agency for the Warning Areas. 
and the procedures lor schedulrng this arrspace are performed in accordance with 
FAA reguiatrons and agreements with the con:rolirng FAA facilities, the Los 
Angeles ARTCC. Flight-testing sc!1edules would be provided to the ARTCCs, as 
stipulated in letters of agreement between the agencies involved. 

Airspace schedulers have evolved scheduling procedures to meet the operational 
pressures of conducting the flight-testing activities in the Western Range 
airspace. The FAA ARTCCs are resoor,sible for air tcaffic fiow control or 
management to ensure the smooth passage of air traffic through the CAE 
corridors. They provide se;laration services to aircraft operating on IFR night 
piafls, af\d principally duriflg the en route prrases of the flight. They also provide 
traffic and weather advisories to airborne aircraft. By appropriately containing the 
ABL fiight"testing activities to the Restricted Areas and the Warning Areas that 
compnse the Western Range, nonparlicipattng traffrc would be advised or 
separated accordingly, thus avoiding adverse impacts to the low-altitude airways 
and hig~-altitude jet routes that use the CAE corridors, which are designed just 
for this purpose. Thus, although aircra't transitrng the area may be required to 
change coucse to use a different CAE corridor during the ABL Program's flight
testing activities. this is already the normal, accepted procedure for the vVestern 
Range; no adverse impacts to en route airways and jet routes are expected. 

Airports and Airfields. Implementation of the Proposed Action would not restrict 
access to, nor affect the use of, any airfie1d or airport available for public use, and 
would not affect airfield/airport arrival a."ld departLtre traffic flows. Therefore, no 
impact to the ROt's airports anc airfields are expected 

Mitigation Measures. No impacts have been identified; therefore no mitigaHon 
measures would be required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Due to the nature of test activities at fhe Western Range, 
other missile test and rocket launch actrvrties within the range to suoport other 
rr.tlttary (e.g, GMD element) and commercial (e.g., sateliite lau'lches) functions 
would be occurring. These missile tests ana rocket lau:1ches have been 
addressed in EAs and EISs that limit the number of launches and are carefully 
scheduled/coordinated to prevent cumulative airspace impacts irom other launch 
actions. 

No other projects rn tne airspace ROI have been identified that would have the 
potential ioc incremental, additive cum.Jiative impacts to co·1trolled or uncontro:'ed 
airspace, SUA, MTRs, en route airways and jet routes, airf1elds and airports, or 
ATC. 

No-Action Alternative 

Controlled/Uncontrolled Airspace. Ongorng activ•ties at Vandenberg AFB 
(Western Range) would conti.oue to utilize the existing over-water SUA and 
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altitude reservatioos. No new SUA ;>ro;>osal, or any :-r>odification to the existing 
SUA. would be required to accommodate continuing mission activities. 
Therefore, no impacts to the controlled/uncontrolled airspace in the ROI are 
expected. 

Special Use Airspace. The ongomg activities at Vandenberg AFB would 
contrnue to utilize the existing SUA. Although the nature and intensity of 
u:ilizatron varies over time and ~y ind'vidual SUA area, he contin"ing mission 
activities represent precisely the types activities for which the SUA was created. 
Restricted Areas were designated to contain hazards to nonparticipating aircraft 
Offshore Warning Areas consist of airspace over domestic or international waters 
in which hazardous activity may be conducted. The purpose of such Warning 
Areas 1s to warn nonparticipating pilots of the potential danger. This designation 
corresponds to the "Danger Area" designation of I GAO. As such, the continuing 
mission activities would not represent an adverse impact to SUA, and would not 
co;rflict wit!1 any airspace CJse pla'ls, policies or controls. 

En Route Airways and Jet Routes. Ongoing activities at Vandenberg AFB 
would continue to utilize, and be confined to, the ex1sting SUA. Use of the 
existing en route air.vays and jet routes by IFR traffic comes under the control of 
the Los Angele> ARTCC, and, therefore, no adverse Impacts to the ROI's air.vays 
and jet rot:les are expected 

Those portions of the Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) airspace ROI outside 
the 'r2-nm limit are situated in international airspace. Because it is international 
airspace, the procedures of the !GAO, outlinE'd in ICAO Document 4444" 
RAC/501, Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Services, are followed (International 
Civil Aviation Organization, 1984, 1994). ICAO Document 4444-RAC/501 is the 
equivalen! ATC manual to the FAA Handbook 7'• 1 0.65, Air Traffic Contra'. The 
FAA acts as Un1:ed States, agent for aeronautical information to the ICAO. and 
air traffic in that portion of the ROI is managed by the same ARTCCs identified 
aoove for domestic airspace. 

In terms of potential airspace use impacts to en route airways and jet routes, the 
continuing mission activities would be in compliance with DOD Directive 4540.1, 
Use of Arrspace by U S. Military Aircraft and Firhgs Over the High Seas, which 
specl.fies procedures for conducting aircraft operations and for missile/projectile 
f1nng (the :argets used tor t1e ABL Progran1), r.amely the missile/projectile "firing 
areas shall be selected so that trajectories are clear of established oceanic arr 
routes or areas of known surface or air activity" (Department of Defense, 1981 ). 
In addition, before conducting an operation that is hazardous to nonparticipating 
aircratt, NOTAfvls would be sent in accordartce with the conditions of the direct:ve 
specified in OPt<AVINST 3721.206. The hazard area as def1ned by the range 
safety officer wcdd be Cfeared prior to launch activities. 

As noted above. mission activities a: Vandenberg AFB would continue to utilize 
the existing avec-water SUA, and wouid not require a change to an existing or 
pianned IFR minimum flight altitude, a published or special instrument procedure, 
or an IFR departure procedure, or require a VFR operation to change from a 
regularflight course or altitude. The MOA wrth the FAA for the unpublisl:ed route 
(ie., Pacific Route Air.'Vay) eliminates potential inpacts to that route. There:ore, 
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no impacts to the surrounding low-altitude airways and/or ~11gh-aititude 1et rou:es 
are expected from the No-Action Alternative. 

Airports and Airfields. Ongoing activities at Vandenberg .l1FB would nol restrict 
access to or affect the use o: the existing airfields and airports. Operations a• 
Vandenberg AFB, Santa Cataiina airport, and the many private airfrelosiairstrips 
in the ROt would continue to operate at current levels. Existrng airfield/airport 
arrival and departure traffrc fiows would not be affected by the No-Action 
Alternative, and access to airports/airfields would no: be affected. Therefore, no 
impacts are expected under the No-Action Alternatrve. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitrgation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.4.3 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

3.4.3.1 Affected Environment. 

The 30 Space Wing (SW) Plan 32-7086, Hazardous Materials Management Plan, 
and 30 SW Plan 32-7043-A, Hazardous Waste Management Plan ensu·e 
compliance with applicable federal, state. local regulations, and Air Force 
directives related to hazardous rnaterials a:1d hazardous waste management. 
Vandenberg AFB also maintains a Hazardous Materials Emergency Response 
Plan (30 SW Plan 32-4002), and a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures 
Pian (32-4002-C) that address emergency response actions and spill prevention. 
control, and countermeasures requirements. The pians provides guidance for the 
identification of hazardous material sources, t1e discovery and reporting of a 
hazardous materials release, and procedures to follow in the event of a release 
(U.S. Arr Force, 1999e; U.S. Air Force, 2001g). 

Hazardous materials are used and stored as a result of many processes 
throughout Vandenberg AFB. Vandenberg AFB uses the Pharmacy Concept to 
distribute hazardous materials to Air Force customers. As part of thrs process. 
customers are required to return the unused portions of the materials to Base 
Supply for subsequent use or disposal. All hazardous ·nalerials must be 
approved for use by Vandenberg AFB before they are brought onto the base; onfy 
authorized users may use the hazardous materials (U.S. Air Force, 2001f). 

Hazardous materials used in conjunction with range testing operations (i.e., 
missile launches) rnclude cleaning solvents, various pain: compounds, exp'osive 
materiais, and toxic oropellants Specific types and quanti'ies of materials can 
vary depending upon specific system and test configuration requirements. Each 
agency utilizing Vandenberg AFB is responsible for procurement, distribution lo 
the work areas, and management of its hazardous materials (U.S. Air Force, 
20011). Vandenberg AF[5 has a Process Safety Management Plan in p!ace to 
identify and manage processing, storage, and use of highly hazardous chemicals, 
taxies. and reactives identifred rn 29 CFR 1910.119. 

Hazardous waste management procedures used at Vandenberg AFB must be in 
compliance with federal, state, and loca1 requirements; DOD and Air Force 
regulations also apply. The Vandenberg AFB Hazardous Waste Management 
Plan ensures appropriate control, and reporting measures are in place regarcrng 
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the collection, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste generated at 
Vandenberg AFB (U.S. Air Force, 2000e). 

3.4.3.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activities are proposed at 
Vandenberg AI=B. 

Flight-Testing Activities. The ABL aircraft would originate from Edwards AFB, 
and fiight-test <Jctivities would occur over the Western Range off the coast of 
California (see Sections 3.2.2, 3.3.2, and 3.4.2, Airspace). 

Hazardous materials used during missile launch preparation would be similar to 
those currently used, and would be transporled to the missile preparation area 
using ground-support equipment without the need for revised procedures. 
Limited quantitres of hazardous waste may be generated by the proposed target
missile pre-launch activities. This waste includes unused or contaminated 
cleanin~1 solvents, or unused lubricants or hydraulic fluids. Similar waste types 
are currently generated at Vandenberg AFB. Unused solvents and any other 
unused materials would be returned to the base supply or removed from the base 
by the user upon completion of activities to minimize hazardous waste. Motor 
fuels and cleaning solvents are collected and disposed of routinely. The pre
fueled missile targets use liquid propellants, and are not expected to generate 
any hazardous waste. 

At the time of cestruction by the HEL, the missile targets would have no more 
than 220 kg (41l5 pounds) of propellant onboard (about 70 gallons), would be 
more than 25 km (15.5 miles) down range, and at an altitude of more than 
35,000 feet. The remaining fuel on board would be vaporized and quickly mixed 
with the surrounding air during the destruction of the missile. The release of 
propellant is not expected to have a measurable effect on the ecosystem of the 
Western Range. 

In the event the ABL aircraft is unable to land at Edwards AFB after conducting 
test activities (e.g., due to Edwards AFB runway closure), Vandenberg AFB has 
been identified as one of three pre-planned "divert bases" in which the aircraft 
could be divert,,d_ Although nothing would prevent the ABL aircraft from landing 
at any surtable IJase in time of emergency, personnel at Vandenberg AFB would 
be specifically !.rained to support the ABL aircraft and appropriate equipment to 
handle ABL hazardous materials (e.g., chemical transfer and recovery 
receptacles) would be in place. The ABL aircraft would remain at Vandenberg 
AFB until the Edwards AFB runway is cleared for incoming traffic. 

Mitigation Measures. Because flight-testing activities would be required to 
comply with applicable federal, state, DOD, and Air Force regulations regarding 
the use, storage, and handling of hazardous materials and hazardous waste, 
these activities would not result in substantial environmental impacts, and no 
mitigation mea:;ures would be required. 
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Cumulative Impacts. Other missile test and rocket launch activities within the 
Western Range to support other military and commercial functions would be 
occurring. These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in EAs 
and EISs that evaluate the quantities of hazardous materials utilized and any 
wastes generated during launch activities. In addition, these launch activities are 
covered by the Hazardous Materials Management Plan and Hazardous Waste 
Management Plan maintained by the 30 SW. Cumulative impacts to hazardous 
materials and hazardous waste management activities from other launch actions 
are not anticipated. 

No other actions have been identified that would contribute to cumulative impacts 
such that adverse impacts woulcJ result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, flight-testing activities would not be conducted 
as described in Section 2 of this SEIS. ABL fiight-test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.4.4 Health and Safety 

3.4.4.1 Affected Environment. 

The affected environment at Vandenberg AFB includes those launch facilities 
evaluated in the Theater Ballistic Missile Targets Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment and the airspace (Western Range) in which ABL flight-testing 
activities would occur. Range activities involving the use of lasers would be 
conducted in accordance with Eastern and Western Range (EWR) 127-1, Range 
Safety Requirements. In addition, the participating ranges (i.e., WSMR, Edwards 
AFB, and Vandenberg AFB) along with the ABL SPO tailored and generated the 
Range Safety Requirements Document for the ABL program, which will also be 
applicable. This document captures requirements contained in EWR 127-1 as 
well as those applicable laser safety requirements from each range. 

Because of the potential for Vandenberg AFB operations lo affect off-base areas, 
Vandenberg AFB plays a prime role in regional emergency planning 
(Environmental Science Associates, 1996; U.S. Air Force, 1g89a). As an 
example, the city of Lompoc ancl Vandenberg AFB have entered into a mutual aid 
agreement that allows emergency units from either Lompoc or Vandenberg AFB 
to provide assistance in the event of an emergency. A "hotline" exists between 
the city of Lompoc and Vandenberg AFB in order to immediately notify the city in 
case of a major accident on the base. In the event of an emergency involving a 
launch mishap in Lompoc, Vandenberg AFB would assume control, and could set 
up a national defense area if protected material were involved in the accident. 

Danger zones have been established off the Santa Barbara County coast 
between Point Sal and Point Conception. These danger zones were established 
to meet security requirements. and reduce the hazard to persons and property 
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during a launch-related activity. Impact limit areas are established through the 
designation of debris impact areas for each specific launch. These impact limit 
areas are plotted for all launches. 

Zone closures are announced daily over various radio frequencies, and posted in 
harbors along the coast. The 30 SW Flight Analysis notifies the 30 Range 
Squadron (RANS) of areas that are hazardous to aircraft (i.e., impact debris 
areas for all normally jettisoned and impacting stages) 30 working days prior to 
launch. The 30 RANS notifres the FAA, Los Angeles or Oakland ARTCCs, so 
that the information can be disseminated through an NOT AM. Restricted 
airspace areas are active and controlled according to EWR 127-1, Range Safety 
Requirements, Safety Operating Instructions, 30 SW regulations, and FAA 
directives and regulations. Control of air traffic in FAA-designated areas around 
the launch head is maintained and coordinated between the Aeronautical Control 
Officer and FAll to ensure that aircraft are not endangered by launches. The Air 
Route Surveillance Radar surveys the restricted and Warning Area airspace 
beginning 15 minutes prior to the scheduled launch trme, and until the launch is 
complete. 

The 30 RANS also ensures that a Notice to Mariners within the impact debris 
areas is disseminated beginning 30 working days prior to launch. Information 
regarding impact debris areas is distributed to surface vessels when the 
30 RANS sends written notification of impact debris areas to be published weekly 
in the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) Long Beach Broadcast to Mariners. Broadcasts 
by USCG Long Beach provide the latest available hazard information to offshore 
surface vessels. 

The 30 I~ANS has developed procedures related to evacuating or sheltering 
personnel on offshore oil rigs during launch operations. These procedures 
pertain to offshore platforms situated west of 120° 15 minutes longitude. The 
30 SW Chief of Safety notifies 30 RANS of futum launches, and 30 RANS notifies 
the Minerals lv1anagement Service (MMS), Department of the Interior, to notify the 
oil rig personnel of a future launch. The MMS first notifies the oil rig operator 10 
to 15 clays before a launch to prepare for possible sheltering or evacuation. The 
second notice is given 24 to 36 hours before the launch, confirming the 
requirement to shelter or evacuate. The third notice is given by Frontier Control 
to provice final notice before, during, and after securing the operation. Additional 
notices are sent as required. 

Point Sal State Beach, Ocean Beach County Park, and Jalama Beach County 
Park may be closed on the day of a mrssile launch. Although direct overflight of 
the beaches does not occur, there is the possibility of debris from a launch 
anomaly impacting the beaches. In order to protect park visitors, Vandenberg 
AFB, the County Parks Department, the County Sherrff, and the California 
Highway l0 atrol have agreed to close the parks upon request during launches that 
could affect the beaches. 

3.4.4. 2 Environmental Consequences 

Propose.d Action 
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Ground-Testing Activities. No ground testmg of the laser systems is proposed 
at Vandenberg AFS. 

Flight-Testing Activities. The pnmary nazard associated with the flight-testing 
act;vities is the reflected laser energy off of a target mrssile debris 7a'.ling within 
the Western Range boundaries. 

Up to 25 missile flight tests would occur at the Western Range. Airborne lasing 
activities would be limited to the Westerr Range boundaries (see Figure 2.2-6). 
These flight tests would invo!ve testing of the lower-power ARS, BILL, and TILL, 
and the high-power HEL system. Any laser energy that misses the targeted 
missile would continue upward and away from the ground. The reflected laser 
energy hazards for the HEL have been extensrvely investigated, and possible 
reflection scenarios predicted. A detailed evaluation is availaole in Appendix F of 
the Final Envirpnmental 'mr>act Statemen: for the Progracn Definitjon and Risk 
Reducl10n Phase of ,the Alrt>orne Lasf')r Program Volum.<:: ... 1....1BJIT. The possibility 
of public exposure to hazardous levels of direct, non-reflected laser energy would 
be eliminated by the decision to restnct laser firing angles above the horizontal 
plane from the ABL aircraft's altitude of above 35,000 fee:. However, because of 
the missile's flight path angie when interce~ted by t;,e laser beam reflections from 
the target missile su:iace could be directed downward (see Figure 3.3-4 ). The 
targets in all laser engagements would be flying at altitudes equal to or greater 
than the altrtude of the ABL aircraft Direct laser energy that misses the target 
wowld exit restricted airspace above 45,000 feet and continue upward and 
eventually exit the Earth's atmosphere. This may involve off-range lasing where 
the laser energy exrts l~e Westecn Range arrspace boundary; however, it would 
exit at an upward angle, and away from routinely flown airspace. In addition. the 
ABL couid be used to monitor or engage (up to HEL with appropriate additional 
environmental analysis) targets of opportunity from other Western Range testing. 
Range aclrvities involving the use of lasers would be conducted in accordance 

with EWR 127-1, Range Safety Requirements. 

SASH is considered a safety concern for aircraft opera:ions. BASH hazards at 
Vandenberg AFB are managed to reduce bird/animal act!vity relative to arcraft 
operatrons. Because flight-test activities would occur above 35,000 feet, the 
likelihood of a BASH incrdent is considered low. 
Because ABL flight-testing activities at Vandel\berg AFB (Western Range) would 
be performed in accordance with applicable regulations, and appropriate safety 
measures would be implemented, no adverse impacts are expected. 

As discussed under the affected environment, Vandenberg AFB has established 
procedures in place to ensure a safe environment to conduct ABL flight-test 
activities. Restricted airspace areas would be controlled according to EWR 127-1 
Range Safety Requirements, Safety Operating lnstrucf,ons, 30 SVV regulations, 
and FAA drrectives and regulations. Notice to Mariners and Notice to Airmen 
would be disseminated Established procedures exist and would be imolemented 
related to evacuating or sheltering personnel on off-shore oilrigs during caunch 
operations. The State and County beaches potentially affected during launch 
activities would be closed. Vandenberg AFB, the County Parks Department, the 
County Sheriff, and the California Highway patrol have agreed to ctose the 
beaches upon request during launches that affect the beaches in order to protect 
visitors. No adverse im;1acts are anticipated. 
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Mitigation Measures. ABL testing activities woL:id be performed in accorda1ce 
with applicable regulations. and appropriate safety measures would be 
imp!emenied: therefoce. no adverse impacts are ex~ectec. and no mitigation 
measures wou d be requlred. 

Cumulative Impacts. Due to the nature of test activities at the Western Range. 
other m1ssiie test and rocket launch activities within the range to support other 
military and commercial functions would be occurring. These missile tests and 
rocket iaunche3 have been addressed in EAs and EISs that limit the number of 
launches and are carefully scheduled/coordinated to prevent cumulative impacts 
of launch actions. 

No other actior.s have been identified that would contribute to cumulative impacts 
Such that adverse Impacts would result 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Act1on Alterr.ative, !-'.BL flight-testing Bc:ivities wou:d not be 
conducted as cescribec in Chapter 2 of the SEtS ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the ":997 FE IS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
antic:8aled. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.4.5 Air Quality 

3.4.5.1 Affect!;d Environment. 

Information on the affected environment and the erwi.-onmenta: consequences at 
the Earth's surface, the pla~elary boundary layer, and tre upper atmosphere 
were addrE,sse<: in Seclions 3.2.2 and 3.7 of the 1997 and are incorporated 
by reference. 

'-lo ground-testing activities would be conducted at Vandenberg AFB. Tne only 
surface emissions would be frorr: missile target~; and launch support activities. 
FlighHest1ng activities would occur at alt1tudes of approximately 35,000 feet The 
launching of missiles would be from launch s1tes evaluated 1n the I!J:E'l!fl£Jtliill?J.ffi 
M§sile Targets Programmatic f;.Q\lif.QDmentai_AssessmenL Only miss1le launches 
are proposed, no arrcraft takeoff or landings would occur at Vandenberg AFB. 
Flrght-test1ng activities would originate from Edwards AFB, California, and be 
conducted within controlled airspace (above 35,000 feet) at the Western Range, 
over the Pacific Ocean. off the coast of Vandenberg AFB. The ROI for air quality 
includes the air basin in which Vandenberg f\,FB is S>luated. 

Vandenberg .1\FB is s:tuated in :he north portion of California's Soutn Central 
Coast Air Basin, and in the Santa Barbar2 County f\.lr Pollution Control District. 

Santa Barbara County 'sa moderate ozone no'1·attainr1e.1t regio:1, as 
demonstrated by the maximum ozone daily 1-hocr maximum concentrations 
shown in Table 3.4-2. Santa Bar8ara is in attainment for CO. Although a singie 
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exceedance of :he PM,,0 NAAQS lim1t has occurred, Sa~la Barbara, under 
present rules, re~;ains in attainment for PM,c 

Table 3A-2. Summary of Maximum Criteria Pollutant Concentrations in 
Santa Barbara County 

Cri:e~ia Pollutants 
Year CO (8-hour) ppm Plvl,0 (24-ilo:Jr) ,uglm3~-o=--zo-n-,e~(1~-~ho-ur_j_ 

1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

co 
;;glrn~ 
pr..,t'10 = 
pob 
p~m 

4,9 
4,1 
4,6 
4.2 
3,1 

carbon monoxide 
mic:ograms per cubic meter 

78 
168 
73 
99 
64 

pa•tlculate Matter equa! :o or iess than 1C microns in diameJer 
parl:s per billion 
pa:i:s per rni~Fon 

3.4.5.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

ppb 
134 
137 
125 
135 
128 

Ground-Testing Activities. No grour.d-testing activities are proposed at 
Vanoenberg AFB, 

Flight-Testing Activities. The ground-level impacts from the ABL flight-testing 
activities would be from missile setup, missile launch. and debris recovery 
activit1es. Table 34-3 provides a comparison of the annual e:niss1ons of criteria 
pollutants at Vandenberg AFB wi:h the total emissions in Santa Barbara County. 
The Vandenberg AFB emissions of VOCs and NO, are a small fraction of the toial 
county emissions 
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Table 3.4-3. Estimated Annual Emissions of Criteria Pollutants in 
Santa Barbara County and at Vandenberg AFB (tons/year) 

Criteria Pollutant 

~Ern_i~,;i_?_n lr:,:lv'-"e"on"'toe_:r1v ____ _:V"O=C:::s_:_~,::C:.:O~: -~,cN::O~~--"'P"-M~~ 
1999-Santa Bacbaca 15.810 106,463 55,448 17.933 

1994- Vandenberg AFB 340 NA 

ABL Flight Tests 0.17 

De minimis 100 100 -
ABL ~ Airborne Laser 
CO ; carbon monoxide 
NA not applicable 
NO~ ;; ni:rogen ox1des 
PM 10 -;:; particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diarr;ete; 
VOC ~ volatile organic compound 

The estimate of criteria pollutant emissions rs based on the number of proposed 
missile launc~es, and includes VMT estimates for service vehicles. Up to 
25 ncissi!e targets woulc be launched during flight-testing activities for each of the 
Block 2004 and 2008 aircraft. The resulting emission estimates are presented in 
Table :?A-3. The estimated emissions are below the de minimrs conformity 
determination level of 100 tons per year, and are less than 1 percent of the Santa 
Barbara County total emissions. The criteria pollutant emissions due to missile 
la:..Jnch activities would produce insignificant changes in air quality over the 
Vandenberg AFB area (Western Range). 

There are minor changes to the upper air emissions estimated in the 1997 FE IS 
primarily duE! to the increased number of missile launches. Most of the emissions 
st1ll are released into the planetary t>oundary layer and troposphere, and have 
been accounted for in the previous analysis presented in the 1997 FEIS. The 
changes in the amounts of emissions are insignificant For example, based on 
the increase in the number of proposed mrssile launches, the amoun: of HCI 
released is still minute, on the order of 1 A pounds :1er year, wh1ch is far below the 
1 0-;on threshold. The accidemal release scenarios described in the 1997 FE IS 
are still valid. The small level of emiss'ons wauld have no impact on the upper 
atmoc;phere, and are ctot sign,flcantly differert than those described in Sectron 3.7 
of the 1997 FE IS. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse rmpacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures am not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Other missile lest and rocket launch activities within the 
Western Range to support other military and commercral functrons would be 
occurring. These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in FAs 
and EISs that limit the number of launches and evaluate the air emiss1ons 
associated with launch actrvrties. Cumu'ative aic qual'ty impac:s o! other launch 
act;ons are not anticioatec. 

No other actions h2ve been identified that v.rould cont;ibute to cumulative impacts 
such :hat ad·1erse impacts would result. 
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No-Action Alternative 

Under lhe No-Action Alternative, ABL fiight-lesting activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.4.6 Noise 

3.4.6.1 Affected Environment. 

Aircraft using the Vandenberg AFB airfield (transports, bombers, and fighter jets) 
are a source of noise in the region. Missile launches are more intense sources of 
noise in the region; however, launches occur only occasionally, and are of limited 
duration. Currently, Delta, Peacekeeper, and Minuteman missiles are launched 
from northern Vandenberg AFB. On southern Vandenberg AFB, Atlas and Titan 
rockets are launched. SLC-5 is currently inactive, and SLC-6 is currently being 
modified to launch Boeing rockets. A list of missile launches that have occurred 
over the past several years is presented in Table 3.4-4. 

3.4.6.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activities are proposed at 
Vandenberg AFB. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Up to 25 target missile flight tests are proposed to 
occur over the Western Range for each of the Block 2004 and 2008 aircraft. 
Each test would involve the ABL aircraft and up to two F-16 chase aircraft. The 
ABL aircraft and F-16 chase aircraft would maneuver at high altitudes above 
35,000 feet. 

The target missiles would be launched from existing launch areas at Vandenberg 
AFB. The noise levels from these missile launches would be similar to those 
described in Table 3.3-3. The noise from these surface-to-air missiles would be 
much less than the larger missiles currently fired from Vandenberg AFB. No 
impact from the ABL aircraft or F-16 chase aircraft are anticipated due to the 
elevation of the proposed test activities. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Other missile test and rocket launch activities within the 
Western Range to support other military and commercial functions would be 
occurring. These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in EAs 
and EISs that limit the number of launches and evaluate noise associated with 
launch activities. Cumulative noise impacts of other launch actions are not 
anticipated. 
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December 7, 2001 
Decem~er 4 2001 
November 7, 2001 
October 18. 2001 
October 4, 2001 
September 21, 2001 
September 8, 2001 
August~1, 2001 
July 27, 2001 

~--~- ~---------------

Table 3.4·4. Vandenberg AFB Missile Launches 
Page 1 of 2 

Date -----+ :~,....,.,--- Misslle Type 
I Delta II 

Minuteman It 
Minuteman Ill 

---------~-------- -·-·-----
Della II 
Titan IV 
Taurus 

.Atlas liAS 
BVT-2 Boost Vehicle ... 
Peacekeeper 

July 15, 2021 I Minuteman II 
February 7, 2001 Mi'nuteman Ill 

-~ 

-····· 

--

----~---------

November 21, 2000 Delta II 
-Seplem::ler 28, 2000 Minute'Tlan Ill (two launches) 

September 21, 2000 Titan II ···-----'----·----

August 17, 2000 Titan IV 
. July ; 9, 2000_ Minotaur/OSPSLV 

July 7, 2000 1 M<nuteman II 

__ J_une ~2()09 ______ ~---=-=-~-~ Minuteman Ill -~-------~ ~----
June 7, 2000 --------·---- __ 1 Pegasus )(~--- ---~~ ------
May 28, 2000 : Minuteman II 
May 24. 2000 I Minuteman Ill 

MarCr-1·--25, 2000 ------------·· : Delta 11 ·-------
March 12, 2000-~-~---~--- Taurus --~---------------

March 8. 2000 
January 18;;-,-;;2"'oo"'o;-- Mi1t ,. II 
December 20, 1999 Taurus 
December 18, 1999 --t-A,;:;tla"=s~'7.--;~-,;:------ --------~---------

December 12, 1999 Titan II 

~~;::~~~ ~ ~g~ 999 ----- ~:7-'~-~·:.---:--~·;-:-~-;:c:llc ,-------~----------__ -_------------~ 
Septerr.ber 24, ~ 999 .......!. Ath<:f1_"_11__~--------------:-;---~-----

_l':ugust 20, 1999 I Minuteman Ill (two_l"'_u:.n.c;c:.:.h:::e.::.s)'--------
June 19, 1999 LTita~ 

May 22, 1999 _ I Tietta
9
n
85

1'
0

/

5 

__ X-L __ _ 
__ May 17, 1999 -rP'E .. 

A:>ril 27, 1999 ... 1 Athena_ll __ _ 
Apr~15, 1999 I D.---::ec.:lt=.a..,-11 ___ _ 

March 10. 1999 -------~~------ ; Peacekeeper 
March 4, 1999 : Pegasus XL 
February 23,'19§9 ........ _____________ I Deiiai'l 

_ February 10. 1999 I Minuteman Ill 
December 5, 199~------===---~~~?e;=;aslisx7';L--__ -__ -_~ ___ -___ -_ --- ----
November 6, 1998 I Delta 1_1 ------

~()ctober3, 1998 ---~-~- I Taurus ______ ~-~-------
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-~--·-----------~ ~---~ ~---- --------.... -~--------------~--------------

September 18. 1998 
September 8 1998 
June 24, 1998 
June 3. 1998 
May17, 1998 
May 13, 1998 
May 7, 1998 
April 1, 1998 
March 29, 1998 
February 25. 1998 
February 20, 1998 
February, 18, 1998 
February 10, 1998 
January 15, 1998 
December 20, ~ 997 
November 8, 1997 

-----
November 5, 1997 
October 23, 1997 
September 2(). 1997 

Table 3.4-4. 

Date 

-

Vandenberg AFB Missile Launches 
Page 2 of 2 

I Minuteman Ill 

Missile Type 

I Delta II 
M1nutem<:" Ill {two launches) 
Minutemar. Ill ---1------'-
Delta II 
Titan II 
Peacekeeper 
Pegasus XL .... -
Delta II 
Pegasus XL 
Mi~uteman Ill 
Delta II .. ---
Taurus 
M1nuteman II -
Della II 
Della II 
Peacekeeper 

---
Titan IV 

·-·· 
Delta II ---

------

-
- ----·-

-----

·---

------

··-· 
September 17, 1997 ______ : Peacekeeper 
-A7u"'g~u~s-,-t ""2-;c9,-c1'"'9""9"'7_______ Pegasus XL 

--August 22, 1997 LML V -1 ------------------
August 20, 1997 Delta II 

-~-------

August 1, 1997 
July 9, 19_"'97=--- ____ _ 
June 23, 1997 
June 18. 1997 

April 3, 1997 
Source: U-S. Air Force, 2001d 

No other actions have been identified that would contribute to cur1ulative impacts 
such that adverse 1m pacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under t~e No-Action Alternative, ABL fligh:-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 
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3.4. 7 Biological Resources 

3.4. 7.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for A3L testing activities from Vandenberg AFB would be limited to the 
preparation. launch, fiight, aircraft command and control and debris fallout of 
target missiles from the proposed launch locations and the Western Range. The 
potential launch locations evaluated in the Theater Ballistic Missile Targets 
Programmatic .EnVIronmental Assessment are along the coastline at the north 
and south ends of Vandenberg AFB (see Figure 3.4-1 ). 

The Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 1531-1544) is intended to 
protect and restore threatened and endangered species of animals and plants 
and their habitats. Other federal statutes protecting biological resources include 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 703-712), the Bald Eagle and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. Section 668-668d), the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (16 U.S.C. Section 1361), the Marine Protection Research and 
Sanctuaries Act (33 U.S.C. Section 1401), and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 661-667d), and the Sikes Act as amended (16 U.S.C. 
670a-670o ). 

The official California listing of threatened and endangered plants is contained in 
CCR Title 14 Section 670.2. The official California listing of threatened and 
endangered animals is contained in CCR Title 14 Section 670.5. 

The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act was passed 
in 1976 to provide the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) legislative 
authority for fisheries regulations in the United States, in the area between three 
miles to 200 miles offshore. The Pacific Fishery Management Council covers the 
area offshore of the states of California, Oregon. and Washington. Councils 
prepare Fishery Management Plans that are submitted to the NMFS for approval. 
In 1996. the lv1agnuson-Stevens l=ishery Conservation and Management Act was 
reauthorized and changed extensively by amendments called the Sustainable 
Fisheries Act. Among other changes. these amendments emphasize the 
importance of habitat protection to healthy fisheries and strengthen the ability of 
the NMFS and Councils to protect the habitat needed by the fish they manage. 
The habitat is called ""Essential Fish Habitat" and is broadly defined to include 
those waters and substrate necessary to f1sh for spawning, breeding, feeding, or 
growth to maturity. 

Vegetation. Vandenberg AFB occupies a transition zone between the cool, 
moist conditions of northern California and the semi-desert conditions of southern 
California. Many plant species and plant communities reach their southern or 
northern limits 1n this area. Natural vegetation types include southern foredunes; 
southern coastal, central dune, central coastal, and Ventura coastal sage scrub; 
chaparral including central maritime chaparral; coast live oak woodland and 
savanna; grassland; tanbark oak and southern bishop pine forest; and wetland 
communities including saltmarsh and freshwater marsh, riparian forests, scrub, 
and vernal poo s (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Plant communi;ies in the vicinity of the proposed launch areas include central 
coastal sage scrub, chaparral, grassland, wetlands, eucalyptus (non-native 
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woodland), and ruderal areas. Ruderal vegetation is characterized by 
disturbance-tolerant, mostly non-native species, primarily introduced grasses 
(U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Coastal strand occurs along Vandenberg AFB's beaches. Native beach plants 
include beact1 saltbush, sea rocket, sand verbena, beach morning glory, and 
beach burr. European beachgrass and ice plant, non-native species, are 
pervasive and spreading on most Vandenberg AFB beaches (U.S. Air Force, 
1998a). 

Wildlife. Vandenberg AFB contains a number of habitat types that support a rich 
diversity of wildlife. The coastline, nearshore waters, and Channel Islands also 
support a wide variety of aquatic life, including marine mammals, birds, and fish 
(US Air Force, 1998a). 

Small carnivores include raccoons, long-tailed weasels (Mustela frenata), and 
striped skunks. Feral pigs forage in riparian zones, and mule deer are found in 
several habitat types. Other carnivores include the bobcat. black bear. gray fox, 
and coyote. Amphibians such as ensatina (Ensatina eschscholtzil), blackbelly 
slender salamander (Batrachoseps nigriventris), and pacific treefrogs (Pseudacris 
regil/a) may occur in coastal sage and chaparral communities, and are also found 
along with western toads in riparian woodland areas. Reptiles such as the 
western skink (Eumeces skiltouranus}, western fence lizard ( Sceloprus 
occidentalis), southern alligator lizard (E/garia multicarinata}, and gopher snakes 
(Pituophis melanoleucus) are common on Vandenberg AFB (U.S. Air Force, 
1998a). 

An abundance and diversity of marine birds are found along the offshore waters 
and Channel Islands. As many as 30 species of seabirds are known to occur in 
the open ocean off the continental shell. The Channel Islands are inhabited by 
breeding colonies of marine birds including Leach's and ashy storm-petrels; 
Brandt's, double-crested, and pelagic cormorants; pigeon guillemots; and 
Cassin's auklets (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

California sea lions (Zalophus californianus) and northern fur (Callorhinus 
ursinus), northern elephant (Mirounga angustirostris), and harbor seals (Phoca 
vitulina) use the northern Channel Islands as haul-out (nesting), mating, and 
pupping areas. Harbor seals haul-out at a total of 19 sites between Point Sal and 
Jalama Beach. Purisima Point and Rocky Point are the primary haul-out sites on 
Vandenberg AFB (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Small-toothed whales, bottlenose ( Tursiops truncatus), common (Delphinus 
de/phis), and Pacific white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliguidens); and 
killer whales (Orcinus orca) are common near Vandenberg AFB and the Channel 
Islands. The gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) (a former federally listed 
endangered species, now designated as recovered) is found close to shore, off 
south Vandenberg AFB, during migration between November and May. Minke 
whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) have been reported within a few miles of the 
leeward side of the Channel Islands (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 
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Table 3.4-5. 

Threatened and Endangered Species. Federally and state-listed species of 
threatened or endangered plants and animals that may be present in the vic1niry 
of Vandenber<J AFB are listed in TaC>Ie 3.4-5. Six of the mammals include 
federally endangered whales that are foJnd only ic low densities i~ wmers off 
Vandenberg AFB. In addition, the NM"S indicates that the following marine 
mammal species may also be found in the region: minke whales. beaked whales, 
fin wl>ales (Balnoptera musculus), killer whales, bottlenose dolphins. common 
dolphins, striped dolphins (Stene/la coeruleoalba), Risso's dolphin (Grampus 
griseus). PacifiC white-sided dolphins, northern right whale dolph1ns (Lissodelphis 
borealis). and Dati's porpoise (Phocoenoides datil). 

Threatened and Endangered Species Known or Expected to Occur at 
._vandenberg AFB, California .. 

-,;;,..,-=-.:::.<::.rnrn~on~N_a_me~--~ 
1

_ , ___ s,c:entific Name I __ S,t<.;te::..:::S:.::ta:::l:::u::.s-L_...:FS::~d::."~c=~:.:::_1 

~ 
P_lai}!~J~ecies _ · · -~-------------~~~· 

E E 
Gam bel's watercre_s,s_____ _l'loripp_a_gc:a:.:m"b~e"'ll"'ii ___ _ T E 
Beach Layia ~Jcd'Jiia camosa 

Gaviota tarplant /~emizonia increscens spp. 

-----·- ----·-~'illosa (= Deinandra i. vL_~-~----=,----+--~--
Lomf>OC yerba san!"!.._. _____ . _ _jJ~riodictyon Ca[Jitatum ··~-.. --J 1 E E 

R E 
T 

,-----
Surf thistle i Cirsium rhothophilum I 
~{f;~~=~i~~er-- ===1-'l;.:;:TUtns nere1s ---~--.. 1 -- - · -l- t--

Sei whale J3alaenoptera borealis _[= - __ [: ___ _ 
Finback whale J3a/aenopJera ~~----1- -=- __ ......,EC'----
Biue whale ----------- Balaenoptea musculus : - I __ E~--
Hum{lback wb.C11.€l.__ -- lfJegi1f>lera novaenglrae ____ _r:-:- --_.= L E 

... l .. 

_§perm whale J'I]J!seler macrocephalus - : E 
_ Rig.ht.vvhale Balaena glacJa!Js _ __ f E 

Califor'1ia least tern -~, -t:'~terna antiffarum broyy_!!.f. ..... ······- ~-__ E_ E 
----Calff"O-r·n·ia· brown pelican Pefecanus occident a/is E 

E californicus ·· 
Charadrius aiexandrinus -;------1------

: nivosus 
T 

Bald eagle ---------.. I /1aliaeetus leucocephalus --·-T-···· I T 

Amecican pereiJC:inetafc(i[:~~:- lf:a!qc>_pyregn;~us anatwii---·-.·.···· E .•. -.--:~· ----~-
Southwestern \/Yillow flycatcn.£lr lt'!r.ipidonax trailii extimus ••• . 
least Bell's weo IBireo be/Iii pusillus 
Beld:ng's savannah sparrow -lPasserculus sanwichensis ·-- I 

_ t•eldingi .. -··- E !-
California red-legged frog f?ana aurora drayto;,cn:cii=-~-
Arroyo toad _jJlufo microscaphus caiifomicus 
Coho salmon ~_j_Pncorhynchus kisutch , 
Unarmoured three-spined 1 C~asterosleus aculeatus- ----: 
stickleback , wi/liamsoni 1 

E 

T 
E 

··················"--
T 

E 

~~~:~~:~~ ~i%~x::-- ---- l!~~%~~~c~~~ '::;;7:;ryj_~--F= -=:=-!-- f--· 
E = e:1dangered 
R rare 
T t'lreatened 
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Sensitive Habitats. Environmentally sensitive habitats on Vandenberg AFB 
i~clude butterfly trees, rr,arine mammal hauling grounds, seabird nesting and 
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roosting areas, w~ite-tailed krte (Eianus caeruleus) habitat, and wetands. The 
Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) is a regionally care and oeclining insect 
known to overwinter in the eucalyptus and cypress groves on Vandenberg AFB. 

There are 3 miles of coastline designated as a marine ecological reserve, this 
includes a beach area south of Rocky Point used by harbor seals as ~aul-out and 
pupping areas. Vandenberg AFB and the California Department of Fish and 
Game have an MOA to limil access to this area to scientific research and military 
operations (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Seabird nesting and roosting areas are situated on the Channel islands and on 
Vandenberg AFB. White-tailed kite foraging habitat i0cludes grassland and open 
coastal sage scrub Kites are expected to forage in these habitats pnmanly 
during the fall and winter (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Wetlands have been map:Jed by the U.S. Fish anc Wildlife Service on 
Vandenberg AFB. The Santa Ynez River watershed drains approximately 
900 square mrles of land; approx:mately 45 square miies occu; 01 Vandenberg 
AFB. The river supports :nany sensrtive species, and becomes intermitlent 
during the summer as water levels drop (U.S. Air Force, 1998a). 

Several plant communities that occur on Vandenberg AFB are also considered 
sensitive because they contain sensitive plant species and/or are of limited 
extent. These include riparian woociands and associated freshwater herbaceous 
vegetation. 

3.4. 7.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activi!les are proposed at 
Vandenberg AFB. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-test activities involved w'th the Western Range 
off the coast of Vandenberg AFB would involve routrne range activities including 
missile preparation and launching, routine debris impacts off the coast, and use of 
the lower-power targetrng lasers (i.e., ARS, BILL, TILL, and SHEL) and \he high
power HEL 

Since the test missiles are much smaller than any of the space :aunch vehicles, 
the potential drsturbance to the indigenous pinnipeds population is expected to be 
less. Test missile launches are scheduled to begin no earlier than 2003, and an 
Incidental Harassment and Take Permits has no\ yet been submitted. As test 
plans are detailed and finalized, the appropriate permits would be obtained by the 
base as part of their standard launch protocol. 

The trajectory of the target missiles would be such that the first stage of the 
missile and any debris from the destruction of the missile during test activities 
would occur no closer than 3 miles of the coastline. Launches fro."l any loca:ion 
would not result in intercept debris falling within 3 miles of the coast 
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Under non-accident conditions, the only chemicals that could threaten vegetation 
and wildlife at Vandenberg AFB are those in the exhaust plume of the missile. 
Appendix D oi the 1997 FE IS addressed the potential effects of missile exhaust 
plumes. These chemicals would be produced in trace quantities during missile 
launches, an( would not have a measurable effect on biological resources. 

An analysis of the effects from monolithic and missile-debris as a result of HEL 
destruction of the target missile is provided in Appendix G of the 1997 FE IS. As 
an example, monolithic impact of the target missile 130 km (81 miles) from the 
launch point would have an extremely low probability of hitting any marine 
mammals, and the effect of the propellant remaining onboard would be localized 
to a small volume of water for a short period of time. 

Depending on the type of missile target and the intensity of the target destruction, 
the total number of fragments could range from 60 to 3,000 fragments with most 
fragments weighingbetween 20 to 200 grams and the largest fragments being 
100 to 200 kg (large intact target missile sections) (Science Applications 
International Corporation, 2002). An analysis of the effect on migrating gray 
whales caused by the impact of missile debris falling approximately 10 km 
(6 miles) off the shore of Vandenberg AFB was also conducted. Gray whales 
were selected as a representative species likely to be in areas impacted by 
missile debris. While other species may be present in the debris fall-out zone, 
none is likely to be found in densities higher than the maximum densities 
assumed for the gray whale. The analysis in the 1997 FE IS suggested that, 
during peak migration densities, a whale could be struck and killed by falling 
debris with an expected probability of 0.00001. Missile launches occurring at 
other than peak migration times would present significantly lower risks to 
migrating whales. 

The U.S. Navy analyzed boost phase intercept of ballistic missiles in this area as 
well as near shore intercepts (U.S. Navy, 2002). While the launch rates were 
lower (three boost and eight near shore events per year), their analysis is directly 
appl1ca~le over the same marine environment Based on their analysis for 
theater missile defense (TMD) activities, the ABL program would expose an 
estimated additional 0.005 marine mammals to injury or mortality from debris, 
direct contact, or shock waves in non-Territorial waters. An additional 3.2 marine 
mammals per year would be exposed to temporary threshold shifts, probably 
mild, in non-Territorial waters. Any additional injuries or deaths are unlikely to 
occur in Territonal waters. An additional 0.35 marine mammals per year would 
be exposed to temporary threshold shifts, probably mild, in Territorial waters. 

To further reduce the impact on marine mammals, the aerial range clearance 
activities would include a National Marine Fisheries Service-approved biological 
observer prior to conducting lethal shot activities. Special emphasis would be 
given to the pr:Jjected impact zone. If marine mammals are observed in or near 
the predicted impact area, the observer, through the pilot, would contact the 
Operations Conductor, who would then delay or move the launch. The 
Operations Conductor would contact the Environmental Coordinator or the 
Environmental Project Office for additional guiciance. The decision to delay or 
move the launch depends on the exact number, location, behavior and movement 
of the marine rnammals observed. 
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Based on an analysis of remaining propellant at the time of destruction by \he 
HEL, the missile targets could have 135 kg (300 pounds) to 700 kg 
(1,500 pounds) of propellant on board (up to 220 gallons), and would be at an 
altitude of more than 35,000 feet. Most of the remaining fuel on board would be 
vaporized and quickly mixed with the surrounding air during the destruction of the 
missile. The release of any remaining propellants would have no measurable 
effect on the aquatic ecosystem of the Western Range. The U.S. Navy came to 
the same conclusion in their analysis, showing the boost phase intercepts would 
produce total polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) of 24 kg per event, 
resulting in an estimated 33 micrograms per liter (.LLg/1) concentration in the top 3 
feet of water (due to the density of the materials) (U.S. Navy, 2002). In addition, 
they showed each boost phase intercept would put 18.3 kg of batteries into the 
ocean, with an estimated concentration in sediments at 0.11 ppm per event. 
Impacts from debris or battery constituents would be less than significant. 

An analysis of the impacts associated with the operation of the HEL was 
discussed in the 1997 FE IS. This analysis showed that laser activities would not 
have significant impacts upon the wildlife at Vandenberg AFB (Western Range) 
(U.S. Air Force, 1997). Largely, this results from the high-altitude at which the 
proposed laser activity would occur (approximately 35,000 feet or greater), and 
from the test geometry that would prevent the HEL from being engaged in a 
downward direction. 

Two Essential Fish Habitat zones (Coastal Pelagic and Groundfish) occur within 
the sea range, both extending from the coastline out to 200 miles (320 km). 
Activities analyzed would not have adverse direct or indirect impacts on ocean 
waters or marine sediments necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or 
growth to maturity. Although some hazardous constituents would enter the ocean 
as a result of sea range testing activities, resultant saltwater concentrations of 
constituents of concern would be below criteria established for protection of 
aquatic life. Potential impacts from proposed ABL test activities on Essential Fish 
Habitat in Territorial and non-Territorial waters would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Other missile test and rocket launch activities within the 
Western Range to support other military and commercial functions would be 
occurring. These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in EAs 
and EISs that limit the number of launches and evaluate the potential effects to 
biological resources as a result of launch activities. Cumulative impacts on 
biological resources from other launch actions are not anticipated. 

No other actions have been identified that would contribute to cumulative impacts 
such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Action Alternative, ABL fiight-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described 1n Chapter 2 of this SEIS. ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS. No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated. 
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Mitigation Measures. No mitrgation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative. 

3.4.8 Cultural Resources 

3.4.8.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROI for cultural resources is the environment within the confines of the 
Vandenberg AFB boundary. However, the primary focus of activities is the 
proposed target missile launch locations. 

Numerous cultural resource surveys have been conducted at Vandenberg AFB 
resulting in the identification of approximately 1,600 cultural resources. The 
earliest evidence of occupation in the region was approximately 7000 Before 
Christ (B.C.) (U.S. Air Force. 1997a). Previously identified prehistoric cultural 
remaine. at Vandenberg AFB range from village and camp sites to resource 
processing sites to both painted and incised rock art. The San Antonio Terrace 
National Register District, located in the northwest portion of Vandenberg AFB 
contains 146 recorded prehistoric sites. 

A number of facilities on Vandenberg AFB under 50 years of age demonstrate 
importance under the Man-In-Space theme, the Cold War historic context, or for 
scientific and technological achievements. These sites are potentially NRHP 
eligible (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

Turtle Pond on the San Antonio Terrace, along with other sites, is considered to 
be a traditional resource area by the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians. 

Paleontological resources found in the vicinity include fossils of both vertebrate 
and invertebrate animals. Remnants of mammoth and horse fossils 
approximately 45,000 years old have been found at southern Vandenberg AFB. 
In addition, fish and crab remains and whale bone have been discovered. The 
Miocene Monterey Formation and Later Miocene deposits identified at northern 
Vandenberg Af'B have yielded imprints of algae. fish fragments. coprolites, and 
whale bone (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). 

3.4.8.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activities of the laser systems is 
proposed at Vandenberg AFB. 
Flight-Testing Activities. The ABL aircraft would originate at Edwards AFB and 
conduct flight-testing activities over the Western Range off the coast of California. 
Flight-testing activities at Vandenberg I'.FB would consist of the launching of 
missiles from ex.isting coastal launch sites. High-energy engagements would take 
place over the ocean, beyond 3 miles of the coastline. Target missile debris 
would land in the ocean well away from the coastline. Debris falling offshore 
would pose no threat to Vandenberg AFB cultural resources. No adverse 
impacts are anticipated. 
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Mitigation Measures. Because there are no adverse impacts anticipated under 
the Proposed Action, mitigation measures are not required. 

Cumulative Impacts. Other missile test and rocket launch activities within the 
Western Range to support other military and commercial functrons would be 
occurring These missile tests and rocket launches have been addressed in EAs 
and EISs that limit the number of launches and evaluate the potential effects to 
cul\ural resources as a result of launch activities. Cumulative impacts to cultural 
resources from other launch actrons are not anticipated. 

No other actions have been identified that would contribute to cumulaiive impacts 
such that adverse impacts would result. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under the No-Actron Alternative, ABL flight-testing activities would not be 
conducted as described in Cha;:>ter 2 of this SEtS. ABL test activities wouid be 
conducted as ana!yzed in the 1997 FEIS. No adverse enVIronmental impac~s are 
anticipated. 

Mitigation Measures. No miligation measures would be required under the No· 
Actron Alternative. 

3.4.9 Socioeconomics 

3.4.9.1 Affected Environment. 

The ROt for socioeconomics includes Santa Barbara County, with the exception 
of commercial frshing. Withrn Santa Barbara County, the communities mostly 
likely to host the temporary personnel associated with the g~ound- and flight
testing activities are Lompoc and Santa Maria. The commercial fisning ROt is 
more extensive, and .::>otentially covers the ocean area beneath the Warning 
Areas of the Western Range. The affected environment is described below in 
terms of its principal attnbutes, namely: population, income, employment, and 
housing or lodging. Because of special circumstances. commercial and 
recreational fishing and recreational resources are also described in this section 

Population, In 1999, Santa Barbara County had a population of 391,000 
(Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2001a). The communities most likely to Clost 
temporary personnel associated with the ABL Program are Lompoc and Santa 
Maria, the two closest communities with the largest concentration of 
hotels/motels, and perhaps Buellton and Solvang. Lompoc has a population of 
41,000; Santa Maria, 77,000; Buellton, 3,800; and Solvang, 5,300 (Census 
Bureau, 2001). 

Income. In 1(}99, Santa Barbara County had a pe' capita personal incocne of 
$30,218. The county ranked 12th in the state, wzs 101 percent of the state 
average of $29,856, and 106 percent of the national average of $28,546 (Bureau 
of Economic Analysis, 2001 b). 

Employment. Full- and part-time employment in Santa Barbara County totaled 
244.000 in 1999, up from 214,000 in 1989. While separate statistics are not 
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readily available for the commercial and recreational fishing industry, the 
"agricultural services, forestry, fishing and other" sector accounted for just 
4 percent of the total in 1999, up from about 3 percent in 1989 (Bureau of 
Economic An<Jiysis, 2001 a). 

Vandenberg /\FB employs 8,800 individuals, 15 percent of whom are military 
personnel. Lompoc had a labor force of 18,150, with an unemployment rate of 
3.7 percent in July of 2001. Santa Maria had a labor force of 31,300, and an 
unemploymerrl rate of 3.9 percent in July, 2001. Buellton had a labor force of 
2,1 00, and an unemployment rate of 2 percent. Solvang had a labor force of 
almost 2.,800, and an unemployment rate of 2.5 percent in July, 2001 (California 
Employment Development Department, 2001 ). 

Housing/Lodging. Because personnel associated with ABL fiight-testing 
activities are expected to rotate into Vandenberg AFB on a temporary basis for 
the short duration of each test event. it is anticipated that they will seek 
accommodations in hotels and motels closest to Vandenberg AFB. There are 
10 hotels/motels recognized by the AAA in Lompoc and Santa Maria, with a total 
of 1,1 OS units, split almost evenly between the two communities. A little further 
away. the community of Buellton has 4 hotels/motels with 414 units, and Solvang 
has 13 hotels/motels with 633 units (American Automobile Association, 2001 ). 

Commercial and Recreational Fishing. The most heavily fished area of the 
Port Region 5 (Port San Luis- Monterey), Calrfornia Department of Fish and 
Game, is along the rocky coast frorn Cape San lv1artin (north of San Simeon), 
south to Purismla Point, just off Vandenberg AFB. The fishing season is year
round, weather permitting. In Port Region 6 (Santa Elarbara- Ventura), 
extending from the Santa Maria River to Sequit Point, fishing occurs along the 
mainland and around the Channel Islands (Californi<J Department of Fish and 
Game, 2001 ). Marine traffic in the coastal waters off Vandenberg AFB consists 
mostly of fishing vessels from Morro Bay, Port San Luis, Santa Barbara, Ventura. 
and Port Hueneme. 

Several types of fishing are conducted in several meas within the ROI. 
Commercial fishing occurs in the ocean; private or rental vessels utilize bays and 
sheltered coastal areas; local fisherman use beaches and banks along natural 
shorelines, including habitats from sandy beaches to rocky outcrops, and man
made structures such as piers, docks, frshing floats, jetties and breakwaters 
(California Department of Fish and Game, 2001 ). The state and county beach 
parks along the coast are especially popular for surf fishing. 

Recreation. There are three public access beaches on, or immediately adjacent 
to, Vandenberg AFB. These include Point Sal State Beach at the northernmost 
border of the base; Ocean Beach County Park (day use only), at the end of 
Highway 246, approximately mid-way down the western coastal edge of 
Vandenberg AI=B; and. at the southernmost trp of the base, Jalama Beach County 
Park. 

All three beaches, which are popular surf fishing areas, are open to the public 
except during missile launches, when the access roads may be closed, and 
visitors are evacuated under an evacuation agreement between Vandenberg AFB 
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and the County of Santa Barbara. Jalama Beach County Park permits overnight 
camping. 

3.4.9.2 Environmental Consequences 

Proposed Action 

Ground-Testing Activities. No ground-testing activities are proposed at 
Vandenberg AFB; therefore. no socioeconomic impacts would be anticipated. 

Flight-Testing Activities. Flight-teshng activities at Vandenberg AFB are 
expected to trigger the rotat1on of up to 50 program-related, temporary personnel 
into and out of Vandenberg AFB for short periods surrounding each test event. 
Given the normal daily, weekly, and monthly fluctuation of population, 
employment, and visitors to both Vandenberg AFB and locai communities in the 
ROI, the rotation of up to 50 program-related, temporary personnel would have a 
small, positive, yet largely unnot1ceable effeci on population, income, or 
employment in the ROI. 

Socioecooomic impacts would essentially be limited to their expenditures lfl the 
local economy, particularly at local hotelslrnoteis and restaurants, Based on a 
2002 maximum per diem rate of $152 (U.S. General Service Administration, 
2001 ). the 50 prograrn-related personnel could result in an infusion of 
approximately $7,600 per day (about $53,200 per week) into the locai economy. 
depending on the duration of tMir temporary assignments at Vandenberg AFB. 

However, because it would represent only a 0.06-percent increase 1n the number 
of people employed at Vandenberg AFB, and an even smaller percent of the total 
labor force of the ROI, and the demand for up to 50 hotel/motel units would only 
represent 2.3 percent of the 2,155 unit supp'y rn the ROI, the impact although 
positive, would be small. For example, assuming an average occupancy rate of 
70 percent, there would normally be 646 unoccupied units available to the 
50 program~related personnel at any one ttrne; therefore, there would most likely 
not be any discernable effect on d:rect, indirect, or induceo jobs, income, and 
related population. 

Commercial and Recreational Fishing. There is the potential for impacts to 
local commercial and recreational fishing in the waters offshore of Vandenberg 
AFB and below the Warning Areas of the Western Range. However, ocean 
vessels would be notified in acvance of launch activity t>y the 30 RANS as part of 
their routine operations through a Notice to Mariners by the 11th Coast Guard 
District to warn vessels of test operations and the potential hazards. AI! efforts 
are made to ensure that the flight corridors are clear of vessels. However, there 
is only a very small probability of any flight test-related debris impactmg a~y point 
along the corridor, and there Is only limited occupancy of the Western Range area 
by commercial and recreational fishing vessels. Moreover, since this is done on 
a regular basis for rnissile launches from Vandenberg AFB, potential impacts to 
commercial and recreation fishing vessels and fishing activities are not expected 
to be sutJstantial. 

Recreational Activities. Flight-testing activities have the potential for impacts on 
local recreational activities, because they may require the temporary closure of 
one or more of the state and county parks in the ROI. Activation of launch hazard 
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areas lor launch sites in northern VandenberG AFB would have an impact on 
recreational use of Point Sal State Park" Closure of the access road is expected 
to affect very lew individuals< 

Depending on the launch sites used for the ABL Program" activation of its launch 
hazard area may impact Ocean Beach County Park, and require temporary 
closure" Again, assuming a typical 8-hour cay for beach visitation, closure would 
nominally affect as many as 30 visitors during the peak season, ana as few as 
19 \dsito;s dur:ng the off-season. 

While undoubtedly inconvenient lor the individuals involved, the relatively small 
number of park visitors that could be affected, along with the fact that existing 
evacuation agreements are in effect, impacts to recreational use of the three 
pa'ks would not be substantia:" Similarly, bo:h the park aolhorities anc roost local 
residents are fully aware of the ciosure and evac~ation potentiaL 

Cumulative Impacts" With some impacts to recreational use of stale and county 
parks, there is the potential lor additive, incremental, cumulative impacts of the 
ABL Program when added to other past, current, or reasonably foreseeable 
pro1ects" However, the total number and frequency of beach and park closures 
would be consistent with existing agreements wrth park authorities; therefore, 
cumulative impacts would be minimized 

MitigaUon Measures. No specific r.1itigation rneasures would be necessary for 
ABL flight-test activities< The total number and frequency of beach and park 
closures would be consrstent with existing agreements with park authorities: 
therefore, no mitigation measure would be required. 

No-Action Alternative 

Under 'he No-,~ction /\iternative, ABL fiight-testing activities would not be 
conducted as rlescribed in Chapter 2 of this SEIS" ABL test activities would be 
conducted as analyzed in the 1997 FE IS" No adverse environmental impacts are 
anticipated< 

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under the No
Action Alternative" 
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4.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

The federal and state agencies/organizations contacted during preparation of this SEIS are listed below: 

FE!DERAL 

Federal Aviation Administration 
National Marine Fisheries Services 
National Park Service 
U.S. EPA, Region 6 
U.S. EPA, Region 9 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

STATE 

California 
California Coastal Commission 
California Department of Fish and Game 
California Environmental Protection Agency 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
Native American Heritage Commission 
Santa Inez Band of Chumash Indians 
Kawaiisu 
Tataviam 
Kitanemuk 
Serrano 

New Mexico 
New Mexico Environment Department 
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish 
New Mexico Department of Minerals and Natural Resources 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
Sandia Pueblo 
Isleta Pueblo 
Jemez Pueblo 
Mescalero Apache 
Chiricahua Apache 
Lipan Apache 
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Daniel Ara~da, System Safely E1gineer, Science anc Engineecing Associates 
B.S., 1988, Mechanrcal Engineering, University of New Mexico 
Years of Experience: 15 

Charles Brown, Environmental Protection Specialist, HQIAFCEE/ECE 
B.E.T., 1976, Civil Engineering, University of North Carolina, Charlotte 
B.A., 1977, Business Administration, University of North Carolina, Charlotte 
Years of Experience: 21 

J Bart Dawson, Project Environmental Scientist, Earth Tech 
B.S., 1995, University of Oklahoma 
Years of Experience: 9 

Ken Forman, Project Biologist, Earth Tech 
B.A., 1995, Environmental Studies-- Natural Resource Management, University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas 
Years of Experience: 7 

Quent Gillard, Ph.D, Independent Consultant, Earth Tech 
B.A., 1969, Geography, University of Nottingham, England 
M.S., 1971, Geography, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 
Ph.D, 1975, Geography, University of Chicago, Illinois 
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Jennifer Harriger, Senior Staff Environmental Specialist, Earth Tech 
BA, 1993. Geograp~y/Environmental Studies, University of California, Los Angeles 
Years of Experience: 7 

Major Darryl Johnson, Test Manager, ASCITMT, Kirtland AFB 
B.S., 1986, Electrical Engineering, Tuskegee University 

Years of Experience: 16 

David Jury. Project Environmentat Professional. Earth Tech 
BA, 1988, Geography, California State University, Long Beach 
Years of Experience: 14 

Joseph Loveland, Staff Environmental Professional, Earth Tech 
BA, 1998, Environmental Studies, California State University, San Bernardino 
Years of Experience: 2 

Lieutenant Colonel Edward Marchand, Bioenvironmental Engineer, ASCITMI, Kirtland AFB 
B.S., 1982, Chemical Engineering, University of Washington 
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Ray Nugent, Noise Principal Investigator 
MBA. 1996, Management, California Lutheran University 
B.S., 1969, Engineeri(lg Scier.ce, Iowa State University 
Years of Expenence: 30 

Michael Pappalardo, Senior Archaeologist. Earth Tech 
B.A., 1988, ACJthropology, New York UniversHy 
tvLA., 1992, Anthropolo£;y, Binghamton Un•versity 
Years of Experience: 13 

Major Cynthia Redelsperger, Bioenvironmental Engineer. ASCrTMI, Kirtland AF8 
B.S., 1988, Electrical Engineering, Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois 
M.S., 1992, Industrial Hygiene, Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, Missouri 
Years of Experience: 12 

Dacrell Stokes, CSP, Senior Systems Safety Engineer, Science and Engineering Associates 
B.S., 1988, Safety Eng•neerlng, Texas A & M University 
M.B.A., 1998, Global Management, University of Phoentx 
Years of Experience· 18 

First Lieutenant Travis Trussell, Targets Manager, ASCrTMT, Kirtland AFB 
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B.A., 2000, Aviation Business Administration, Embry-R1ddle Aeronauhcal Umversity 
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8.0 PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The MDA has complied with the NEPA mandate of public participation in the environmental impact 
analysis process primarily in three ways: 

• Public scoping meetings were held at the following locations at which the MDA presented an 
overview of the ABL program, described the Proposed Action and alternatives, and invited public 
comments: 

Lancaster, California on 1 April 
Lompoc, California on 3 April 
Albuquerque. New Mexico on 15 April 
Las Cruces, New Mexico on 17 April. 

• Public hearings were held at the following locations at which the MDA presented the findings of the 
Draft SEIS and invited public comments: 

Lancaster, California on 15 October 
Lompoc. California on 17 October 
Albuquerque, New Mexico on 22 October 
Las Cruces. New Mexico on 24 October. 

• The Draft SEIS was made available for public review and comment in September and October 2002. 

Public comments received both verbally at the public meetings and in writing during the review period 
have been considered and are addressed by the MDA in this section. 

8.2 ORGANIZATION 

This Public Comment and Response section is organized into several subsections, as follows: 

• This Introduction, which describes the process, organization, and approach taken in addressing 
public comments 

• A consolidated comment-response document 

• An index of com mentors 

• A transcript of the public hearings 

• Photocopies of all written comments received. 

These sections are described below. 

Comments received that are similar in nature or address similar concerns have been consolidated to 
focus on the issues of concern, and a response is provided that addresses all of the similar comments. 
Some comments simply state a fact or opinion; for example "the Draft SEIS adequately assesses the 
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impacts on [a resource area]." Such comments, although appreciated, do not require a specific response 
and are not called out herem. The comments and responses are grouped by area of concern, as follows: 

1.0 MDA Policy 

2..0 Purpose and Need for Action 

3.0 Alternatives Including the Proposed Action 

4.0 Local Community 

5.0 Airspace 

6.0 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

7.0 Health and Safety 

8.0 Water Resources 

9.0 Air Quality 

10.0 Noise 

11.0 Biological Resources 

12.0 Cultural Resources 

13.0 Socioeconomics 

Within each area, each consolidated comment-response is numbered sequentially. For example, under 
7.0 Health and Safety, individual comments-responses are numbered 7.1, 7.2, etc. At the end of each 
numbered comment-response is a set of numbers that refer to the specific comment in the documents 
received that were combined into that consolidated comment The numbers of the individual comments 
are indicated in parentheses (e.g., 3-2.6-2, 14-1). Comment 3-2. for example, refers to document 3, 
comment number 2. A reader who wishes to read the specific comment(s) received may turn to the 
photocopies of the documents included in this section. Below each comrr.ent number is the number of 
the consolidated comment in wl1ich the specific comment has been encompassed (e.g., 7.1 ). Thus the 
reader may reference back and forth between the consolidated comments-responses and the specific 
comment documents as they were received. 

It should be emphasized that not only 11ave responses to SEIS comments been addresses in this 
comment-response section. as explained, but the text of the SEIS has also been revised, as appropriate, 
to reflect the concerns expressed in the public comments. 

The list of commentors includes the name of the commentor, the identifying document number that has 
been assigned to it, and the page number in this section on which the photocopy of the document is 
presented. 
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1.0 M DA Policy 

U Comment: Opposed to the Airborne Laser (ABL) program. (3-6. 6-1, 9-2, 13-3. 14-4, 16-4) 

Resoonse: The Secretary of Defense has directed the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) to develop 
a capability to defend the United States, deployed forces, U.S. allies, friends, and areas of vital 
interest from ballistic missile attack. In response, MDA is developing the Ballistic Missile Defense 
System (BMDS) to provide layered defense. The ABL is an element of the BMDS. 

1.2 Comment: The ABL is a misuse of military forces as it could migrate from a defensive weapon to 
an offensive weapon. (3-12, 13-1) 

Response: The ABL system is one element of the MDA's BMDS, which is intended to provide an 
effective defense for the United States, its deployed forces, and its friends and allies from limited 
missile attack The ABL is a defensive weapon system that is designed to spot, track. engage, 
and destroy missiles during the boost phase when a missile is under power and is being thrust 
skyward by its rocket engines. Using a weapons-class laser, the missile would be destroyed 
during the initial boost phase, shortly after being launched. The ABL is not designed as an 
offensive weapon. 

1.3 Comment The development and implementation of the ABL and other missile defense systems 
and accompanying technologies is in conflict with federal environmental policy. (6-5) 

Response: The SEtS analyzes the potential effects of implementing the Proposed Action and 
alternatives in relation to the human environment in accordance with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (40 CFR Part 1508.14). The phrase "human environment" includes the natural and 
physical environment and the relationship of people with that environment. 

1 A Comment: More public hearings should be conducted with advanced notices distributed in the 
major and minor media. (9-1.10-1, 15-1) 

Response: A public scoping meeting and a public hearing was conducted near each of the four 
installations at which ABL test activities could occur. Public notice of these meetings was 
published as paid advertisements in local newspapers. The paid advertisement offers better 
notification because the notice is within the body of the newspaper rather than in the public notice 
section at the back of the newspaper. In addition to the newspaper notifications, installation 
public affairs released press releases to the media notifying them of the upcoming meetings. 
Based on the effort to notify the public, no further public hearings are scheduled. 

2.0 Purpose and Need for Action 

No comments were received for this area of concern. 
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3.0 Alternatives Including the Proposed Action 

3.1 Comment: Section 2.2.1 should state that ground testing from Holloman Air Force Base (AFB) 
would occur across the National Monument and would require closure and evacuation of the 
public. ( 12-1) 

Response: Text has been added to Section 2.1.1 to indicate that ground testing from Holloman 
AFB across the White Sands National Monument would require closure and evacuation of the 
public. 

4.0 Local Community 

No comments were received for this area of concern. 

5.0 Airspace 

No comments were received tor this area of concern. 

6.0 Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management 

6.1 Comment: Unexploded ordnance is a concern in other countries and this program could result in 
unexploded ordnance in other countries. (3-7) 

Response: During the ABL test program no explosive warheads would be installed on the target 
missiles; therefore, no unexploded ordnance would result from test activities. Impacts of 
unexploded ordnance in other countries as a result of deploying the ABL aircraft during war times 
is beyond the scope of the SEIS. 

6.2 Comment: What hazardous waste would be produced and how would it be disposed of. (3-15) 

Response: The estimated quantities of wastes generated during ABL test activities is presented 
in Table 2.2-4 of the SEIS. E21ch installation where test activities would occur has policies and 
procedures in place to dispose of hazardous waste and spill prevention control and 
countermeasure plans in the event a release did occur. The policies and procedures for 
managing hazardous waste at each installation are presented 1n Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.3, 3.3.3, and 
3.4.3. 

6.3 Comment: Even a small amount of hazardous material when factored into the total toxicity levels 
in our environment, local, statewide, and national is unacceptable. (7-1) 

8-4 

Response: ABL test activities would be conducted in accordance with a hazardous materials 
management program and pollution prevention program to ensure environmental compliance, 
and to minimize the use of hazardous materials. Each installation where test activities would 
occur currently has policies and procedures in place to manage hazardous materials and spill 
prevention, control, and countermeasures in place in the event of a release. Table 2.2.2 of the 
SEIS provides the estimated quantities of chemical storage at Edwards AFB during the ABL test 
program. Because Edwards AFB has been designated as the Home Base, this is the only 
installation that will store bulk quantities of ABL laser chemicals. Spill prevention, control, and 
countermeasure procedures, methods, and equipment have been developed and implemented 
for the ABL system in coordination and compliance with Edwards AFB hazardous materials/waste 
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storage and transfer areas. The other test installations would not store ABL laser fuels. only 
existing stores of hazardous materials would be used to support ABL test activities (e.g .. fuel to 
power generators, solvents, household cleaners). The hazardous materials policJes and 
procedures for each installation are presented in Sections 3.1 .3, 3.2.3, 3.3.3, and 3.4.3. 

6.4 Comment: The Air Force should address the potential applicability of Toxic Reporting Inventory 
(TRI) requirements under the Emergency Planning and Community-Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), 
the Pollution Prevention Act, and Executive Order 13148 at facilities in the United States where 
ABL chemicals are proposed lor storage such as at Edwards AFB. (11-1, 11-3) 

Response: Table 1.5.1, Environmental permits and Licenses, has been revised to include 
EPCRA, the Pollution Prevention Act, and Executive Order 13148. 

6.5 Comment: The FE IS and amended record of decision should identify whether there are known 
readily available, less harmful substitutes for identified applications and purposes (i.e .. less toxic 
substances to carry out ABL testing activities). (11-2) 

Response: A8L test activities would be conducted in accordance with a hazardous materials 
management program and pollution prevention program to ensure environmental compliance, 
and to minimize the use of hazardous materials. The chemicals identified for use in the ABL 
systems are specifically designed lor the effective operation of the chemical oxygen iodine laser 
(COIL). No other chemicals have been identified that could be used in place of those designed 
for the ABL system. 

7.0 Health and Safety 

7.1 Comment: What is the potential for harm to the public if there is an accident of the ABL aircraft? 
(3-1' 3-2, 3-5) 

Response: The potential for an accident of the ABL aircraft is presented in Appendix C of the 
1997 FE IS lor the ABL program. According to the analysis, the probability of an accident that 
severely damages the hull of the aircraft, creating the possibility of a rupture of the laser fuel 
tanks, is less than one in a million. Historically, 80 percent of the catastrophic accidents of the 
Boeing 747-400 have occurred during the takeoff, initial climb. initial approach, final approach, 
and landing phases of the aircraft These phases constitute 10 percent of the flight time of an 
average mission (approximately 18 minutes of a 3-hour flight). The analysis focused on the 
takeoff and initial climb out of the ABL aircraft because the aircraft would be returning to the 
Home Base (Edwards AFB) with smaller amounts of laser fuel and jet fuel due to completion of 
test activities. If a catastrophic accident occurs during the high-speed portion of a takeoff, before 
the aircraft left the ground, or during the initial climb out of the aircraft, the laser fuel tanks may 
rupture and contribute to a fire or explosion. In both scenarios, the greatest concern for the public 
would be the possible uncontrolled release or formation of toxic chemicals as a result of the crash 
and fire. Studies of aircraft crash scenarios have shown that approximately two thirds of the 
aircraft fuel would be consumed in the initial fireball, the remaining fuel would pool in the crater 
caused by the aircraft impact and then burn. Since hydrogen peroxide and ammonia are 
oxidizers (chemicals that promote combustion) and chlorine, helium, and nitrogen are gases, the 
chemicals stored as laser fuel are expected to be consumed in the initial fireball. The initial 
fireball would last approximately 5 minutes, where as the remaining one third of the aircraft fuel 
could burn lor several hours. If the accident occurred during t11e initial, low speed portion of the 
takeoff. resulting in the aircraft fuselage contacting the runway but not rupturing, any releases 
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involving the laser fuel would be confined behind a pressure bulkhead. The crew of the aircraft 
could safely evacuate the aircraft and any releases of laser fuel chemicals could be vented in a 
controlled manner, preventing the formation of toxic concentrations, or pumped into containers for 
disposal (U.S. Air Force, 1997a). The probability of the low speed accident is less than one in a 
million. This type of accident would occur within the installation boundaries and contained by 
base personneL The public would not be involved and only minor on-site contamination would be 
anticipated. 

7.2 Comment: The ABL technology is dangerous because it can be directed upward or downward. 
(3-3) 

73 

7.4 

During ABL flight testing activities, the geometry of the tests would preclude operation 
of the laser. except at a horizontal or upward angle. The ABL aircraft would fly at an altitude 
above 35.000 feet The laser systems would be directed above horizontal and track targets in an 
upward direction to eliminate potential ground impact Based upon this scenario, it has been 
calculated that if a laser beam misses the target. the beam traJectory would be such that the 
beam would depart :he controlled airspace above the pre-approved altitude as coordinated with 
the Federal Aviation Administ:·ation (FAA). The ABL system would not be directed downward 
during test activities. 

Testing the ABL near civilian populations is not appropriate. (3-8) 

Ground-testing activities are designed to be conducted within the installation 
boundaries and would be conducted in areas with no civilian populations. Flight-testing activities 
are designed to take place over established military ranges and within established restricted 
military operations areas. These specific areas are used to reduce the possibility of civilians 
being impacted during testing. In cases where civilian populations could be impacted by testing 
activities, previously established policies and procedures are in place to ensure test areas are 
cleared of civilians before testing is conducted (e.g., road closures, notice to airmen, notice to 
mariners). A discussion of safety procedures employed by the installations during proposed ABL 
test activities is presented in Sections 3.1 A, 32.4, 3.3.4, and 3.4.4. 

QQ!ill!Qlll!.\: Testing the ABL at Kirtland AFB will make Albuquerque a first strike target (3-11, 
3-14) 

BJl§QQ.OJ<Sl: No evidenc:e of heightened attack from testing the ABL at an existing military 
installation has been identified. 

7.5 The airborne laser system is part of a group of weapons systems that require the use 
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of controversral communications technologies to track targeted moving objects. These 
transmissions have proven adverse physiological affects The environmental impact report must 
show the local incidences of these physiological affects compared to incidence in areas not 
exposed to the acoustic bombardment (6-2) 

BJl§QQ.OJ<Sl: The ABL aircraft uses standard communications equipment to maintain contact with 
ground locations. The potential effects of the use of ground-based radar systems throughout the 
world to aid in identifying miso;ile launches when the ABL aircraft is commissioned to active 
service is beyond the scope cf analysis of this SEIS. This SEIS addresses the test phase of the 
ABL aircraft only. 
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7.6 Comment: Section 3.3.4.2 discussion regarding debris recovery operations and restoration 
should indicate that activities would be conducted under terms of a special use permit issued by 
the National Park Service at White Sands National Monument 

Response: Text has been added to Section 3.3.4.2 to Indicate that any debris recovery and 
restoration activities within the White Sands National Monument would be conducted under terms 
of a special use permit issued by the National Park Service at White Sands National Monument 

7.7 Comment: It is possible for safety measures to fail during test activities. This poses a high risk 
for safety and health of the area. (14-1, 14-2, 16-1, 16-2) 

Response: Sections 3. 1.4, 3.2.4, 3.3.4, and 3.4.4 describe the mechanisms that would be in 
place to ensure a safe environment to conduct ABL test activities. These mechanisms include 
interlocks to ensure the laser beam is only rlirected at the target; the interlock system would shut 
off the laser if it deviates from the intended path to the target. 

8.0 Water Resources 

8,1 Comment: The influx of 50 people (50 families) to the Albuquerque area could have an adverse 
effect on the regions aquifer. (3·4, 3·9) 

Response: The estimated 50 temporary personnel that would be present during the ABL test 
period at Kirtland AFB are not anticipated to have an adverse effect to the regions water supply. 
The 50 personnel would be in the region on a temporary basis (approximately 2 weeks) and 
would not be new permanent residents in the region. Based on an average per capita 
consumption of 110 gallons per day, an estimated 77,000 gallons of water would be consumed by 
the 50 test personnel during the 2-week test period. This is a small fraction of the 448,607 
population of Albuquerque, which would equate to approximately 690,844,000 gallons of water 
consumed in a two-week period. 

8.2 Comment: Permittees should amend the existing Storm Water Pollutron Prevention Plans to 
incorporate any additional activities and pollutant controls dictated by the Proposed Action. (5-1) 

Response: As appropriate, the installations would amend their existing storm water pollution 
prevention plans to accommodate the proposed ABL test activities. 

9.0 Air Quality 

No comments were received for this area of concern. 

10.0 Noise 

No comments were received for this area of concern. 
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11.0 Biological Resources 

11.1 Comment The Wright"s fishhook cactus (Mammillaria wri(lhtil) does not occur on Kirtland AFB 
nor is it listed as federally encangered. Check the species list provided in Appendix E. (12-4, 
12-5) 

Response: The species discussed in the SEIS are those known or suspected to occur at Kirtland 
AFB and White Sands Missil<' Range, the lists provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) is for species occucring within the respective counties that the installations are within. 
The text and tables in the SEIS have been revised as appropriate based on the USFWS list and 
installation specific species lists provided by the installations. 

11.2 Comment. The discussion regarding potential effects of ground-testing activities on biological 
resources is vague. It is unclear what types of :njury, what types of laser energy produce the 
injuries, and under what conditions impacts to wildlife may occur. ( 12-6) 

Response: Text has been added to clarify that precautions would be in place to prevent the laser 
energy from straying from the intended target to further protect biological resources from being 
affected during test activities. 

11.3 Comment: The statement re9arding ground- testing activities being conducted, to the extent 
possible, outside of the migratory waterfowl season to minimize impacts should not be limited to 
waterfowl. ( 12-7) 

Response: Text has been revised to not limit migratory bird species to only waterfowl. 

12.0 Cultural Resources 

No comments were received for this area of concern. 

13.0 Socioeconomics 

13.1 Comment The influx of 50 people would cause an economic impact. (3-9) 

Response: The potential impact to socioeconomics as a result of the ABL test program are 
presented in Sections 3.1 .9, :3.2.9, 3.3.9, and 3.4.9. The estimated 50 temporary personnel that 
would be present during the ABL test period would have a small, positive, yet largely 
unnoticeable effect on socioeconomics in the local communities near the installations. 

13.2 Comment: The ABL program could have a national and international effect to socioeconomics 
(3-13) 

8-8 

fui.§lliill§g: The areas evaluated for potential socioeconomic impacts as a res:Jit of ABL test 
activities are those communities in the immediate vicinity of the test installations that would most 
likely host the personnel associated with ABL test activities. Thes€ areas include the local 
communities surrounding Edwards AFB, Kirtland AFB, White Sands Missile Range/Holloman 
AFB, and Vandenberg AFB. The estimated 50 temporary personnel that would be present during 
the test period would have a small, positive, yet largely unnoticeable effect on the 
socioeconomics in the !ocal communi~ies. Because ABL test activities are only proposed at 
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installations in California and New Mexico, national or international socioeconomic effects are not 
anticipated. 

13.3 Comment: The effects of the development of the ABL system on economic and social 
environments would be detrimental. The ABL system poses a serious mental health threat and 
jeopardizes our children's future economic stability. The environmental impact report must 
include a study of the psychic effects on children of financial instability and the anticipation of 
violence. (6-3) (6-4) 

Response: The analysis of psychic effects of financial instability and the anticipation of violence 
is beyond the scope of the SEIS. No known financial instability or violence is anticipated from 
conducting tests of the ABL system. 

13.4 Comment: Section 3.3.9.1 does not mention that White Sands National Monument has an annual 
public use of over 500,000 visitors and is the most visited National Park Service site in New 
Mexico. Also, the impacts analysis in Section 3.3.9.2 should state that ground-based laser 
testing from Holloman AFB would significantly increase closures of public use of the National 
Monument, resulting in inconvenience to the public. (12-3) 

Response: Text has been added to Section 3.3.9 regarding annual visitation to White Sands 
National Monument and the short-term increase of closures from public use of the National 
Monument, resulting in inconvenience to the public. 

13.5 Comment: There will be an impact to California commercial and recreational fishing, especially 
below the Western Range. Ocean vessels must be notified in advance of potential hazards. 
Flight tests may require the closure of one or more of the state or national parks, thus disrupting 
activities in the area and calling to question environmental impacts of these areas. (13-2, 14-3, 
16-3) 

Response: Section 3.4.9 addresses the potential effects to commercial and recreational fishing 
off the California coast. Section 3.4.4 discusses the existing procedures for the notice to airmen, 
notice to mariners, clearance of state and county beaches, as well as protection of workers on 
off-shore oil rigs associated with ABL test activities at Vandenberg AFB and over the Western 
Range. 
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Document 1 

:::idcourse segment. and the oe:-m.na~ segment Th• oooH 

•egment oo when ::te ~.::.o;,le :s \ll\<l<: po•e: a~.:l 1s being 

termlnol segrne~t. :stet~ !'€• ce:"\a~r.~n~ momenl" of tM 

::;J.Osile '> :l1<Jh: be:o::e ::he ::~1sS1 :e '~ache! cts :~:qet.. 

t~ch ele:n<>nt o! the Ballls:>c l~lf >ole Def~U<· 5yscem is 

weapon sysam t.ha: H das;;~e:i :c •ro: uoc<, eng•9~. ar.d 

de3troy !IOlSSlles. CS>nc o rr,e•o~awd:· ::la"" !"•"'· :.o~ 

The ;:.iu:crne :."'"' .<y!.:~rr cono.s:s of 6 

mot!l!>ee 5oe:;n<; ~~;-~CO! ai~o~a!t cr.•: u:lll'~• !ou: 

luen. 7t.e !lrs;_ :hrH .-r~ nee d~ugn<><i t.o ,-.~stroy, bw: 

=.n~~' :hey a~@ used t.~ Q"'-h~: ;c.~o,,.HOen "·~a~.;b~g :he 

ta~g~t an~ ~o ma<e t..'.~ hlyn-ec~~~~· ~~'•' "'<><•· e~~~et.lH. 

Th~s~ tht~e C~sorc r.re t:-.@ Aec:.·:e Rangl-n~ 

Document 1 

hl~h-enugy l•sn ""ul.: be <:::e::ec or. an Uf>'·Hd o:hact1oo 

~owll<r1 1:l1e :us~i:e. :~.e energy !rorr the l••"~ ·.ould t.eat 

Tile t;e<>Cletty o:: :~"' :~•: ~ou:c ;:r<>::)ud~ 

opel-Btlor. of t.Oe lasH ~·cept a: a r.o~:zon:._l ~r u;>wn~d 

anglo. :-r s H t.c er.s:ne :r.~: Jo..,.,-~:y:ng a rc~a!:. ,,n~ 

ObJe~ts en tr.n gro~ncl wo·,,:c -.nt he Jn t~e phtr- o! ~:-e lasH 

burr,. T~e onboarc •~nsor' w~do:: •~•o .:>e u~ed '-" cor.!~:;r, 

:.hH n~'.t.ing 1n ~he 01apo~e oc:~~~ :.h~~ th~ >n:e~:ieO u,-9e: 

Cs wiU·.on ;;he potentia: L~~rn ?"til" 1'h1' :.s 1n oddit'"" 

o: c:.-.e .~c:llo:.·c,~ '..c_oe,- s~"~"' a:. :.e•'- ar.qe> 

ass~dacec o1:.t.h ~dwo:ds f.h ?ere~ li>-•~ ~c,d l'a:.:Jec.,;or;; h~r 

!.i 

Zl 

" 
" 
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;>zo,·oou b~oic ~:don:tatOor. :e;ardong tl'.e ~arqet, 

!p~ed, a~t~~uce, Ur.\[e and directlotl. The 
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t":get. T.oe 5eacon ~':u:nir.ator :.ase: ~• ~sed to \fa'::lle: 

:.nfc:matl~n or, tnn o:.mcsp"'""'" be:•een the aorcra:t and the 

:.ar~ct. 

:he :o.,::J-. :ase: o• ~:-.e hog.o-enu9y. 

~ea;:Lns·cl•~s ;aser chot io deSLgnee to destroy tne tar9et. 

!t ~' a me9a,;aot·o)aes :a$e" geneu:ed by cll~!C.lCAl 

~"nng :lle J.nlt03l t~sting p~ogurn. & LftM 

l•ser •J.ll h ~sed. :~.e sunqate t.oqll·e=.e~gy l&•et 10 a 

lo~e:-powo: :.,.., .ono w":: be 'J'ed u a Slmul&OOn o~ the 

llrb~=.e :.a"r '"=c~o~t >rould !ly at M a~ove 3~,000 feet 

bnd ;;ou:d deoe~·" "'"' ~:a~~ la:Ine.B er ~ .. ~~H ml~sJ.l€s 

~H~g onbou: SP~s<>ro Acuve t.~ocl<J.r,q c~ ~~e mus1le c•n 

beg1n wh"n t.OE m~~1le c~eor• the cloud oopo. 1'he 

Documen\1 

qto~~~-c~•o lo~~t.~'"'~ F:i?M-'e-'ti~g » pr~p~•~d ~' tJ-.e 

i'-2!:Ce airSp~e cMp)<•> u::ilbe:i by Edwords /lor rotc~ ~~'"' 

l'~lh<ed ny "/,njent•"'l IIH Force Base •nd Polnt ~UI'~ H~v•l 

/-.1,- Stotl~"' GnG '•"oi::E Sa~:! HJ.ss::le R"n9e. 

:-.oe )..>:bor~e l..o•~r a~:o;a!: -o·old te l;;a><d "" 

~CO<lfld <•Hbg o! t..".e :c•er-powe< oysterns 

~01>.C o~ ccnc~:::ec .1:: L~•o<d$ f-H Ocrce !>a;e ~=o"' :h~ ~n<i 

of the runwoy oo•o~ •.• te~ •'-Lh t!".~ EJ.r;.-. rl>\ir.:: ~en 

f'dcl~:ty. Gru;c.c! ::.,-~~t~ wou~c! lr.cl~d~ a rctopla~e. •t'.ich 

cc.o"''cted ·;s;-~" 3"-~"d~b~s•H! "'"-"'-"'""' tlo cpon-rang~ 

et-H:nq of ::he ), gh-energy la>e~ wo";~ be condur.:ed. 

~.:sse' flonq~ ·• ::.o !UP"''"\ !ron •-CJacer.t Sollor..~n Air Force 

B~•~ C.av~ t.eH. ~ce.1tHl~C a~ •l:"r~ativ~ grcund-te•t 

loc~t~cn• l! cor.o.':::cr., ~"~ven•. cos:;n~ ~:: ,;~•·•~"! io~r 
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·.n phe! ":.!> een~>c: cu!!~c ""t'l'•'l p~<>Pf'n><l ,_,._ 

~otlvl~l"" it .,., de~~'"'"~~ c.~~ w: i~r.;, '-' r~o~wal'O 

and c:nn:.p<>:::>&U<>~ •~o; aJ.h<>~d• oH u,~;dp41t~1. 

M\;;1 f~r.all). ""''"-~""h_,,.,:; :v,;:oice ~-~ .-~~ 

Documert 1 

.. ,.~~-······-·--·----, ~ g:::oun~ :IOH~<t~r>~" "'·"'<1 <>1:~-'<-

"'a:~,- ·~s.;.~:c•• dHI "''( :::~901~~ :·,<:h~: 

~n•Cy:.l:. l«•"'"'"s~ t::.- pto:;o~ed '-~•: "ct>>tit>.~~ .,;,-;.ld n<:lt 

,-~c-o:<~"'· ;<>;a~~• in tn., "~~ H ~"'"Ue>>l~~-

:;;<t-"~ t~L'-'"~ ec.~lp» ~t<ot\lH ::u-J:.:.;: and bo<>Ou~::!~'\M 

,.,,~:\~ ~<>1.<cl "~'- o•< 9'-''"''n~d ';btH\g yr~;w•<>d '""' 

t'"r•~'-" ~'""" luj·~ue<.\ rm1n~ "'" "'',U.<:>.pt~-

J.-r::~r ,J-,e ~~~ura: tn·::c~mr•mo1 cougory, 

'"' I'!V::(~-hn<l.~rJ -~•~U,~y ~nn~~'"""'-· .. o o• <l~""'"H"'" 

<><::OCVi <U U" f'"~l:.M&! ~" ~1>p;><-n UH M'Un:>~A "-~ r.e 

L_ __ _ 
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~ ~ ;:..~ ~~:;o·Jonn o;;~.~ll~;-.:l "'"'!O"n o.M t""'P:•~· Tl:a> o~H~ic~•d 
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was~e generHed auring test activ~Ue~ woula b~ !tored at 

HeoHn and safety wos onolyzed !u~ther 

conducced i! water Os present in the adjacent dry la><e. 

oould occur at a;titud"" above 35,000 feet: th<'•e!ore, 

Document 1 

ground-test:.ng act.\V!Ues ~<ould net exceed typl<:al 

chue ~trcutt would m.o.n<>u~u ot high a~titude> at 

opproximotely 30,000 feet; the.efote, noiSe !roJt these 

a!.rcra~" "ould be lus th~n ~3 dec~bds. lulalys;s oesult> 

determ1ned lor ground- and fligM-teo~>n~ acoOvit>es, 

B<oloqlcol re~c~rc-es "'"U ~naly•od furt_her 

bec~u•• threotened a.~d ~n<IAng~r~d specie• 3re !ound on 

conducted just prior to sunrise or arter sun•et to mlni<nHe 

euoo>phedc "!!ects o! q~ound heHl"'l and blow>nq <lun. 

::"his time petlod >mule! m1nimia any potential haruuent or 

tal<e ot desert tor:o>oes as <.hoy woul<i typJ.coHy be wi<hin 

would occ~r dunng placement of the targets. ~o aOveuo 

3!..000 !ee< or hi~her, in •·hich t.he tuU would occur. 

Cul~ural rEsourc•• wea analyad becauoe th~ 

sites e~ut on ~dwardo /<ir force Bas~. Hecauoo qround-ton 

~~avn::.eo would occur on previo~sly dl5tu:bed, paved, Qr 

d~veloped land and no construction M:~ivity would be 

anuclpated. In ~ddition, no urgn dtbns i• antlcipAted 

" 
" 

H 

" 

,, 

,, 

'" 

Document 1 

T!>e e"'issicns usul:oJ.ng !rom t~E proposed &C~J.on are !u 

le•~ than 10 pe<eent o~ tt1e enasston J.nven<O~J.e' o! the 

~ern County A~r ?oHutJ.on Conuol OJ.stnct and oe)cow the 

de rr.ini"';" ;_t,reshold D~ ~0 toc.o pH yea~. l'n<le= ~urront 

regul~tion>, obe '"'>"'-'emont• for air qualJ.ty conform!ty ~o 

primarily rr.obJ.l-e J.n noture, a n~w oource ot uv.e• •ould 

~OH@ w~s analpe<:: !u<ehe~ b<-cause o! <he 

i~troductlon o! MW nc15e sources. NoJ.se genera<~~ t>y the 

Document 1 

complex; Uoerefor~. no dHHH rPcov.-ry or gro~od 

Tt.e no-act'.on al~ernotive ln Lhis SElS 

~nvirorunental lmpoct Stau·o•ent. Tt.ere!ore, no new J.mpacts 

are cr~a:.ad. an<l poten:.oal 1mpac:s are d1scu5oe~ 1n u,n 

do~u.,enc, /Is prevlou;ly ocHed. tt,lo SCS d~e• "ot discoss 

t11~ findings of <fl&". document_ e>.cept as a buh of 

no new impacts. 

In closJ.ng, I nmJ.nd you t~ot t!'>cs stuOy 1S 

1n o dra!t stage. Our goal is to provide the 

d~c1s1on-rn.!l~en ><lth HCurate information on u,e potent~ol 

environmental conu'!"enceo of tbe proposed ~irb~rne L~seo 

test accivi~i,.•. rc do this, we or~ so~ic~ung your 

will support iMor<ned d~d.,on-maU~~. 

Now : "C Lh to turn c.·,e meHing O.o~i 

Colonel Powe:s. 

begin with the next po:tion of the bearin9. whlci', 1!· tr.e 

publ::.c CO:tlm<>~.t portion. So do we have anybocy at 

point who i• sign•d up to •peak7 
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A_>;;; KIRTl.ANO 1\fS, WHi'!"£ SANr;S KISS::.£ RANG£ 
AND HOLI/JMAN I<FE, NEW MnlCO 

Document 2 

CERTIFiED CDFl 

":"F.A/JSCF.!?T OF PROCEEOINGS 

:.o1rp0~. C~lofo~ni& 

ATKINSQN-FIA~~R. lKC 
C£RT:r!EO COUR7 REPORTEF.S 

F:LE N:J. ~CU70E4 

Document 2 

At thi• po!r;t, J "'oulO l!\;e OQ ~nt~oduc~ the 

Sya<.em Ot~~ce ?~o<;p:om in Fi1clond A~r Fo•ce Base In New 

ln t~~ ~u:henc~ ~r.<O leela mo"~ co!r_:'o~uble ad:l.ren:.ng th~ir 

l!ls J;ar•" >nt~oducu- h~rse"l in Sp•::l>lh.) 

:e;>:l.ing :o th• pre;:o.raHo~ of ""e ci;att. Supplement.<al 

" 
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COLON~L P0l<;;RS, 

Document 2 

dob~te, nor ce 1t a popul~dty vot• on tb• <0:::-~i;: S>:Js. nor 

In Lh@ :;rot ?~rt c! con!gnc·s rneecin~, ch~ 
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t: .• <l>:<;OMI p>lx~ <.: ;;·~ ~-.~;.;.:o> .,.i:: ;>:.-,., yo•: 

.on O?F"r:·;r .. :y ~c ;:-:·"- "'"' r:f"''""""·---"" 4c.<: ,..~,. "~"~"~"'"~"' 

'-?9"r""'""'"' ~" '"""-"(n :or, th<;; •<!e<r··'"''f D! thf ;!::-~-::-: .s-,1~. 

~ .. ~.? ~" 1'\\r.<i. th~~ ~"~ s::s ~' $~'""1 ~r.t~r><!t,;). ;; ""-"''n ;.h~t 

""'"'"'~ )l..oc:;;l, ~nd "'"# .,! "'""" ,..,,.,$~ .. -~, ••.•• ,.,_; 
<;Ad 

~"" "'"- " 

Document 2 

co M.q: a; ~r.s~ ;x:ir,r :t y;:;.•; • .,.,. c.qre 0::0"""'·''- th;n '!''"' 
,.~~l b~ ~,1~ ~o £''""'·'" L'' "'-'•""'"· ?~"""' ;;•~b:Hh-, 

"""'"" s~ c~,;;: :!.~ "-m: ;,;x;"'"'-"'' ~"'"'""'"·"' .,.., •"'"'"'"""d 

~nc<:>ur~9~ you ~" """" tour ~n~a;; ;;;,_,.. . .,."~-" :~ ::-., """"=~'" 

~llo-.·n "'' ~i'>l 4tr"~" ~: .l,,;~c~IM ~· ~ ~~""'~~' 

ABL Final SE.IS 
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s~'""''"· p:.,u. "'~"<'"" ~h .. d·1 "'"" ~l""~l' ;,,., 

::.,. """~1;$·.<>r.•·, ""'"~;.:g Y<i<d ''""'"a~~"" ""'1'-'c:::; ;~ "'""'"-

Y"" ~"""""' ':':h.O ""'~) bt:p ;n;: X~OOYJN '--"'·' ~.-,., 

Document 2 

¥." Kfli L~:,u,;:;: :'<.''" h'~"~"·>'· c•JO:~<> ~'"'~ se~~oe'"""· l't 

"~"" au" rn;n""t ''''" l'"' ''""" :M ~'"""""n~ ~~"'"'" pd>~~~ 

;~,';7 7~• Sf> ~a D~:;,~ ""''"<,) :~ t:.;;:,;; o_c c~~-i n.~·.t~ c<: 

....... • ,..,~ -~.;~~,.~, =~·''''""'-""---,'": ;:~:,~; -'>!:. (>< ,;~p), 

~1~~ C;,,·itw-~.~<l:~·"'~' :cqo~o;; S:~=·~~,.~ tUt·~:M.e<l 

\997 eono::."~'1~ ;>?i.l;;'O~ '"'"' ""'""? ~ !-.ome bas~. a 

"~•V~"~t>" ~~"" ::-~·\:;~. o.n..:: "'"· ~~''"nde~·~n• o~~~ r~ng•· h 
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Document 2 

Document 2 

~or tt.~ Vr. <-~d St2:es, i.t> ~eploye~ <or-cu. ;or.d >to :'r:endo 

•lli~s. from :orr.hed m>s•C:o •::•ck during •ll cnr~e 

s~agu of "--" s::a;;,c1ng ~:~uult"o !log1". 

!he tr.,.,. •~?~e%A are tb& l•ocst ""9"'~"'-· c~~ 

"'idco~r•-= se;;ment. 3nC :.;~ :e::-ur.a~ seg""'~'-. Tr.« boost 

s .. g...,~t Os "'hen th~ ~.uaile Os under pO»er .. nd 1• bu:og 

ob.:-uso ~kywuci by :u ;·ocke: e~~>~e~. Tne mdcourse s~gmenl 

b;;Jlisuc arc. '.eaa~r.g !~r its :~r~e<.. The terminal 5~\Jmeno 

Os :hP !.;,w ~~"'•"•'-"•'? ~en::> o! ~.oe n:s•il""" Ei9hc O..!or~ 

"~llo,.cic ml~oC:e Oe!e"n sys:e"' "" jes:?:>~d to ""n 

On<'lepend~:>L~y. L.o prm·o~' ~c. ~!!cct .,~ delense osa:<•sc 

iJ>comin'i' "niDsiles 

" 

" 
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Document 2 

Once :~~ rev:~~- prc~ess a com.;;:et~, "~ •ill 

produce a f na" S<;:s •chduled !M c~mplH1Cn 1n March :IOOJ, 

ami mall "- to •11 ~'lOS~ en the or:s'-"~" ~ls,r;i[.-yuon 'ist 

ll you Al~ ~ct en our :11All'"9 :1s:, yo~ ~an 

r~cuut ~ '"'PY oy ""''"~ to :'.a .. ~,;,~u. -:-ne !:::oal 5LlS 

w~ll ;,,c].,d~ ~om"~'·'" !'~~e1vd duu:-.g ,;,., puohc 

.,enod ar.d "'-'" ~H;oon•ss :::> t)"too" ;;c'""'~"a. 

""put !or o:he record o! :ieoosocn );e ~xpec: '" acco,-p1an 

t.h~ reco,.:i <.>f Oecs::cn oc. lare ~rr:=t; of nex' yeu. 

Th~ ""!: ."<::s ,.,,. >'~?"="" u:: ~:>r>p:y ... ,t., :he 

Kati,mal ~n ·:~~~-.rr.~nt~: 0-o:l-oy ;,~;- "" K~N,. ~mi 'I\~ C<>,:ncLl 

os • dna~o or J-ndoact oeau:r ci th~ p=oposed Glroo:c;-,e 

~as~t ~""' 

Document 2 

af<.ftL" be1n'i' laur.c~~d 

"Y~Lr.m lasef. the track >llu.r.inaco;r- la•~r. ond che P~&COil 

illuonna•cor :ue:- Tne "'"~i\•e ,_.~gon>l ~yste"' ;>t·evld~s nutC' 

lntorm~c:.or. cegar<h:-><L tte tar'i'~' £ucb u "P~~:l. alcotu<ie. 

r~!L~e and ciil~cooon. -::tc ;:rae'< il>,,>r.uo:- laser p·ovi<>es 

locninn upon "bleb to att:ack che targot The beacon 

ill~ml,r ... t.or :ne::- :s un:! tc gu~.er tn!ormaoion o~ the 

o·.~r:.c.g t.he :nt<.i"l t~o<t~g prosr•'"'· a f•'''' 
la~er "'~: b~ '-'B"'d. T~e s·cnogaa __ '9~·0n"-r<;y ::asu 
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':";;~ M.e:-gy tr:>ot t.~e :~Ht ..-o:d~ ~N" :.o~ ,._,,.,,,,.,~ k~st~< 

:>~ ~h~ 01lunh ~""B ~?~\~ ~.:;:,~ ~"-""-~'- ::= cl-.<! .:.oos:~' 

r<..~hc ~" ~~c;~p~. ""'-'"·~"9 ~" ~"rlce""" '-''4' <<>o;C. cies~~O) 

Document 2 

ft>~C~ ~"-"" ~nd ·~~f 'N·f~.~~ ,,,.,,;_ '""'""Y'· """' "-c~::-~~~ 

~""''·'ng d"'~M. "n.:y :~·· :~-.,t~·;c~tc :;.u~ ~yn•~' ~<>Lld '·~ 

'" p-~·.·•"-t :,hu' "'""'O'o!f tro-- '"''''"'-'-"o/ t.;,y<"c.~ CM <>o"~c 

""'~"~'~" "'·d fne" ;;,f ~t!:.·.~J ~~&~~ "~": ;.~::·. :~:-gee 
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~::<! ~::.; ;,; so--4" !<c~~~!~ "~"""- ~"'" s::??"rc !~""' nc:~,....r. 

;.:r f:>:n;;~ SJ<~« t~·;« c~~- :;ie:.~~""''~ 6S ~la:m~~rn 9":md 

(f ~~,d~.-.t..~l~' he>- fC''-'~ B~o~ ~c.~ Po:c_, ~Ul~ N'IV~! A~c 

f~,.~~""' ~''" .h~;:~ s~;;"'~ ";•,.:.leo '-"'""~· 

Document 2 

;;rcund t~~: cl~~~- <'C.<O '" F'~v;>!e ~~"F:O~•~ •~"'ng <:>:' .oU 

AyH ~'"" nqm.> "'" ~" -.,,.-., '"' e:! ~"'- ·,e ~-,~lX"· '"'"'-~'" 

th" -"'"''" :~1 i-<' ;; ~: t.o<e """'""'· J.:i~~. ~nly "'"'--"'~' c-;; 

:~a~y or-!>)"-'...\ ;;;n,n;,;:~_,; ~~;·~p~~ •:-e~s ~c->lli! !" u: ;:M~ 
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th•' Or1gor.al :en:.ng p~~g'~" <ic~cu•s~d i,. ob~ H~7 ciocu"'~"L· 

O<~~r o.l:'''·~' vu we;"~ ""'•Gid@r@d ~no! 

,, 

Document 2 

in place 100 co,:rd tratf:c d~nng pl"oposed t~st octOv;~iu. 

H ~aB d~c~rmin~d tho;: no 110;>•etO '" roadw&)-'~. 
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ROfiiO!OIIVol. Ol, l<o_ 121-aJ, July 6, 19'J8 P11 lS509) 01>'-"" NPDES oent•l 
oo.•ra~o lor wnotruoboo p<O)&cts Gooeraoy. '"'""'""'thai at lo~" IW<l parnoo "'" 
'"'!""" ~r1111t rovorogo, Tho ownorldo•elo~r ol til" mn.,Not"'" P'O)OCI WhO hao 
operai>Ohat c:ontro< o•o• Pf")&<l ooecil~<:aiiOn>, tho gonoral contlaclo< who ha• d»y·"'" 
tiloo· ope.,.toonal wnl«>l ol thOo-r acl<•iloel ol lhO ooo. whet~ oro noco•uf)' 10 onouoe 

~ "''"" lne '"""' ""'"' polluOOn Plan a.-.J omer """"" <:O<Ml"""''· """"""""I' 
""'"' "o<>e<a:=· .... roqooo aw<>Dfi'IIO Nf'OES - coYef'a90 10<' .... O<'o,ecl. 

J\> ... operaoon ol ""''" fl<pn ol lac>lmoo -•I<><>~~'Y roquuo S"""' Walor MuHo·&OCI<>I 
Gonoral Porm>l (o.,. F~oral Rog>SleriVol. n. No- 210/Mondar, Oc>ooo• JO, 2000) 

""""'"9" launch """'· ""Poet •••••. ruoOng, '"" '"""'""''"'" aoL>v>l•••. oLe 1•'-•IJ 
QuOI•I)' •• ootonMI oourooo Of pOOUI"n wrnen rnor ••••one!>lr 00 o•oocl~ lo ~~""' lh• 
Q"""'Y ol 5\0<rr .. a•e• C•Kno•ges hom """"''""' """' mee1 lne U~[PA de'"'""" cr 
"""'"'""" """'""". u"<<e< Sto<:l<>fS, ~ ooollorl. """""''""'"'""'~ThO£ ~""'t 
al£0 ...,,."'M "'"""'"""""'a S\I<I'PP, """ ... 10..._ cl ap<lfO(>fiO~ Ototm """"' rnfiCH 
con~ol practoc"' ! .. 'I~ S\WPP) 

J\111'>ough r1 appea~ that ll>e<o "l•nlo ootont••' 10 d.,cn;.,ge pollutaniS to "walel'i cl the 
Unllod Slat••" lrom tne o•ooosed o:Uvtl•eo OO!h WSMR anc K.AF ~ aloeadJ t><ove 
•woES Slorm Wale< Mu~·ooooor Genoral Perm" co••••~• 101 "oMuotnal act"''"''" 
oondoctod 011-sne Pe'"""~' •lmul<l omend 11>< "''"""9 Slorm WoiO< POIIui!On 
P<t•e<>""" Plaos 10 or<:<orp<>r'>,. any a<Jd,t<>na' .o~• """ potulant eonlft>l!. ""''"'"" 

.,. "'"""'""''""""'""' 
J1,r0u31oty 

lhe piOpMod OfOJOOI 10 II> 0100< that ate eiHIOhlly lh Olla>n""'nt (O< all N•loonal Amboonl 
"" Uualtly Stanuo<Os INMQS) Tne rnlo•rnat"n provided ,. ;oOeQualo oo domon<tmle 
"'"' bolh ~<O«nC- anc fl~'l Le•t oct"~"" ~••• no oniiOlp.>leol """'""'" wnh "" Quao,oy 
laws """ '"'9"""""' M""'>9h "' ""' propo- KIOOn ........ a Oht<r·IO<m. """"' 
oncsone " poloiOnl e..,.._., """ lo too\<>9 """" ... " tno """"...., ""''"""'' """"'"' 
no1 be O'Q<'kano aO<I .........., no1 ""'""'!f! thO an•...,."' "'""' ol any a•oa Tf>e "" 
Ou .. ty 8ureau o""' n« aooo::-• any •~ qualoty _,., O<o<>Joms •• • ~··~or '"" 
T><oro•eOP"'l""' 

Soei>On J 1 J < ol the SEtS o\ote> thot""' ooe<!''"" on.,.. c' ~a.,ouo ""'"""'' and 
1110 '"~...,.,.,.t i1""'<''"'""' or N.<...,._.. waste."""""" oe ...,901e.- '""the •mol 
quont~oe:; 001 """ lut>rants u>«< "" ""' I>'OIOCI ....,., t>e Oll!O'- kom "'"'ent 
"'""but'"" ~nlo•• (.~~ oloreo o1 '""" woul<! 00 used lo ,.,..., oqu"""""' ano 
oupp.-;vt grouno-t .. bng "'""""" hosl"'9 cont.nll"ng- and sp" ronu<> plano wooiO "" 
U<Od 10 "''"'"'"" •n~ PQIPnl"'l en"o<>•m,.ntal C0n$e<[Ue<>Ce5 <O$U~IOQ hOm lhe U5e Dl 
those rnaler"'l< E>~SI•n~ hiil•'dOtiS wasre •<Cumul•t""" wrnls wm"d tof" L'>Od 10 ronliltn 
and d''""'" o1 an, hazoroous waste ge,..ralo<l lr<>m J\BL piOJod ""'"'"'"' f.lo 
han<<louo ""teoalo """"<l ~ oH-IoadeO l<om A6l I"OJI~ L"!at WOVI<l t>e ron"t>etOC 

""'"'"""" ... """' 

Document 6 

Tun Bolon" 

To Maj C_ Roddsporger 
ASC/TMt:; 
Tai];<:I Rd., Hl~g 700 
Kinland AF"B 
NM87JI7·6bl2 

From: Oom Bolomo 

Plea>< m<:lude <l1e lollo"-ulg o<a\~metH m<h• Publ>c Comment 

n:cord of !.he heanng 

Airborne Laser Program 
Supplemental F.no-ironmental lmp;tcl St~lemcnt 
Lancaster, CA Public !-l~arir.~; 

October 15. 2002 

I'm Tom Bolcma of Lh• H1gh Deocr1 Greens rm one of uvor 
500 Green Pari)' meml:oer-. '"sirli111: in !he Antelope Vrdley 
te~mn We ObJ<CI 10 the \eslll>g of Uoe airborne laser O)'SI<:m 
on the p-ounds lloal bUCh !<Osting •·oolate:l em·ironmenl.al and 
pubUc he.a.J\h and oafety otandan;lo. These heto.lth uod s.r.Jety 
>tar><lards arc ttlruody bemg compromisod hy coo~"$6Kll>al 

'""""'-"""'" ~eml><-rlO.l002 r,,,) 

Document 5 

Beca"'e tho genorato:>l' of ~>a>ar~o..s wast•• on 11\15 PIOiocl "''"not gen.,..le • q""~'"Y that" 
ooghlf•CO'!nt an<! !hot goneratoon'" ••Prt~oo to fa'l wl1t11n Qu•ntrlroo a1rea~y PermoMd no onanges 
to one emttng RCRJ\ pormol are reqotred or antrcrpalad 

;;?~_7>5··· 
~~::.'~;~ En-..mnmenlallmpact e-..ew 

, COO<d!OaiO<' 
NMED Frio No 1539ER 

Document6 

lrom TomBo<•o" 
lhul"· 0"~· 1714· <:DO? I I I :l~ 01~ 

r·~·? ot ~ 

exompuon_ Th< l'erll>lgmo"o pl..r" p<ll pulo~O >aiel\' ol rven 
goc.,ter nsk 

2 The a.irbome laoeJ "'""'om is part <>I ~ 1.n•up of wot~po"' 
O)'>U:m• Uoal r~u"" the use ofcontroverr;lal eommmHca"O"> 
ICC!UlUiusoes to uo<l< tllr(:cled mo•'t!l~ UbJCCI$. Of 'l""'"'.l 
concern m Uoe de,.lnpmen\ oO 1hc airhr..,--rJe la•er o_o•stern 01< 
UJC>< aecc:ssol)- commumcauom t<chnolo~lc•, •orne of wt\lch 
are ;llte>tdj· in u]'"'""'"'-· Throu&llUll\ UJt A~<tolop< Valle;, 
@O can hear the ""'"'-'"" low lrcqut119 "'lmm" em~nklLJL~ 
Jwm these puwcr-fhl tnn•mHloro 

7.5 

n:i'l 

Anl<iop<: Valle\ •<••~•"'-" ate t>cm~ t>pooed 10 II><'<" 
Ullllotni••;on. that hove ~nlvcn dolctory· phy•iolog>=l allocto 
acconim~ lO Dr. Kalla':'·. ~lllef <>I the book>t:;ocal c!l'ocU< ~mup 
of !he Ptullips Laborawry ·s ElcctromaJf]ciJe Eire<'-' Dl\1Sl<>n 
at )(u-kland Air Fottt Baoe In Ne'o\ Mexico. The effects ul !hot 
c~poou,-, include "behavioral at>crraiJt>tJ<, p<.nurhaunn• or 
ll'tlTo..l "crwork•, lol«.. (em~ryonic] tl'""" daona~e (mducill~ 
htrth ddecU<). cat.rr.racoogcne>i>, ah<t.-d blood ehcnu•u:<. 
1neta.hoho doange• and ••Jpurc .. ion of U1c cnd<<;r'itlc Olld 
inunuuc .. -stem• ... • 

Ito Logh.t of these r.ndllt~o, Uoe enVllunmenl&l impact repon 
rnuot •how the I <>Cal trn:odenc:e of Uoooe onal•tlie• compan:d w 
Incidence 1rl areao unt <"1-''•<d to U•• acououc bomb.an:lnomt 

Tloc effect< of U!< development of UJc au-l>t>mc laser systtcm <m 
our oconormo and O<>Oial envir<Jnment rue al"" deuimenta.l 
We •o~uowledg< U>O need /or and an: tn !oct cunfidont that 
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Document 6 

'""' h..-.~~o ...... 

""aha<!\- P<'"•••• "" runpk dd~01•< a.nd tl"1at "'" c "' •uotam 
1t ""<hmn sacn~OLO\l: om quali:) of 11: 'i'he <'Jrr<-!Ll lo;dol"'a.! 
emphas>S o<i develaptn~ mho~e defen<e "<.0.!><>11."'' " L>ot!nd to 
~cep """~''"" tn debt an~ cold ••ill aruuetlc> ah~e for 
~e:oerauons to comr. 

We oubuut that <.!« ~Ltl>ume IL>50f uyuem f>O>"-' " >enuus 
mciLUol h'a.llh UlrOI<l arLd jmpardLU' OlH children'' ~LlUL'O 
eoonmnlc slabWtv. The OnVlronrnoru.al ~np.oet "'1"-"1 must 
mclude a stud' .;r llle P"'eh~e dkcl>. o<L dilldre<> or Cn~ncLnl 
LfL•tabilLt) ant:'<.Jt< OJ'LliCL)>illion of VLOkll"" 

It ts Cl'ld~rLllha'. Uv: maJO'\ll- of p<opk "fLrl~"'de "ant )>::ace 
RtLd prosf"'nlJ and tha: the oppt·e••inn ~nd :rlilJ1:Lr.aJ:zauon 
of gLoup• wLd mdi,·idua.ls crc-'Ll<.i ar.fmosL\y and the 
corLdL\Lons for v.olence We thctdo•~ t:~ILnt>t con,.t'LOILcc ,o 
knvcsting our VLliL r<•ources wluc~ ohould he uoed LO 
protno<e mcJu•1on &r.d su.billry C'mthe:-rrore. U1e 
IOip<msibil:t,· o~ poi.CLn~ L'le p:anet oh>uld t>e <har<L~ "1<.1' the 
reot of lhe "Wid We Arno:ica10s Ciinrto>l fund it al:m: 

5 Wt\llln the 1\almn<J fnv\ronm~ntnJ Poi!C}' Act. Cu••r.ro" 
cstabU•lLeci lh>lt Lt,. tl1r polK; o' (ht f.,drml goV<;nmorH to 
·create and mmnc•nt cOhO•t•on• <LLLrlt! "']lOCh :>Lall ami 

1.3 natOLr<'- can cxi>t in J>L'<>duedve tLarnMlJ' The dc1dop,ncnt 
and impkmcm11li<rr. of the a~rbomc IQ•er an~ oULL:t nwosUe 
dcfen•• >ys"'rn• aw1 acco"npo..~v~~~ ltx:t.nologre> " lhctcforc 
tn conJUe< ""h fr.<k::.t em'tttmmmtlll j>Obq 

••g•lo!l 

Document 8 

i """::_z~r=~:·· 
' 

-· 
Mr. o,.~ .. J. lln>WiL 
HQ AFCEE/P.CE 
)2075i<lllqllrook.! 
Brool<> AF!I, TX 7~235-5344 

P.l ThoMcua/o"'AJ"'ch< Trlb< bO> d<l<:ftnltL<d '-'"" lh<pfO!>OUC El.'; lor lhe 
ALrt>n'"'' , ... ., Pr<>WWTJ WILl. NOT .un;r.r ""Y<<•i"'"• ,;,.,.,or J~,olioru Lmf"'"""l 
10"'--t'trodotionolcuJ"=orrohpun. 

hr <ho fur,.,'" te<l'""" Ill>\ yu-J mLoiOlU!Iy pn>nde"" with tho follow"'' Ll<DU It> aid i~ 
""'ddcrm;n.tioo 

Coli....J R<><Lu=: S""'Y Ropan! 
S,to F<>rmLL 
~~(D-oth G<nerol anrt Silo Sp<Clfit) 
R"""""IL D<>sigDS (If .l.p~heobl<) 
DiUL Rewvoryl'l11U (lf 1\pphoablo) 
l'lLotographo 

TiWII; you for proridin1 \II< .M=~Ioro Apocl'>o Trtb.lh< op;lOftUIDL}' "' <<urnnenl OlL W< 
prnj""- We loW: W,...vd to re>o<-..'Lng LOd co~nm<n~>ngnn fu...,... D<p<. ott!>< Airforto 

~'~ 

CONCUlt: 

COMMEST'S 

6.3 

Document 7 

W:lnen Comment Sheet 

Airbome Laser Program 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Stmcment 

TI1anJ.. ~·ou fur otll"ml.n~ tiLl> puhlic hearin~ Our pu'J'<>"' fur ho,\lng tht< m~cLing is 

to~'"" you~" opp<~numl) w "nmm~nt on i><uo• analyu:C in the .'iupplen\cr.t~l 
EnvimnmemallmpJct SL:ltemont (SEIS) fur tl" Atrl><>mo La'"' Pw~rum ''"I acti"uie! 
pr<>r<"cd at Kinl;>nd Air Force lla><' (AFB) ond White Sand< Mi,<11e HangdHnllomon 

AHl. )'>c\> ,\-loXIc'D, .1ml Ed\\Jrd' AFB Jnd \'andcnhcl~ '<Fll. Calift•l ni:L l'iea'e u« 
\hi> 'l"·,·t "' commcn: on an\ envLrnnmemal i>;tJCS tl~atw>tl feel _,hnttld he 

c)ariiled m th~ Fmal SI:::JS - 1 1 
D•l<-~-~~-

_ Cc'.:__,__ __,;;__~~g ..... I c,f {.":>~"'-.-,t--,J -"'-±~-..--,.-..\ 

__ !.e_l.---., __ {~:._.,-,,.l __ u~~-\. . .J.::..t,' c' \, l_____k__,~

~~~-"~''-"'"':_.__,:,:?__,,..,..._~c-~\. ,:-(-c:'l~ '--',),l.., 'L,,__L___ 

___ -~ ,n,<..\ -~~;>•··'·!-f·;f,61- t3c.O\..,_ c ~-- __ _ 

----~'lv.··.J_ .• ':l:.(...:_-,I..!J:~(._:"-\.c'~--"·C:_l"'--•<1. ,,,.,.\. ... _.- .. ~ 

=~~,?~2:~~~~~~~~~c:kL 
··---····-·-----------

------------------·--·-·--

,\old'""-- --------.. ~---

r 
,.,, "· ,. ......... ,.. """"' 

'"""'"_,., • ..,,.,....,rK,..,.,....~,,,., 
"'""~& """""""""""""'"~""" ,. ....... ~··ll""'~"'"'"""'" 

"~ Sl<l~ 

i'!r. Georqe H. Gau;er 
hQI'If"CEEIEC:l 
3207 Sydney Brook.. 
~:n>"b 1\fB, 'l'~x .. 
~-d~ nu-~3~-J~90 

~~~~se ~ndud~ th@ att•ct,od lotter !~,.. h"-1> N>-nichm;k 
c! Cal l'oly f'~o~nBiH Student All:::anc~ ond the 
its accomp•ny\ro~ paq~ o! CAl Po~y PSA 10 eodoue~• >-n 
th~ fonnal C<><rL.'O\·ont5 for the Cheltical Oxy~~n Iodine Lau.r 
IA6LI due lo 1:>~ Ul<Jht tuted at Vandent><or~ !U'Il. 

~h@ila Baker 
M=ilier, Cal P~l~l Progres5he Student 1\J_Ji~nee 
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Document 9 

0:1obet 13, 2002 

IID;anly Vorulm~ All" force&.. hold • publre '-nng ern"""' in~ tho """"'"""""tal 
imp.oru cfp~ II:Strog nfoor ba>od lnc:rsy.tomo that """'ld bo: "'«~rpcntrd octc thon&l.oO<O'o 
pl., for 1 miur~defm1e 'Y"='- 1be """rtl from tho ,_.,R ...,.,,-d • low publrc sh""""S of 
in~et<SI, ond a~ no mjocticn of !he plam_ Be ouurbd lhallh"'" ~ruo~hlghly mirtok., 
Fb! thepo"""' ""d logic belo .. dthcse ...t.noppooe!ho p~ ploru ore no1 only 01rmg, but 
aloo g-· u more infwmruoc 11 m.u.d"" theomuol douilo cftho q>er.W<J<II and irr.po<U .,r 
sucllo 5YSU""' Wh~thm ,..., !b=sudl a k>wtumoul"' Lompc.; fur the moo<mg' Sunp~. tho 
""""II' dolo.,.,... IIi""' COUl by VMS, ""dlh"' tloo -;,s ,. .. ...a...l W7!lo <upp<o<ta1.. Wl.a! 
.....,. ""'~ ha"" ~the inl<nbMs. or arcumsw.cu. a! the mis~ 8""Cfl a hadlh< JSu~t 
a!Mly KOlidofylng our n:joctico> a!myfunhtt ....m;, p..., 1;bo b<t that U.....,.. !hot the pubhe 
w-·-.almoor.b<:Uom:l...._.,-....,~s"""''-""'Jinccbo:"""'-od.otwl 
,.-;u ,..,.,.,..cm,.O.rablepl'OIOill'ronltbe~s~ 0.:r><HCe~mw:rbo:h..,«<,ond 
"""opWcno ORd HJIU1I"<<U in~ 0.0 any oaK.u .U... Oa,.. forJet th.ot- 1;,.. in 0 
naut;oo.\Oben> thepowor <Iori""" drroctly fm<n the""'"' ond lire Will ofthepoople 

'The pm•Omrty o!YAFB h.a1 au"d 1 ..,;<fl'e m.uon<hrp- rt1 ow""'"' and the 
.nJd<D!.I of Col Poly Son Lu" Obil:pc N"' only mw:l wt «nJIOol tho mote gtmrolor~ 
concemm~ tire de""IOJ>m..rt of the Ia= systems, b01 wo mull also ,...h.., tlrot thoy ""'lllur"" o 
d1tett rmpad. upon <>Urmvrrmmmt Follc>wulg !heso r:aviro:unmtol oooc:ems =the «:<»onuc 
ramificatim> ofl""'ring this area• '""""'""" "''" ouppe>:trrr& Olldl op..atrros AI we P"'P'"' U> 

"'"'ell V AFB """' Amon"' 's n""'Oil """"~"""'· """ oloo wotd. lbo dtnuu o! our """"'Y'• ho.olth 
"''" borbtr.,_ c.,- be orcpe<:lrdto ouppon oucll.n onbalonoo:l <bsperul <>ffund.E, dunnt a 
"""'<>fhunwtouff.,g? Wolool. "'wcrl. .....U, \'Afll !bou!;ll. 1-o fond o bobnce '-1 tho! 
wlndr OIJUOI....! ~"!>roll t1 lr>du:ro1>1. SAd!) <1 tlw""""'"" !l-oot<_,.. U> be n«lung bu<tho 
lu<lrerws beint pro~m~<d I<> us 

Foll....-in,g the.. ..........,. ""' tbr. eva> brga- quos~.;.., of who! those ,_, ,_, l<l ""r 
rat><n,llldltlfutureoso"""ldleader_IDiheloll)'<OfOII~h.o .. learn<dlh<les""'llu< 
""' WO!Id con bo: ...;o)<nl &ad Wip...drtublt_ OIJr noum &eed rtl grutrs_lt3p<ly, ond h.u un-..:1 
toboo!lrothreol> U..r o.-. oquolly sh•rod La us""' for-ge thoo;;h.lhot tho !UJOf ""'""' whytlr11 
cooouyhos .;..., fron• d,. .. ,.., '<'proud lll<ngtl>;, ..,cb a omall timt O.lhotlhe "~''"'of 
America'• oneuago was""""' t.trng,.rishod 1 spt»l< of the """oago lht<\ we =olaimod •~ llro 
world foil""""'& tho dO'\'IstaUng confhas a! the l•ot tl:ll!llry. That rr"''""S•""P~- Am..-ic.o"• 
oupp<>rt or.d ""<iyin~ rnnJOh....,U>uphold pe>e< and u<:•ruy"' curw<:•rld Tho"""''"~~" !lui 
oggressr'"" ..., .. ond n>lroos who atterJ110."' odrio""<'l'pre"'"' mthtooy dom"'""""o""' tho'""' 
t>flh< world WI ""' l>e I-Olomod 1..:1 u< "'" r~t lhlo ""'"to~< tn- ""-""¥mg to ormply "'""' 
~"'-""'""'-'""'wllhouro.--... .. of~ l.<o.u•OO)rumcur"""'""'-''"'"'lb<""~ 
IO rl<stmy ,m..-. Alnr:nO;O'•"""' rtr<$<>b .. ...,ld nl!l be me ofdo<Lobi!umg rel.-.ons ond 

~;""· ond o..cb the r:umno. plans a!~J th• """ole dtfetr .. P"'..""'-' slloolk! bo: 
~~ 

Soroon>ly, 
1...--?~ 
l=N•Hchucl 
Cal Poly San Llus Obi>po 
Phyoico M•Jot 
Momber of tho Po"!,.,.,;"' Stucl<nl Alhanoe 

Document 10 

Document 9 

Coll'ol)· l'rogrcs•ivo Student Alhanc:e r:nd= to oh<: Ivan's leneropposins the 
Chcmico.J O~YS"' lor:hne Laser flrgbl tem 11 Vandr:nb<:rg AFll 

, Sl~ :J /3,L_ 
.~~ .;_: 

3~r'"tt... 

4. c.,..;J::t._.._.. ~V....w 

>t&.< ki& 

Document 11 

Mr. e,~wo, 

hr·low 1<• ""' of P.PT."" Nov<, 70U:i ~'"""'~"' letl@r or. lh~ ~••It 
~"pph·o•"lrt>l ElS for n.o ldrhnrn~ !-~""' rrnqrom, N~w HPXHOO ,,,,<J 
r·r)llor~l•. The si~r.od co~y lox, l·een ~oiled to you tod.1)' l'lc•;e 
cocrJirm your ICC€1pt o/ thi~ o~•,l. Tt.onk yac. Dov1ci TO"'-'"vlc. 

C~•<lu J Br<••"· Envlfon.-,;~nul 

"~"'""""' '· 2002 U-S- Air fmec. hojec' f.<@OU""" PlVl'OOO 
·"'.! "'' forn c~rrter !or (nvuorr...,ot~l L•celh~=e 
l201 ~'"''~;· aruoh 
~rouh IH~, n <en5-5JH 

TJ,• u.,;. r.nv,rononental Prot•atlcon 1\gency !);PAl has "'"'~"""the '""" 
l'>-Pf'l~moMol f.nv>ronrr•nlol Jmpo~t :;tott·mont (n5EIS) l<>r rlrc AIP.BOR"~ 
L•'"ER 11\Rl.] rROGRAM; ~crw•rd• '"' f'o,C• Ma5e IA>3], V•n«onb•rQ 1\>r Force 
l< .. oe, •'"" Urc Adj"c~lrl "'""'"'" ~~"Y" lCD; no >lu~u N•••l 1\h "'ar[o<e 
Center ~•• R•n~e], Callfo,nJ," Mr<i KIHlAhd Alf fnr~~ B,,.,, Wlrilo 5a""' 
><looilo Ro"~"· o"d Hollonon Air roro• aue, Ne~ .,.,~leo !CE() o020JBOl 
HA•s co,..,~nt& ue proHded ~trdor tho ~otlo:ral !:ndrllmo.enlol !'cllcy Act 
~~~PA), the Cou~cil on ~ndconm•nal (lyoll~y·o ~EPA l~ple.~ent>n~ 
R<qulHIO~~ 1•0 c;·R 1~00-1~0"), orrd s~cuon 30~ ot th• C)un '"' 1\~t. 
EP• ~rovlded cO.....,nLS on <Ire Ouft EJS (O!:lS) on Janc~ry lJ, 1~91. 
rotlny H !:C-~ IEo.dronmenul Concerns - ln>uflicient ln!or01otic"J Oue 
to potHMlal impact< to air q~dlty and f"eder<rlly-lioted L~•«&ton•d ao,i 
en1~n9or~d •P"cies. In J~ly 1~97 EPA revoew~d '-~" F>nol t:s rrt:l51. 
f:ndlng tlr.rt our prior conCo<ns w~r~ oddr~U@d EP!I theniO<o hn~_no 
ohiect\on.o with 'Ire proJ~~l ~~ f->lO/'OO~d. The HQ'I FElS ''""lyr~rd us1n~ 
on M<L ,y•:~m to cl••"cy Lolll9tlc ~loolleo Curing thoj_r bMot pooOG. 
·r.oo ~eeoc<!<>! Decision {~OOI ~ocu"'oMcd tl.o ~ec>B,on to p<OC<r•c! wltlr tr3L 
houb&>O octivit.i€5 ~t );d~Ordo Ai< Fore~ Base; dlo9n~>tl<: r.est 
•~livili~• ov~r Ur@ WJdte Sondo Mi.ull• R~090; ""d ••?omlod testing ot 
Voodenlr~lrJ r.l; F"orcc ~'"e ""d llr~ .•r• Porgc S1nco ccmp)rtlM of too 
rrts, opoclflc proposed r.es: •o<lvH\es hav€ ~een i"o~:.lb•d a"d 
o<ic!itlcn•l irrform3tH>n ude avoiiaDh ot>~ut tho pr<>p~•ed tuoinQ. thus 
•an•Mi"q prepMatio~ of '"'~ ~51,:15. 

Th• purpo>e <>f the Am. ~yn•,. u to d••~lcp ""d lmpl~r.-eul "" 
oiirt>orn.,•bued dehn<e •Y•~~m to prcHct t.'le Uoited Stor••• 1:. orm~d 
forcu, ar.<l dll~• !rem UrTUto po•~d Dy the~ter b•lllHlc mH91le• 
I~•J "'~d un p. 1\-B of tho Clo>•><Y o! "l'etrn• •• •host-=•n~e. 
intormarlhte-r,mqe, anri medl.,m·r~r,q~), )ncludi"9 U.S. fon:e.• •tdtif!"~<J 

in J•f'""· llr~ R•p•.>Dllc of ~nr~''' ~;urope and tho r~r•l·'" c;u;l '"'Jimr 
AHcr•lt •.•rrying '·'" AllL •y•:am "'ould fly at high altltcrlle•. dolectlnq 
•rrd t<oclli"q til~ la~nch ot toolli•tlc rrd.•silos "''"9 cr.-boor~ ••nsc'' 
Aclivu t'""U"~ <>[ lo.!rlll.-,t.ic mjs,il<rs would begin whon the mossile 
=Hchu •ppro~Jmot~ly 35,000 teo:. Tire purpose of th• Prcpcocd Act1orr 
i> to teot tho ABL syste01 to d~1.er01ine Ito eff«~tio~MU ir, toQHJ~r; tho 
n~~d fo< 1 "O<e accu<A!~. ef<ec<ao "•tense a~•inst rdS51l~ •tt~c<~ 
T~r~ purpo.•e of th1s suppl~,.•<n<Gl !:Ill u \o e1·o.Juate pot~nt!al '~!'acts 

aHOCUtM """ t~St1nO actlvHI~> Ott~~ mJlit~<l" ~~~Jlitir•:r ii.a~,j 
.>~~ve ~~ ColUo<nr• a"d N~w 1-' .. .,co. 
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Do~c~meni 11 

" " """'· ... -.. ~., 
c•l hot>,:"l-r• <>!1\.e 

United S!ute;, DcpanmeLt of the ll:terim 

On!ct <wnu; ~f.(.an.-.ow 
.,..,."'""""'--"""'-'"""""-

""wi~J-~ 
G:mMm<!>W C""""
l'n:.jec~~Di•i>i<m 
IIQ ML££/£Cll 
~Jt(l:!i!lbn flrook< 
S>ool<Afl!.1••..,1t::J~~~u 

.'"''""' ... ... ................ ~ ......... ,tl 

Document 12 

n.c US. t:o<,onmmt o;ftl><: inlotiw h..,.ro,iowM \he !iJ41< Suppl•J'Wnl!l! t.".;.,.,mco!A' ltn)>ACI 
.~l>lumono (lti!i)f"' the Anhamoo '"'"'' l't"l)1t"U, t Jlll;ooJ >\it Foo:• U~;o, (1\fU), Wh,le SOlid< 
Milsik 1<""1"' (WSMP.)!'.rlolklll'M' ,_.,\r tcH• !\o<;<, Ntt'l- Mr"w, lJ!~ cvd_, A it F<orcc Ba~ 
VMdlnh<r~ Air Fe= B"-"'l, CrJ'f"'""- 1J1lf>il rt~"'d. rh< following <om.monlli Vt pm'·'d"d for 
~""' conli<lwuio~.,; you cl<:wtor 1ho fillll docum"m 

11>< >pctifo< dtmtt.~.< ohM pwp<>..W ..,,iQ""""'"' ':'! o.h<. I"" o>! ll1.1-' •~ ~.~...:~ ... ,th• 
,...,, '""a""''"""""'"' d:!«:t w><luxl bai!Wk mi"'kl•an<:J>u. 1.,, ""-"i!Q ...,11 0><-fon.'<l 
"f""' &o... !!'~ ~ 11 altillldol tl>ow )~.(>liif¢« ~<c<klmt>h< ~.,.. ~ff<'C!l¥<:nC<5 oft-..: 
Mi.,il< Od~ A!!""Oy'< ttFhom: l.ostJ P~ '"""'~"":0.-'«1\!W.i<.c Ol>><>i.-.:;. ind,•id<l.>! 
!uo' ""'"'1'-'Moii:S.. J,Jtl:i!:lmo '&11in; wt;l ir><>IWI h$t-""""C 1""""{"'"'1"'' ~<] -=d 

19.,..,!~ i<i;!i~.g W!lli.~><>l•c k""" "'''::p·l_"""" IC..1IJru:l:Arli. Fvl\<!"""' AFB "'"' 
Wl>Vk,.,..,., ;<k'llifl<lll-t.< r<"""';;,; l<:lh11): in<:o'ourc<. 

Alll~·~th .re ~ -- i~;~.~> . .\.pnll~?i f~IN bwiro.,-tn~ lrnp;rC ~~em<m 
(ER ')){26&). od;;lioo..a!t~ ID!4c: to::t ptogt\1.11' ~"'$1 Ul~l--~ filS."""' 
ct-;;e l..clW.: )) -·"t""'*""'"' !lw.- ·'"'""(:~ 1) l"'16lli.li<>:J·J11lW' ""'-"P"<Jfl= 
=:fl:Y, })~Ults!tMOO< from tQOOO rw *"''"'"" }5,00!1 f«t: 4) :=m;; h»< ~· 
trod.mti"""~"""'1J<i>"'''uir.'-"<l'-'""\<:l"<J..1il>1'~d•">"-

Document11 

Docvmen112 

wn;.., 'k1>i'.l' t\L'IIh N"""""l Ok"''"'"'m ~ fr"men!y ~;,....,.; !lot="""""""' 1x .. lod. m 
l<'<:~<lr,!h;I:U\i;"'"il-•1\» lk~ M<.rudo•~IIBio»~<>(M
~fnr«Wi!>$m<l>wy""'iq;ill~1llelink~"'=;.ociru><>filic:~ ll ~I>C<v.nti 11\eo»llll¢- m<it<>1R~ffi!C1hg II>< 111>~.., pub!.-,... an::o l>fll\e M"""""'m.. If 
!hll1m1111 Afll ..,.;,.,1••1<d fw J>."'·"""-~ !o.>cr:.,-;~,.&:.tflix>JN:~::-&, S«!-

3. 1 1.7 ).!lit~;np;,~..,qjflitii>Pillli><:prim,oryp<l\>li<,_""""t>[!k~im..!M_.~ 
Wli lhb-fll<lllk! 11<-<kalll £A.W4. ilOOiirnl 'l1.l <h<:>uid <1:<1< !ha! tUii~g "";"ld """"''"""' ... #><: 
N..lo<>tlit.i M<mu::Je"' :m.! """'ld lt4uirt-~~....J..-.=>Mi~><: t>flk p..Lls:.. 

2 I S.:c- .:u •-~ ('!• !1~ 1'""'11'";J: «fcrtToCi"l ""'"~"""""''\a! ""''"'"P"'"""' uf ""d!h .oo 'tll'.'!y l 

7.6 :;:,~!':.: ~;~:'.,';;~ ~~~~~~.:.:~ ~""'~:;:::~~~cS·~:~~-:~::::: 0~" 
3~5x~...:>n :u 9.1 fait:< lb <ni'Mi"c o,;.;_,~c s..,a. N•lional M<>narnc<ll:""' "'"'"'""' r-uoh<""' l>y 

0'«'~ ~OC,OOO >illlhll'i ..:cl il ¢< ""'" ...-rf.<o<! N"""'...! l'ui ;icn'i« "'"'in Nt"'' M<:Jtk<> T1l• 
13.4 imp.oct 111'1-'ll)"ti! af~<ion ).;> q ~ '*"-"'ld"'-""' <hai !Pund·!=.nl "-< ,..,;,-.-<: '""" h<>lb""'" 

AJ)) ~ >lgnifo=Uy '.~t:'<l<'-~ dow:-"' of pu~lc =(If the N<)lio>"->J Mo~um"ll<. rt~ul•int ·r 
in<t)II~.J<:OC! \0 1M rijtohc 

4 l'!bt f:!S, p.lfc )·.19. •I"'""''Wl ll.'!lJ',Ot'! fislilioo~ oOI!Olll> (ManJ"'ilio.·fa wrigMit) rx<lln' o~ 
11 1 K':~""d IIYli(AlP"q""~'"') "-") b h•ktl ""o fod=lly cndan_~cr<Od >pt'Ci~s. 1lus cool us;, 

• o~•Ui<:l' lo.-ttd ~)'«;~,I~" <i<'<" j1 o<.;curoq K1rtl'1'>d AfB. Tiu• coct\tlo i~ known fmm !hr. 
Cl Pa:;o ilfi'R l'l~~~u: rdc1o:.t• lh<: J"il' II, lllet2. <p:<;iO> !ist11hal """' i!><:hl<l«< m AN~tidl., r 
fur lkrwwlio Co\1111)' IN • nm~"l !l-.d <<>mplm 'f"CI•• iisl (Com~ltntioo N<>.:l-21-.C:.'-!-~;~) 
We OQ<><:ur "'lth Ill• AU: r,,...,...,.k!~rminalion !loa! c'1e prof<'~ .,,.;oo is :omlilc.~)). ttl ad~ly 

lli!~ct :~t<."li ilp'XJU tK t~W:..:.Mb!WI (!W1>¢<l¢>-iJ>l><M41...,<h.in Xinhnd AfB 

'I l'.'>t lw.rrtOI ...00 ;wmpk~~>J>«i<'< J >l (.,, V.·SMR._rl.,.... roof=nu {it AI'J='idi• £)tho Jul)' I" 
11.1 200~. kmt {C<ift.sulhl!wt, ;;~. ;.:J..Q1·1·~\~~ w.~·. =?«ll<>ac>iv>~i"'"" w:.M.R. il -"""' 

"""""'to.M~ ~'\tlt'-i• 1""1"" ;~f'>'l ~f oru'~'""' "'-""'1.11y""i>d..:1cd"" V.'SMR. to.."""~ 
h'""' ~ !t;,;t,"l""'i~•>·<> ,......!J k"".-.iochtl "'- Ed-..=<h AFB,a.-4 1M WSMJt"""' 
i::kMif:erl,n)y,....,.l)t.;;;1lf.tl•l:. Th\ltSMR:tn<rrJl!l!·too,-d:~w.$\kfbh:ll'II/WH<llile 
Stl'l'l::t :ill W(•'lf""i(" >M;.,.,.,.,.,_ .... -ru<hm~ydl'i:<:: fi.:!-cr.ol'r·liv.ed-'J'<"'~ £!.....:!® *t l,vcl !>! 
Ml;<J1">l ~OOIJ.--'>\><n W11h WS'.lR •mllt-cel)1>< om!IOC3<:'-"'"Irkocn~l}\ ""'="""with !hoc 
Ail f..,-~<"• <b.-<qi'\,,..!i;<> ill;.! tk ~ ill:lh:m iioo! iik!yru.:Aw,...lya.'fe:!W>J 
t...J,r>l\J<hA;:J >,.,:.io.<'l1 'J.•$M!<" 

61 St.:ot:.ruoM>"" ?!1:< .PH 6<-M:t~h>~s ;, dfG<:~S m ~"""in;; .. :..-itle:~"" blGI"f><A~ 
•vt...""""";,. •"'I"" f.,ru....,pk.lk !ilic'!t ~mph<YJ lb•l"G" """'"'' •on m.l~-ti<> tlf~ 

11 2 prnpa.-m t"l<!.~ thtro ,.,y, f<"-""iol of f>':)"'icd ffijrryt" ....,;,.1,fc•.,. •q•wl ...-4mfl>lt'• 

"'=""'l' '\;VJ:!~ iwf'i<IW" 1>1-1 Cto'>;:!\O<k:\.IWi """;''<: in">l..-iq; ""'-'" P-1"""' I~~Mrn hoot 
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6 ••roctod to n:sulttn ad~.,... irnpo.ru to wildlife. lt i• unclenr what I)T<:$ ~ron Jury, what typos of 
l .. er energy pr«<uce socb injutie., and w1dcr whBI e<mditi<>ru< (And hcneo a~oidanoc of) impacts 
Ul wildlife ""'Y occur. "These <WrmcnlS rbould be d.uified so that tho (>Ot.,tu>J for imf'I>ClS e&JI 

11.2 he A<ieqL».tely .ddr=><>d. lm~l3 tote~ wildlif~ c:an be •~oidod or minimi=ll>'l 
conducting (:IOLmd·ba>ed a'livllie. durin~ the holt.., ran-• of the day or avoidin~ =ly.moming 
m early ""cning !>ours. All """"'noble P"""'Ulion> to prcventl=rencrgy from maytng oiT 
target should lihwi"' =lucc nrclimilllltC l">""'tial adv....., imJl""'S l<> wildlife 'I n.. .,.t.....,nt on 1'3&• 3-91 ind""'ll!lg that "grou:>d-tesling ~~~<:ti>ities would be coOO~otcd, to the 

11 . 3 ~i::'J:'"~~:~;~!ido ~! ~ ~~t:;~:r~:=""'.in ~;wm~~;;~~. i~:7::..'!~:! not be 
September lhrou[!b November ond March lhmugh May 

Tbanl you fo>< tho <>pp<>l'lllnity to..,.,;""' lhi• DBft Supplement We 1nm our commenu ,.jll be 
of""" during funm eovimnmc:nlal documentation. 

Document13 

31 a._.,. "'.~OJ>izo.tion i> "PP""~ to 'hio projttt It will on I~ bolp ot<ut< a nt;w ..,,~,. 
.1 nu:c (wbkh i< probably""·" you wontiLlly .. oy) ""~ W<ll «>>I u• ow ehildTon • 

fu!"rc 

;3-"/c--$~-
Bn>e< \C. G>;;non 
Ct>Ordin•to• 

Document 13 

Global Network Against Weapons 
and Nuclear Power in Space 

Mr. Gcurgc ll Gou~" 
HQ-"FC:EEIEC:E 
3207 ~ydn<)' ll•<>ol... 
a,..,-. Arll. r., .. 712H 

P••r Mr Goug~r: 

w. u< s=:!ong comrm"u. r<tortl•n~ tl>< Chemic.) U•)C"" ludu" U.=. ol'<' 
<.no•.-n OJ Lh< ,O,u-1><>"'"' t .. « ...tuo~ "d"" tD b< ~i~BL l<>t<d 01 y.,o.;,n~ Afll 
in2001 

We"""' •uopched 10 ~ ... oh<>Jj[ h~" ina=u"". oollfL=t>on wu rl•'-"11 in n>od•• 
"'"""d Vutd<-nh<rg ,o,rD thu:; tnol-m~ Ll •mpo«>blo r,, f""PI< to'"'" oot •• lou.) 
lo<utn;o tD ""''-" <O>O<<m> obout th• ""'~rom 'I Our ltl<ot«t ronc<m obout thio pmjt~t i1 II>< flCcd. Who u til< U.S. dtknd.on' 
•;""") WI><>;, ~oiu~t Lc lounch nud<..- nussiles or"" U.S.~ Is not lhio oyotnt:L 

.2 ,,,,,u, inl<ndc<l."".., oxp.a."i~n nt lJ.S. fn.-wotd d"Pioyod milit>Lry rh.ot ..,n be 
""d to vir>uollv '"""'".d and J"O•o<o Ch!> .. ~ 

Tho'"" nflh< ""hom< Lo=;. """"""""'· Cut"*'),' ito c-hit~ oa,., h<.o.loJ-. c.>«, 
..tu<Otion, so<iol I«U<!Iy, ..-.d onvi•c,.,.ntol cl,..,.up ""' lo•f'l'enin,o oil ovor II\< 
notion How oan""' "-' • cation •ITu1d th» <y<t<m ~hen our not>nnoltr<O>ury" 
•l«•dr h<lfllldLo.iocd ~Y th• milt~My indu,riol oomplox? Thi< >Y"<or. UJU>l 
mor< "-tlfut for tht ocrospO<t indi!Jlf)'. 

21 fc,.tt,. <l'IC!< will b<.., u:npa<:< 10 Colif .. moo como,.,.;_,: oo<l !=<&honol fishon~. 
esp<ciolly b•iow lh' Wo<I•~~Ran~<. 0<-<&0 •o<ool< mun Oo n~Hf,..~ in odv"""< 

13.5 ol P<"'""'l h>z>Jd• Fli,•:0.11«C< ""'Y. '"l"'" ~I><"""'"' ofu4C or":'"'' ofthc 
><••• oo nauonol pAil;..,, r.h>ll d>='p<in~ """'',.'on 11" ,,.._, •nd <-Oihn~ to qU<oUon 
< . .c>'ilOn>nOotrol impao:t ofth<« .,,,. 

.. 
"'"" 
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2 
7.71 

3 

13.5 

Ck1<>b<r 2~. <'001 

M•. (;OOfliO H. Ga"'lo< 
HOI\JCf.!:;!E;CE 
~107 S~dn~y (!rook• 
6100'-~ AFI!, leu> 7!235 
r •• 210-Sl6-3B90 

Door Mr. G•Uger, 

Th011k yoo !or 8~""'1n~ ou.r c.(tmm~nt• to too r<Wrdc'<l 
tUUOrdlng tho Chon'11C'" o~~gcn IOdono lo90•, ol>O known 
ol>nplo ••lh< AUt<>mo '-'""'"'"'"'"duo to too foillh\ 
l~>tW •l Von~"nbeo~ AfB In 2003. 

For•t. "'~ aro un<lor..t..-.d•bly dtooppoio\od IMtlho S•nl~ 
Mono T•n••• and lho Snnto Borb!I<O p,,.,, '""''""" ""' 
i\l!l>oopn>J mooh'ltl ""'uld ~"I> old on Wodnr><laj, Od 
1a, ro!h~r\n~o b t"'" do to, lnurod•>"- Od. 17. 
""'"'""" ,,... U onyono m•do ~ Thororon>,..-lllon 
armmonl> (I""''-"" p.ml.< oro ••~<l .. y "'"•"'nofut 

Ctoomlot~ll<t,_.,,.. o•or tM OO!>On <.annctl>< "''"'"l~•"tl 
oovnonmentat, True, mad>anl"no ,.;~ bu '""'"llod '" 
kellpiM IA""r f<om si~IJnij anylloln!j I>JIIho Ia"'"'· 
t>UI t~.._.. mo...,~• can l~il 

Tho <loooge, hOr>dling, aM"'" O! dtem.,.,tlooo"' 
protenl5dongc,. \o altl•f• on li'Ho Control Coast 
11>1' poojoct l• n;g~ly """""""'"'JaM P' • ..,,~. • hi~h 
Ti>k IO<...,!cly ond hoollh of"'" oroo. 

This pro)"« i• "<P'""""- B"horu or doll.,. .. ~, t>o 
<eqUI!od jusllo te>lll\lo ~$lam. llath Son" Borl>ara 
one S•n lui• Obl>p<> Counllu OIOUQI)Io lo mDinloln our 
""""'";:.oro, our ><-hoots, ond """"""'Y '""'l«>l The 
ctolllrast on wo>lotulsi'OI'Idlng ll>o\ tho COIL Pfojocl 
Pfo•ld""" olueno 

f~~tolly. aec.on:Jio>g to Vondent>org ,o,ra Spooo "''" M">llo 
Tlmn, Oeto~or 25 i.ssue, thoro""" boo on lmpoelto 
toe., I mn>morclot ond reoroollonol l<>hlng, r•F'I'clolly 
bulo,.,.tho w .. toln Ro"l)e. OUon ve .. •l• mu>l 1>0 
n<>lo~~d on od•M<e of p:>!ontial ~~>O!tl"- Fllplll lo.t• 
moy rcqui111 tho closu"' t>f ono "'rnDI'e oi(M sloto"' 
""'lm~tP'I!1<>. lh"" al>ruptina a~•• Ill•~., t~• o•u 
~lid calllf'l!l to quostlon on•~r>nmMI~IImJl'l<' oltltese 
ooeos 

Plo~"" slop W. P<CJBcl. CO!ll•OIJ to I .... ~·~lio>a$ in 
lh8 a onto B.ut>.o•• Couf<lr tle""'f'fpor> ...... '"" put>loc, 
""' ""' m~tn on mi"-"1• ~ofonu. 

lllnuouolr 

N>noy H. FtH•ro 
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!.N r;.,,~ '1 C".o..>e<J; 
><~Cfl'ii:Q: 
!7t.75)<enw~ 
fuoof:l; M-11. 1e>.o< ~;wy; 
i'o<210~~ 

0<=-Mr~ 
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Document 16 

JhoMo ¥!Xi 1m 01<1\><nQ m)' C~'cl 1(. t'<t f'>COd$<1 1~0.>1 !'<e ~ 0>~ 

>oar"' lmrn. oKcJ "-""""'' wfV'll U1 ''111 Mt>(>'f"''! 1¥"' wc.<::i>"' Ow"' to 00 ~' W<!" e1 
Vo!~·g N!> If' :a:m 
c,.,_!c-n""""'~~k"-11""'1rm~~miot""''C«">!'tneSG--Jceo-t.ao:o 
""'"' m!X!N>d tN- .>6:. S,"«'f>'>C ''""""';.g """"'<:! t<> ~ >Y> W~. O!:l l(o <C\""' 
r-.or."' """'" o"l". ""'-~-=·,oct n NCI.Pot, """ ~ ""..,.,... -.--,mq.IL ll•<Ve'<.~" wrJ'"'" 
~...., rm.-,-, 'M ;>,__,_,.<;: '>~•<>1W¥<Ji!y ""'<>'•'">f" 'I C"'>C<='> """'""'""" ,.,..ot:I>O'">t:"'>nt:l tx> n ••<e••""'""""""".,-"'"'"'- J,-..., ~>c-.o·.-.r--> 

7 _7 ~~,!_"''ol<o" "' O""f>l"" ~»<~ 'mm ""'t>Gt,.v!I:"J t .. ,.,..., -cr;.-.·. !lu'n- m<.'<>"--'"" 

2 11'"•• ''"'~· ~~ <::'><:! ~"' o1 (;1;\lm.CcJl Iavin ~•P<Iffit. Cln"i.J"-; !<' y re :n !"" 

7 7 1 
cv.adCornl, ll"l~ "'";"'"'"'"(!NY \n.,.,com-.,-ry "'"' '''"""'t'o r>·\l'l ·•;k :"" >'>i<>t;-o~" 

. nc~ cl o.lf ~tOO 

Thb pr'*'<'t ~ o•oo~. ~"' ul O""""''> ""-~ b>l r<h'"llt..-!<1 Jv>l '" ,.,.,\ ""' '"''""' 131>,._ SQ~oc 
s.a~ .... Jra md Sol! l<ib Oor.-;:x> Cou:-.1..:-1 W.~Q;;oo: tc ""'~''-"" oo..-~wo:hCore, cu ~ 
Cl'>O '"'""'""'-'""""""' 111o;, Ctm!trn;' In W0\1<:1\ur l(o()r,;lor>Q lt1ot lne COIL pro;s~l pr;>\IICI~I 

~ "'""'"'""" 31 't~l.y, rcc;>'tl•r>;llO Vor>d<>N:>U'fl Aft Spo:;(l d~d t.\!:dOI! Tim< .. O<>!O<><l! ~51o>ua ~><l'B w!~ 
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APPENDIX A 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS 

A-Weighted Sound Level. A number representing the sound level which is frequency-weighted 
according to a prescribed frequency response established by the American National Standards Institute 
(1983) and accounts for the response of the human ear. 

Acquire. When applied to acquisition sensors, to detect the presence and location of a target in sufficient 
detail to permit identification. 

Acquisition, Tracking and Pointing. The process of acquiring target (or targets) within a given field-of
view and maintaining a precision track while enabling the pointing of a sensor or weapon at the target so 
that it may be destroyed. 

Active Sensor. A sensor that illuminates a target, producing return-secondary radiation, for tracking 
and/or identifying the target. An example is radar. 

Adaptive Optics. Optical systems that can be modified by controlling the shape of a deformable mirror to 
compensate for distortions of a laser light passing through the atmosphere. It is used to reduce the 
dispersive effect of the atmosphere on a laser-beam weapon. 

Aeronautical chart. A map used in air navigation containing all or part of the following: topographic 
features, hazards and obstructions. navigation aids, navigation routes, designated airspace, and airports. 

Aerospace Ground Equipment. Fixed and mobile systems used for aircraft maintenance, startup, 
fueling, power, and air conditioning. 

Air Basin. A region within which the air quality is determined by the meteorology and emissions within it 
with minimal influence on and impact by contiguous regions. 

Air Installation Compatible Use Zone {AICUZ). A concept developed by the Air Force to promote land 
use development near its airfields in a manner that protects adjacent communities from noise and safety 
hazards associated with aircraft operations, and to preserve the operational integrity of the airfields. 

Air Quality Control Region. A contiguous geographic area designated by the Federal government in 
which communities share a common air pollution status. 

Air Shed. A volume of air with boundaries chosen to facilitate determination of pollutant inflow and 
outflow. 

Airport Radar Service Area. Regulatory airspace surrounding designated airports wherein air traffic 
control provides vectoring and sequencing on a full-time basis for all IFR and VFR aircraft. 

Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC). A facility established to provide air traffic control service to 
aircraft operating on IFR fiight plans within controlled airspace and principally during the en route phase of 
flight. 
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Airport Traffic Area. Airspace within a radius of 5 statute miles of an airport w:th an operating control 
tower, encompassing altitudes bel\veen the surface and 3,000 feet above ground level in which an atrcraft 
cannot operate without prior authorizatiof'. from the control tower. 

Air Traffic Control (ATC). A service operated by appropriate authority to promote the safe, orderly and 
expeditious flow of air traffic. 

Airway. A Class E airspace area established in the form of a corridor, the centerline of which is defined 
by radio navigational aids. 

Altitude. Height, measured as a distance along the extended earth's radius above a given point. such as 
average sea level. 

Ambient Air Quality Standards. Standards established on a stale or federal level that define the limits 
lor airborne concentrations of designated "criteria" pollutants (nttrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, total suspended particulates, ozone, and lead), to protect public health with an adequate 
margin of safety (primary standards) ancl to protect public welfare, including plant and animal life, visibility, 
and materials (secondary standards). 

American National Standards lnstituto (ANSI). Serves as a consensus standard developed by 
representatives of industry, scientific communities, physicians, Government Agencles, and the public. 

Atmospheric Dispersion. The process of air pollutants being dispersed into the atmosphere. This 
occurs by the wind thai carries the pollutants away from their source and by turbulent-air motion that 
results from solar heating of the Earth's surface and air movement over rough terrain and surfaces. 

Attainment area. A region that meets the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for a criteria pollutant 
under the Clean Air Act. 

Background Noise. The total acoustical and electrical noise from ali sources in a measurement system 
that may interfere with the production, transmission, time averaging, measurement, or recording of an 
acoustical signal. 

Beam ControL Technologies associated with cor.trolling the physical properties of high-energy beams 
and steering the energy transmitted by those bea:ns to the target vehicle. 

Biota. The plant and animal life of a re>JiO:'l. 

Boost Phase. The powered-flight portion of a missile from launch to termrnation of thrust of the rocket's 
final stage. 

Carbon monoxide (CO). A colorless, odorless. poisonous gas produced by incomplete fossil-fuel 
combustion. One of the six pollutants fc•r which there is a national amb>ent standard (see Criteria 
pollutants). 

Chemical Oxygen Iodine Laser (COIL). A laser in which chemical actiQn is used to produce the laser 
energy. 
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Commercial aviation. Aircraft activity licensed by state or federal authority to transport passengers 
and/or cargo for hire on a scheduled or nonscheduled basis. 

Controlled Airspace. An airspace of defined dimensions within which air traffic control service is 
provided to IFR flights and to VFR flights in accordance with the airspace classification. 

Control Zone. Controlled airspace with a normal radius of 5 statute miles from a primary airport plus any 
extensions needed to include instrument arrival and departure paths, encompassing altitudes between the 
surface and 14,449 feet mean sea level. 

Council on Environmental Quality. Established by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). the 
CEO consists of three members appointed by the President. CEQ regulations (40 Code of Federal 
Regulations Parts 1500-1508, as of July 1, 1986) describe the process for implementing NEPA, including 
preparation of environmental assessments and environmental impact statements, and the timing and 
extent of public participation. 

Criteria pollutants. The Clean Air Act required the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to set air 
quality standards for common and widespread pollutants after preparing "criteria documents" summarizing 
scientific knowledge on their health effects. Today there are standards in effect for six "criteria pollutants": 
sulfur dioxide (S02 ), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter (PM 10), 

nitrogen dioxide (N02 ), ozone (03 ), and lead (Pb ). 

Cumulative ·impacts. The combined impacts resulting from all activities occurring concurrently at a given 
location. 

Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL). The 24-hour average-energy sound level expressed in 
decibels, with a 10-decibel penalty added to sound levels between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m. to account for 
increased annoyance due to noise during night hours. 

Decibel. A unit of measurement on a logarithmic scale which describes the magnitude of a particular 
quantity of sound pressure or power with respect to a standard reference value. 

Department of Defense Flight Information Publication (DOD FLIP). A publication used for flight 
planning, en route, and terminal operations. FLIP is produced by the Defense Mapping Agency. 

Disproportionately high minority and/or low-income area. A census tract or block numbering area in 
which the percentage of minority and/or low-income population is greater than that of the community of 
comparison as a whole. 

Employment. The count of the number of jobs: persons holding more than one job are counted in each 
job. 

Endangered species. A species that is threatened with extinction throughout all or a significant portion of 
its range. 

Environmental Impact Analysis Process. The process of conducting environmental studies as outlined 
in Air Force Regulation 19-2. 
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Environmental Justice. An identification of potential disproportionately high and adverse human health 
or environmental effects on minonty and/or low-income populations that may result from proposed federal 
undertakings (required by Executive Order 12898). 

Environmental Protection Agency. The federal and/or state agency that regulates environmental 
mailers and oversees the implementation of environmental laws. 

Executive Order 12898. Issued by the President on February 11, 1994, this Executive Order requires 
·'ederal agencies to develop implementation strategies, identify minority and low-income populations that 
may be disproportionately impacted by proposed federal actions, and solicit the participation of minority 
and low-income populations. 

Flight Level (FL). A level of constant atmospheric pressure related to a surface datum of 29.92 inches of 
mercury. Each is staled in three digits that represent hundreds of feet For example, flight level (FL) 250 
represents a barometric altimeter indication of 7,620 meters (25,000 feet). 

General aviation. All aircraft whict1 are not commercial or military aircraft 

Halon. Bromine-containing compounds with long atmospheric lifetimes whose breakdown in the 
stratosphere cause depletion of ozone. Halons are used in firefighting. 

Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP). One of 45 substances (originally 189 substances were listed in the 1990 
Amendments) listed in the Clea1 Air Act as pollutants that present or may present a threat of adverse 
!1uman health effects or adverse environmental effects when released into the air. 

Hazardous material, Generally, a substance or mixture of substances that has the capability of either 
causing or significantly contributing to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible or 
incapacitating reversible illness; or posing a substantial present or potential risk to human health or the 
environment. Use of these materials is regulated by Department of Transportation, Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA), and Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). 

Hazardous waste. A waste, or combination of wastes, which, because of rts quantity, concentration. or 
physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may either cause, or significantly contribute to, an 
increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible illness; or pose a substantial present or potential 
hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or 
otherwise managed. Regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 

Hypergolic. Two or more substances capable of igniting spontaneously upon contact. 

Impacts/Effects. An assessment of the meaning of changes in all attributes being studied for a given 
resource; an aggregation of all the adverse effects, usually measured using a qualitative and nominally 
subjective technique. In this EIS, as well as in the Council on Environmental Quality regulations, the word 
impact is used synonymously with the word effect. 

Indirect Effects. The economic effec:s not ir.c!uded in the exogenous (direct) change entered through 
policy variables for a simulation. 

Induced Effects. Economic effects res•Jiting from the re-spending of wages, i.e., new employees have 
money to spend. 
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Infrared. A range of electromagnetic-radiation wavelengths longer than visible light and shorter than 
microwave wavelengths. 

Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). Rules governing the procedures for conducting instrument flight. 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). The IEEE is a non-profit, technical 
professional association of more than 350,000 individual members in 150 countries. Through its 
members, the IEEE is a leading authority in technical areas ranging from computer engineering, 
biomedical technology and telecommunications, to electric power, aerospace/consumer electronics, and 
radiofrequency/microwave radiation. 

Interstate. The designated National System of Interstate and Defense Highways located in both rural and 
urban areas; they connect the east and west coasts and extend from points on the Canadian border to 
various points on the Mexican border. 

Jet Route. A route designed to serve aircraft operations from 18,000 feet MSL up to an including flight 
level 450. The routes are referred to as "J" routes with numbering to identify the designated route. 

joule (J). The work done when the point of application 1 ... unit of force [Newton] moves a distance of 
1 meter in the direction of the force; a unit of measure for energy. 

Launch Azimuth. Missile-launch direction measured in degrees clockwise from the local north-pointing 
longitude line at the launch site. 

Launch Detection. Initial indication by any one of a variety of sensors that a booster has been launched 
from some point on the surface of the earth, with initial characterization of the booster type. 

Lead (Pb). A heavy metal used in many industries, which can accumulate in the body and cause a variety 
of negative effects. One of the six pollutants for which there is a national ambient air quality standard (see 
Criteria pollutants). 

Loudness. The qualitative judgment of intensity of a sound by a human being. 

Low-Income Population. Persons below the poverty level, designated as $12,674 for a family of four in 
1989 by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE). The rms and peak electric and magnetic field strengths, their 
squares, or the plane-wave equivalent power densities associated with these fields and the induced and 
contact currents to which a person may be exposed without harmful effect and with an acceptable safety 
factor. 

Mean Sea Level (MSL). The average height of the sea surface if undisturbed by waves. tides, or winds. 

Micron. A unit of length equal to one millionth of a meter; also called a micrometer. There are 
approximately 25,400 microns per inch. 
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Military Authority Assumes RE•spons.ibility For Separation of Aircraft (MARSA). A condition whereby 
the military services involved assume responsibility for separation between participating military aircraft in 
the ATC system. It is used only for required IFR operations which are specified in letters of agreement or 
other appropriate FAA or military documents. 

Military Operations Area (MOA}. Airspace areas of defined vertical and lateral limits established for the 
purpose of separating certain training <iCiivities, such as air combat maneuvers, air intercepts, and 
acrobatics, from other air traffic operating under instrument flight rules. 

Military Training Route (MTR}. Airspace of defined vertical and lateral limits established for the purpose 
of separating certain training activities such as air combal maneuvers, air intercepts, and aerobatics from 
other air traffic operating under I FR. 

Minority Population. Persons designated as Black; American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; Asian or Pacific 
Islander; other; and of Hispanic origin in census data. 

Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument (MARTI}. A balloon mounted target board utilized for 
flight testing of the airborne laser systems. 

Mitigation. A method or action to reduce or eliminate program impacts. 

National Airspace System (NAS). The common network of U.S. airspace; air navigation facilities, 
equipment and services, airports or landing areas; aeronautical charts, information and services; rules, 
regulations and procedures, technical information, and manpower and material. Included are system 
components shared JOintly with the military. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Section 109 of the Clean Air Act requires the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency to set nationwide standards, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS}, for widespread air pollutants. Currently, six pollutants are regulated by primary and secondary 
NAAQS: carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, particulate matter (PM 10), and sulfur dioxide 
(see Criteria pollutants). 

National Environmental Policy Act. Public Law 91-190, passed by Congress in 1969. The National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) established a national policy designed to encourage consideration of the 
influences of human activities (e.g., population growth, high-density urbanization, industrial development) 
on the natural environment. NEPA also established the Council on Environmental Quality. NEPA 
procedures require that environmental information be made available to the public before decisions are 
made. Information contained in NEPA documents must focus on the relevant issues in order to facilitate 
the decision-making process. 

Native vegetation. Plant life that occurs naturally in an area without agricultural or cultivational efforts. It 
does not include species that have been introduced from other geographical areas and have become 
naturalized. 

Nautical Mile. An international unit of distance equal to 1,852 meters. 6,076 feet, or 1.151 statute miles. 

Navigable Airspace. Airspace at or above the minimum flight altitudes prescribed in the Federal Aviation 
Regulations included airspace needed for safe takeoff and landing. 
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Nitrogen dioxide (N02). Gas formed primarily from atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen when combustion 
takes place at high temperature. N02 emissions contribute to acid deposition and formation of 
atmospheric ozone. One of the six pollutants for which there is a national ambient standard (see Criteria 
pollutants). 

Nitrogen oxides (NO,). Gases formed primarily by fuel combustion, which contribute to the formation of 
acid rain. Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides combine in the presence of sunlight to form ozone, a maJor 
constituent of smog. 

Noise. Any sound that is undesirable because it interferes with speech and hearing, or is intense enough 
to damage hearing. or is otherwise annoying (unwanted sound). 

Noise attenuation. The reduction of a noise level from a source by such means as distance. ground 
effects, or shielding. 

Nonattainment area. An area that has been designated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or 
the appropriate state air quality agency, as exceeding one or more National or California Ambient Air 
Quality Standards. 

Ozone (03
) (ground level). A major ingredient of smog. Ozone is produced from reactions of 

hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides in the presence of sunlight and heat. Some 68 areas. mostly 
metropolitan areas, did not meet a December 31. 1987 deadline in the Clean Air Act for attaining the 
ambient air quality standard for ozone. 

Passive Sensor. A sensor that detects naturally occurring emissions from a target for tracking and/or 
identification purposes. 

Personal Income. The sum of wage and salary disbursements, other labor income, proprietor's income, 
rental income, personal dividend income, personal interest income, and transfer payments, less personal 
contributions for social insurance. 

Pharmacy Concept. The use of a base central supply location to distribute hazardous materials/products 
to Air Force organizations. As part of the process, customers are to return unused portions of the 
materials/products for subsequent use or disposal. 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Any of a family of industrial compounds produced by chlorination of 
biphenyl. These compounds are noted chiefly as an environmental pollutant that accumulates in 
organisms and concentrates in the food chain with resultant pathogenic and teratogenic effects. They 
also decompose very slowly. 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD). In the 1977 Amendments to the Clean Air Act, 
Congress mandated that areas with air cleaner than required by National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
must be protected from significant deterioration. The Clean Air Act's Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration program consists of two elements: requirements for best available control technology on 
major new or modified sources, and compliance with an air quality increment system. 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration Area. A requirement of the Clean Air Act (160 et seq.) that 
limits the increases in ambient air pollutant concentrations in clean air areas to certain increments even 
though ambient air quality standards are met. 
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Prohibited Area. Airspace desrgnated under FAR Part 73 within which no person may operate an aircraft 
without the permission of the using agency. 

Radon. A naturally occurring. colorless. and odorless radioactive gas that is produced by radioactive 
decay of naturally occurring uranium. 

Restricted Area. Airspace designated under FAR Part 73, within which the flight of aircraft, while not 
wholly prohibited. is subject to restriction. Most restricted areas are designated joint use and IFR!VFR 
operations in the area may by au~horized by the controlling air traffic con:rol facility when it is not t>eing 
utilized by the using agency. Restricted areas are depicted on en route charts. 

Ruderal. Weedy or introduced vegetation growing in disturbed areas. 

!5low Routes. Slow speed low altitude training routes used for military air operations at or below 
I ,500 feet at airspeeds of 250 knots or less. 

Solvent. A substance that dissolves or can dissolve another substance. 

Sound. The auditory sensation evoked by the compression and rarefacton of ttle air or other transmitting 

medium. 

Sulfur dioxide (S02). A toxic gas that is produced when fossil fuels, such as coal and oil, are burned. 
S02 is the main pollutant involved in the formation of acid rain. so, also can irritate the upper respiratory 
tract and cause lung damage. During 1 !)80. some 27 miliion tons of S02 were emitted in the United 
States, according the Office of Technology Assessment. The major source of SO, in the United States is 
coal·burning electric utilities. 

Theater. The geographical area outside the continental United Sta:es for which a commander of a unified 
or specified command has been assigned. 

Theater Ballistic Missile. A ballistic missile whose target rs within a theater or which is capable of 
attacking targets in a theater. 

Theater Missile Defense. The strategies and tactics employed to defend a geographical area outside the 
United States against attacks from short-range, intermediate·range or medium·range ballistic missiles. 

Threatened species. Plant and wildlife species likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future. 

Trajectory. The curve descnbed by an object moving through space. 

Transition Area. Controlled airspace extending 700 feet or more upward from the surface of the earth 
when designated in conjunction with an airport for which an approved instrument approach procedure has 
been prescribed; or from 1 ,200 feet or more above the surface of the ear1h when designated in 
c:onjunction with airway route structures or segments. Unless otherwise specified, transition areas 
terminate at the base of the overlying controlled airspace. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The independent federal agency, established in 1970, 
that regulates federal environmental matters and oversees the implementation of federal environmental 

laws. 
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Visual Flight Rules (VFR). Rules that govern the procedures for conducting flight under visual 
conditions. 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Compounds containing carbon, excluding CO, C02, carbonic 
acid, metallic carbides, metallic carbonates. and ammonium carbonate. 

Wetlands. Areas that are inundated or saturated with surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration 
sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil. This 
classification includes swamps, marshes, bogs. and similar areas. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

AAA 
AAF 
ABL 
ACM 
AEHD 
AFB 
AFFTC 
AFI 
AFOSH 
AFRLIHEDO 
AGE 
AGL 
A HERA 
AIRS 
ANSI 
AQCB 
AQCR 
AR 
ARS 
ARTCC 
ATC 
ATCAA 
BASH 
B.C. 
BHP 
BHPO 
BILL 
BMDS 
BPD 
CAA 
CAE 
CCR 
CEQ 
CERCLA 
CFA 
CFR 
Cl2 

co 
COz 
coc 
COIL 
Council 
CPSC 

dB 
dB A 
DNL 
DzO 

American Automobile Association 
Army Air Field 
Airborne Laser 
asbestos-containing material 
Albuquerque Environmental Health Department 
Air Force Base 
Air Force Flight Test Center 
Air Force Instruction 
Air Force Office of Safety and Health 
Air Force Research Laboratory Optical Radiation Branch 
aerospace ground equipment 
above ground level 
Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act 
Aerometric Information Retrieval System 
American National Standards Institute 
Air Quality Control Board 
Air Quality Control Region 
Army Regulation 
active ranging system (laser) 
Air Route Traffic Control Center 
air traffic control 
Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace 
Bird-Air Strike Hazard 
Before Christ 
basic hydrogen peroxide 
Base Historic Preservation Officer 
Beacon Illuminator Laser 
Ballistic Missile Defense System 
Boost Phase Defense 
Clean Air Act 
control area extension 
Code of California Regulations 
Council on Environmental Quality 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
controlled firing area 
Code of Federal Regulations 
chlorine 
carbon monoxide 
carbon dioxide 
Chemical of Concern 
chemical, oxygen, iodine laser 
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
degree 
decibel 
decibel A-weighted 
day-night average sound level 
deuterium oxide 
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D,O, 
DOD 
DOE 
DOT 
EA 
EHS 
EIS 
EPA 
EPCRA 
EWR 
F 
FAA 
FAR 
FDA 
FE IS 
FIFRA 
FL 
FONSI 
FR 
GMD 
GPRA 
H20 2 

HAP 
He 
HEL 
HELSTF 
HI-DESERT TRACON 
HUD 
ICAO 
ICBM 
I, 
IFR 
IMF 
IRP 
IRST 
JP-# 
KAFBI 
kg 
km 
LANL 
LC 
LF 
LGAC 
~gil 
~g/m3 

~m 

MAR SA 
MARTI 
MCAS 
MCL 
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deuterated hydrogen peroxide 
Department of Defense 
Department of Energy 
Department of Transportation 
environmental assessment 
extremely hazardous substance 
environmental impact statement 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act 
Eastern and Western Range 
Fahrenheit 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Aviation Regulation 
Food and Drug Administration 
final environmental impact statement 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 
Right level 
Finding of No Significant Impact 
Federal Register 
Ground-based Midcourse Defense 
Ground Pressure Recovery Assembly 
hydrogen peroxide 
hazardous air pollutants 
helium 
High-Energy Laser 
High-Energy Laser Systems Test Facility 
High Desert Terminal Radar Approach Control 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
intercontinental ballistic missile 
iodine 
instrument flight rules 
Integrated Maintenance Facility 
Installation Restoration Program 
infrared search and track 
jet propulsion fuel 
Kirtland AFB Instruction 
kilograms 
kilometer 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Launch Complex 
Launch Facility 
laser-generated air contaminants 
micrograms per liter 
micrograms per cubic meter 
micrometers 
military authority assumes responsibility for separation of aircraft 
Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument 
Marine Corps Air Station 
maximum contaminant level 
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MDA 
MILCON 
MMS 
MOA 
MOU 
MPEO 
mph 
MSDS 
MSL 
MTR 
NAAOS 
NAS 
NASA 
NAWS 
NBC 
Nd:YAG 
NEPA 
NESHAP 
NFPA 
NH3 

NHPA 
nm 
NMAC 
NMDGF 
Nz 
NOHD 
NOHZ 
NOI 
NOT AM 
NO, 
NRHP 
NSR 
OPNAVINST 
OPR 
OSHA 
PAH 
PCB 
pH 
PIRA 
P.L. 
PM, 
POL 
ppm 
PRS 
RANS 
RCRA 
ROD 
ROI 
SEIS 
SEL 

Missile Defense Agency 
Military Construction 
Minerals Management Service 
Military Operations Area 
Memorandum of Understanding 
maximum permissible exposure 
miles per hour 
material safety data sheet 
mean sea level 
military training route 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
Naval Air Station 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Naval Air Weapons Station 
nuclear, biological, or chemical 
Neodymium:Yttrium Aluminum Garnet 
National Environmental Policy Act 
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
National Fire Protection Association 
anhydrous ammonia 
National Historic Preservation Act 
nautical mile 
New Mexico Administrative Code 
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish 
nitrogen 
Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance 
Nominal Ocular Hazard Zone 
Notice of Intent 
Notice to Airmen 
nitrogen oxides 
National Register of Historic Places 
New Source Review 
Office of the Chief Naval Operations Instruction 
Office of Primary Responsibility 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon 
polychlorinated biphenyl 
hydrogen ion concentration 
Precision Impact Range Area 
Public Law 
particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter 
petroleum, oil, and lubricants 
parts per million 
pressure recovery system 
Range Squadron 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
Record of Decision 
region of influence 
supplemental environmental impact statement 
sound exposure level 
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SHEL 
SHPO 
SIF 
SIL 
SIP 
SLC 
SMDC 
so, 
SOP 
SPO 
SUA 
sw 
TEL 
TILL 
TMD 
TRICS 
U.S.C. 
USCG 
uv 
VFR 
VMT 
voc 
WCOOA 
W/cm 2 

WSMR 
WSRF 
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Surrogate High-Energy Laser 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
System Integration Facility 
System Integration Laboratory 
State Implementation Plan 
Space Launch Complex 
Space and Missile Defense Command 
sulfur clioxide 
Standard Operating Procedure 
System Program Office 
special use airspace 
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Transportable Integrated Chemical Scrubber 
United States Code 
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visual flight rules 
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West Coast Offshore Operating Area 
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White Sands Missile Range 
White Sands Radar Facility 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is a summary of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FE IS) for 1t1e Program Definition and 
Risk Reduction (PDRR) Phase of the Airborne Laser (ABL) Program. A complete copy of the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) can be viewed at the libraries listed at the end of the Executive 
Summary. This FE IS examines the potential for rmpacts to the environment as a result of conducting 
U.S. Air Force (USAF) PDRR Phase activities at various proposed military locations. 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Airborne laser Acquisition Program has completed the Concept Design Phase, with two competing 
contractors developing a proposed system design. The next acquisition phase is the PDRR, for which 
this document was prepared. The selected contractor will proceed with verifying preliminary design and 
engineering and building a prototype ABL aircraft that can be tested. If the demonstration tests of the 
prototype are successful, two phases wilt follow. Engineering, Manufac:uring and Development (EMD) 
will include building a second full-scale ABL aircraft and operational performance tests. Production will 
involve procuring an additional five aircraft. The ABL acquisition program is depicted in Figure ES-1. 

The PDRR ABL Program will comply with National Aerospace Standard 411 or a comparable program. 
This Hazardous Material Management Program will ensure environmental compliance and seek to 
minimize the use of all hazardous materials. The USAF will also develop a pollution prevention program 
to ensure that the environment is protected to the greatest extent feasible. The PDRR ABL contractor will 
be required to implemem a comprehensive system safety program, using MIL-STD-882-C as guidance. 
The program will identify hazards and impose design requirements, operating procedures, and 
management controls to prevent mishaps. 

NEED FOR AND PURPOSE OF ACTION 

The United States needs a more accurate and effective defense against mobile theater ballistic missiles 
(TBMs) by destroying them dur ng boost phase, just after launch. The debris would then fall back on the 
aggressor. The U.S. and its allies have a limited capability to defend against hostile TBM attacks. 
Current capabilities are limited to defense of troops or high-value assets within a small area of a theater 
of operations as the missile nears its target. Improvements in missile range and accuracy, the rapid 
increase in the number of missile-capable nations, and the absence of arms limitation treaties increase 
the threat. TBM launchers are difficult to detect because the launchers and support equipment are highly 
mobile. 

The purpose of the PDRR ABL Phase is to demonstrate under operational conditions that the USAF can 
use a high-energy chemical oxygen iodine laser (COIL) on board an aircraft to acquire and destroy TBM 
targets during boost phase (while the rocket motor is still burning). 

PDRR ABL DESCRIPTION 

The PDRR ABL is a modified B747 aircraft that would accommodate a laser-weapon device and laser
fuel storage tanks. The aircraft would also incorporate a low-powered acquisition, tracking and pointing 
laser, a laser-beam control system designed to focus the beam on target, and a beam director (telescope) 
enclosed in a turret at the front of the aircraft. A Battle Management Command Center provides 
computerized control of all aspects of the laser-weapon system, communications, and intelligence 
systems onboard the aircraft (Figure ES-2). 
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The PDRR ABL would fly at high altitude, and would detect and track launches of TBMs using on board 
sensors. Active tracking of the missile would begin when the TBM breaks clear of the clouds at 
approximately 40,000 feet above mean sea level (AMSL). The high-energy laser (HEL) would then be 
directed horizontally or in an upward position toward the missile. The energy from the laser would heat 
the missile's booster components and cause a stress fracture, which would destroy the missile. The 
geometry of the tests would preclude operation of the laser except at a horizontal or upward angle. 

The COIL operates by creating chemical reactions between chlorine gas and a mixture of hydrogen 
peroxide and alkali metal hydroxides. Iodine is added to the mixture, and the chemicals are pulled 
through a mixing nozzle at high velocities. The reaction of the chemicals creates light energy, which is 
then focused by mirrors and lenses into a laser beam. 

The USAF has more than 25 years experience in working with chemical lasers. Fundamental work on 
chemical lasers began in 1960. The COIL was invented in 1977 at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, 
which has since become a part of the USAF Phillips Laboratory, and has been under continuous 
development since then. A dedicated COIL facility was constructed at Kirtland AFB in 1979, giving the 
USAF 17 years of experience in routine storage and handling of laser chemicals and operation of the 
COIL. The USAF has also had experience with lasers integrated aboard aircraft. The Airborne Laser 
Laboratory aircraft was tested in the ec~rly 1980s, using a laser to successfully destroy five air-to-air 
missiles. 

IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS 

The USAF is committed to conducting the PDRR ABL Phase activities in compliance with all applicable 
environmental laws, regulations, executive orders, DoD and USAF instructions, permits, and consultation 
and compliance agreements with regulatory agencies. 

The Council on Environmental Ouality (CEQ) regulations implementing NEPA (40 CFR §§ 1500-1508), 
DoD Instruction 4715.9, Environmental Planning and Analysis, DoD Regulation 5000.2-R, Mandatory 
Procedures for Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) and Major Automated Information System 
(MAIS) Acquisition Programs, and Air Force Instruction (AFI) 32-7061, The Environmental Impact 
Analysis Process, direct USAF officials to consider environmental consequences when authorizing or 
approving federal actions. This FEIS evaluates the environmental consequences and impacts of specific 
PDRR ABL Phase activities and informs the public of the important issues and any reasonable 
alternatives that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts of the PDRR ABL Phase activities. 

DECISION TO BE MADE 

The decision to be made by the USAF is to determine where the activities will occur. The PDRR ABL 
Phase requires a Home Base, a Diagnostic Test Range, and an Expanded-Area Test Range. The 
decision possibilities include selecting ;he proposed action, selecting one of the alternatives, or selecting 
the no-action alternative. The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisitions will be the decision
maker. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

Public scoping meetings were held in New Mexico and California in April and May 1995. The scoping 
process identified seven significant issues, which are described in detail in Table 1-1 and addressed in 
Chapters 1 and 3. Those issues are 1) laser-eye safety and potential beam impacts, 2) aircraft safety, 
3) impacts on air quality and upper atmosphere, 4) impacts to marine rnammals and endangered species, 
5) storage and handling of laser fuel, 6) impacts on surrounding communities, and 7) impacts on 
recreation and commercial fishing. 
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The DE IS was issued in October 1996. Copies were made available for review in local libraries and 
provided to those requesting them. At public hearings held in early-to-mid December 1996, the Air Force 
presented the findings of the DE IS and invited public comments through January 10, 1997. All comments 
were reviewed and addressed and have been included in their entirety in Volume II of this document. 

The text of this FE IS has been revised, when appropriate, to refiect responses to public comments. 
These changes range from typographical corrections to additional analyses. Notable changes to the 
FE IS include modification of the document to address questions about the impacts of PDRR ABL 
activities on the upper atmosphere, the addition of clarifying language regarding potential impacts of 
missile debris on marine mammals, revised language to show the status of lands surrounding White 
Sands Missile Range, and a description of future environmental documentation to be prepared for the 
Airborne Laser Program. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

A Home Base, Diagnostic Test Range, and Expanded-Area Test Range are required to effectively 
demonstrate the ability of the PDRR ABL to destroy a TBM in boost phase. This FE IS considers the 
following locational alternatives for PDRR ABL activities: 

Home Base ( 1999-2002) 

Diagnostic Test Range 
(200 1-2002) 

Expanded-Area Test Range 
2002) 

No-action Alternative 

Edwards Air Force Base (Proposed Action) 
Kirtland Air Force Base {Alternative 1) 

White Sands Missile Range (Proposed Action) 
China Lake Naval Air Warfare Center (Alternative 1) 

Western Range, including Vandenberg AFB and/or Point Mugu 
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division and their operational 
areas 
(Alternative 2) 

Western Range, including Vandenberg AFB and/or Point Mugu (2001-
and their operational areas (Proposed Action) 

PDRR ABL activities would not be conducted at any location 

The proposed action is the USAF preferred alternative: selection of Edwards AFB as Home Base, White 
Sands Missile Range as Diagnostic Test Range, and the Western Range as Expanded-Area Test Range. 

Home Base. The Home Base is the location where the laser-weapon system will be integrated into the 
aircraft and where ground tests and initial aircraft flight tests will occur. The Home Base will also house 
the B747 aircraft, its flightline maintenance, ground test facilities, fuel storage and transfer, ground 
pressure recovery system for the laser, and technical and support personnel. 

Diagnostic Test Range. The Diagnostic Test Range is the location for initial airborne equipment checks 
of the laser-weapon system after it has been integrated into the aircraft, including acquisition, tracking 
and pointing of missile and drone targets. These checks may include flights to determine airworthiness of 
the B747 aircraft and to test the air-refueling modifications to the plane. Although up to 20 fiights of the 
PDRR ABL aircraft may occur, a maximum of six missiles and four drones would be launched and 
recovered at the Diagnostic Test Range. 

Expanded-Area Test Range. The Expanded-Area Test Range is the location where the PDRR ABL 
laser-weapon system would track and destroy either a single TBM or multiple TBMs during boost phase. 
Up to ten flights of the PDRR ABL aircraft may occur, and up to ten missiles may be launched at the 
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Expanded-Area Tes: Range. However, the high-energy laser would only be used against a maximum of 
six missiles. 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 

The Missile Defense Act of 1991 mandated the development of a theater missile defense (TMD) program 
to defend United States personnel and assets against the threat of theater ballistic missiles. Various 
elements of the TMD program were delegated to the Anny, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps. The 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) was designated as the management office, and it 
prepared the Final Theater Missile Defense Programmatic Life-Cycle Environmental Impact Statement 
(U.S. Army, 1993). TMD integrated three components: (1} Active Defense, to destroy enemy missiles in 
flight (2} Counterforce. to destroy an enemy's ability to launch missiles; and (3) Passive Defense, to 
evade detection and enhance survival !'rom m1ssile attack. The TMD Programmatic Life-Cycle EIS 
addressed. in broadest terms, the potential environmental impacts of the proposed research, 
development. and lesthg of the various TMD components. While calling for a mix of Active Defense, 
Counterforce, and Passive Defense, it did not focus on system-specific or site-specific activities, and was 
intended to be a first-tier document frorn which future environmental documentation could be prepared. 

The USAF concluded that a deficiency in Active Defense. that is, destroying missiies during their boost 
phase, should be addressed. It made the decision to build on its long experience with high-energy lasers 
and fund the early ABL concept-design phase. The USAF prepared this FEIS to study the potential 
impacts of PDRR ABL activities on alternative locations where the weapons system might be tested and 
to assist the decision makers in the site selection process. This FEIS will be supplemented by additional 
environmental documentation. The USAF expects to prepare an Environmental Assessment to cover the 
Engineering, Manufacturing, and Development Phase of the Airborne Laser Program, and a full 
Programmatic EIS to cover production, deployment, maintenance and training lor the system. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSESSMENT 

Routine PDRR ABL operations would 1mpact environmental resources at Horne Base and the Test 
Ranges, but the impacts are of short duration. The assessment of potential impacts is based on the 
requireme~ts in 40 CFR § 1508.27. Those guidelines established by the CEO specify that significance 
should be determined in relationship to both context and intensity (severity). 

An interdisciplinary team analyzed the affected environment and the im3act from the PDRR ABL Phase 
activities at each location. This analysis was performed very early in the development of the ABL so that 
environmental considerations could be incorporated into the design. 

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The consequences for each environmental attribute at the proposed and alternative locations have been 
assessed. The environmental impact analyses were based on the two competing contractor designs. 
Where the contractor designs differed, the USAF provided a sel of assumptions to encompass both 
designs and ensure an appropriate analysis of potential environmental impacts. Table ES· 1 summarizes 
the environmental impacts of rouhne PDRR ABL activities at Home Base. Because activities at the Test 
Ranges differ from those at Horre Base, Table ES-2 summarizes the environmen:al impacts of routine 
PDRR ABL activities at the ranges. 

Potential impacts to upper atmosphere and those result'ng from accidents are not site-specific. 
Therefore. they are discussed separate1y from the environmental attributes listed in the impact tables. 
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Impacts to Upper Atmosphere (Normal Operations). Routine operation of the high-energy laser (HEL) 
at 12 km altitude will release chlorine and ammonia in the upper reaches of the troposphere and in the 
lower stratosphere. However, at normal aircraft cruising speed, the concentrations of the chemicals in the 
mixing volume of the atmosphere would be low and would not pose any toxicity hazards. The 
concentration levels would rapidly disperse in the high winds. In the troposphere. chlorine emissions 
would be quickly converted to water soluble forms, and most would t>e removed from the atmosphere 
through precipitation without ever reaching the stratosphere. If the ABL aircraft is flying in the 
stratosphere when the HEL is fired, the local concentration of chlorine would increase approximately 
35 percent for a short period of time (less than 24 hours). The naturally occurring winds would continue 
to mix the chlorine from the HEL firing within the stratosphere. The ton91erm increase of chlorine in the 
stratosphere !rom all PDRR ABL HEL firings would be less than 3 x 10- percent over normal background 
levels of chlorine. Flights by the Black Brant and Orion target missiles would emit chlorine into the 
stratosphere. However, emission levels would rapidly decrease to the background level, as stratosphenc 
winds disperse the chlorine. 

Impacts to Upper Atmosphere (Emergency Operations). The PDRR ABL aircraft has Halon 1301, a 
Class I ozone-depleting substance, on board as a fire suppressant. The Halon 1301 could t>e released in 
the event of a fire onboard the aircrafi. The probability of a fire is extremely low and in the unlikely event 
of a release, a very small amount of Halon would reach the atmosphere. An emergency operation could 
involve the dumping of aircraft fuel and laser chemicals into the atmosphere. However, concentration 
levels would be well below toxic exposure limits in the mixing volume of the atmosphere and would have 
no measurable long-term impacts on the environment. 

Accidents. Accidents involving spills of fuels, fires, explosions, or other events may have harmful 
environmental impacts to natural resources. The possibility of such occurrences would be remote, and 
strict compliance with federal and state regulations for safety, transportation, and hazardous material 
handling would minimize adverse impacts to every degree feasible. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts result from the incremental impact of a PDRR ABL Phase alternative when combined 
with the impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions al a location. Those 
activities and resource allributes associated with implementing PDRR ABL Phase activities which may 
contribute to cumulative impacts are summarized in the Cumulative Impact section of each location. 
However, no specific information regarding activities of other programs which may be scheduled at the 
locations in the years 1999-2002 is currently available for analysis. A more detailed analysis will be done 
as the information becomes available and as PDRR ABL system test details are defined. 

Generally, the contribution to cumulative impacts from PDRR ABL activities at each specific site is minor. 
Two items, however, deserve further mention. First. missile launches at all the ranges are likely to result 
in startle responses in local wildlife. It is especially true, however, at Vandenberg AFB which has the 
fewest launches per year of any of the proposed ranges under current operations. Second, PDRR ABL 
Phase activities at the Home Base would add several million dollars in wages and procurement spending 
to the local economy, providing a beneficial effect. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this FEIS 1s two-fold: 1) to determine the environmental impacts of PDRR ABL Phase 
activities, and 2) to utilize this infonnation to incorporate environmental considerations early in the design 
process. The USAF will review the design and analyze any hazards associated with the PDRR ABL 
Phase. Once safety and environmental hazards are identified, design modifications. safety features, and 
operational procedures will be defined to reduce the risks to workers the public, and the environment. 
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REPOSITORIES 

The full Environmental Impact Statement will be available for review for at least 30 days from the Notice 
of Availability published in the Federal F?egister at the following libraries: 

Government Documents Section 
Zimmerman Library 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Reference Section 
Albuquerque Public Library 
501 Copper N.W. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Reference Section 
Branigan Memorial Library 
202 East Picacho Avenue 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

Base Library 
Building 2665 
Edwards Air Force Base, California 
Base Library 
Building 22204 
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico 

Socorro Public Library 
401 Park Street 
Socorro, New Mexico 
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Reference Section 
E.P. Foster Library 
651 E. Main Street 
Ventura, California 

Government Documents Section 
University Library 
New Mexico State University 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

Roy A. Knapp Library 
Antelope Valley College 
3041 W. Avenue K 
Lancaster, California 

Lompoc Public Library 
501 E. North Avenue 
Lompoc, California 
Alamogordo Public Library 
920 Oregon Avenue 
Alamogordo, New Mexico 

Truth or Consequences Public Library 
325 Library Lane 
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

PREPARATION OF A SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

(SEIS) FOR THE AIRBORNE LASER (ABL) PROGRAM. 

AGENCY: Missile Defense Agency (MDA), Department of Defense 

ACTION: Notice of Intent 

SUMMARY: 

MDA is preparing a Supplemental final environmental impact statement (SEIS) for the 

Program Definition and Risk Reduction (PDRR) Phase of the Airborne Laser Program 

(ABL) (April 1997) and Record of Decision (ROD) (September 1997). The SEIS will 

analyze proposed ABL Program test activities at Kirtland Air Force Base (AFB), Holloman 

Air Force Base (AFB), and White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico, and 

Edwards Air Force Base (AFB), Vandenberg Air Force Base (AFB), and the adjacent Point 

Mugu Naval Air Warfare Center (PMNAWC) Sea Range, California. The SEIS will be 

prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act, (NEPA) as amended 

(42 U.S. Code [U.S.C.)4321, et seq.), and the Council on Environmental Quality 

Regulations for implementing the procedural provisions of NEPA (40 CFR Parts 1500-

1508). 

The ABL is a laser weapon system installed on a Boeing 747-400F aircraft capable of 

operating for extended periods of time. Up to two such aircraft would be developed. The 

ABL weapon system is proposed to include four lasers: 

• Active Ranging System (ARS) Laser (a small carbon dioxide laser used to begin 

tracking a target), 
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• Track Illumination Laser (TILL), (a solid state laser used to provide detailed tracking 

of a target), 

• Beacon Illuminator Laser (BILL), (a solid state laser used to measure atmospheric 

distortion), and 

• High-Energy Laser (HEL), (i.e., Chemical Oxygen-Iodine Laser (COIL)- a chemical 

laser used to destroy a target). 

An additional laser, a surrogate for the HEL (SHEL), will be used during testing in place of 

the HEL The SHEL is a low-power solid-state laser that would be used in both ground and 

flight testing. The ABL also would include an Infrared Search and Track (IRST) sensor (a 

passive infrared device used to identify heat sources). 

The 1997 PDRR ABL final environmental impact statement (FEIS) analyzed use of a COIL 

HEL on board an aircraft to destroy ballistic missiles in the boost phase. The ROD on the 

FEIS documented the Air Force's decision to proceed with PDRR phase ABL home base 

activities at Edwards AFB, diagnostic test activities over WSMR, and expanded area test 

activities at Vandenberg AFB and the PMNAWC Sea Range. Since completion of the 

FEIS, specific proposed test activities have been identified and additional information made 

available about the proposecl testing that warrant preparation of an SEIS. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Pamelia Bain, Director, External Affairs, 

Missile Defense Agency, 7100 Defense Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301-7100. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The MDA is developing an ABL element of the 

Ballistic Missile Defense System (13MDS). The BMDS being developed is intended to 

provide an effective defense for the United States, its deployed forces, and its friends and 
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allies from limited missile attack, during all segments of an attacking missile's flight The 

BMDS includes separate elements to provide a defense during each of the three segments 

of missile flight These segments are boost, midcourse, and terminaL While multiple 

elements could be used to defend against an attack, if necessary, during each of the 

threat's flight segments, each BMDS element is designed to work separately to provide a 

militarily significant defense, even if no other BMDS element exists. 

The ABL element of BMDS is being developed to provide an effective defense to limited 

ballistic missile threats during the boost segment of an attacking missile's flight The Air 

Force began development of the ABL program aircraft in November 1996. In October 

2001, ABL was transferred from the Air Force to the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization. 

which was renamed in January 2002 as the MDA. 

ALTERNATIVES: Test activities and proposed alternative test locations to be addressed in 

the SEIS include: 

• Ground tests of the ARS, TILL, BILL, and SHEL at Kirtland AFB WSMR/Holloman 

AFB. 

• Flight tests of the ARS, TILL, BILL, SHEL and HEL (i.e., COIL) at WSMR 

• Flight tests of the ARS, TILL, BILL. and HEL at Vandenberg AFB and the PMNAWC 

Sea Range 

• Ground and flight tests of the ARS, TILL, BILL, SHEL, and HEL at EAFB. 

As proposed, the ABL aircraft would be housed in an existing hanger at Edwards AFB. 

Edwards AFB is also where the laser device would be integrated into the aircraft, where 

ground and flight tests would occur, and where initial flight tests of the aircraft would be 
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performed. The ABL aircraft also would be flown to Kirtland AFB to conduct ground testing 

and would use existing runways at both bases. Additional flight tests would take place at 

VVSMR. Both ground and flight tests would take place at Vandenberg AFB and the 

PMNAVVC Sea Range. Flight tests that include ABL destruction of a missile are proposed 

at VVSMR and/or Vandenberg AFE: and the PMNAVVC Sea Range. 

PDRR ABL ground tests 1 are proposed to include tests of individual components, 

integration of the components on the ABL, and ground test of the integrated ABL. Flight 

tests are proposed to test each stage of the target acquisition and destruction process. 

Early flight tests will test the ARS, TILL, and BILL ability to provide accurate tracking and 

targeting. The flight tests will progress to use of SHEL, and will culminate with tests of the 

entire ABL element's ability to destroy a representative threat missile using the COIL HEL. 

Targets for flight tests are proposed to include target boards attached to balloons (MARTI 2
) 

and to piloted aircraft (Proteus3
), sounding rockets, Lance, Black Brant, Aries missiles, and 

a limited number of representative threat missiles. 

Although the FE IS (1997) analyzed both ground and flight tests involving the COIL HEL, the 

majority of these tests have not yet been performed. All tests proposed for the ABL PDRR 

phase are summarized in the following table. The table includes the tests analyzed in the 

FE IS which have not yet been pe1formed, as well as additional ground and flight tests 

required for testing the ARS, TILL, BILL, SHEL, and HEL. 

1 Ground tests include rotoplane. bitlboarcl, and ra11ge simulator targets. The billboar·d tar~Jel is a piece of material such as Plexiglas or 
stainless steel that contains sensors. A rotoplane target is a spinning ground target designed to simulate a missile in fiight. 
2 Missile Alternative Range Target Instrument (MARTI) Drop is a balloon with a target board attached used during flight tests. 
3 Proteus Aircraft is a manned aircraft with ;3 target board att<Jched tt1at is used during flight tests. 
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Type of Flight Engagement for Each 
Proposed Test 

Type of Test 
Aircraft 

Location MARTI Proteus Missile 
Drop Aircraft Launch 

Vandenberg AFB Flight Tests 0 0 25 

WSMR!Holloman 
Ground/Flight Tests 50 50 35 AFB 

Edwards AFB Ground/Flight Tests 50 50 0 

Kirtland AFB Ground Tests 0 0 0 

AFB A1r Force Base 
WSMR = White Sands Missile Range 

SCOPING PROCESS: This SEIS will assess environmental issues associated with the 

proposed action, reasonable alternatives including the No-Action Alternative, and 

foreseeable future actions and cumulative effects. Under the No-Action Alternative, there 

would be no change to ABL test activities from those documented in the PDRR ABL ROD 

signed in September 1997. Scoping will be conducted to identify environmental, safety and 

occupational health issues to be addressed in the SEIS. Public scoping meetings will be 

held as part of the SEIS preparation process, as described below. Public comments will be 

solicited to assist in scoping related environmental issues for analysis in the SEIS. 

Alternatives to the proposed actions may be identified verbally and in writing during the 

public scoping process. 

Location Date Place Time 

Lancaster, CA 4/1/02 Antelope Valley Inn 7:00p.m. 
44055 North Sierra Highway 

Lompoc, CA 4/3/02 Lompoc City Council Chambers 7:00p.m. 
100 Civic Center Plaza 

Albuquerque, NM 4/15/02 
Albuquerque Marriott 

7:00p.m. 
2101 Louisiana Boulevard, NE 

Las Cruces, NM 4/17/02 
Holiday Inn de Las Cruces 

7:00p.m. 
201 E. University Avenue 
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APPENDIX D 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT MAILING LIST 

This list of recipients includes interested federal, state, and local agencies and individuals that have 
expressed an interest in receiving the document. This list also includes the governors of California and 
New Mexico, as well as United States senators and representatives and state legislators. 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

Elected Officials 

Federal Officials- State of California 

U.S. Senate 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senator 
1700 Montgomery Street, Suite 240 
San Francisco, CA 90245 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senator 
112 Hart Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
United States Senator 
525 Market Street, Suite 3670 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
United States Senator 
331 Hart Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

U.S. House of Representatives 

The Honorable Lois Capps 
1118 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Lois Capps 
1428 Chapala Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

The Honorable William Thomas 
2208 Rayburn Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable William Thomas 
4100 Truxtun Avenue #220 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 
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Federal Officials- State of New Mexico 

U.S. Senate 

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman 
703 Hart Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman 
148 Loretto Towne Centre 
505 South Main 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20E•10-3101 

U.S. House of Representatives 

The Honorable Joe Skeen 
Rayburn House Office Building 
Roorn 2302 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Tom Udall 
502 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Heather Wilson 
318 Cannon 
Washington, DC 20515 

State of California Officials 

Governor 

The Honorable Gray Davis 
State Capitol Buildinq 
Sacramento, CA 95B14 

Senate 

The Honorable Jack O'Connell 
State Capital 
Room 5035 
Sacramento, CA 95B14 

The Honorable Jack O'Connell 
228 West Carrillo 
Suite F 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

The Honorable William J. "Pete" Knight 
State Capital 
Room 5082 
Sacramento, CA 95B14 
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The Honorable William J "Pete" Knight 
1008 West Avenue M-14 
Suite G 
Palmdale, CA 93551 

Assembly 

The Honorable George Runner 
P.O. Box 942849 
Room 6027 
Sacramento, CA 94249-0001 

The Honorable George Runner 
709 West Lancaster Boulevard 
Lancaster, CA 93534 

The Honorable Abel Maldonado 
P.O. Box 942849 
Room 4015 
Sacramento, CA 94249-0001 

The Honorable Abel Maldonado 
1302 Marsh Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

State of New Mexico Officials 

Governor 

The Honorable Gary E. Johnson 
Office of the Governor 
State Capitol Building 
Santa Fe, NM 87503 

Senate 

The Honorable Rod Adair 
P.O. Box 96 
Roswell, NM 88202 

The Honorable Ben Altamirano 
1123 Santa Rita Street 
Silver City, N M 88061 . 

The Honorable Dianna Duran 
909 8th Street 
Tularosa, NM 88352 

The Honorable Tim Jennings 
P.O. Box 1797 
Roswell, NM 88202-1797 

The Honorable Don Kidd 
P.O. Box 1358 
Carlsbad, NM 88221 
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The Honorable Manny M. Aragon 
Drawer Z 
Albuquerque, NM 87103 

The Honorable Cisco McSorley 
500 Tijeras NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

The Honorable Mary Jane M. Garcia 
P.O. Box 22 
Dona Ana, NM 88032 

The Honorable Mary Kay Papen 
904 Conway Avenue 
Las Cruces, NM 88005 

The Honorable Cynthia Nava 
3002 Broadmoor 
Las Cruces, N M 88001 

The Honorable Leonard Lee Rawson 
P.O. Box 996 
Las Cruces. NM 88004 

The Honorable John Arthur Smith 
P.O. Box 998 
Deming, NM 88030 

House of Representatives 

The Honorable Daniel Foley 
P.O. Box 3194 
Roswell, NM 88202 

The Honorable Dianne Miller Hamilton 
4132 N. Gold Street 
Silver City, NM 88061 

The Honorable Terry Marquardt 
903 New York ,II, venue 
Alamogordo, NM 88310 

The Honorable Joe Stell 
22 Colwell Ranch Road 
Carlsbad, NM 88220 

The Honorable Don Tripp 
P.O. Box 1369 
Socorro, NM 87801 

The Honorable W.C. 'Dub' Williams 
HC 66, Box 10 
Glencoe, NM 133324 
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The Honorable Avon Wilson 
P.O. Box 381 
Roswell, NM 88202-381 

The Honorable Henry Kiki Saavedra 
2838 2"' Street SW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

The Honorable Sheryl Williams Stapleton 
P.O. Box 25385 
Albuquerque, NM 87125 

The Honorable William "Ed" Boykin 
3035 Hillrise Drive 
Las Cruces, NM 88011 

The Honorable Benjamin B. Rios 
233 South San Pedro Street 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 

The Honorable Gloria C. Vaughn 
503 E. 16'" Street 
Alamogordo, NM 88310 

The Honorable J. Paul Taylor 
P.O. Box 133 
Mesilla, NM 88046 

The Honorable Joseph Cervantes 
2610 South Espina 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 

The Honorable Dona G. Irwin 
420 South Slate 
Deming, NM 88030 

Local Officials- California 

Mayor of Lancaster 
City of Lancaster Mayor's Office 
44933 North Fern Avenue 
Lancaster, CA 93534 

Mayor of Lompoc 
City of Lompoc Mayor's Office 
100 Civic Center Plaza 
Lompoc, CA 93438-8001 

Mayor of Palmdale 
City of Palmdale Mayor's Office 
38300 Sierra Highway 
Palmdale, CA 93550 
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Santa Barbara County f)oard of Supervisors 
Joni Gray 
401 East Cypress Avenue 
Lompoc, CA 93436 

Santa Barbara County 13oard of Supervisors 
Gail Marshall 
105 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93'i01 

Local Officials- New Mexico 

City of Alamogordo Mayor's Office 
1316 E. 9th Street 
Alamogordo, NM 88310 

City of Albuquerque Mayor's Office 
P.O. Box 1293 
Albuquerque, NM 87103 

Mayor of Las Cruces 
200 N. Church 
Las Cruces, NM 8800', 

Mayor, Village of Tularosa 
703 St. Francis Drive 
Tularosa, NM 88352 

Mayor, Town of Carrizozo 
P.O. Box 247 
Carrizozo, NM 88301-0247 

Federal Agencies 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Los Angeles District 
Ventura Regulatory Office 
2151 Alessandro Drive, Suite 255 
Ventura, CA 93001 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service 
Lincoln National Forest 
Forest Supervisor 
1101 New York Avenue 
Alamogordo, NM 88310-6992 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Mana£jement, NEPA Coordinator 
Las Cruces District Office 
1800 Marquess Street 
Las Cruces, NM 88005 
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U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management, NEPA Coordinator 
Roswell District Office 
2909 W. Second Street 
Roswell, NM 88201-2019 

Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
N M State Office 
P.O. Box 27115 
Santa Fe, NM 87503 

Department of the Interior 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NM Ecological Services State Office 
2105 Osuna NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87113 

Department of the Interior 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2493 Portola Road, Suite B 
Ventura, CA 93003 

Department of the Interior 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
San Andres National Wildlife Refuge 
P.O. Box 756 
Las Cruces, NM 88004 

Department of Energy 
P 0. Box 5400 
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5400 

Department of the Interior 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
1849 C. Street NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
Main Interior Building, MS 2340 
1849 "C" Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Federal Activities, Room 7241 
Ariel Rios Building (south Oval Lobby) 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6 
Regional Administrator 
First Interstate Bank Tower at Fountain Place 
1444 Ross Avenue, 12th Floor 
Suite 120 
Dallas, TX 75202-2733 
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 
Director, Office of Federal Activities 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Federal Aviation Administration 
ASW-900/AF Rep. 
Fort Worth, TX 76193--0640 

FAA ABO ARTCC ZAEI-530 
8000 Louisiana Boulevard, NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87109-5000 

U.S. Forest Service 
Sandia Ranger District 
Cibola National Forest 
11776 Highway 337 
Tijeras, NM 87509 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
White Sands National Monument 
P.O. Box 1086 
Holloman AFB, NM 813330 

HQ FAAIATA-300 
800 Independence Avenue, SW 
Room 422 
Washington, DC 205[11 

FAA, Western Pacific Reg ion 
Air Traffic Division, AWP-520.5 
15000 Aviation Boulevard 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 

FAA Southwest Region 
ASW-520.6 
2601 Meacham Boulevard 
Fort Worth, TX 76137-0920 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Southwest Region 
501 West Ocean Boulevard, Suite 4200 
Long Beach, C.l\ 90802-4213 

Department of Defense 

ATZC-DOE-C 
B624, Pleasanton Road 
Fort Bliss, TX 79916-•3812 

ATZC-B 
USA Combined Arms Support Battalion 
Fort Bliss, TX 79916-6812 
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49 CES/CEVA 
550 Tabosa Avenue, Building 55 
Holloman AFB, NM 88330-8458 

HQ AFCEE/ECE 
3300 Sidney Brooks 
Brooks City-Base, TX 78253-5112 

HQ AFSPC/CEVP 
150 Vandenberg Street, Suite 1105 
Peterson AFB, CO 80914-4150 

ASC/TMI 
3300 Target Road, Building 760 
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-6612 

377 CES/CEVQ 
2050 Wyoming Boulevard SE 
Suite 119 
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5270 

CSC, ABL BEE 
Federal Sector-Defense Group 
Air Force Flight Test Center 
P 0. Box 446 
Edwards AFB, CA 93523-0046 

30 SW/XPR 
806 13th Street, Suite 3A 
Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437-5244 

U.S. Army White Sands Missile Range 
Commander 
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5000 

AFFTC/EM 
5 East Popsin Avenue, Building 2650 A 
Edwards AFB, CA 93524-1130 

HOACC/CEVP 
11817 Canon Boulevard, Suite 213 
Newport News, VA 23606 

HO ACC/DR-ABL 
204 Dodd Boulevard, Suite 103 
Langley AFB, VA 23665-2777 

HQ AFMC/CEVQ 
4225 Logistics Avenue, Room A 128 
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-5747 

Chief, WS-ES-C 
Building 163 
WSMR, NM 88002-5000 
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30 CES/CEV 
806 13th Street, Suite 116 
Vandenberg AFEl, CA !l3437-5242 

46 TG Del 1/TGORE 
Building 124, Room 13B 
WSMR, NM 88002-5000 

Missile Defense Agency 
71 00 Defense 
Pentagon, Washington DC 20301-7100 

NAVAIR Weapons Division, Code 529600E 
Building 53 
575 I Avenue, Suite 1 
Point Mugu, CA !l3042-5049 

HQ USAF/ILEPfl 
1260 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20330 

SMDC-EN-V-N 
U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command 
106 Wynn Drive 
Huntsville, AL 35807 

AFRL-HEDO 
Brooks AFB, TX 7825:3 

State of California Agencies 

California Air Resources Board 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

California Coaslal Commission 
Federal Consistency Review 
45 Fremont Streel 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

California Department of Fish and Game 
1416 Ninth Street 
Sacramenlo, Cl\ 958', 4 

California Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 2330 
Lake Isabella, CA 93240 

California Environmental Protection Agency 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
1001 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 958"12-2828 
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California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Central Coast Region 
81 Higuera Street, Suite 200 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5414 

State of California Clearinghouse 
Governors Office 
1400 Tenth Street, Room 121 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

California State Historic Preservation Officer 
Office of Historic Preservation 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
P.O. Box 942896 
Sacramento, CA 94296-0001 

State of New Mexico Agencies 

New Mexico Department of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources 
Mining and Minerals Department 
2040 S. Pachero Street 
Santa Fe, NM 87505-6429 

New Mexico Department of Game and Fish 
Villagra Building 
P 0. Box 25112 
Santa Fe, NM 87504 

New Mexico Environment Department 
Environmental Impact Review Coordinator 
Harold Runnels Building 
1190 St. Francis Drive, P.O. Drawer 26110 
Santa Fe, NM 87502-0110 

New Mexico Environment Department 
Air Quality Bureau 
Harold S. Runnels Building 
1190 St. Francis Drive 
P.O. Box26110 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 

New Mexico Environment Department 
Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau 
Harold S. Runnels Building 
P.O. Box26110 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 

State Historic Preservation Office 
Villa Rivera Building, 3rd Floor 
228 East Palace Avenue 
Santa Fe, NM 87503 
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Local Government Agencies-California 

Antelope Valley Air Quality Management District 
43301 Division Street, Suite 206 
Lancaster, CA 93539-4409 

Kern County Air Pollution Control District 
2700 M Street 
Suite 302 
Bakersfield, CA 93301-2307 

Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District 
14306 Park Avenue 
Victorville, CA 92392-2310 

City of Lompoc Planning Department 
100 Civic Center Plaz2 
Lompoc, CA 93438-8001 

Santa Barbara County 
Air Pollution Control District 
26 Castilian Drive, Suite B-23 
Goleta, CA 93117 

Santa Barbara County Department of Planning & Development 
123 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-2058 

Other Agencies/Individuals ··California 

Santa Ynez Chumash Indian Reservation 
Tribal Elders Council 
P.O. Box 365 
Santa Ynez, CA 93460 

Chairman Delia Dominguez 
Kitanemuk 
981 North Virginia Street 
Covina, CA 91722 

San Manuel Board of Mission Indians 
Tribal Chairman Deron Marquez 
3284 Victoria Avenue 
Highland, CA 92346-1737 

Native American Heritage Commission 
915 Capital Mall, Room 364 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

La Purisima Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 2045 
Lompoc, CA 93438 
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Environmental Defense Center 
906 Garden Street, Suite 2 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Sierra Club 
Box 333 
Lompoc, CA 93436 

UC Santa Barbara 
Dept of Ecology, Evolution and Marine Biology 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-4610 

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 
2559 Puesta del Sol Road 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-2936 

Santa Barbara News Press 
908 North H Street 
Lompoc, CA 93436 

Santa Maria Times 
3200 Skyway Drive 
P.O. Box 400 
Santa Maria, CA 93456 

California Native Plant Society 
1530 Bayview Heights Drive 
Los Osos, CA 93402-4412 

Robert E. Blaschkg 

Fred Kovol 

James Kuga 

Mary Anna Navarro 

Charles Wehunt 

Local Government Agencies-New Mexico 

Albuquerque International Sunport 
P.O. Box 9022 
Albuquerque, NM 87119 

City of Albuquerque Environmental Health Department 
P.O. Box 1293 
Albuquerque, NM 87103 

Dona Ana County Manager 
180 W. Amador 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 
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Dona Ana County Commission 
180 W. Amador 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 

Lincoln County Manager 
300 Ce.ntral Ave.nue, P.O. Box 711 
Carrizozo, NM 88301-711 

Lincoln County Commission 
300 Central Avenue, P .0. Box 711 
Carrizozo, NM 88301-711 

Otero County Manager 
1000 New York Avenue 
Alamogordo, NM 88310-6935 

Otero County Commission 
1000 New York Avenue 
Alamogordo, NM 883'1 0-6935 

Sierra County Manager 
311 Date Street 
Truth or Consequences, NM 87901 

Sierra County Commission 
311 Date Street 
Truth or Consequences, NM 87901 

Socorro County Manager 
P.O. Box 1 
Socorro, NM 87801-0001 

Socorro County Commission 
P.O. Box 1 
Socorro, NM 87'80 1-0001 

Other Agencies/Individuals-New Mexico 

Governor Steuwart Paisa no 
Sandia Pueblo 
P.O. Box 6008 
Bernalillo, NM 87004 

Governor Alvino Lucero 
Isleta Pueblo 
P.O. Box 1270 
Isleta, NM 87022 

Governor Joe V. Cajero 
Jemez Pueblo 
P.O. Box 100 
Jemez Pueblo. NM 87024 
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Executive Committee 
Mescalero Apache Tribe 
P.O. Box 227 
Mescalero, NM 88340 

Chairman Gene Maroquin 
Apache Tribe of Oklahoma 
P.O. Box 1220 
Anadarko, OK 73005 

Bosque Del Apache Wildlife Refuge 
P.O. Box 1246 
Socorro, NM 87801 

New Mexico State University 
Jornada Experimental Refuge 
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001 

Robert Anderson 

John Geddie 

Jeanne Pahls 

John Roberts 

Libraries 

Alamogordo Public Library 
920 Oregon Avenue 
Alamogordo, NM 88310 

Albuquerque Public Library 
501 Copper Avenue NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

Branigan Memorial Library 
200 East Picacho Avenue 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 

Edwards AFB Library 
5 W. Yeager Boulevard, Building 2665 
Edwards AFB, CA 93524 

E.P. Foster Library 
651 E. Main Street 
Ventura, CA 93001 

Holloman AFB Library 
496 Fourth Street, Building 224 
Holloman AFB, NM 88330 
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Kirtland AFB Library 
Building 20250 
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117 

Lancaster Library 
601 West Lancaster 13oulevard 
Lancaster, CA 93534 

Lompoc Public Library 
501 E. North Avenue 
Lompoc, CA 93436-3406 

New Mexico State Library 
1209 Camino Carlos Rey 
Santa Fe, NM 87501'-5166 

New Mexico Tech Library 
801 Leroy Place 
Socorro, NM 87801 

Palmdale City Library 
700 E. Palmdale Boulevard 
Palmdale, CA 93550 

Santa Barbara Public Library 
40 East Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-2000 

Santa Maria F'ublic Library 
420 South Broadway 
Santa Maria, CA 93454-5199 

Socorro Public Library 
401 Park Street 
Socorro, NM 87801 

Truth or Consequences Public Library 
325 Library Lane 
Truth or Consequences, NM 87901-2375 

University of California at Santa Barbara Library 
Government Publications Department 
Santa Barbara, CA !l31 06-901 0 

University of New Mexico 
Zimmerman Library 
1900 Roma NE 
Albuquerque, NM 8i 131-1466 

WSMR Post/Technical Library 
Building 464 
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002 
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El Paso Public Library 
501 N. Oregon 
El Paso, TX 79901 

New Mexico State University 
Branson Library, Dept. 3475 
P.O. Box 30006 
Las Cruces, NM 88003 

New Mexico State University-A Library 
2400 North Scenic Drive 
Alamogordo, NM 88310 

University of Texas-EI Paso Library 
500 West University Avenue 
El Paso, TX 79968 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADOUART:=RS AIR FORCE CENTER FOR ENVIRONM:::NTAL EXCELLENCE 

BROOKS AIR FORCe BASe EXAS 

HQ AFCEE/ECE 
3207 Sidney Brooks 
Brooks AFB TX 78235-5344 

Jvlr. Steve Thompson 
Acting Manager, Region One 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
C.AJNV Operations Office 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2606 
Sacramento, CA 95825 

Dear Mr. Thompson 

7 June 2002 

The U.S. Department of the Air Force (Air Force) is preparing a Supplemental 
Envirorunentallmpact Statement (SElS) for conducting Airborne Laser (ABL) Program test 
activities at four military installations including Edwards Air Force Base (AFB), California. 
l'his-SEIS-updatcs-the-base-assigrunents-and-testing-parameters-referenced-inihe-Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Program Definition and Risk Reduction Phase of the 
Airborne Laser Program, Volume 1, April 1997. 

Proposed Action 

The Record of Decision (ROD) designates Edwards AFB to be used for both ground
based and flight-testing activities. 

Ground testing of the Beacon lllumination Laser (BILL), Tracking Illumination Laser 
(TILL), and Surrogate High-Energy Laser (SHEL) systems would be conducted at Edwards AFB 
from the end of the runway associated with Building 15 I. All testing will be conducted on 
previously disturbed, paved, or developed areas. No major construction activity will be 
necessary for ABL testing. 

Up to 500 rotoplane (ferris wheel-like rotating target) and 500 ground-target board (white 
board) tests would be conducted. A target board is a piece of material (e.g., Plexiglas, stainless 
steel) containing sensors that would be irradiated by the laser. Ground-testing activities would 
be conducted in accordance with existing range safety requirements. No lethal engagements 
would occur. Laser targets would be positioned within a shroud to limit the possibility of 
deflections when the laser beam illuminates the surface of the target. 

The Active Ranging System (ARS), and High-Energy Laser (HEL) ground-testing 
activities would be conducted using a ground-based simulator; no open range testing of these two 
systems is planned. 



The region of influence (ROJ) is the envirorr;nent within the confines of the Edwards 
AFB fence line. However, the primary focus of activities is in the immediate area surrounding 
the £\irk Flight Test Facility and ar~as where target boards would be positioned. 

Flight-testing activities associated with Edwards AFB would include up to 55 sorties (30 
MARTI drop, 25 Proteus aircraft), of which 20 MARTI drops are scheduled to be targeted by the 
HEL; no lethal engagement would occur These activities would occur at high altitudes (at or 
above 40,000 feet) over the R-2501\ Airspace Complex. Other ABL flight-testing activities 
proposed over the Wight Sands Missile Range (WSMR) and the Western Range (Vandenberg 
AFB) would originate from Edwards AFB. Up to 78 flight tests are proposed for WSMR, and up 
to 15 flight tests are proposed at the Westcm Range. Because these t1ight tests would occur at 
high altitudes, no adverse impacts to biological resources are anticipated. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

I 
-

Common Name Scientific Name State Status 
Federal 
Status 

An1t.:rican peregrine fac1on I Falco peregrinus anatwn 

I 
E I E 

Bald eagle j Haliaeetus leucocephalus E I T 

I 
I 

-Besert-tortoise· t6oph"omgo>,qcjc -r- ' ---''f'--
I 

Mojave t,'found squirrel ~pennophilus mohavensis _j__ T I -

E = Endangered T = Threatened 
- -- -

No slate or federally listed plant species are found on Edwards AFB. Four species of 
threatened or endangered wildlife may be present in the vicinity of the Proposed Action on 
Edwards AFB. Of these, the desert tortoise is most likely to be found in the vicinity of the Birk 
Flight Test Facility or near the proposed target locations. 

Sensitive Habitats 

j 

Approximately 60,800 acres (i 00 square miles or 21 percent) of Edwards AFB falls 
within the Fremont-Kramer Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat unil The ABL testing area includes 
desert tortoise critical habitac. Many playas, ephemeral pools, and drainages throughout 
Edwards AFB, including Rogers, Rosamond, and Buckhorn dry lakes, qualify as Waters of the 
United States, which are prmectecl by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and under the 
jurisdiction ofthe U.S. Army Corp of Engineers. 

Several areas of significant topographic relief occur on base including Leuhman Ridge, 
Rosamond Hills, Bissell Hills, and the cliffs just to the north of Rosamond Dry Lake. These 
areas contain nesting habitats for wptors and shelter areas for many mammal species. 

The majority of testing efforts to be conducted at Edwards i\FB would be ground based, 
using either rotoplane or ground ta;:gel board. Ground-testing activities would be conducted just 



prior to sunrise, or just after sunset to minimize atmospheric effects of ground heating and 
blowing dust. Flight testing is also anticipated 10 occur during nighttime hours. These actions 
would minin:ize any potential take of deser1 tortoises, as tl:ese admals would typically be within 
burrows at these hours. 

According to the Biol_ogicfil Ooinion for Rot:tinc Operations and Faci!itv Construction 
Within the Camofi~JJem Areas of Main and South Bases, Edwards Air Force Base. California (l-
6-91 surveys detected few signs of desert tortoises in the south portion of Edwards AFB. 
Similarly, the construction and placement of laser-restricting billboards, targeting boards, and 
targets would bo conducted m accordance with the Biological Opinion. Tiw Biological Opinion 
defines the "reasonable and prudent" measures necessary and appropriate to minimize the 
incidental take of desert tortoises by routine operations and facility construction 

proposed action would not significantly dtcr the activities nonnally conducted on 
Edwards consequently, we feel the action would not likely adversely atTect listed spt;ci(;s 
or critical habitat associated with the base. 

Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) :.rnd the National Environrr,cnta: Po: icy 
Act (NEPA), we are :·cqucsting your input into the preparation of this SEJS in the fol'owing 
areas: 

a Confinnation that our threatened, endangered, candidate and proposed species list ls 
current and complete. 

·~~·-I11put-on-the-possibiliryvf'a'clvers<:ly11ffectmg-li'sred species or cT1Ticarimmmt. 

Your cooperatioo and assistance with the Air Force's efforts to identify important biological 
resources early in the SElS development phase is greatly appreciated. Upon completion, a copy 
of the draft SEIS will be forwarded to your office for review. 

Please direct any questioiJs to Mr. Charies Brown, Program Manager, Air Fo;·ce for 
Environrnental ExceHen:.::.e) Brooks _._6._fB~ Texas. I can be rea:..:hed at (2 ~ 0) 536-4203 or 
telefax at (210) 536-3890. 

Attachments: 

Sincerely 

( 

CHARLES J. BROWN 
Environmental Coordinator 
Project Execution Division 

Map of Edwards AFB Areas of Proposed Activities 
Map of Edwards AFB Flight-Testing Range (R-2508 Airsp>:ce Complex) 
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DEPARTMEr" OF 7HE A.l R FORC:E 
HE,t.,QQ~ARTE:RS AIR FORCE Ct::r.;TER FCR :::r\VIRON\,1Et\":"A:.. EXCEL:..E:;-..~c;: 

HQ AFCEEiECE 
3207 Sidney Brooks 
3rooks .A,FB TX 78235-5344 

Mr. Steve Thompson 
. .6_._cting Manager~ Region Or:e 
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service 
CPJNV Operations Office 

BROOKS A:q F::-;::,cE BAS:= T2XAS 

2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2606 
Sacramento, CA 95825 

Dear 1v1r. Thompson 

7 June 2002 

The US Department of the Air Force {Air Force) is preparing a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Sta:ement (SEJS) for conducting Airborne Laser (ABL) Program test 
activities at four military installations including the Western Range used by Vandenberg Air 
Force Base (:\FB), California. This SEIS updates the base assignments and testing pararneters 

- referenced 1i1i\1eF'Ir,a! Environmental Impact Statement for the Program r5efin1tio.i" and Risk 
Reduction Phase of the Airborne Laser Progra:n, Voluoe l, April 1997. 

Proposed Action 

. The Record of Decision (ROD) designates the Western Range and Vandenberg AFB to 
be used for flight-testhtg activities onl:·l. No ground testing of the systems is proposed at 
Vandenberg /v'B. 

The region of influence (ROI) for ABL testing activities from Vandenberg AFB would be 
limited to the pceparation, la:l'lch, flight, anc debris fallout of missiles from launch 
locaticns and the Western Range. 

Flight-testing activities associated with the Western Range used by Vandenberg AFB 
would include up to 15 missile flight tests (utilizing Lance, Terrier-Lynx, and Foreig" Military 
"~sset [FMA] missiles). Missiles would be launched from Vartdenberg AFB. These flight tests 
would involve testing the Ac:ive Rar.ging System (ARS), Beacon Ilh:m:nation Laser (BILL), 
Tracki:lg Illu::-_ination Laser (TILL), and H:gh-Energy Lase~ (SEL) systems including possible 
lethal engagements. Vvbik infrastructure to St!pport target missile launches exists at the intended 
launch faciiities (Le., communica;ion lines, electricity, water), a mobile 
transporter/erector/launcher (TEL) would be used. 



Threatened and Endangered Species 

Common Name 1 Scientific Name I State Status Federal Status I 
E 

.•. 

E 

.::: 

E 
·····-

····~ 

-

Beach Layia ! La.-via cnmosa 
~! .:;G~am-•• .;bc..ec;l;.' s=w'-a-t-er_c_r_e-ss----1-! "R·-j~ippa gambellii 

' ,. . .. . -·~·--+--~------
Gaviot2. tarplant : .rlentlz.on.za U?.crescens ssp. 

h------···~-c--c--c---- "iilosa (=Deinandra i. v.) 
Lompoc yeTba santa I Eriodiciyon capitatum 

1-rs~u-r"f,.,thi',~.sc:'tl'e------·-· I (irsium rhothophilum 

! -~ 
I T 

I 
' E 
I 

' R I ········-------· 
T I ' 

T .. _I - I Soufnem se2 oner ! Enhydra haris nere is 
"'S"e~i-,-;·'""h-a'""le-· -------·-i-1 "l:!a!aeno,7!era bore-a-!"'is·---~-----·---'----...;-I - E I 

E I 
E l 
E 

j E 
E 
r: .. 

I - ' -----
Finback vvhale I Balaenoplera physah.:.s 

~ Blue v.·hale ··--·--n:araenoptqa :rauscmus 
lf-H,...,.-u--m-n""b_a_c'""k-,-,.-",h-a'""ie-· I J\{egap!era novaeno-Jiao ,. -

Sperm whale I P hys .. eler macrocephalus -·-
I 

Right whale I Balaena glacial is I 
California least tem I Sterna anrillarum brovvni I E 

E 
California brov.,rn pelican I Pelecanus occidenialis I calijorn'cus E 

·-···-
E 

\Vestem sncvvy plover I Cht.!rt~dri:.!s n!ex:::.'1drinus I 
I nivosus I 

Bald eagle . _ [1~li'2;'_etus lertcocep}w/t!S. 
. ··-- I 

Amencan peregnne falcon I }'oleo peregnnus anarum I 
Southv-'eS~ti"n wiilovv 

I flycatcher 
Least Bell~ s vireo 

·-h:mpidor;ax lw.i/i' e.~iimus 

Bii:eo bellii puslllus 
Belding ~s ·say:annah sparrow I Passerculus sanwichensis 

be/dingi 
California red-legged frog ~---r}Cana ::.:-urot·c drClytordi 

Bv.fo._microscaphus 

I 

I 
........ --···-+-1 __ E_· ---1~ 

_E_-+i-~, --~ 

I caiiformcus ----f---~E=--......... _1 
Coho salmon I O;,.t-K"-i'-"-.J-,;-·n-c.:;·h·u·-.s-.'!ct:-.s-u-tc-.h', --~~· T !, 
Una.._!noured three:spined_,_w-p7csr:;rostqus acu~'eatus-·--~----E---+----'E:.._ ________ ~~·~· 
sticklebacK j 1-vi!liamsoni . 
Ticlewc.ter goby ·-p:uc-.)'-'c'!_o_g_o'b-it-ts_n_e-w"'b_e_·r-1~-v""i--ii·-------+---~E----~~ 

Steelhead trout ---rtJncorhynchus mykiss I _____ ,_ ___ T ___ J 

-;--·- . Arrovo toad .. 

E - Enclan)gered 
T = Threc.:ened 
R =Rare :-

Four ,u::L'"' thrcai.enedor endangered plants ere found at Vandenberg AFB, and 
twenty-one species of d"""''"TI or enC.angered anim<:ls. of the mammals include federally 
endangered whales that are found only in low densities in wa:ers offVar:denberg .AJB. In 
addition~ th.e Na:lcr:al Ftsheries Ser.;ice {}·J?v1FS) t1::at the :o:I-:·v.;~:-!'2: r:.1arir:e . . -



beaked whaies, fin whales (Balnoptera musculus), killer whales ( Orcinus orca), bottlenose 
dolphins (Tursiops truncates), common dolphins (Delphinus de/phis), striped dolphins (Stene/la 
coeruieoa/ba), Risso's dolphins (Grampus griseus), Pacific wbjte-sided dolpbjn 
(Lagenorhynchus ob/iguidens), northern right whale dolphins (Lissode/phis borealis), and Dall' s 
porpoise (Phocoenoides dal/i). 

Sensitive Habitats 

Environmentally sensitive habitats on Vandenberg AFB include butterfly trees, marine 
mammal hauling grounds, seabird nesting and roosting areas, white-tailed kite (Eianus 
caeruieus) habitat, and \Vetlands. 

TI1e monarch butterfly (Danaus p!ixippus) is a regionally rare and declining insect knovm 
to overwinter in the eucalyptus and cypress groves on Vrmdenberg AFB. 

There are three miles of coastline designated as a marine ecological reserve; this includes 
a beach area south of Rocky Point used by harbor seals as haul-out and pupping areas. 
Vandenberg AFB and the California Department of Fish &"ld Game have an MOA to limit access 
to this area to scientific research and military operations. 

Seabird nesting &"ld roosing areas are situated on the Channel Islands and on Vandenberg 
i\FB. White-tailed kite foraging habitat includes grassland and open coastal sage scrub. Kites 
"'" evp""l"d +o '"•aae :n th"S" ""bi•ats pr;mo•j]" d"rino the .Col] >•nd ·"l.nl"" '-'- '--' -.co '-''-' '-' '- l_L,,_ b""' l•• - . ..., UU. ~ n '-'-l J U. ~ .I_<.U. <.U V'i l. Vl. 

Tne U.S Fish and Wildlife Service on Vandenberg AFB have mapped wetlands. The 
--------Santa-Ynez River watershed drains approximately 900 square miles ofland; approximately 45 

squaie miles occur on Va.11denberg .A.FB. The river supports many sensitive species, and 
becomes interminent during the summer as water levels drop. 

Several plant communities that occur on Vandenberg AFB are also considered sensitive 
b""""S" th"" c"~'"'n S"ns.'t'"" pl"•nt sn""l."S and/o· a·e o'll·-:t"~ extont '-''·"·..I.U- '-' l '-'} VJ.lLu.J...L '--'1 1 1• '-' (.U V'-'V '- 11 1 I l LUi I_..W. ..... ! ~- These include riparian 
woodlands and associated freshwater herbaceous vegetation. 

Up to 15 missile flights (7 Lance, 5 Terrier-Lynx, and 3 FMA missiles) are proposed. 
Currently, Vandenberg .1\FB launches approximately 15 missiles each year, many of which are 
larger then the intended target missiles being used during ABL testing activities. The Biological 
Ooinion for the TheatecMissile Tamets Program. Vandenberg Air Force Base. Santa Barbara 
Countv. California ( l-8-98-F -24) discusses the biological impact of launching up to 30 missile 
launches per year. Testing activities will follow all Reasonable and Prudent Measures outlined 
in the BO. 

Under non-accident conditions, the only chemicals that could threaten vegetation and 
w;;dlife at ·; andenberg ArB are those ;n the exhau:>t-plume-of-the-missile:-A:ppenc."ix-B-of-the------
1997 FEIS addressed the potential effects of missile exhaust plumes. Tnese chemicals would be 
produced in trace quantities during missile launches, and would not have a measurable effect on 
biological resources. 

·"'n analysis of the effects from monolith and missile-debris as a result ofHEL destruction 
of the target missile is provided in Appendix G of the 1997 FEIS. As an example, monolith.ic 



impact r:1e Lance m:ssJe 8G rniles fron: tht: launch poir:! would ha·,ie a:1 exrre::1ely low 
probabi~ity offjni=-<~ any r:1a.rir:e mar:<~rnals) aT1d t~e effect of the propell&'1l remaining on board 
WO;Jld be localized toE small volume of water fo' a shor' pencd ti:ne, Ac-: amJysis of :he 
effect 0::1 migratir:.g gray \\'hales fro::n t::e debris resulting fro;:: HEL des~ruction of the Lance 
missile \vas also condu::v:~d_ Gray \\-'hales were selected as a r;:;presentc..ti \:e species likely to be in 
areas impacted ~y missile debris. While o~her species or..y be pr::s~nt lbe deb:-is fs.H-cut zone, 
none is likely to fJur,d ir. der:sities higher than 'he r:1aximu::1 densities assumed for the gr:.y 
whale. The analysis in the 1997 FEIS sugg_est.ed du:-lng pe.2.k rnigrativn densit1es~ a whale 
could be struck and ktlied by falling deb:is v:itl: an expected proba'Jility of 0,0000;, Missile 
launches occurrir:g at oth::I· than peak migration tirncs wou1d prese:1t significant.ly lower risks ".o 
rnigra~ing \vhales. 

The proposed action vvould no~ signifi:ar::1y· alter the activities normally conducted on the 
Wes1em Range or Vandenberg AFB; consequently, we feel t~e a:tion would not likely adversely 
affect listed species or ;::ri:ica] habi:at associated wit}. the bast, 

Pursuant to tbe Endangered Spe2ies Act (ESA) ar:d the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA), we are req:Jest:ng :;our input i:1to the pcepar~tion of this SE!S in :he following 
~eas·. 

• Confirmation that our threatened, endangered, candidate und propcsed spe::ies lis: is 
curre:It a~d complete. 

• Input on tJ1e possibility of adversely affe.c:ing listc.d s~~ec.ie,s o:- cr\tica: habitat. 

-- .,- --~- .,.,, ,Y oun:ooperation and ·assisca:rrce·with- tl:ie~t(iTForce':ieffcirtncn-de-JitiTv iii1l)iinanf5i"olofiicar·--------
~ ~ . .... 

resources early in the SEIS development phase is grea11y appreciated. Upon comp1etiDJ: e copy 
of the dr2.ft SE!S will be fJm'crded to_ your of:ice for review, 

telefax at (21 0) 536-389J 

_A..ttac:hmenrs: 
Map of the Weste:mR2cnge ard V.A.FB ar~as of 
Proposed .t..ct.ivities 

/J/ ra ~ 
/ /J-?_,L-}--

1 ~- / ~- ;.,_____-
' / 

( l' 
( 

Cl-lARLES J 3RO\VN 
Environmental CoorcEnator 
Proiecr Execu\.ion Division 



EXPLANATION 

--- Western Range Boundary 

I~ 
25Miles ~~ 0 5.5 13 

Flight-Testing Range, 
Vandenberg AFB 
(Western Range) 



United States Department of the Interior 
FISH A'ID W1LDLIFE SERVICE 

lvlr. Charles J. Bro"n 
Program Manager 

Caljfornia/Nevada Operations Office 
1800 Cottage Way, Suite W -2.606 

Sacramento, California 95825 

Air Force Center for Er:vironrt;enta.! Exce!le:Jce 
Department of tl:e .t,.ir F Of(:C 

Brooks Air Force Base, 78235-5344 

Dear lvfr. Brown, 

June 28, 2002 

Thank you fer noti~;ing us on"your development of Supp1ement~1 Eo:rvirorJTiental Impact Statem-ents 

(SEIS) for Edwards Air Force .?ase (AFB) and Vandenb;rg AFB in California. We have received 

your two letters dated June 7' 2.002, requesting coordfnation and assistance in identifYing important 

biological resources for pfepar~;ion q!the~e s·EIS' s', we app~~ciate YO \If notification-and recognize the 

importance of comrnunicationi~ the early stages ofhind·use ~Ianni~ g. . 

I have focwarded your letters to o~_;r Ventura Fish arid Wildlife Office to review and respond to. I also 
re::ommend that any future discussions, on these SETS's be· d!r~etly with the Ventura Fish and Wildlife 

Office. They will be able to respond With specific recommendations in a timely m"anner. Please direct 

Correspon"en""* .. ..., n~ ... _,<';;> 1>.\...,rla· "C;';;,t-4 {7;,~""..,....,1.SOr 'i""~ura.Fl.sh and nm,-n;-f'..,. ItA-":""' 'i,1o~-lln:.-t-,..,!...., . 1,... J'-''- .,...., ...... ~uu .... J •vu .> _.< ..... u uurv~ 1 ;. c.... . -t~ u ..... ,____. y ...... ·~~,-: 1..- ... ... ::-:· .~ ......... 

Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA 93003, (805) 644-1766. Again; tha:1k you for your early coordination . 

. ,-$<>Steve Thomlison ,_v . 
~ Manager 

cc: Diane Noda, Ventura FWO (with a:tachments) 



United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
New Mexico Ecological Services Field Office 

2105 OsunaNE 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87113 

Phone: (505) 346-2525 Fax: (505) 346-2542 

July II, 2002 

Charles J. Brown, Environmental Coordinator 
Project Execution Division 
Headquarters Air Force Center for 

Environmental Excellence 
Brooks Air Force Base 
San Antonio, Texas 78201 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

Cons. # 2-22-02-I-513 

Thank you for your June 7, 2002, letter requesting information on threatened or endangered 
species or important wildlife habitats that could be affected by ground-based testing of the 
Airborne Laser (ABL) Program at Kirtland Air Force Base, Bernalillo County, New Mexico. 
The Air Force is preparing a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to update base 
assigrunents and testing parameters associated with the proposed testing. Systems and lasers to 
be tested include the Active Ranging System, Beacon Illumination Laser, Tracking lllumination 
Laser, and Surrogate High-Energy Laser. 

The list of federally endangered, threatened, proposed, and candidate species included in your 
letter is incomplete. We have enclosed a current list of species that may be found in Bernalillo 
County, New Mexico. Additional information about these species is available on the Internet at 
<http://nmrareplants.unm.edu>, <http://nmnhp.unm.edu/bisonmlbisonm.cfm>, and 
<http://ifw2es.fws.gov/endangeredspecies>. Under the Endangered Species Act, as amended 
(Act), it is the responsibility of the Federal action agency or its desigoated representative to 
determine if a proposed action "may affect" endangered, threatened, or proposed species, or 
desigoated critical habitat, and if so, to consult with us further. If your action area has suitable 
habitat for any of these species, we recommend that species-specific surveys be conducted during 
the flowering season for plants and at the appropriate time for wildlife to evaluate any possible 
project-related impacts. Please keep in mind that the scope of federally listed species compliance 
also includes any interrelated or interdependent project activities (e.g., equipment staging areas, 
offsite borrow material areas, or utility relocations) and any indirect or cumulative effects. 

Candidates and species of concern have no legal protection under the Act and are included in this 
document for planning purposes only. We monitor the status of these species. If sigoificant 
declines are detected, these species could potentially be listed as endangered or threatened. 



Charles J. Brown, Environmental Coordinator 2 

Therefore, actions that may contribute to their decline should be avoided. We recommend that 
candidates and species of concern be included in your surveys. 

Under Executive Orders 11988 and 11990, Federal agencies are required to minimize the 
destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands and floodplains, and preserve and enhance their 
natural and beneficial values. We recommend you contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for 
permitting requirements under section 404 of the Clean Water Act if your proposed action could 
impact floodplains or wetlands. These habitats should be conserved through avoidance, or 
mitigated to ensure no net loss of wetlands function and value. 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) prohibits the taking of migratory birds, nests, and eggs, 
except as permitted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. To minimize the likelihood of 
adverse impacts to all birds protected under the MBTA, we recommend construction activities 
occur outside the general migratory bird nesting season of March through August, or that areas 
proposed for construction during the nesting season be surveyed, and when occupied, avoided 
until nesting is complete. 

We suggest you contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, and the New Mexico 
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department, Forestry Division for information 
regarding fish, wildlife, and plants of State concern. 

Thank you for your concern for endangered and threatened species and New Mexico's wildlife 
habitats. In future correspondence regarding this project, please refer to consultation# 2-22-02-1-
513. If you have any questions about the information in this letter, please contact Maureen 
Murphy at the letterhead address or at (505) 346-2525, ext.! IS. 

Enclosure 

cc: (w/o enc) 

Sincerely, 

Joy E. Nicholopoulos 
Field Supervisor 

Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Director, New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natura; Resources ::Jepartment, Forestry 

Division, Santa Fe, New Mexico 



Bernalillo County 

ENDANGERED 

FEDERAL ENDANGERED, THREATENED, 
PROPOSED, AND CANDIDATE SPECIES 

AND SPECIES OF CONCERN IN NEW MEXICO 
Consultation Number 2-22-02-I-513 

July 11, 2002 

Black-footed ferret (Mus tela nigripes)** 
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) 
Whooping crane (Grns americana) nonessential experimental 
Rio Grande silvery minnow (Hybognathus amarns) 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidental is Iucida) 

PROPOSED THREATENED 
Mountain plover ( Charadrius montanus) 

CANDIDATE 
Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
New Mexican meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius luteus) 
Pecos Rivermuslcrat (Ondatra zibethicus ripensis) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus lownsendii) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus ana tum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Fa/co peregrinus tundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Black tern (Ch/idonias niger) 
Northt:I11 goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
Millipede (Comanche/us chihuanus) 



Endangered = 

Threatened 

Candidate = 

Species of Concern 

* 
•• 

••• 

t 

---------- -----

2 

Any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range. 

Any species which is likely to become an endangered species 
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant 
portion of its range. 

Candidate Species (taxa for which the Service has sufficient 
information to propose that they be added to list of endangered 
and threatened species, but the listing action has been 
precluded by other higher priority listing activities). 

Taxa for which further biological research and field study are 
needed to resolve their conservation status PR are considered 
sensitive, rare, or declining on lists maintained by Natural 
Ho:ritage Programs, State wildlife agencies, other Federal 
agencies, or professional/academic scientific societies. Species 
of Concern are included for planning purposes only. 

Introduced population 

Survey should be conducted if project involves impacts to 
prairie dog toY.llS or complexes of200-aeres or more for the 
Gunnison's prairie dog ( Cynomys gunnisoni) and/or 80-acres or 
more for any subspecies of Black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys 
ludovicianus). A comp!el( consists of two or more neighboring 
prairie dog towns within 4.3 miles (7 kilometers) of each other. 

Extirpated in this county 

May occtrr in this county from re-introductions in Colorado. 



United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLJFE SERVICE 
New Mexico Ecological Services Field Office 

21 05 Osuna NE 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 8 7113 

Phone: (505) 346-2525 Fax: (505) 346-2542 

July 12, 2002 

Charles J. Brown, Environmental Coordinator 
Project Execution Division 
HeadqWlrters All Force Center for 

Environmental Excellence 
Brooks Air Force Base 
San Antonio, Texas 78201 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

Cons.# 2-22-02-I-514 

Thank you for your June 7, 2002, letter requesting information on threatened or endangered 
species or important wildlife habitats that could be affected by air-based testing of the Airborne 
Laser (ABL) Program at White Sands Missile Range, including portions ofDoiia Ana, Lincoln, 
Otero, Sierra, and Soccoro Counties in New Mexico. The All Force is preparing a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement to update base assigrunents and testing parameters associated 
with the proposed testing. Systems and lasers to be tested include the Active Ranging System, 
Beacon Illumination Laser, Tracking lllumination Laser, Surrogate High-Energy Laser, High
Energy Laser, . 

\Ve have enclosed a current list of species that may be found in Dofia Ana, Lincoln, Otero, 
Sierra, and Soccoro Counties, New Mexico. Additional information about these species is 
available on the Internet at <http://nmrareplants.unm.cdu>, 
<http://nmnhp.unm.edu/bisonmlbisonm.cfm>, and <http://ifw2es.fws.gov/endangeredspecies>. 
Under the Endangered Species Act, as amended (Act), it is the responsibility of the Federnl 
action agency or its designated representative to determine if a proposed action "may affect" 
endangered, threatened, or proposed species, or designated critical habitat, and if so, to consult 
with us further. If your action area has suitable habitat for any of these species, we recommend 
that species-specific surveys be conducted during the flowering season for plants and at the 
appropriate time for wildlife to evaluate any possible project-related impacts. Please keep in 
mind that the scope of federally listed species compliance also includes any interrelated or 
interdependent project activities (e.g., equipment staging areas, offsite borrow material areas, or 
·utility relocations) and any indirect or cumulative effects. 

Candidates and species of concern bave no legal protection under the Act and are included in this 
document for planning purposes only. We monitor the status of these species. If significant 



Charles J. Bro>Yn, Environmen12tl Coordinator 

declines are detected, these species could potentially be listed as endangered or threatened. 
Therefore, actions that may contribute to their decline should be avoided, We recommend that 
candidates and species of concern be included in your surveys. 

2 

Under Executive Orders 11988 and 11990, Federal agencies are required to minimize the 
destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands and floodplains, and preserve and enhance their 
natural and beneficial values. We recommend you contact the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers for 
permitting requirements under section 404 of the Clean Water Act if your proposed action could 
impact floodplains or wetlands. These habitats should be conserved through avoidance, or 
mitigated to ensure no net loss of wetlands function and value. 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) prohibits the taking of migratory birds, nests, and eggs, 
except as permitted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. To minimize the likelihood of 
adverse impacts to all birds protected under the MBTA, we recommend construction activities 
occur outside the general migratory bird nesting season of March through August, or that areas 
proposed for construction during the nesting season be surveyed, and when occupied, avoided 
unti I nesting is complete. 

We suggest you contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, and the New Mexico 
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department, Forestry Division for information 
regarding fish, wildlife, and plants of State concern. 

Thank you for your concern for endangered and threatened species a."ld New Mexico's wildlife 
habitats, In future correspondence regarding this project, please refer to consultation# 2-22-02-I-
514. If you have any questions about the information in this letter, please contact Maureen 
Murphy at the letterhead address or at (505) 346-2525, ext.ll5. 

Sincerely, 

' 
Joy E. Nicbolopoulos 
Field Supervisor 

Enclosure 

cc: (w/o enc) 
Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Director, New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Katural Resources Department, Forestry 

Division, Santa Fe, New Mexico 



Dofia Ana County 

ENDANGERED 

FEDERAL ENDANGERED, THREATENED, 
PROPOSED, AND CANDIDATE SPECIES 

AND SPECIES OF CONCERN IN NEW MEXICO 
Consultation Number 2-22-02-I-514 

July II, 2002 

Interior least tern (Sterna antillarum) 
Northern aplomado falcon (Falco femora/is septentrionalis) 
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax trai/lii extimus) 
Rio Grande silvery minnow (Hybognathus amarus)*** 
Sneed pincushion cactus (Coryphantha sneedii var. sneedii) 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus /eucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis Iucida) 

CANDIDATE 
Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
Desert pocket gopher ( Geomys bursarius arenarius) 
Organ Mountains Colorado chipmunk (Eutamias quadrivittatus australis) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii) 
Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii) 
Pecos River muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus ripensis) 
White Sands woodrat (Neotoma micropus leucophaea) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Bell's vireo (Vireo bellii) 
Black tern (Chlidonias niger) 
Desert viceroy butterfly (Limenitis archippus obsoleta) 
Anthony blister beetle (Lytta mirifica) 
Dofia Ana talussnail (Sonorella todseni) 
Alamo beard tongue (Pens lemon alamosensis) 
Desert night-blooming cereus (Cereus greggii var. greggii) 
Mescalero milkwort (Polygala rimulicola var. mescalerorum) 
Nodding rock-daisy (Perityle cemua) 
Organ Mountain evening-primrose (Oenothera organensis) 
Organ Mountain figwort (Scrophularia /aevis) 
Sand prickly pear (Opuntia arenaria) 
Sandhill goosefoot (Chenopodium eye/aides) 
Standley whitlow-grass (Draba standleyi) 



Lincoln Countv 

ENDA;"'GERED 
Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes)** 
Northern aplomado falcon (Falco femora/is septentrionalis) 
Kuenzler hedgehog cachts (Echinocereus fendleri var. kuenzleri) 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus /.:ucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidenta/is Iucida) 

PROPOSED THREATENED 
Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) 

CANDIDATE 
Black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys /udovicianus) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
New Mexican meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius luteus) 
Organ Mountains Colorado chipmunk (Eutamias quadrivitlatus australis) 
Townsend's big-cared bat (Corynorhinus townsend if) 
Pecos River muskrat ( Ondatra zibethicus ripens is) 
Penasco (Least) chipmunk, (Tamias minimus atristriatus) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) 
White Sands pupfish (Cyprinodon tularosa) 
Sacramento mountain salamander (Aneides hardii) 
Bonita diving beetle (Deronecles neomexicana) 
Sacramento Mountains silverspot butterfly (Speyeria atlantis capitanensis) 
Sacramento Mountains blue butterfly {Jcaricia icariodes) 
Desert viceroy butterfly (Limenitis archippus obsoleta) 
Goodding's onion (Allium gooddingil) 
Sierra Blanca cliff daisy (Chaetopappa elegans) 
Wright's marsh thistle (Cirsium wrightii) 
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Otero Countv 

ENDANGERED 
Black-footed ferret (Mus tela nigripes)** 
Interior least tern (Sterna antillarum) 
Northern aplomado falcon (Falco femora/is septentrionalis) 
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) 
Kuenzler hedgehog cactus (Echinocereus fendieri var. kuenzleri) 
Sacramento prickly poppy (Argemone pleiacantha ssp. pinnatisecta) 
Todsen's pennyroyal (Hedeoma todsenii) 

PROPOSED ENDANGERED 
Sacramento Mountains checkerspot butterfly (Euphydryas anicia cloudcrofti) 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidental is Iucida) 
Sacramento Mountains thistle (Cirsium vinaceum) 

PROPOSED THREATENED 
Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) 

CANDIDATE 
Black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
Desert pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius arenarius) 
Guadalupe southern pocket gopher (Thomomys umbrinus guadalupensis) 
New Mexican meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudson ius luteus) 
Penasco (Least) chipmunk, (Tamias minimus atristriattts) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii) 
White Sands woo drat (Neotoma micropus leucophaea) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus lundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Bell's vireo (Vireo bellii) 
Black tern ( Chlidonias niger) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter genii/is) 
Yellow-billed cuckoo ( Coccyzus american us) 
Rio Grande cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki virginal is) 
White Sands pup fish ( Cyprinodon tularosa) 
Sacramento mountain salamander (Aneides hardii) 
Sacramento Mountains silvcrspot butterfly (Speyeria atlantis capitanensis) 
Sacramento Mountains blue butterfly (Jcaricia icarioides) new subspecies 
Alamo beard tongue (Penstemon alamosensis) 
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Desert night-blooming cereus (Cereus greggii var. greggii) 
Goodding's onion (Allium gooddingii) 
Guadalupe rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus var. texensis) 
Gypsum scalebroom (Lepidospartum burgessii) 
Sierra Blanca cliff daisy (Chaetopappa e/egans) 
Villard's pincushion cactus (Escobaria villardii) 
Wright's marsh thistle ( Cirsium wrightii) 

SierT:l Count\' 

ENDANGERED 
Black-footed ferret (Mus tela nigripes)** 
Northern aplomado falcon (Falco femora/is septentrional is) 
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax trail/ii extimus) 
Whooping crane (Crus americana), experimental, non essential population 
Gila trout (Oncorhynchus gilae) 
Rio Grande silvery minnow (Hybognathus amarus)*** 
Todsen's pennyroyal (Hedeoma todsenii), with critical habitat 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occident a/is Iucida) 
Cbiricahua leopard frog (Rana chiricahuensis) 

CANDIDATE 
Black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus)* 
Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
Organ Mountains Colorado chipmunk (Eutamias quadrivittatus australis) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii) 
Southwestern otter (Lutra canadensis sonorae) 
White Sands woodrat (Neotoma micropus leucophaea) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus ana tum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Bell's vireo (Vireo be/Iii) 
Black tern (Chlidonias niger) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter genii/is) 
Desert sucker ( Catostomus clarki) 
Rio Grande cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki virginalis) 
Sonora sucker (Catostomus insignis) 
White Sands pupfish (Cyprinodon tularosa) 
Desert viceroy butterfly (Limenitis archippus obsoleta) 
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Mineral Creek mountainsnail (Oreohelix pilsbryi) 
Duncan's pincushion cactus ( Coryphantha duncanii) 
Pinos Altos flame flower (Tal inurn humile) 
Sandhill goosefoot (Chenopodium eye/aides) 

Socorro Countv 

ENDANGERED 
Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes)** 
Interior least tern (Sterna an til/arum) 
Northern aplomado falcon (Falco femora/is septentrionalis) 
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax trail/ii extimus) 
Whooping crane (Grus americana) nonessential experimental 

. Rio Grande silvery minnow (Hybognathus amarus) 
Socorro isopod (Thermosphaeroma thermophilus) 
Alamosa tryonia (springsnail) (Tryonia alamosae) 
Socorro pyrg (springsnail) (Pyrgulopsis neomexicana) 

THREATENED 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis Iucida) with critical habitat 
Piping plover (Charadrius me/odus) 
Chiricahua leopard frog (Rana chiricahuensis) 

PROPOSED THREATENED 
Mountain plover (Charadrius monlanus) 

CANDIDATE 
Black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus) 
Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) 
Chupadera pyrg (springsnail) (Pyrgulopsis chupaderae) 

SPECIES OF CONCERN 
Allen's big-eared bat (Idionycteris phyllotis) 
Desert pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius arenarius) 
New Mexican meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius luteus) 
Organ Mountains Colorado chipmunk (Eutamias quadrivittatus australis) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii) 
Pecos River muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus ripens is) 
American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus ana tum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) 
Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Bell's vireo (Vireo be/Iii) 
Black tern (Chlidonias niger) 
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Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
Rio Grande sucker (Catostomus plebeius) 
Desert viceroy butterfly (Limenitis archippus obso/eta) 
Fugate's blue-star (Amsonia fugatei) 
Sandhill goosefoot (Chenopodium cycloides) 

Endangered 

Threatened 

Candidate 

Species of Concern 

* 

** 

*** 

t 

= 

= 

Any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range. 

Any species which is likely to become an endangered species 
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant 
po1iion of its range. 

Candidate Species (taxa for which the Service has sufficient 
information to propose that they be added to list of endangered and 
threatened species, but the listing action has been precluded by 
other higher priority listing activities). 

Taxa for which further biological research and field study are 
needed to resolve their conservation status OR are considered 
sensitive, rare, or declining on lists maintained by Natural Heritage 
Programs, State wildlife agencies, other Federal agencies, or 
professional/academic scientific societies. Species of Concern are 
included for planning purposes only. 

Introduced population 

Survey should be conducted if project involves impacts to prairie 
dog towns or complexes of200-acres or more for the Gunnison's 
prairie dog (Cynomys gunnisoni) and/or 80-acres or more for any 
subspecies of Black-tailed prairie dog ( Cynomys Iudovicianus). A 
complex consists of two or more neighboring prairie dog towns 
within 4.3 miles (7 kilometers) of each other. 

Extirpated in this county 

May occur in tbis county from re-introductions in Colorado. 



·-·~·-···--~·--~ 

Mr. Charles J. Brown 
HQ AFCEEIECE 
3207 Sidney Brooks 
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5344 

TRIBAL H1STOFUC PJ\!,SE.ftVATION OFFICE 
l 0 l Centnd A•enue 

P.O.&oxll1 
Mescalero, Netw Mexico 88JAO 

~hone: SOSi464.-4494 ext.119 or 270 
Fu:5051404-9191 

(X} The Mescalel'fJ Apache Tribe has determined that the proposed EIS for the 
Airboroe Laser Progrnm WILL NOT AFFECT any objects, sites, or locations important 
to our traditional cultore or religion. 

In the futore, we request that you minimally provide us with the following items to aid in 
our determination: 

-. Cultural Resource Survey Reports 
• SiteForms 
,. Maps (Both General and Site Specific) 
-. Research Designs (lf Applicable) 
• Data Recovery Plans {lf Applicable) 
-. Photographs 

Thank you for providing the Mescalero Apache Tribe the opport;unjty to comment on this 
project. We look forward to reviewing and commenting on future Dept. of the Air Force 
projects. 

CONCUR: 

Tn'bal Historic Preservation Officer 
Tit!¢' 

COMMENTS 
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Technical Memorandum 

Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) Emissions Estimation 

A new set of AGE schedules and equipment types were provided. TI1ese are listed in 
Table I. The new emissions estimation will require more specific emrssion factor 
estimates for each piece of equipment as well as a revised estimate of the annual 
number of hours of activity for each ofthe major pieces of equipment listed. 

7103- Generator-
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AF provided AC's are dieseL We 
have PCO approval to lease or buy 
additionaiAC's to support.test 
program. Plan is to only procure 
electric. We also have a RFQ on a 
facility air-conditioning system that 
would negate the need ofusing the 

Back-up for TRICS & FASSM 
(emergency only) check runs 
30 min/week , 
BacKltipJo;::GATOJ'<;(erh'e'fgenc~~ ~ I 
bni:;J·!i~.C:netliilrunst3omilil~ee~~~.ttt,:,: 
-,J:- """ ~~~&.,~;;&;"'"•-·""'"''"~--~-"~(:;_~, 
Boeing purchased 3 additional . 
el.ectric mules:" The progrgm has the 

. use of •(ele~tric and.2 diesels, 
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Table 1. A summary of test and support equipment and its usage for the current ABL program 

;.T:e:~-t.~:-·~ 7 :_: 1)p~!;.)~ff-~>-1:._1 •. P~lf.~d",'§f · ;, !:r -;_> ~~~~_:- ·'- 'F]~~-~~.··.:.j .. \·':1 (rflii#~:;_-- -:·':. l~~LiP,i.eS_~l,·-_cart;!;;:: ·; ~:- _·j_.; _ - .:;iE!ffl.:~;_:i_Y:· !~~11~.-t~Jc:;; ~.~;;.~~;;:;.:f>~,Hi~.\.i!~-~ 
Location:,; Use;''-, ;·Equipment •• · .. 'J·Qty .. !usage duration Notes ,;:.:;:0:;. ·.· :+•;g;;.•; Fl~'·••'i•,i•.%•:;:;.:1; .. 

Aircraft 
(outside 
hanger) 

F-2 

7/03-
9/03, 3/04 
- 5/04, 
5/04-
6/05 

7/03-
9/03, 3/04 Hydraulic Mule 
- 5/04 (Skydrol) 

For every 120 hours (or BHP fill with 
intervals greater than 120 hours) 
during testing the semi use would be 
8 hours for fill, 8 hours for dump. 
Semi would also be used for 
Scrubber fills and dumps-
31 hours/two months, chemical 
deliveries of 6 hours/month. drainage 

Use same of sprayball (pia GPRA) for each test 
number of tests series (3) of 4 hours each. 
shown for BHP (sequencing of trucks will be on 

2 fill cart generator "P''~"otP 

1 30 min/week 

-L--
r--·:! i <;;;::,_ . 
Assume electric 

to ~arts per 3 Feb 
'Q3 email, 

Back-up for facility power- check 
runs 30 min/week 

. ~ack~uilt6r'facilitypciwEiF- ch121<'"" 
· runs 3Q.IJJin/yy.~_ekC.: . . 
Back-up for fire pump -check runs 
30 min/week 

ffbiswilf'Cl~'Pen<!J'§[tne;Jim~a·6f}year.\;: 
~he firstset ofdates'doe's notniquire 
thesamenumb(ilr~fAC's if L~W is;, 
not installed. Second:.setof dates .. c · 
would not require the 9-12 number for 
that timtil§(,Yef'[;; At t~j~,,tin:e ~~ ·.. )::! 
envision procuring .(lease o'r buy) only; 
electric. AF is providing 3 AC,80's .•• • 
~-hq( ar~~d_[f!§~\J:~Ji~L .. .;~-A/5" :_·l·!~: ··Jffli4i-1Li'~,J~ 
We will use the electric in the hanger. 
(put on list to show that diesel will not 
be used) 

ZiQ3I.;ill.);rritillectrC\i};'~ U".r 
9LQ3;:3/04 Electric'Powed&i ' 
~51~;"- carts (j!iO~k\/) ... : 

2NA 
rc-:-· 
t~7H ,1; 

I 
!:JA. 

. ;fti!lse;are-electrlc (pl1t oniisu&show, 
· rt\ili dies~i'C:aits''Xill n01'1 6~,U5§Br,·>;~m 
.• t -'""-· __ } __ -:_·.:.2 /J'.~::!~-L~i/.~i:t~;:,:,,~}'~~,:;.·~-'-~ 

10/03 -
11/03, 
5/04-
6/05 Air Conditioners 

Up to 
9 for Assume electric 
hot carts per 3 Feb 
day 03 email 

ABL Final SE/S 

AF provided AC's are diesel. We 
have PCO approval to lease or buy 
additional AC's to support test 
program. Plan is to only procure 
(purchase and/or lease) electric. 
(These will supplement at all times to 
keep aircraft cool) 



ALS Skydrol LD-4 

Gerierator(50hp) 

Uses JP-08, which is a diesel grade 
As~ume 1 flight fueL Needed whenever the aircraft is 
per ~week; 5. turned on~ This would be,for fiight 

·~·~ minutes per · and· checkouts, Power can be 
· ' fliglit for each of applied externally for ground tests 
3 theJhree~carls (electrictrielectrons (150 kv) 

Approximately 5 hours per week 

Table I contains considerably more information than the use of generic AGE units 

used to make previous emission estimates. The equipment specifics (to the extent 
they arc known) are presented in Table 2. Electric versions of this equipment are not 
considered in the calculations. Gasoline, propane, or LNG are not considered as 
alternative fuels. 

Diesel emission factors can vary greatly. However for the present study data was 
obtained directly for several manufacturers~ The size of the engine, fuel, 
environment, and loadlrpms all influence the emission factors, Relatively detailed 
information was forthcoming from the Cummins diesel engine specifications. For 
other englne makes the small engine {4 cylinder) emission factors were taken from 
the 4BT3.9-G4 for the tug and AC units, while the large (6 cylinder) engine emission 

factors are taken from the Cummins 6CTA8J-G2 exhaust emission data~ These 
specification sheets are attached~ 

HM Same as tug Same as tug 
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The emission facwrs are suJnmarized in Table 3 for each type of unit. 

Table 3. Emission Factors for Equipment (g/hr) 
I Equipmentm::! ttB:tn''fi!~ *VOC ~·~ !·NOX'' I CO ' .. : r PMf:l\\; I S02 ~,,: 

TUG 63 10.44 502.74 93.87 19.53 38.43 
:!J..s' ... T? r-~19 I;:fJos.l2 :[l419J:7~ ]f7~:_:: r·394~IT29.2L 

GB 605 18.15 4277:35 544.50 48.00 531.00 

~.1.:.1 f2lf~<T"~!''5o638. :To5:7§: 122":offj;;;ij](:T;!~ ... - -~'""'~""'....,__.;- ,~~·"·-~-= -~ ..,..,.....,.._, ~-p· .... ~"''"----'~ r --~-.,:.;;2~ 
sc 300 . . 144.00 1944.00 90.00 54.00 177.00 

[[T~. ~--~ ;:z [.39o'."J [T44.oo"lJ2:l4,9o: L9.9W ... :..;;A&<L [}nooii 
HM 63 10.44 502.74 93.87 19.53 .38.43 

The schedule of acti,ity for each prece of equipment overlaps calendar year. 

Furthermore, schedules have been adjusted as the time for implementation of the 

N3L approaches. A generic year I and year 2 approach is being used where year I is 
2003-2004 and year 2 is 2004-2005. Three types of AGE use is presented in Table I, 
AGE for the SIL testing, AGE for IMF OPS, and Aircraft RAMP parking. Three 

activity tables were prepared for use in modeling. Table 4a summarizes the annual 

activity for SIL operations. Table 4b summarizes AGE actt vity for IMF OPS and 
Table 4c summarizes the activity for RAMP operations" The second year RAMP 

operat10ns were assumed to stretch over l 0 months in the final year rather than 
breaking up the accounting by specific calendar year. 

Table 4a. A summarv of SlL AGE activity bv equipment tvpe 
Equipment ; 1\<I.PY .; iDPM · ! HPD " Nl! ! Annu-~1 'Unit Houi:s 
AC 3(0) 16 4 2 384(0) 

GS 
i.GB 
' -
HM 
MPY 
DPM 
HPD 

() 

[3(6)'": ', .6 s · 
3(0) 4 0.5 

··; ;l(Of '· i:HC. . 4 

3(0) 16 1 
~~ 

months per year 
days per month 
hou~ per day 
number of units 
denmcs second year 
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6(0) 

• 3 s4_(Q)~.Z ;:::~ : 
48(0) 



Table 4b. A summary of IMF OPS AGE activity by 
equipment type 

f Eqiiipmeiit1ar~MIW411Dl\MIIIJ ~HilDII ~NUil!\ i"A'iinuaHHourS'ii\ 
GS 3(10) 4(6) 8 I 96(480) 

m®llllilli.8(glfl!l1"~r92]r• 
4(6); 8 2 192(960) 

~~ 
MPY months per year 
DPM days per month 
HPD hours per day 
NU number of units 
( ) denotes second year 

Table 4c. A summary of RAMP AGE activity by equipment 
tv c 

A'Eiillipmentll ~MP.YJI runma ~HP.Dll ~Nuif~ ~~nnual Hours"~ 
HM 3(10) .. 16· 4 2 384(1280) 

· ~ mfMmll mPII ~@~IIUli! 121~9Jail8t• 
3(10) 4 2 384(1280). 

rn:~~t?, 

per year 
DPM days per month 
HPD hours per day 
NU number of units 
() denotes second year 

The total emission from each component of AGE for the two years is presented in 
Table 5. This table indicates that AGE emissions are still a minor component of the 
overall base inventory. When added to mobile emissions the total emissions remain 
less than the 50-tons/year conformity threshold. 

Table 5. A summary of the AGE emissions by component and 
total in Tons/Year 

voc ., ..• ~ ... :<, ':·.: -y~·&.oia: '/' oi976' .. 
~~ 
.'./6:28 :·•.' 0.066' 

lllofo31illll9'!o'32 
., ,., ' 

so, 0:245 ·o:o99 

~-
. . •Q.214 -0:591 

~~8~ 
0.257 . . 0.585 

so, 0 0.491 0.299 0.79 
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C. Power 
Generation Exhaust Emission Data Sheet 

40DGCA 
50 Hz Diesel Generator Set 

ENGINE 
Model: Cummins 4BT3.9-G4 

Type: 4 Cycle, In-line 4 Cylinder Diesel 

Bore: 4.02 in. ( 102 mm) 

4.72 in. ( 120 mm) 

Aspiration: Turbocharged 

Stroke 

Displacement: 239 cu. in. ( 3.9 liters) 

Compression Ratio: 16.5:1 

Emission Control Device: Turbocharger 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

BHP @ 1500 RPM I 50 Hzl 

Fuel Consumption (gai/Hr) 

Exhaust Gas Flow ICFMI 

Exhaust Gas Temperature ( 11F) 

STANDBY 

87 

4.4 

380 

1015 

PRIME 

79 

3.9 

362 

965 

EXHAUST EMISSION OAT A !All Values are Grams per HP-Hour) 

COMPONENT 

HC (Total Unburned Hydrocarbons) 

NOx ( Oxides of Nitrogen as N02 ) 

CO ( Carbon Monoxide ) 

PM ( Particulate Matter ) 

S0 2 ( Su\tur Dioxide) 

TEST CONDITIONS 

STANDBY 
-~··------

0.17 

8.74 

3.28 

0.63 

0.61 

Data was recorded during steady-state rated engine speed ( ± 25 RPM) with full load ( ± 2% ). 
Pressures, temperatures. and emission rates were stablized. 

PRIME 

0.29 

7.98 

1.49 

0.31 

0.61 

Fuel Specification: ASTM D975 No. 2-D diesel fuel with 0.03-0.05% sulfur content (by weight). 
and 40-48 cetane number. 

Fuel Temperature: 

Intake Air Temperature: 

Barometric Pressure: 

Humidity: 

Reference Standard: 

99 ± 9 ~ F ( at fuel pump inlet) 

77 ± B 2 F 

29.6 ~= 1 in. Hg 

NOx measurement corrected to 75 grains H20/lb dry air 

1808178 

The NOx, HC, CO and PM emission data tabulated here were taken !rom a single engine under ;he test condit1ons shown above. Data lor the 
other components are estimated. The!oe data are subJect to instrumentation and engine-to-engine variability. Field emissions test data are not 
guaranteed to these levels. Actual field test results may vary due to test site conditions, installation,tuel specification, test procedures and 
instrumentation. Engine operation with excessiJe air intake or exhaust restriction tJeyond published maximum limits, or with improper 
maintenance, may result in elevated emission lf~vels. 

Cummins Power Generation Data and Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice. EDS- 202d 
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C. Power 
Generation Exhaust Emission Data Sheet 

85DGDB 
50 Hz Diesel Generator Set 

ENGINE 
Model: Cummins 68T5.9-G6 

Type: 4 Cycle, In-line 6 Cylinder Diesel 

Bore: 

Stroke 

Displacement: 

4.02 in. ( 102 mm) 

4.72 in. ( 120 mm) 

Aspiration: Turbocharged 359 cu. in. ( 5.9 liters ) 

Compression Ratio: 16.5:1 

Emission Control Device: Turbocharger 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

BHP @ 1500 RPM I 50 Hz) 

Fuel Consumption (gai/Hr) 

Exhaust Gas Flow (CFM) 

Exhaust Gas Temperature ( 9F) 

STANDBY 

143 

7.0 

655 

1080 

PRIME 

130 

6.4 

605 

1025 

EXHAUST EMISSION DATA (All Values are Grams per HP-Hour) 

COMPONENT 

HC (Total Unburned Hydrocarbons) 

NOx ( Oxides of Nitrogen as N02 ) 

CO ( Carbon Monoxide ) 

PM (Particulate Matter) 

S02 { Sulfur Dioxide l 

TEST CONDITIONS 

STANDBY 

0.30 

9.50 

2.86 

N/A 

0.59 

Data was recorded during steady-state rated engine speed ( ± 25 RPM) with full load ( ± 2% ). 
Pressures, temperatures, and emission rates were stablized. 

PRIME 

0.32 

8.66 

1.87 

N/A 

0.60 

Fuel Specification: ASTM 0975 No. 2-D diesel fuel with 0.03-0.05% sulfur content (by weight), 
and 40-48 cetane number. 

Fuel Temperature: 

Intake Air Temperature: 

Barometric Pressure: 

Humidity: 

Reference Standard: 

99 ± 9 ~ F ( at fuel pump inlet) 

77±9~F 

29.6 ± 1 in. Hg 

NOx measurement corrected to 75 grains H20/lb dry air 

ISO 8178 

The NOx, HC, CO and PM emission data tabulated hare were taken from a sin~jle engine under the test conditions shown above. Data for the 
other components are estimated. These data are subject to instrumentation and engine-to-engine variability. Field emissions test data are not 
guaranteed to these levels. Actual field test results may vary due to test site conditions, installation,luel specification, test procedures and 
instrumentation. Engine operation with excessive air intake or exhaust restriction beyond published maximum limits, or with improper 
maintenance, may result in elevated emission levels. 

Cummins Power Generation Data and Specifications Subject to Change W!lhout No/ice. EDS- 205e 
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C. Power 
Generation Exhaust Emission Data Sheet 

ENGINE 
Model: Cummins 6CTAE.3-G2 

Type: 4 Cycle, In-line 5 Cylinder Diesel 

Aspiration: Turbocharged and Aftercooled 

Compression Ratio: 16.8:1 

150DGFB 
50 Hz Diesel Generator Set 

Bore: 
Stroke 

Displacement: 

4.49 in. 1114 mm) 

5.32 in. ( 135 mm) 

504 cu. in. ( 8.3 liters) 

Emission Control Device: Turbocharger and Jacket Water Attercooler 

_ ___,P_,E=.R,_F.=O::_R"'M"'A"'N"C_.E,_.D_,A'-'Tc:A,_ __ _ 

BHP @ 1500 RPM I 50 Hz) 

Fuel Consumption (gai/Hr) 

Exhaust Gas Flow (CFM) 

Exhaust Gas Temperature ( ~F~ 

STANDBY 

241 

11.9 

1225 

1046 

PRIME 

219 

10.7 

1100 

996 

EXHAUST EMISSION DATA 
COMPONENT 

(All Values are Grams oer HP-Hour) 

HC (Total Unburned Hydrocarbons) 

NOx ( Oxides of Nitrogen as N02 ) 

CO ( Carbon Monoxide ) 

PM (Particulate Matter) 

S02 (Sulfur Dioxide) 

TEST CONDITIONS 

STANDBY ---
0.31 

6.49 

0.30 

0.22 

0.60 

Data was recorded during steady-state rated engine speed ( ± 25 RPM) with full load ( ± 2% ). 

Pressures, temperatures, c..nd emission rates were stablized. 

PRIME 

0.48 

6.48 

0.30 

0.18 

0.59 

Fuel Specification: ASTM 0975 No. 2-D diesel fuel with 0.03-0.0.5% sulfur content (by weight), 
and 40-48 cetane number. 

Fuel Temperature: 

Intake Air Temperature: 

Barometric Pressure: 

Humidity: 

Reference Standard: 

99 ± 9 Q F ( at fuel pump inlet) 

77±9~F 

29.6 ± 1 in. Hg 

NOx measurement corrected to 75 grains H20/lb dry air 

ISO 8178 

The NOx, HC, CO and PM emission data tabulated here were taken !rom a single engine under the test conditions shown above. Data lor the 
other components are estimated. These data are subject t::J instrumentation and engine-to-engine variability. Field emissions test data are not 
guaranteed to these levels. Actual f1eld test wsults may vary due to test site conditions, installatlon,tuel specilication, test procedures and 
insirumen:ation. Engine operation with exces3ive air intake or exhaust restrictior. beyond published maximum limits, or with improper 
maintenance, may result in elevated emission levels. 

Cummins Power Generation Data and Specifications Subject to Change Witi"Joul No/1ce. EDS- 208c 
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C. Power 
Generation Exhaust Emission Data Sheet 

400DFEJ 
50 Hz Diesel Generator Set 

Engine Information: 
Model: Cummins OSX15-GB Bore: 5.39 in. I 137 mm) 
Type: 4 Cycle, In-Line, 6 Cylinder Diesel Stroke 6.65 in. 1 169 mm) 

Aspiration: Turbo-charged wlth air-to-air charge air cooling Displacement: 

Compression Ratio: 

Emission Control Device: Turbocharged and Low Temperature Aftercooled 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

BHP @ 1500 RPM I 50 Hz) 

Fuel Consumption (gai/Hr) 

Exhaust Gas Flow (CFM) 

Exhaust Gas Temperature ( 2F) 

EXHAUST EMISSION DATA 

HC (Total Unburned Hydrocarbons) 

NOx ( Oxides of Nitrogen as N02 ) 

CO ( Carbon Monoxide ) 

PM ( Particulate Matter ) 

1M_ 
Standby 

168 

8.2 

1040 

670 

0.10 

5.85 

0.40 

0.16 

1R 
Standby 

335 

15.9 

1860 

825 

0.03 

5.08 

1.00 

0.16 

3/4 
Standbv 

503 

22.9 

2460 

870 

0.02 

6.67 

1.20 

0.10 

912 CU. in. 

17:1 

Full 
Standby 

670 

31.7 

3240 

970 

0.08 

6.31 

0.40 

0.08 

I 14.9 liters) 

Full 
Prime 

605 

27.7 

2860 

915 

0.03 

7.07 

0.90 

0.08 

All values are Grams per HP-Hour 

TEST CONDITIONS 
Data was recorded during steady-state rated engine speed ( ± 25 FWM) with full load { ± 2% ). 
Pressures, temperatures, and emission rates were stablized. 

Fuel Specification: ASTM 0975 No. 2-D diesel fuel with 0.03-0.05% sulfur content (by weight), 
and 40-48 cetane number. 

Fuel Temperature: 

Intake Air Temperature: 

Barometric Pressure: 

Humidity: 

Reference Standard: 

99 ± 9 g F ( at fuel pump inlet) 

77±9'F 
29.6 ± 1 in. Hg 

NOx measurement corrected to 75 grains H20/lb dry air 

ISO 8178 

The NOx, HC, CO and PM emission data tabulated here were taken from a single engine under the test conditions shown above. Data for the other 
components are estimated. These data are subject to Instrumentation and engine·to·engine variability. Field emissions test data are not guaranteed to 
these levels. Actual field test results may vary due to test site conditions, installation,fuel specificabon, test procedures and instrumentation. Engine 
operabon with excessive air intake or exhaust restriction beyond published maximum limits, or with improper maintenance, may result in elevated emission 
levels. 

Cummins Power Generation Data and Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice. EDS- 284b 
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